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Part 1

Chapter 1:
The House that Blinked

Albus Dumbledore stood on the sidewalk of Mimms
Hall Road on the north side of London, under a lamppost that
– like the others nearby – had failed, casting the street into
darkness. Row houses stretched off in both directions.
Rubbish bins covered in a layer of frost sat at the curb ready
for pickup.
With Halloween so recently ended, a passer-by might
have guessed Dumbledore – with his wizard‘s robes and his
long white beard – was fresh from a costume party, though
Rubeus Hagrid, standing just behind him, would have been
more difficult to explain. Hagrid was abnormally tall and
wide, like a freight train made flesh. Behind them both, a red
haired man stood on the far side of the street. Of normal size
and normal attire, he might be that very same passer-by,
mesmerized by the strange sight in front of him.
Displaying none of his normal cheerfulness, eyes hard,
lips straight, Dumbledore faced a house that was misbehaving.
For a few seconds, the front door hung askew, held in place by
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a single hinge. Leaves, takeaway wrappers, and cans of
Boddingtons Draught clogged the front stoop. Windows were
broken, shingles missing. Altogether it looked like the sort of
place where vampires might hide their coffins or boggarts
might haunt a shadowy place beneath the stairs. Then without
fanfare, a model home replaced the derelict. Trash gone,
windows repaired, roof whole and unblemished. Warm, cozy,
repellent to creatures of darkness and despair. A few seconds
more and the transformation reversed itself.
Silent,
instantaneous, unsettling.
To his unaided eyes, the house seemed to sit atop a
sepia-toned watermark. When he donned a pair of Spectral
Spectacles, the mundane world faded to shadow while the
watermark blossomed into colors of bright red and gold,
rainbows shimmering around the perimeter.
Though the Fidelus charm remained recognizable – still
replicating itself in fractal fashion, larger patterns giving rise
to smaller copies in infinite regression – the familiar whirligigand-tree metaphor sported gaping holes. Nor did the charm
exhibit its normal pulsing, which made a healthy pattern seem
to flow into itself. Of course, the charm should also have been
invisible, undetectable even with the Spectacles, as
Dumbledore wasn‘t one of the secret keepers. Indeed, the
more he studied it, the more the entire arrangement seemed
unstable.
―Damaged?‖ he said to himself. ―Half dispelled? What
could do that? Could it be done with intent?‖
As he studied and muttered, a muffled thump like a
heavy book dropped onto a mattress came from the street
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behind him, accompanied by the sudden appearance of a new
figure. Before Dumbledore could finish spinning about,
Rubeus Hagrid, with unnatural quickness for such a huge man,
placed himself between the newcomer and Dumbledore.
―Came soon‘s I got word.‖ Tall and thin like his
brother, Aberforth Dumbledore wore a drooping night cap
with a tufted tip. His robes were in desperate need of a
smoothing spell.
When no one spoke, Aberforth gave a nod. ―Hagrid.‖
Then ambled up beside his brother.
Albus Dumbledore sighed. Facing the house again, he
found it difficult to focus his attention. His brother had that
effect on him.
―Who‘s it, you know?‖ Aberforth said.
―The Potters.‖
Aberforth grunted and, predictably, waited until
Dumbledore was just beginning to settle back into a zone.
―That‘s a risk I suppose,‖ Aberforth said, ―when you‘re
dangled as bait for the likes of you know who.‖
―Not now, Aberforth. Please.‖
―Right. Busy. Shan‘t hear a word out of me.‖
Aberforth scratched at one armpit. ―But you did dangle them,
didn‘t you.‖
Dumbledore went to pinch the bridge of his nose,
succeeding only in bumping the Spectacles closer to his eyes.
―Dangling implies being left out in the open. One doesn‘t shut
something away behind a locked door if the intent is to
dangle.‖
―Unless you‘re after a fish what likes a challenge, eh?‖
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―If it will satisfy you, I dangled the Longbottoms. And
to put paid to it,‖ Dumbledore looked at his brother, ―I had
every expectation Voldemort would go after them rather than
the Potters. So clearly I‘m not nearly so smart as I‘d like to
think.‖
Aberforth opened his mouth, but shut it without further
comment.
―Thank you,‖ Albus said. ―As the Longbottoms are
surely next, I‘d like to return to watching over the bait that is
dangling, even now.‖
When Dumbledore returned to studying the house,
something in the pattern caught his eye. He gave a spiral
swish of his wand, as if unwrapping a ship‘s bowline from a
hawser. The house began to change from derelict to model
more rapidly. Another swish and the two houses began
fibrillating, superimposing each other in a blurry, dizzying
collage. After a third swish and the screeching sound of a
locomotive braking, the house abandoned the pretense of
being a derelict and was still.
Dumbledore worked a shiver out of his back and called,
―Stay on your guard, Arthur.‖
―That I shall.‖ Across the street, the red-haired man
faded into the shadows.
The front door of the house, unlocked, swung open with
a push.
―Normally,‖ Aberforth said, ―you‘d tell me to wait out
here.‖
―Would you listen?‖
―This time I might.‖
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Stepping into the house, Dumbledore spotted James
Potter at the bottom of a narrow staircase. Looking unharmed,
James‘ face bore an expression between rage and despair.
Dumbledore squatted beside the body and placed a hand
on his friend‘s shoulder. The lack of physical injury implied a
killing curse had been used.
Dangled them.
The Longbottoms in plain sight, yet Voldemort came
here first. Why? Being cagy? Sensing a trap?
Dumbledore proceeded toward the second floor, the
stairs creaking as Hagrid followed close behind.
Topping the last rise, Dumbledore spotted three more
bodies in a room to the left. Lily Potter sat just in front of a
crib, head slumped forward, arms fallen to her sides, palms
down. In the crib, one arm stretched out through the wooden
bars to touch her hair, lay her son.
―Didn‘t even give her a chance to grab her wand,‖
Hagrid said.
Dumbledore barely heard him. It was the third body that
drew his attention. Face down, legs twisted, feet at the very
edge of the crib, wand still clutched in one hand. A trick? A
trap of his own? Voldemort did enjoy being clever. But to
stage his own death seemed too close to what he feared most.
With a wave of his own wand, Dumbledore pulled the
one from Voldemort‘s hand to him.
―Who‘s that?‖ Aberforth stepped up beside him.
―Voldemort.‖
―Rubbish.‖
―I have his wand. Of that I‘m quite certain.‖
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Which seemed to put paid to any possibility of a ruse.
Hagrid, tears running into his wiry beard, stood beside
the crib, looking down at the child sprawled there.
Neither can survive while the other lives. Voldemort
had made his choice, ignoring the Longbottoms‘ child,
pureblood though he was, in favor of young Harry. And in
doing so had sealed his fate by some mechanism they might
never fully understand.
Aberforth waved his wand to turn Voldemort‘s body
over, revealing a nearly featureless face: nothing left of the
nose but two lizard-like nostrils, lipless mouth a thin cut. The
only distinct feature was a glowing mark in the shape of a
lightning bolt just over Voldemort‘s left eye.
―Not him,‖ Aberforth said.
―It is, I‘m afraid. Voldemort without his glamour.
What he made of himself.‖
―And that mark?‖
Dumbledore knelt to study the glowing sigil more
closely.
―Well?‖ Aberforth said.
―No idea.‖
Dumbledore stood up, his back protesting as he did.
Aberforth rubbed his mouth, then gave his brother a
hard look. ―Fine. If you won‘t, I will.‖ With a jab of
Aberforth‘s wand, Voldemort‘s body disappeared, consumed
by fire.
―Don‘t,‖ Dumbledore said, too late.
The strange mark had deserved further study. Anything
that intricate had to be significant, its very foreignness
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warranting consideration. Within a few seconds, the fire
guttered out, leaving both the body and the strange mark
unharmed.
―Explain that,‖ Aberforth said.
As Dumbledore considered the double riddle, he felt a
malevolent gaze at his back.
―Something didn‘t like what you just did.‖ He turned
toward the hallway.
―That makes two of us.‖
Out of the room, Dumbledore spotted an evanescent
outline and cast a holding spell. The vague outline clarified,
Voldemort in his undisguised form, twisted and hideous.
―Still here, Tom?‖ Dumbledore said.
―A ghost?‖ Aberforth said.
―I shouldn‘t mind that.‖
The sneer fit Voldemort well, but it faded almost at
once, along with the rest of him, as his ghostly shadow left
behind the magic net that sought to bind him. A moment later,
he vanished through the far wall of the hallway.
―What is it?‖ Aberforth said.
―Not a ghost, at any rate.‖ Dumbledore moved toward
the wall Voldemort had disappeared through. ―Another go or
two. I‘ll find something to hold you, whatever you‘ve
become.‖
After turning the far wall transparent, Dumbledore had a
clear view of the house next door and much of the street
beyond. No sign of Voldemort.
How many mysteries were they looking at here? It was
like the story of the blind men and the hippogryph. A single
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complexity might seem like half a dozen when you were
stumbling around in the dark.
As if to mock Dumbledore‘s ignorance, Hagrid shouted,
―Professor!‖
―Yes?‖
―It‘s the baby, Professor.‖ Hagrid stepped out of the
bedroom, carrying what seemed an insignificant burden. ―The
baby‘s alive!‖

Chapter 2:
The Boy Who Lived

Harold Potter – who everyone called Harry – had unruly
black hair, wore wire rim glasses, and was painfully thin. Just
now he stood beside a row of azaleas in the back yard of 4
Privet Drive, garden hose in hand. It was a fine late-spring
day, growing hot as the afternoon progressed. While water
trickled out of the hose, his eyes glazed over. A woman on a
white horse rode up. Very pretty, in a voluminous dress illsuited to riding, she stopped and smiled down at him. Or,
better yet, let her be frantic, in need of a place to hide. That
might be nice. And who would she be running from? There
would be time to find that out later. For now: Quick. Hide in
the toolshed.
A clump of dirt caught Harry just above his right ear.
The fantasy faded, replaced by the ugly reality of his cousin
Dudley‘s fat face.
―Look at you,‖ Dudley said. ―You‘re drowning them
bushes. Mum won‘t be happy about that.‖
Harry looked down. Of course Dudley was right. Even
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with the hose set to a bare trickle (when it came to watering,
slow was the way to go according to Aunt Petunia), the second
azalea bush now stood in a muddy lake, with the third bush
looking well soaked from the run-off.
―Don‘t let me catch you slacking off again,‖ Dudley
said, ―or I will tell mum.‖
―Tell me what?‖ Aunt Petunia stepped out of the
breakfast nook onto the back patio, her dark hair in a tight
bun.
―Caught him daydreaming again.‖ Dudley pointed at
the azalea bushes.
As Aunt Petunia walked over, Harry dusted off his
shoulder.
―Did Dudley hit you?‖ Right on schedule.
―Just with a dirt clod.‖
―Dudley!‖ Aunt Petunia said.
―He was drowning the bushes.‖
―Should I give you some of his chores then? See if you
can do better?‖
―Just trying to keep him from ruining things.‖ Then
Dudley snorted. ―Too late for that, I guess.‖
―Your snide comments don‘t help.‖
―Fine.‖ Dudley headed for the back gate. ―Running late
anyway. Cricket practice.‖
―Cricket practice.‖ Aunt Petunia sounded unimpressed.
Then she sighed and looked at Harry. ―You lose boys once
they become teenagers. I know that. But Dudley‘s only
eleven. It‘s not fair, losing him already.‖
And whose fault was it that she was losing hold of her
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Dudley-ums so soon?
As Harry moved on to the last azalea, determined to pay
attention this time, Aunt Petunia paused in the back doorway.
―That‘s all it was? Daydreaming? You weren‘t
cheating on your chores?‖
It was a question she liked to ask at odd intervals. She‘d
seen the bushes. Clearly he‘d been watering them, as directed
in today‘s chore list. If he‘d been lounging under a tree,
reading a book while the water trickled, Dudley would have
been sure to mention it. How could he have been cheating?
―Never mind,‖ Aunt Petunia said. ―Just remember.
Hard work. That‘s the ticket. No cutting corners. No
cheating.‖
―I know.‖
With the last bush watered and the hose rolled up, Harry
went to the garden shed. Pulling out a bag of mulch, he
remembered the woman hiding in there. And her horse?
Hidden out of sight ... somewhere.
Coast is clear.
She was ever so grateful. After giving Harry an
impulsive hug, she said, ―Perhaps you can help me again.
You see, I‘m looking for a boy named Harold Potter. Do you
by chance know him?‖
###
While Aunt Petunia mixed a pitcher of Beefeater
martinis, Harry set the dinner table. It was important to have
things arranged just so, like elements of an enchantment. It
helped maintain peace. The martini pitcher went on a china
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sideboard with a large bowl of pimento olives and a shot glass
of toothpicks. Knives sat inboard of spoons, napkins stood
pitched like tents atop plates. Each element a whispered
mantra, Please don’t let Uncle Vernon get mad. The most
important element of all: the table held three settings instead
of four. The less Uncle Vernon saw of his nephew, the better
for everyone.
With the evening libations arranged, Aunt Petunia went
to put the final touches on dinner, leaving Harry to make a
tidying pass through the house, which usually meant picking
up any toys, comic books, soda cans, or crisps bags Dudley
might have left lying about.
At 5:20, Uncle Vernon came in the front door wearing a
terrycloth shirt with ―Grunnings‖ and the company logo (an
oversized drill bit sticking out of an anvil) just over one
pendulous breast. Uncle Vernon despised the new shirts with
good reason, given how they outlined his every bulge.
―It‘s the owner‘s blasted son,‖ he liked to say. ―Went to
Berkley University, you know. Even the Yanks think it‘s a
minky git place. If he‘d gone to Oxford, like his father....‖
While Uncle Vernon trudged upstairs to change, Harry
went to the curb to collect the post. Today‘s haul included a
coupon circular, a credit card offering, an auto insurance bill,
and a cream-colored envelope textured like a napkin. In a font
that must have been Antique Bookman, or antique something,
it said:
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Harold Potter
No. 4 Privet Dr.
Little Whinging, Surrey
Who would be sending him a letter? The return address
just listed a post office box in London, along with ―Return
Service Guaranteed.‖
Deciding to take the safest course, Harry set the normal
mail beside Uncle Vernon‘s spot at the dinner table, then
headed for the kitchen. Dudley, who tended to be punctual at
meal times, jumped up from his spot and snatched the
suspicious letter away.
―Harry‘s trying to nip something!‖
―Who‘s nipping what?‖ Returning to the dining room,
Uncle Vernon now wore a smoking jacket that suited his
immensity much better than the twill shirt had.
As Dudley handed the letter over, Harry said, ―I wanted
to show it to Aunt Petunia.‖
Uncle Vernon filled a martini glass and took a healthy
sip before turning his attention to the letter.
―Harold Potter?‖ He glanced over at Harry. ―Oh, right.
Him.‖
Uncle Vernon poured himself a refill, half-crumping the
envelope and getting one end of it damp with condensation off
the pitcher. Wanting to go snatch the letter back, preferably
with the aid of a steak knife, Harry turned his attention to the
table settings. It was just a letter. If he got into a rage over it,
he‘d spend the rest of the night with a sour stomach and a head
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full of violent thoughts.
Aunt Petunia called to him from the kitchen. Grateful
for the distraction, Harry went to help carry out the supper
dishes.
―What‘s the uproar about?‖ She handed him a bowl of
green beans with almonds.
―A letter. Addressed to me.‖
Harry took the green beans into the dining room.
―Did you send away for something?‖ Uncle Vernon
said.
―No.‖
―What‘s this, then?‖
Aunt Petunia brought out the rolls, then stood looking
over Uncle Vernon‘s shoulder as he tore open the envelope
with one thick finger. The worried expression on her face
disappeared as soon as Uncle Vernon had the letter unfolded.
―Surely it can wait until after dinner.‖ She took her
place opposite Dudley and shooed Harry into the kitchen,
where his dinner sat waiting on the breakfast table.
Harry started in on a chicken drumstick, which Aunt
Petunia had prepared using her signature dry rub. Quite good
with chicken, but beyond description on turkey. With only an
apple since lunch, he went at his meal with large bites and just
enough chewing to avoid choking to death. Only when Uncle
Vernon laughed did Harry pause.
―Some sort of practical joke!‖ Then, as could almost be
predicted, ―Or a scam. I should ring them up and give them—
But this sort of thing‘s illegal! Using the mails like this.‖
―Perhaps I should have a look at it,‖ Aunt Petunia said
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quietly.
―Yes. See what you make of it. Hogwarts? Hogwash,
more like!‖
Just what I need. Harry split open a roll and stuck a pat
of butter down the middle. It would almost certainly wind up
being his fault, at least as far as Uncle Vernon was concerned.
With a bit of luck, though, Aunt Petunia would smooth things
over. Sent by mistake, that’s all. He could just hear her
saying as much.
Instead, what he heard was, ―Harold!‖
Not my fault!
Scurrying into the dining room, he wiped his face with
the back of his hand, then wiped his hands on the legs of his
jeans.
―Yes?‖
―Has anyone contacted you?‖
―No.‖
She folded the letter and set it beside her plate. ―No ...
peculiar men or women nosing about?‖
Harry thought for a moment. All he‘d seen that
summer, beyond neighbors and the odd delivery person, had
been a group of cyclists who‘d taken a wrong turn and wound
up stopping to sort out their route.
Aunt Petunia turned to look at him, so Harry shook his
head.
―All right then. Go and finish your dinner.‖
―What is it?‖ he said.
―Never mind. If it requires your attention, I‘ll let you
know.‖
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Harry returned to the kitchen table and resumed eating.
―You don‘t intend to take it seriously?‖ Uncle Vernon
said.
―Not to worry, dear. You‘ve quite enough to deal with,
especially now the owner‘s son is taking over.‖
―Little pipsqueak! Wouldn‘t mind giving him a going
over. But this nonsense?‖
―I‘ve seen it before,‖ Aunt Petunia said. ―I‘ll sort it out,
one way or another.‖
―Before? Anyway, what‘s to sort out? Witchcraft and
wizardry?‖
A jolt of excitement made Harry sit up straight and look
in the direction of the dining room.
―They‘re speaking euphemistically of course, dear,‖
Aunt Petunia said. ―Emphasizing the heights to which we can
aspire, if we but apply ourselves diligently.‖
Harry deflated and stabbed a forkful of green beans.
―Euphemistic?‖ Uncle Vernon said. ―It‘s in bloody poor
taste whatever you call it. Offensively so. And you say
they‘re sending this out left and right?‖
―No, dear. At least, I don‘t imagine they are. It‘s the
same boarding school my sister went to, and that makes Harry
a legacy.‖
―Sister?‖ Uncle Vernon said.
―Yes, dear. Harry‘s mother.‖
She went to a boarding school. Harry put the new
information into a glass case with a spotlight shining down on
it.
―That‘s how we got stuck with ... him?‖ Uncle Vernon
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said.
―Yes, Vernon.‖
―Which reminds me. Couldn‘t he have just gone to a
home? Surely somebody would have wanted an extra mouth
to feed.‖
―Yes, dear. But Harry is my nephew, and I gave my
word I‘d look after him.‖
Witchcraft and wizardry. Aunt Petunia said it was just
fluff, but the words echoed in Harry‘s head, making him
wonder – not for the first time – about Uncle Vernon‘s
amnesia. There was something unnatural about it, especially
for a man who could rattle off ten-digit part numbers over the
phone. The only thing he had trouble remembering, or so it
seemed, was who Harry was, and why he might be living
there.
Harold Potter: Wizard. That had a jolly good ring to it.
A bad idea, letting himself dwell on it, he was so close to the
nuthatch already. It would explain a lot, though. That woman
on the white horse, for one.
###
The next morning after Uncle Vernon had gone to work
and Dudley had gone to pursue delinquency, Aunt Petunia sat
across from Harry at the little table in the breakfast nook. A
long silence followed, while Harry studied the speckled
Formica. With a storm blowing in, the darkness outside made
it feel more like dusk than morning.
―I‘ve always taken care of you, haven‘t I, Harry?‖ Aunt
Petunia said.
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Harry nodded.
―Taught you to work hard. Wouldn‘t let Vernon or
Dudley pick on you. Isn‘t that so?‖
Harry nodded.
―And you trust me, don‘t you? That I‘ve got your best
interests at heart?‖
Harry nodded.
―Don‘t you?‖
―Yes.‖
―You‘d trust me over some stranger who showed up at
the door, wouldn‘t you?‖
Harry chuckled to indicate how silly the question was.
What was she going on about?
―You‘re just a boy still, Harry. It‘d be easy for someone
to tell you a lie, and you believe it.‖
―Is this about the letter?‖
His aunt frowned, like he shouldn‘t have jumped ahead.
―These people. The ones who sent that letter. They aren‘t
good people, Harry. They like to take children and mistreat
them. Do you understand?‖
―Like ... in Pinocchio?‖
Aunt Petunia‘s forehead wrinkled, then she smiled.
―Yes, Harry. Like that.‖
―Couldn‘t we give the letter to the police?‖
―They all but own the police.‖ Aunt Petunia looked off,
her expression a mixture of pain and something that Harry
couldn‘t make out. ―I saw it with Lily. With your mother.‖
―She got a letter too?‖
―What they did to her, it wasn‘t right, Harry. You might
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not notice it at first. But in the end, you wouldn‘t like what
they stand for. Laziness and arrogance. Treating normal
people like dogs.‖
―They did that to my mom?‖
Aunt Petunia rubbed at a burn mark on the table.
―She wanted out, Harry. Her husband as well, I
imagine, though I never met him. I know I‘ve told you it was
a car crash. That‘s what they‘d like us to believe. But I‘m
convinced it wasn‘t any accident. It‘s what they do, Harry,
when someone tries to leave their secret little world. There‘s
only one way out with that lot.‖
Harry‘s anger began heating up. This time he made no
attempt to tamp it back. ―Who? Who did that?‖
Aunt Petunia reached across the table toward him, but
he had his hands clenched in his lap.
―Don‘t be silly, Harry. You have to let it go. There‘s no
way to fight them. But you can beat them.‖
―How?‖
―Turn them away when they come.‖
That didn‘t sound like it would defeat them.
―No matter what wonderful things they promise you,‖
Aunt Petunia said, ―if you turn them away, if everyone turned
them away, that would be the end of it.‖
But everyone wouldn‘t turn them away, would they? If
you were like his mom and dad, with no one to warn you,
there‘d be no reason to reject whatever they had to offer.
Treacle pudding with every meal, or whatever it was. And
they‘d keep on. Luring people in, then not letting them go.
―Will you, Harry?‖ Aunt Petunia said. ―Turn them away
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when they show up?‖
Harry nodded.
―Will you?‖ Aunt Petunia said.
―Yes.‖
For the rest of the day, stuck with inside chores while
rain beat against the windows, Harry found himself looking up
with shaking hands, his mind littered with the corpses of the
people who‘d tricked his parents. Tricked them and then, just
because they wanted to be free, killed them.

Chapter 3:
Birthday Guests

After having a go at the bell push of 4 Privet Drive,
Albus Dumbledore stood beside Hagrid, projecting an air of
imperturbable wisdom, a skill he‘d perfected long ago for
situations like this, when he had absolutely no idea what he
was doing. Nearly ten years had passed since the last time he
stood at this door, and now they would see how he had done.
He had no expectation of getting an O for Outstanding. A for
Average would do well enough. In this case, even a P for
Poor could be tolerated, with seven years at Hogwarts to make
a course correction. But please no worse than that. No
shoebox with trophies. So long as they could keep Harry off
that path....
Almost before she had the door properly opened, Mrs.
Dursley said, ―Couldn‘t you at least try to look normal?‖
Not waiting for a reply, she ordered them inside, giving
Hagrid an extra look of disapproval as he squeezed through
the doorway.
―You sent a letter!‖ She closed the front door.
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―Just a normal letter. Nothing magical about it.‖
―Except the contents.‖
―I thought you might like some warning.‖
―We agreed there wouldn‘t be anything of the sort.‖
Wrinkles formed around Mrs. Dursley‘s mouth as she pressed
her lips together. ―And now it comes to that, I‘m not
interested in handing him over to you lot. Most likely so you
can get him killed, like you did his parents.‖
Dumbledore pushed away a pang of guilt as he studied
the woman, so unlike her sister. ―Sending Harry to school
isn‘t an option, Mrs. Dursley. It‘s required by law.‖
―Your law, not mine.‖ She waved a hand to end the
conversation, then led them into the kitchen. ―Wait here. I‘ll
fetch him.‖
An impressive array of pots dangled over a center work
island. A nook held a small table and a low bookshelf full of
cookbooks. On top of the bookshelf was a— What did
muggles call it? Telaviewer? Yes, that was it. A small
telaviewer.
―Not sure I‘d have spotted her as Lily‘s sister,‖ Hagrid
said.
―Lily told me they were always quite different. Though
it was Lily‘s letter from Hogwarts that caused them to drift
apart.‖
When Mrs. Dursley returned to the kitchen, she had the
look of someone who had summoned an ogre, with no idea
how to send it back again. The boy following her had dark
hair that might not have seen a comb for weeks. In that, as in
the whole of his face, he resembled his father James. His
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expression made Dumbledore feel tired. The rage and hate on
that young face screamed, You blundering fool! This was as
bad as anything he‘d let himself contemplate. Could so much
rage rise so quickly, with so little provocation, without having
manifested elsewhere? T for Troll, and don‘t bother applying
to retake the exam, thank you very much.
―Harry?‖ Hagrid said. ―You look enough like your dad,
you could be him, just shrunk down a bit. He had it on the
thin side too. Not so much as you, though.‖
Harry‘s expression softened as he stared at Hagrid,
though Dumbledore didn‘t especially care for this new look
either. Vacuous, daft, like someone given over to delusion.
―Been out playing, have you?‖ Hagrid said.
―Planting hostas.‖
―Planting things! Got any pets?‖
Harry shook his head, then gave Dumbledore another
dark look. ―Except for a spider.‖
―Spider is it? Well, I had a pet spider—‖ Hagrid
cleared his throat. ―But I don‘t suppose you remember me
any, do you?‖
―Remember?‖
―You was just a wee tyke then. Slept most of the way
here. Tuckered out, I imagine, on account of—‖ Hagrid cut
himself off.
The anger surfaced again in the boy‘s face, though he
kept his eyes fixed on Hagrid.
―You brought me here?‖
―Professor Dumbledore and me. My name‘s Hagrid.
Rubeus Hagrid, Keeper of Keys and Grounds at Hogwarts.
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And this is Professor Albus Dumbledore, Headmaster of the
school. But that‘s just a day job for him, Harry. Great man,
Dumbledore. Don‘t know when he finds time to sleep.‖
―You brought me here ... from the crash?‖
Yes, the letter had been a mistake. Except, Mrs. Dursley
could have spent years preparing the boy for this moment.
―Crash?‖ Hagrid said.
―The car crash.‖
―Car crash?‖ A note of indignation crept into Hagrid‘s
voice, and he gave Mrs. Dursley a suspicious look. ―What car
crash?‖
―The ones my parents died in,‖ Harry said.
Hagrid turned to Dumbledore.
―Your parents weren‘t killed in a car crash, Harry.‖
―Changing the story around, I guess,‖ Mrs. Dursley said.
―That would be rather difficult,‖ Dumbledore said, ―as
you weren‘t interested in the details at the time.‖
―As if it would make any difference.‖
―HARRY DOESN‘T KNOW HOW HIS MOM AND
DAD DIED?‖ Hagrid‘s roar rattled plates in the cupboards.
Mrs. Dursley took a step back. ―There‘s no need for
shouting.‖
―There is!‖ Though Hagrid did bring his volume down.
Curiously, Harry did no more than startle at Hagrid‘s
outburst. Dumbledore knew students who spent their years at
Hogwarts carefully avoiding the giant man.
―Your mum and dad were great folks,‖ Hagrid said.
―Smart. Best boy and girl their seventh year. Members of
the— Well, part of them that stood up to ... to you know
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who. Died fighting him. Your mother—‖ Hagrid pulled out
a small table cloth and blew his nose. ―When we found you,
she was slumped there in front of your crib. Protecting you
right to the last.‖ The roar came back. ―CAR CRASH?‖
The boy studied Hagrid, perhaps thinking he could
pierce the façade. Gaining no ground there, he turned to his
aunt. ―You lied?‖
―I didn‘t Harry. Lily would be alive right now, if she‘d
told them off. But she didn‘t. She went right along with it,
and look what happened.‖
―What happened?‖
―I don‘t know exactly. Do I need to? I know she‘s
dead. Isn‘t that enough?‖
―How did she die?‖
―Look at you,‖ Mrs. Dursley said. ―Turning on me,
after I raised you from a baby.‖
―How‘d my mom and dad die?‖
―They killed them, Harry. Just like I told you. Their
kind.‖
―Because she wanted to leave?‖
When Mrs. Dursley slumped into one of the chairs in the
breakfast nook, Harry turned his attention back to Dumbledore
and Hagrid. Something dark and unfortunate lurked behind
his eyes, though it no longer seemed to focus on Dumbledore.
It had turned inward.
―How did they die?‖
Though Hagrid was deferring to him, Dumbledore found
himself unable to respond, frozen by a memory of his first
encounter with another muggle-raised boy. Any moment now,
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Harry would give the command for them to ―tell the truth.‖
―Can you tell me, please?‖ Harry said.
―There was a wizard turned bad,‖ Hagrid said.
―Wizard?‖
―We got ‗em, Harry, the bad eggs. No different than
muggles in that. And this one—‖
Hagrid looked over, so Dumbledore said, ―Lord
Voldemort.‖
―Don‘t like to say his name,‖ Hagrid said. ―It‘s got a
curse on it.‖
―He killed my parents? That....‖
―Voldemort,‖ Dumbledore said.
―Voldemort.‖
―Shouldn‘t say it, Harry,‖ Hagrid said.
―Why not?‖
―Bad things can happen. Well.‖ Hagrid chuckled.
―Maybe not for you, seeing as how you‘re the one put a stop
to him.‖
―Me?‖
―Don‘t ask me how. Don‘t understand it. Not sure even
Professor Dumbledore‘s got a good answer for that one.‖
―The only thing we know for certain,‖ Dumbledore said,
―is the result.‖
―What result?‖
―It‘s gone down now.‖ Hagrid pointed at Harry‘s
forehead. ―Never wonder where you got it from, that scar?‖
Harry reached up to his forehead.
―Other side, Harry,‖ Hagrid said.
Harry switched hands, but touched the scar only briefly.
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―This ... Voldemort .... killed my parents?‖
―Aye,‖ Hagrid said. ―And a bunch more folks. Him and
them that followed him.‖
―That‘s one reason we brought you here,‖ Dumbledore
said.
―Plenty of wizards wanted to get their hands on you,
Harry,‖ Hagrid said.
―You see?‖ Mrs. Dursley said. ―What I‘ve been trying
to tell you?‖
―Except that‘s not what you said.‖ Harry spoke as if his
aunt were a mere distraction. It seemed uncharacteristic for a
boy his age. That sort of cold detachment usually didn‘t
emerge until middle adolescence.
Able to say Voldemort‘s name. Acting in some ways
like a boy four or five years older. Given to sudden rage.
What did it add up to?
―I tried to explain it so you‘d understand,‖ Mrs. Dursley
said. ―It‘s dangerous, Harry. To go with them. To let them ...
recruit you. I saw it happen with Lily, how they twisted her
around and—‖
―My mother wasn‘t twisted around! It‘s you twisting
things.‖
―It isn‘t. I‘m normal. It‘s them. They hate what‘s
proper and natural. Looking down their noses and—‖
Just behind Mrs. Dursley, the small telaviewer
crumpled, its picture tube exploding with a loud pop, spraying
glass into the room, causing the house lights to flicker and
then go off. Mrs. Dursley shrieked.
Dumbledore reached for his wand, but stopped when he
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saw only confusion in Harry‘s face.
―What was it, Professor?‖ Hagrid said.
―A demonstration.‖ Dumbledore shifted his attention to
Mrs. Dursley, though he watched Harry from the corner of one
eye. ―A very good demonstration of why we require young
wizards and witches to train, so as to gain control over their
powers.‖
―You did that, Harry?‖ Hagrid said.
Harry shook his head, and perhaps he told the truth as
far as he knew it.
―We discussed this at the time,‖ Dumbledore said. ―But
let me remind you, Mrs. Dursley. A witch or wizard becomes
much more powerful once they reach puberty. Which is why
we begin their education at age eleven.‖
―Without a wand, even.‖ Hagrid laughed and clapped
Harry on the shoulder, nearly knocking him to his knees.
―Should of known you‘d be a corker, Harry!‖
Angrily, Harry said, ―I didn‘t do it!‖
He gave Dumbledore a suspicious look, which was well
enough. Best the boy not think to test himself until they could
get him into a more structured, more constructive
environment.
―I won‘t have it,‖ Mrs. Dursley said. ―I won‘t have it in
my house.‖
―No harm done.‖ Dumbledore repaired the telaviewer
with a wave of his wand. Being unfamiliar with the finer
details of such devices, his mind already working over how to
handle Mrs. Dursley, he didn‘t quite get it right, and forever
after the set would only pick up two channels: a Ballywood
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station that broadcast in Hindi, and the community services
channel from Gygnthlm, Wales.
―No harm?‖ Mrs. Dursley said.
It would take some work to smooth things over, so this
seemed as good a time as any to skip past the minor detail of
Mrs. Dursley‘s active consent.
―Hagrid,‖ Dumbledore said, ―I‘d like you to take Harry
to get his school supplies.‖
―I could do that, Professor!‖
―Does that sound all right to you, Harry?‖ Dumbledore
said.
The boy looked from Dumbledore to Mrs. Dursley.
―Aunt Petunia?‖
That quickly, he reverted from seeming an adolescent to
being eleven.
―Go on, then!‖ she said. ―Be just like your mother, if
that‘s what you want. They‘ll be the death of you, just like
they were her.‖
Dumbledore led Hagrid and Harry out onto the back
patio. ―I‘ll need three items.‖
From his trench coat, Hagrid pulled out an oven mitt, a
wooden mixing spoon, and a plastic egg timer.
Dumbledore tapped the egg timer with his wand. ―This
will take you to Hogsmeade.‖
Hagrid stuffed the egg timer back into a pocket.
The spoon went next. ―That will bring you and Harry
back here.‖
―Right.‖
The cooking mitt was last. ―And this will take you to
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the Leaky Cauldron.‖
―You‘re not coming?‖
Harry was watching
Dumbledore, his expression dark, distrustful, if not so full of
rage and hate as it had been at first.
―I need to sort things out with your aunt, Harry.‖
―Sort out how?‖
―In the ordinary fashion. I‘ll try to talk some sense into
her. Get her to calm down. To accept that her attempts to
mislead you have failed.‖
―And if she doesn‘t want to listen?‖
Not T for Troll after all.
―I have no intention of harming your aunt, Harry,‖
Dumbledore said. ―She and I will talk. Nothing more, I
promise you.‖
Harry hesitated, but Hagrid‘s reassuring nod carried the
day.
―Okay,‖ Harry said.
―Very good.‖ Dumbledore gave him a warm smile.
―Hagrid, if you‘ll instruct young Harry in the use of portkeys,
I‘ll resume negotiations with his aunt.‖
―You can count on me, Professor.‖

Chapter 4:
The Leaky Cauldron

Grab ahold.
One side of Harry‘s face scrunched up in disbelief. The
cooking mitt was like ones Aunt Petunia had, if twice as large.
One side was scorched a solid black. On the other side, a
large blue splat overlaid a repeating image of a pig on a
rotisserie.
Grab ahold.
His anger had faded, overcome by confusion and awe.
Dumbledore wasn‘t the slippery-haired stockbroker he had
imagined. And Hagrid. If Hagrid wasn‘t real, it meant Harry
had finally gone round the bend, with no way back.
But ―grab ahold‖? Grab ahold because this will take us
to London? It felt like being asked to sit on Santa‘s lap.
Unless: was he being asked to stick his finger in a light
socket? Grab ahold and: zap!
Harry glanced up at Hagrid‘s bearded face. A practical
joke seemed out of the question. Which left what?
Petulant, he grabbed at the mitt like he was trying to
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snatch an annoying fly out of the air.
―Okay. I grabbed ahold. Now what?‖
Before Hagrid could begin to answer, the ground under
Harry‘s feet vanished. His stomach rose up as the rest of him
fell. The patio and the house seemed to fall with him, while
the sky above shrank to a tiny circle. Then the universe
shattered into a thousand rainbow shards, was pulled through a
drinking straw, and reassembled itself into a room of dark
wood paneling.
Harry‘s eyes adjusted to the dimmer light faster than his
brain adjusted to the change of scenery. The room held a long
bench seat padded with maroon leather, a majestic fireplace,
and a wide strip of dark carpet stretching from the fireplace to
a double-wide doorway that opened onto a hall.
―All right, Harry?‖ Hagrid said. ―Takes getting used to,
portkeys.‖
Realizing he still had a grip on the cooking mitt, Harry
yanked his hand away and took a half step back.
―A little tap with his wand, Harry.‖ Hagrid‘s cheerful
voice kept Harry from giving himself over to hysteria. ―And
here we are, spot on, eh?‖
And here they were.
―Leaky Cauldron?‖ Harry‘s words came out a bit
squeaky.
―Best be getting on. Lots to do. Reckon you‘ll be
needing the whole setup.‖
Aunt Petunia hadn‘t questioned the reality of it. Only
that playing along was dangerous somehow. If they were
trying to snooker him, why send a giant and a scary old guy
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who you knew was only telling half the story? Maybe they
were that clever. Clever enough to fool Harry‘s mom and dad,
which meant clever enough to fool Harry, even after Aunt
Petunia‘s warnings.
―You‘re wizards?‖ Harry said.
―I‘m not. Least ways, not a fully trained one. But
Dumbledore is. A great one, too. As great a wizard as you‘re
like to meet, when it comes to that.‖
―What do you want with me?‖
―Want? We‘re off to get your school things. Suppose
that‘s as good a place to start as any.‖
―That‘s it? Just a school?‖
―To teach you how to be a wizard.‖ Hagrid didn‘t quite
laugh, though he did seem bemused.
―You can teach that?‖ Like a dog spotting a squirrel,
Harry‘s excitement lunged forward, nearly pulling the lead out
of his hand.
―They‘ve been doing it long enough. Course, you‘ve
got to be a wizard or a witch to start with. They couldn‘t teach
some muggle to do magic, if that‘s what you mean.‖
Heel boy. That squirrel’s not for the likes of you.
Just as well, if that‘s all it took for Harry to forget they
weren‘t to be trusted.
―My parents were wizards?‖
―Right smart ones, too. You do as well as them, you‘ll
be right at the top of your class.‖
If the wizard part wasn‘t the lie ... that meant the wizard
part was REAL! Sure. His parents wouldn‘t have been
fooled, not for long anyway, if it was all fake.
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As Hagrid stepped into the dimly lit hallway, a raspy
voice from just out of sight greeted him.
―Ah. ‘agrid! Ain‘t seen you since I last clipped me
nails.‖
―Lo, Mugdush. It‘s been a while, aye.‖
With Hagrid waving him forward, Harry got his legs
moving and squeezed into the hallway. In a tiny alcove, about
the size of an old phone booth, an odd creature sat on a
wooden stool. It had a tiny head sporting only a few tufts of
hair, one childlike arm, the other suitable for a motorcycle
gang member. A pinup on one wall of the cubicle featured
what Harry decided must be a female ogre in a swimsuit from
the 1920s.
―What‘s with the kid?‖ Mugdush indicated Harry with
a finger of his shorter arm.
―Off to Diagon Alley for his school things.‖
Mugdush pointed at his own eyes with two fingers.
―Got those muggle spectacles.‖ He grunted. ―Don‘t make
much sense, far as I can tell. Sending muggles to Hogwarts.
That L.V. He had the right of it now and then, didn‘t he.‖
―Shouldn‘t be talking like that.‖
―Now, now, ‗agrid. You know I‘m not one of them.
How could I be? Don‘t mean I can‘t spot the bits he got
right.‖ Mugdush cleared his nose with a snort. ―Blood kin.
Load of rubbish. A muggle‘s a muggle, I say.‖
―Best we not talk politics,‖ Hagrid said. ―We don‘t see
eye to eye on it.‖
―Suppose you‘re right. Can‘t keep me mouth shut
sometimes. Speak me mind, is all.‖
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―You might not, if you knew who you were speaking it
in front of.‖
Mugdush leaned to one side, trying to peer past Harry
into the room. ―Dumbledore behind ye?‖
―Never mind. Come on, Harry. Lots to do.‖
Before Harry could take a step, Mugdush said, ―Hold
on! Harry‘d you say?‖
Up off his stool, Mugdush stepped closer, black, rat eyes
staring, while Harry stood very still. Almost as wide as
Hagrid, he wasn‘t much taller than Harry.
―That scar on his forehead?‖
―Only mark it put on him,‖ Hagrid said.
―Whack my nethers with a knotted branch.‖ Mugdush‘s
voice rose to a croaking shout. ―HAROLD POTTER!‖
Everything seemed so lifelike. But when the bouncer
knew your name without being told, wasn‘t that taking things
too far?
A bald, hunchbacked man stepped into the hallway a bit
further down, holding a bowling pin. ―What‘s this?‖
―Not to worry, Tom,‖ Hagrid said.
―Oh, Hagrid. But what‘s all the noise?‖
―Harold Potter,‖ Mugdush said.
―What about him?‖ Tom said.
―Here he is.‖
―Rubbish.‖
―Ask ‗agrid, then,‖ Mugdush said, ―you don‘t believe
me.‖
―Just off to get his school supplies,‖ Hagrid said.
―Official school business.‖
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―But ... that‘s him?‖ Tom said.
―Tis.‖
The bowling pin dropped to the floor with a thunk and
rolled to a stop against one wall. Tom hurried over, grabbed
Harry‘s hand and began shaking it, along with the better part
of Harry.
―An honor to meet you, sir,‖ Tom said. ―An honor.
Any time you need a room to kip in, or a spot of something to
eat.... I‘ve got the best sarsaparilla on this, or any other,
planet. Butterbeer. Whatever strikes your fancy. How about
it, Hagrid? A round on me, eh?‖
―Can‘t, Tom. Dumbledore‘s sent me to keep a watch
while Harry gets his school things.‖
―Shame,‖ Tom said. ―But I suppose you‘re right. Best
to keep a sharp eye. Could be there‘s folks like to have a go at
him even now, eh?‖
―Oh, most of them‘s locked up in Azkaban.‖
―And let ‗em rot there, I say.‖
Expecting to feel a dirt clod against the side of his face
at any moment, Harry followed Hagrid into a medieval tavern,
rough-hewn wooden beams spanning the ceiling, dangling
chandeliers with flaming brass pots on their arms. A
sprinkling of patrons sat at round wooden tables.
From the nearest table, a woman wearing a pointy
witch‘s hat said, ―What‘s all that about?‖ Four black kittens
sat atop her table, each lapping out of a finger bowl.
―Harold Potter.‖ Tom slid behind the long bar.
Mounted high on the wall behind him was a skull that might
have been human except for the two tusks jutting up from the
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lower jaw.
The woman tipped her table as she got up. Her four
kittens and their finger bowls slid onto the floor. Taking no
notice, she scurried over and stopped in front of Harry, eyes
wide.
―Tom having a go at us?‖ someone else said.
The woman just shook her head, while her kittens began
lapping milk (it looked like milk anyway) off the wood floor.
―Look who he‘s got escorting him,‖ Tom said.
With that, most of the other patrons got up and came to
see. ―It is!‖ ―Look at that scar.‖ ―Gives me a shiver just to
think of it.‖ ―Has he got the zap, Hagrid?‖ ―Ain‘t even got
his first wand, you git. The zap!‖ ―He‘s that old and no wand
yet?‖ ―Raised by muggles, wasn‘t he.‖ ―Balderdash.... Was
he, Hagrid?‖
Amidst the chatter, people came up and shook Harry‘s
hand, telling him their names, which never got past his ears to
his brain.
―All right, you lot,‖ Hagrid said. ―He‘s not a museum
piece you know.‖
A man still sitting at his table shouted, ―We know that.
What we don‘t know, is he going to fix the mess we‘re in?‖
―Shut your yap, Filbert,‖ the kitten-woman said. ―He‘s
just a boy still.‖
―I only want him understanding the state of things,‖
Filbert called back. ―‘Cause it ain‘t got no better these last ten
years. You all know what I‘m talking about.‖
―Don‘t mind him,‖ the woman told Harry. ―You‘ll sort
things out, the time comes. Those muggles won‘t know what
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hit ‗em!‖
With that, the patrons faded back to their original spots.
The last man standing was actually leaning against a wooden
pillar.
―Harold ... Potter?‖ the man said.
Hagrid put a hand on Harry‘s back and coaxed him
forward.
―Aye,‖ Hagrid said. ―Loads of stuff to see to. We best
be off.‖
They had passed the man when he said, in a drunken
slur, ―Shall have you in class, I suppose.‖
When Hagrid stopped pushing, Harry turned to look.
―Quirinus Quirrell.‖ Taking an asthmatic breath with
almost every word, he said, ―Da fence again hist the dar
carts.‖ Quirrell‘s nose dominated his face, but without
seeming excessive. If not for his current state, he would have
looked quite dignified, even imperial.
―Quirrell is it?‖ Hagrid said.
―Seems Professor
Dumbledore mentioned you‘d be taking that spot.‖
Quirrell‘s lips twisted into something like a grin. ―Bbetter me than nothing.‖
―Sure you‘ll do fine, Professor.‖
Hagrid coaxed Harry forward again. They exited
through a side door, emerging at one end of a cobblestone
street lined with antiquated shops like some historic village,
the sort of place where they still churned their own butter and
made clothes with foot-powered looms.
Then the individual shops began to resolve. Ye Basic
Reagents. Eyelops Owl Emporium. Best Broomsticks.
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Magic Carpet. Harry spotted Madam Malkin‘s Robes for All
Occasions, and then Ollivanders (Makers of Fine Wands since
382 B.C.).
In the full light of day, a feeling of insanity wrapped
around Harry‘s brain like a boa constrictor.
―... Gringotts.‖ Hagrid was already heading off down
the street. ―Once we‘ve got that taken care of, then we can....‖
Four wooden barrels stood in a row in front of Ye Basic
Reagents. A garden trowel sat atop the lid of each barrel.
―Harry?‖ Hagrid turned around as Harry approached the
four barrels. ―Well, I suppose it is all new.‖
Harry took a trowel and pressed the dull point against
his palm. To break the skin he had to press hard. The pain
seemed real enough, and as he drew the trowel across his
hand, a line of blood welled up behind it.
Did that mean it was real? Because if he was crazy or
dreaming, he could just play along. But if it was real.... If it
was real, he had to pay attention.
The kitten-woman had said, ―Those muggles won‘t
know what hit them.‖ What did that mean? The man at the
far table shouting about how things had been getting worse
instead of better. What was worse?
Harry didn‘t resist when Hagrid grabbed his arm and
pried the trowel away.
―What‘d you do that for?‖
―To see if it‘s real.‖
―To--? All right. But couldn‘t you find a better way
than cutting yourself?‖
Harry watched blood oozing into the creases of his
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palm. ―Do the lines say things about you?‖
―This one might. They use those trowels for scooping
dragon dung and the like.‖
―It‘s just a little cut, Hagrid.‖ Harry looked up at the
huge man, trying to make sense of him.
―Could still get infected.‖ With a forlorn expression,
Hagrid relented and they began walking up the street. ―We‘ll
just keep an eye on it. If your hand starts to swell up....‖
Hagrid left the solution unspoken, perhaps unsure
himself what they would do.

Chapter 5:
Diagon Alley

For half a block, Harry let himself tag along after
Hagrid, his head swiveling left and right. Flying carpets,
flying broomsticks, magic wands. ―Familiars of all shapes and
sizes!‖ All of it too similar to his daydreams. Similar, yet
different. The quaint way the denizens dressed. The
weathered appearance of the shops and their signs.
With each step down the street, Harry found it ever more
difficult to maintain his skepticism. Doubt was pushed aside
by curiosity.
―You knew my parents?‖
―Great folks, Harry. Your mum and dad was both in
Gryffindor. Head boy and girl their seventh year.‖
―What‘s Giraf-- I mean, Gryffindor?‖
―One of the four houses at Hogwarts.‖
―Is that where I‘ll live?‖ Harry said.
―Sorting Hat decides. Bet that‘s where you‘ll go,
though. It‘s the best one. Course, I‘m biased.‖ Hagrid
chuckled.
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―And my parents were head ... of the student council?‖
―Head Boy and Girl for Gryffindor their last year. Your
mum was a prefect before that.‖
―Prefect.... But not my dad?‖
They arrived at a white-stone building that capped the
opposite end of the street from the Leaky Cauldron. The
inscription over the entrance said ―Gringotts.‖
―Your dad, well. Imagine he had a few too many
demerits to be prefect. Anyway, most likely he wouldn‘t have
had time, what with him being Gryffindor‘s seeker.‖
―What‘s that?‖
―It‘s Quidditch, is what. A game for wizards.‖ Hagrid
chuckled. ―Take more time than we‘ve got today to go over
that.‖
Inside the bank, the roof overhead must have been a
hundred feet up. A misshapen form moved around up there,
catching Harry‘s eye. Harry pointed it out to Hagrid.
―Eh?‖ Hagrid looked too late. ―Probably a gremlin.
Like to see somebody try and rob this place the way they do
muggle banks. Things‘d come out the shadows you don‘t
even want to think about.‖
―What‘s a muggle?‖
―Anybody‘s not a witch or wizard. Your aunt, say.‖
They queued near a sign that said, ―Wait here for next
available teller.‖ It gave Harry a chance to spy out the tellers.
―Hagrid,‖ he whispered, ―what are those?‖
―Where? Oh. Goblins. Run the bank. Fiends for
money. Got to be careful, you ever work a deal with one of
them. They‘ll never go back on their word, and they won‘t
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cheat you outright, but if you don‘t read the fine print real
close, well, that‘s your problem, is how they see it.‖
Fine print.
―What is it I‘m supposed to do to muggles?‖ Harry said.
One of the tellers raised a green hand. ―Next.‖
―Go on, Harry,‖ Hagrid said. ―They‘re a bit tetchy
about their business. I‘ll just wait over by the door.‖
―What do I say?‖
―Just tell ‗em your name. And say, well, you‘re here to
take ownership of whatever your mum and dad left behind.‖
Feeling small and vulnerable without Hagrid beside him,
Harry walked to the open window. Though he was barely tall
enough to see over the counter, a goblin suddenly appeared
beside him with some portable steps. Standing on the middle
one put Harry‘s head even with the green-skinned, pointyeared, pointy-nosed goblin behind the counter.
―Business?‖ The goblin spoke in a high-pitched voice.
―My name‘s Harold Potter? I‘m supposed to take over
what my mom and dad left me? Or something like that?‖
After a long glare, the clerk rang a hand bell. As the
note echoed, the general bustle dwindled. A moment later, a
second goblin appeared beside the teller. The second goblin
wore a black visor and had wire-rim glasses perched near the
end of its pointy nose.
―You rang, Ignatius?‖ the new goblin said.
Ignatius bobbed his nose toward Harry. ―Says he‘s
Harold Potter, come for his inheritance.‖
The new goblin grinned with a set of teeth as pointy as
his nose. But the smile faded as he studied Harry, his eyes
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lingering on Harry‘s forehead.
―He‘s got a scar,‖ the supervisor goblin said.
―Heard he‘s supposed to have one,‖ Ignatius said.
―You‘re Harold Potter?‖
Harry nodded.
―The Harold Potter?‖
―And have a care how you answer,‖ Ignatius said.
―Um.‖ Harry looked around and shrugged in Hagrid‘s
direction.
―Go on, Harry.‖ Hagrid‘s voice echoed even more than
the bell had. ―Don‘t let ‗em spook ya.‖
The bustle stopped entirely.
The supervisor hissed. ―Didn‘t spot him, did you,
Ignatius?‖
―Like to stay focused on me work.‖
The two goblins turned their attention back to Harry.
―Harold Potter is it?‖ Ignatius said.
Harry nodded.
―Son of James and Lily Evans Potter?‖
―I ... guess I didn‘t know her middle name.‖
Ignatius pushed a clipboard through the window, with a
piece of cream-colored paper on it.
―Press your palm to the page, Mr. Potter, if you will.‖
Harry did as he was told, until Ignatius shook his head
toward the ceiling and said, ―You may let go now, Mr. Potter.‖
Ignatius pulled the clipboard back, sprinkled it with
sparkling sawdust, then handed it to his supervisor. An instant
later, the supervisor vanished.
―Your balance.‖ Ignatius used a presenter‘s stick to tap
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a pair of binoculars mounted on Harry‘s side of the window.
Looking into the binoculars, Harry saw, ―58,335g 87s
14k.‖ Not sure what to make of it, Harry pulled back and
looked at Ignatius.
―Making a withdrawal?‖ Ignatius said.
―I— Hagrid didn‘t saying anything about that.‖
―How much money are you carrying on your person?‖
―None?‖
―Money pouch if you please, sir?‖
―I‘ve got pockets, is all.‖
Ignatius pulled a leather pouch from under the counter.
―Courtesy of Gringotts.‖ He set some coins in front of him,
counted through them twice, swept them into the pouch, then
pushed the clipboard back toward Harry, with the pouch riding
on top.
―Read, count, and thumb, if you please, sir,‖ Ignatius
said.
The paper said, ―Withdrawal, 25g 6s.‖
Harry looked inside the pouch and saw one large gold
coin, five smaller gold coins, and six silver coins. When he
looked up, Ignatius tapped the clipboard.
―Thumb, if you please, Mr. Potter,‖ Ignatius said.
Harry pressed his thumb on the paper.
―Will there be anything else, Mr. Potter?‖
―I don‘t think so?‖
―Have a pleasant day, sir, and thank you for choosing
Gringotts.‖
―Thanks, er, Ignatius.‖
Ignatius gave a sharp-toothed grin. ―The pleasure was
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all mine, Mr. Potter. I assure you.‖
###
―Gave you a money bag, eh?‖ Hagrid said, when Harry
joined him near the doors of the bank. ―Those are nice. Hard
to lose. Hard to steal, too.‖
―The binoculars?‖ Harry said.
―Balance viewer, I think they call it.‖
―Said I had fifty thousand ‗g‘?‖
―Galleons. Stands for gold, too, I suppose. Then there‘s
silver sickles and bronze knuts.‖
―Knuts. There was a k too,‖ Harry said.
―Aye.‖
―Is fifty thousand a lot?‖
―Tell you the truth, I thought it‘d be more than that.
Potters go back a good ways. But L.V.‘s followers—‖
―L.V.?‖
―That‘s Lord you-know-who.‖
―Voldemort.‖
Hagrid grunted uncomfortably. ―Aye. Some of them
were as much thieves as anything.‖
―But fifty thousand‘s still a lot?‖
―It‘ll get you through school and a bit besides. But
don‘t expect to spend your whole life with your feet up by the
fire.‖
―Plus they gave me twenty-five galleons for my money
bag.‖
―That‘ll last you quite a ways too, if you‘re not foolish
with your money like some. First years aren‘t allowed into
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Hogsmeade, and you‘ll be thumbing for most of your things
today. Which just leaves the school store. So if you‘re
careful, you could still be spending those twenty-five galleons
a year or two from now.‖
Stepping out of Gringotts into the bright summer day
felt like coming out of a movie theater, and Harry‘s eyes
began to water.
―Ah, Hagrid!‖ A young man in a pin-striped suit came
up the steps two at a time.
―Sir Nicholas,‖ Hagrid said.
―Albus with you, by chance?‖
―Afraid not, sir. He‘s taking care of Hogwarts business.
Or was. Don‘t know but he may have gone back to the school
by now.‖
―Blast. Morris said he might be here.‖
―He was planning on it,‖ Hagrid said, ―but he decided
just to let me handle it. Collecting Harold Potter‘s school
things.‖
Sir Nicholas nodded absently. ―You think he‘s back at
Hogwarts?‖
―That‘d be my guess, sir.‖
―Bounces around like a mad bludger.‖ Sir Nicholas
pulled out a wand. With a wave of it, he turned twodimensional and then was gone with the sound of a can of
peanuts being opened.
Seeing it from the outside was almost as strange as
having it happen to you. What caught Harry‘s attention the
most, though, was how Sir Nicholas had barely glanced at
him, even when Hagrid mentioned him by name. The
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indifference was like salt in the crumbly top of an apple pie,
offsetting and accenting the sweetness all at once.
After Gringotts, they went to Madam Malkin‘s clothing
shop.
―This one‘s a bit crowded for the likes of me,‖ Hagrid
said, ―so I‘ll just wait here while you get fitted. Tell ‗em you
want the standard first year wardrobe.‖
A sign in the window said, ―Back to School Sale. Dress
Robes Starting at 35g.‖ A long list of materials included satin,
silk, velvet, and Yeti, though Yeti had been crossed out.
―Will twenty-five galleons be enough?‖
―That‘s pocket money, Harry. You‘ll just press for most
of what you get today. Have a sore thumb before we‘re done,
like as not.‖
Feeling small again, Harry stepped into the shop under a
brass bell that clanged as he entered. Display racks of clothes
filled most of the store, with a few manikins sprinkled about.
Near the back of the store, a white-haired boy stood on a stool,
while a portly woman adjusted the hem of his robes.
Mumbling around the pins pressed between her lips, she
said, ―Be with you in just a moment.‖
The boy looked down at Harry. ―Hogwarts?‖
Harry nodded.
―First year?‖
Harry nodded.
―Mine too. Draco Malfoy.‖ He gave Harry an
appraising look. ―Never seen you before. Have I? Come
from a poor family?‖
Harry shrugged.
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―Slip out of that one, if you will,‖ the seamstress said.
―Just one more to go.‖
―What‘s your name?‖ Draco pulled the robes off and
traded with the woman.
―Harry.‖
―Family name?‖
After the Leaky Cauldron and Gringotts, Harry didn‘t
want to give out his real name. Not to someone with such a
superior air, anyway.
―Dursley.‖
―Dursley? Never heard of it. What sort of name is
that?‖
―Just a name, I guess?‖
―Please tell me they‘re not muggles, your parents?‖
―No.‖
―What house were they in?‖
―Giraffendor?‖
―Griffendor?‖ Draco laughed. ―I knew it wasn‘t
Slytherin.‖ In a tone mixing whimsy and fatalism, he said, ―I
suppose that means we‘ll be enemies.‖
The news didn‘t bother Harry terribly. Thanks to
Dudley, he‘d gotten used to having enemies. Friends. Now
that would be something.
―Not to worry, though,‖ Draco said. ―As long as you
don‘t pollute the bloodlines or turn into a muggle-lover, you‘ll
have no trouble from me.‖
With his last set of robes fitted, Draco hopped off the
stool. ―See you next month, I suppose.‖
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###
―Almost lunch time,‖ Hagrid said, when Harry emerged
from Madam Malkin‘s. ―What say we have a bite?‖
―I could eat a cow.‖
―You could use one.‖
They stopped at a hole-in-the-wall restaurant called Fast
Food, ordering through a window and eating at an umbrella
table just off the street. Having bypassed the house specialties
of roadrunner, falcon, and drunken prom date (lamb chops in a
brandy-date sauce), Harry contented himself with the not-sofast part of the menu: bangers and mash, a pile of bubble-andsqueak, eccles cake, and a butterbeer. For dessert, they went
to Florean Fortescue s Ice Cream Parlour, where Harry had a
banana split drizzled with treacle syrup.
As he started on his banana split, Harry realized that his
brain had all but shut down during lunch.
―What happens if I turn into a muggle lover?‖
Hagrid gave him a worried look. ―Where‘d you hear
that?‖
―Madam Malkin‘s. There was a boy. He wants to be in
the, er, Slippery House?‖
―Slytherin,‖ Hagrid said.
―Slytherin.‖ The name had a snakelike sound to it. ―Ss-slytherin.‖
―Don‘t do like that, Harry.‖ Hagrid wiggled his back,
his expression worried.
―Sorry.‖
―It‘s all right.‖ Hagrid sounded uncertain, but went on.
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―Most of L.V.‘s followers came out of Slytherin.‖
―So the lady in Leaky Cauldron. She was one of his
followers?‖
―Don‘t imagine she was a Death Eater. Most likely she
just agrees with what he was up to. Or what he claimed he
was up to.‖
Even after they finished dessert, Hagrid answered
Harry‘s questions, explaining that Voldemort had nearly
become a dictator within the wizarding world, while
Dumbledore had led an opposition movement. A movement
that included Harry‘s parents.
―It might have been better,‖ Hagrid said, ―if you-knowwho had met up with you after he got real control, instead of
before.‖
―Why?‖
―Then people could have seen what he was really like.
As it is, there‘s plenty of folks, like some of them from the
Cauldron, don‘t realize he was more danger to wizarding
society than anything the muggles might do.‖
―Wizards are afraid of muggles?‖
―Not so much afraid. More like ... crowded. Most
people don‘t want to see muggles wiped out, exactly. But
there‘s plenty who wouldn‘t mind if there was a lot less of
them.‖
―And that‘s what Voldemort was going to do?‖
―That was the big promise. Maybe he would have. But
there‘d have been a lot more to it. None of it pretty. Folks
like Mugdush and, well, like me. He‘d have gotten rid of us
too.‖
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―Why would he want to get rid of you?‖
―I resisted him, for one thing. Like your parents.
Mostly, it‘s because I‘m not a pure blood. Me mum— Well,
she wasn‘t a witch. And for you-know-who, that makes me
worse than a muggle.‖
###
They went to The Bottomless Bag next.
―I don‘t understand,‖ Harry said just outside the shop.
―If Voldemort killed my parents because they were fighting
him, why did that woman think I was going to attack
muggles?‖
Hagrid put a hand on Harry‘s shoulder. ―People come
up with crazy ideas, Harry. Wizards are no different from
muggles when it comes to that.‖
They worked their way down the school shopping list.
No matter how much Harry stuffed into his new steamer trunk,
it weighed the same two kilos as when he first got it.
They skipped Magic Carpet and Best Broomstick (―First
years aren‘t allowed to have brooms and such-like,‖ Hagrid
said). Outside the Golden Lyre, they paused briefly.
―They‘ve got a chamber orchestra and a choir at the
school,‖ Hagrid said. ―Good way to meet folks from the other
houses.‖
By then Harry had begun to feel numb. From the look
of his schoolbooks, keeping up with normal schoolwork would
be hard enough without any extra piled on.
―Well, it‘s never too late,‖ Hagrid said.

Chapter 6:
Ollivanders Wand Shop

They visited the wand shop last. A sign in the waiting
area said, ―All wands handmade by a member of the
Ollivander family.‖ Behind a long counter, one entire wall
was covered in pigeon holes filled with what looked like tie
boxes.
Hagrid sat on a large bench in the waiting area, but at
least he was nearby. Of all their stops, this one worried Harry
the most. Anybody could pick out books or get fitted for
robes. Even the trip to Gringotts only required his palm and
thumbprint. A wand, though.
―Hagrid, could just anybody use a wand if they got
ahold of one?‖
―Mostly,‖ Hagrid said. ―A few wands might not
cooperate, if the wrong person picked ‗em up. That‘s pretty
rare, though. Of course, no wand will work as good as one
you‘re fitted for. And this is the best place to get fitted, Harry.
No place better in the world.‖
―What if somebody lost their wand, and a muggle got
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ahold of it?‖
―Best not be losing your wand, Harry!‖ Hagrid
chuckled. ―But you don‘t have to worry about that. To a
muggle, it‘d just be a stick.‖
―Oh.‖
A clerk came in through a beaded doorway, his
mustache a sparse patch of black hair that made him look
ridiculous rather than mature.
―Welcome to Ollivanders premium wand shop,‖ the
clerk said. ―My name is Dexter. How may I assist you?‖
Perhaps it was Harry‘s glasses, or Hagrid sitting in the
waiting room, but Dexter‘s smile faded abruptly.
―Ollivanders deals almost exclusively in premium fitted
wands.‖
Resisting the urge to look at Hagrid for help, Harry said,
―Okay.‖
After a sigh, Dexter pulled a box out of a pigeon hole
seemingly at random. Opened on the counter, the box held a
crooked stick resting on a bed of cotton. Dexter lifted the
wand out and presented it to Harry.
―Inflexible oak, six-and-a-half inches, cored with the
antenna from a juvenile acromantula.‖
Sensing he was meant to, Harry took the wand.
―If you would be so kind.‖ Dexter pointed at a roughhewn crystal near one end of the counter. ―Test the wand on
the sink.‖
―How do I test it?‖
Dexter sighed. ―Waving the wand with intent should be
sufficient.‖
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Waving with the intent to do what? Harry waved the
wand the only way he knew how, and hoped for the best. As
soon as he did, Dexter took the wand and returned it to its box.
―If you would be so good, sir,‖ Dexter said, ―as to wave
wands at the sink. Just in case, you understand.‖
―Oops. Sorry.‖
Dexter took another box from the wall and handed Harry
its contents. ―Dogwood. Twelve inches. Swishy. Cored with
the heartstring of an ancient Chinese Fireball.‖
Being careful to aim at the crystal, Harry gave the
second wand a wave. Once again, nothing happened.
Dexter pulled out a third wand. ―Nine inches. Maple.
Flexible. Ground cockatrice scales.‖
Another wave. Still nothing.
Someone had goofed. Since both his parents were
wizards, they just assumed he‘d be one as well. Soon enough
they‘d figure out their mistake.
Dexter kept bringing wands and Harry kept waving
them, growing increasingly careless with his aim. His throat
had closed up. As Dexter filled in the gaps (seven inches, tenand-a-half, six-and-three-quarters), Harry kept expecting the
clerk to slap his hand down on the counter and ask him to
leave.
After the first few failures, Dexter stopped putting the
wands back in their spots, so that the counter gradually
overflowed with boxes. Finally, when Harry thought he might
be developing wand elbow, Dexter said, ―If you‘ll excuse me
for a moment,‖ and slipped out through the beaded doorway.
Harry stared at the wands, trying to memorize their
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appearance: alabaster white, ebony black, maple, mahogany,
cherry red.
Dexter returned with a balding man who looked old
enough to be Dexter‘s grandfather. The end was at hand.
―Garrick Ollivander.‖ The old man‘s eyes narrowed as
he studied Harry. ―I‘m sorry, sir. I didn‘t catch your name?‖
Harry swallowed and managed to croak out, ―Harry.‖
―Family name?‖
Harry looked down. ―Potter.‖
When the silence when on too long, Harry looked up,
and found Garrick Ollivander studying him.
―Should I leave?‖ Harry said.
―Just another minute of your time, sir.‖ Ollivander
whispered something to Dexter, who again pushed his way
through the beaded doorway.
―I apologize for the inconvenience,‖ Mr. Ollivander
said, ―but I assure you, no other shop would have had better
success fitting you. Derrick is young, his customer skills lack
refinement, but he knows wands. We wouldn‘t allow him
behind the counter otherwise, be he an Ollivander or no. And
when he tells me he‘s run you through the full spectrum of
what we have to offer without even a near miss, I‘ve no doubt
that he‘s telling the truth.‖
―So ... I‘m not a wizard?‖
―Sir, please! We pride ourselves on carrying the widest,
most complete catalog of wand types. In almost sixty years of
being a wand maker, I‘ve only had one other customer who
required that I make a wand specially fitted to him.‖
When Dexter returned, he brought not a wooden box,
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but one made of porcelain or perhaps marble. Garrick
Ollivander opened it and held its contents out to Harry.
―If you‘d be so good, sir.‖
Confused, Harry took the wand. Hadn‘t Ollivander been
talking about making a custom wand?
Harry stood quietly for a long moment, wanting to
memorize the feel of the cool wood in his hand. At last,
unable to delay any longer, he waved the wand, just as he had
the others. Only this time it did seem that something
happened. The wand grew warm and left a trail of light in the
air, like a sparkler on Guy Fawkes Day.
Had that been real? But there was something suspicious
about them pulling a special wand out of the back. A fake? A
wand that would pretend to do something no matter what?
Ollivander took the wand back, put it in its case, and a
few minutes later, Harry was looking at a sales receipt for one
wand, eleven inches, holly, cored with the tail feather of a
phoenix, priced at 3,500 galleons.
The crafty old man had done what his grandson was too
honest to do. No doubt there‘d be a lecture later on. Listen,
boy, never let a pigeon walk out that door without you first
clip his wings. Harry‘s anger urged him to crumple up the bill
of sale and stalk out. Then he saw the genius of it. He’s not
just trying to snooker me, but Hagrid as well. And if Harry
handled it right, who else might be taken in? After all, he‘d
gotten a wand from Garrick Ollivander, renowned wand
maker. So long as nobody got too nosy, Harry might be able
to make it at Hogwarts after all.
A dark voice inside him said, Lying and cheating your
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way through. Unimpressed, Harry answered straight back,
Would you rather go back and live with the Dursleys?
So Harry pressed his thumb to the paper. He even
snorted as he did, thinking, This is the best 3,500 galleons I’ve
ever spent!
―Thanks Mr. Ollivander,‖ Harry said, meaning it.
―It was an honor to fit you with your wand, Mr. Potter. I
shall be eager to see what use you make of it.‖
The way Ollivander said it, with an ominous dark tone,
made Harry wonder if, before long, he might regret being a
liar and a fake.
###
―Reckon that‘s it,‖ Hagrid said, once they were back
outside. ―Can‘t think of anything we missed.‖
―We‘re going to Hogwarts now?‖
―Hmm? No, school doesn‘t start for another month.‖
―What about until then?‖
Hagrid frowned at him. ―Got to take you back to your
aunt and uncle‘s.‖
―Back?‖
Harry sat down on the flagstone sidewalk. Did this
mean it wasn‘t real after all? Because if he went back, he‘d
wake up and it would just be a dream.
―Crikey, Harry,‖ Hagrid said.
―I thought you
understood that.‖
Hagrid seemed taller than ever from down here. The
giant man had been helping him all day. Had patted him on
the back and squeezed his shoulder. Had even bought Harry a
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snowy white owl, Hedwig, who now sat in a covered cage
atop Harry‘s steamer trunk.
―Don‘t make me go back there, Hagrid,‖ Harry said.
―No place else to take you.‖
―Let me come with you.‖
―With me?‖
Harry nodded.
―I would if I could.‖ Hagrid helped him to his feet.
―Doesn‘t sound like it‘s any lark, living with those muggles.
But, well, it isn‘t up to me.‖
It was stupid to expect Hagrid to take him in. This was
just a chore. Probably he couldn‘t wait to drop Harry off and
be rid of him. Pain in the neck little kid. Except it didn‘t seem
like that. And maybe this one time it was different. Maybe
Hagrid really did want to be his friend.
―We‘d best be getting on,‖ Hagrid said.
Harry grabbed Hagrid‘s waist, his arms barely reaching
halfway around. ―Don‘t make me go back there.‖
―Stop it, Harry.‖
Hagrid began trying to pry Harry loose, so Harry
tightened his grip. ―You‘ll have to break my arms.‖
Hagrid let up then, but when Harry felt him shudder and
heard him sobbing, he looked up. Tears were getting trapped
in Hagrid‘s wiry beard.
―Dumbledore‘s trusting me, Harry,‖ Hagrid said. ―And
I can‘t let him down. If you knew half of what he‘s done for
me.‖
―Sure.‖ Harry let go. ―I just thought, if you could take
me....‖
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―I‘d do it if I could, Harry.‖ Hagrid snuffled. ―You
believe me, don‘t you?‖
Harry nodded.
―If we could do it without Dumbledore getting into
trouble.‖ Hagrid shook his head. ―Somebody‘d find out.
Then he‘d be disappointed. And maybe he wouldn‘t be able
to trust me so much after that.‖
Hagrid still seemed to need reassurance, which was just
as well, since Harry needed some too.
―But I‘ll see you in a month, right?‖ Harry said. ―At
school?‖
―You bet, Harry. You bet! And you can come down to
my cottage to visit. Kip a snack and the like.‖
Harry did his best to smile, though his stomach had gone
sour. In the Owl Emporium, Hedwig had let him pet her.
She‘d even given his finger a gentle nip, which Hagrid said
meant she liked him. What would happen if he tried taking
her home? What would he do with an owl? What would
Uncle Vernon do with an owl? The first time Hedwig hooted,
she‘d be out a window or handed over to animal control.
―Do you reckon you could look after Hedwig for me?
Just until school starts. My aunt and uncle might not like
having her, is all.‖
The last signs of Hagrid‘s sadness disappeared. ―I‘ll
take real good care of her. Don‘t you worry about that. I‘m
partial to animals. Usually they like me well enough right
back.‖
―Maybe she‘ll need something to eat.‖ Harry pulled out
his Gringotts pouch, but Hagrid stopped him.
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―It‘s a favor,‖ Hagrid said. ―Because we‘re friends.
Right?‖
Friends? The word made Harry‘s chest ache. Another
month with the Dursleys in exchange for having Hagrid as his
friend. If even that much could turn out to be true.
―Thanks, Hagrid. Thanks a bunch.‖ The words seemed
inadequate. What were you supposed to say in a situation like
this?
Hagrid pulled the wooden spoon out of his coat. ―All
right. On a count of three now.‖

Chapter 7:
Platform Nine and Three-quarters

To protect himself from utter madness, Harry worked
hard to deny that anything had happened. There’s no trunk
under the stairs. No spell books, no wand, no Hagrid.
It was hard. Diagon Alley crept into his daydreams and
even his dreams. Wands, goblins, magical cooking mitts,
Hagrid. And Dumbledore. Dumbledore demanding to see his
wand. What is this? Where did you get this? This isn’t a
wand, it’s a fake. You’re a fake! Dumbledore scowling at
Hagrid, scowling at Harry. Scowling, then pointing his wand.
A blast of green light, and Harry would keel over, dead.
None of it’s real. You made it all up. None of it’s real.
None of it’s real. None of it’s real. Beneath the denial,
another part knew the truth, that it was all real. All of it. Day
by day, it prepared him for the disappointment to come. The
crush of failure. Deep down, he must never forget how this
would end, because only one end was possible. Failure
followed by dismissal.
If ever he forgot that, the
disappointment would destroy him when at last it arrived.
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###
Two days after the trip to Diagon Alley, Dudley caught
Harry while he was snipping rosemary and basil for dinner.
―What‘s mom so upset about?‖
Harry looked at the scissors in his hand. Why wasn‘t
Dudley scared?
Dudley knocked the scissors away and pushed Harry
back against the house.
Dudley’s not scared because I’m a wimp.
―It‘s something to do with that letter,‖ Dudley said.
―What is it?‖
The letter had been real, then?
Dudley punched Harry in the chest, but it was Harry‘s
shoulder blade bouncing off the house that made him wince,
his arm going numb.
―What was the letter about?‖ Dudley said.
―I never saw it. Remember?‖
―But you know what it‘s about.‖
―A boarding school.‖
Dudley tilted his head in a way that said more violence
was imminent. ―What kind of boarding school?‖
Dudley mustn‘t know. But Dudley mustn‘t punch
Harry‘s face in, either. So Harry tried to get by with just a
shrug. It didn‘t satisfy.
―What kind of boarding school? Why‘d the letter talk
about witches and magicians?‖
Wizards. Wizards, not magicians you stupid, greedy,
pampered, selfish git. But it gave Harry the answer.
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―Because the school‘s for, like, entertainers.‖
―If that‘s all, why‘s mom upset?‖
She’s upset because a scary old guy with a long beard
and an odd taste in clothing threatened to do something really
nasty to her, if she didn’t let me go to the school.
―Maybe she‘s gonna miss me?‖
Dudley snorted. ―Miss having you to do chores.‖
―Guess she‘ll have to get you to do them, then.‖
―Whatever it is,‖ Dudley punched him in the stomach,
knocking the wind out of him, ―doesn‘t mean you can cheek
me.‖
As Harry slid down the side of the house, the back door
opened and Aunt Petunia shrieked, ―Dudley!‖ as if he were
about to grab a downed power line.
Dudley backed up and motioned at Harry. ―He was
goofing off again.‖
―Come here,‖ Aunt Petunia said.
―Mom....‖
―Come here!‖
Dudley slumped over to the patio.
―You stay clear of Harry from now on, you understand?
This is the last time I‘m going to tell you.‖
―Why?‖
―Because if you don‘t, you‘ll be grounded the rest of the
summer. That includes TV and video games.‖
―Wow. Great explanation, mom.‖
―I want you to pretend he‘s got a disease,‖ Aunt Petunia
said. ―Something catching.‖
―A disease?‖
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―It‘s only for another month. After that, he‘ll be off at
school. But until then, I want you to leave him alone. Do you
understand?‖
―Not exactly.‖
―How about a few days of being grounded, to see if it
suits you?‖ Aunt Petunia said.
―How‘s that gonna make me understand what‘s going
on?‖
―You don‘t need to understand, you just need to do what
I tell you.‖
―Whatever.‖
―Do you promise you‘ll steer clear of Harry?‖
―Yeah, sure.‖
If she’s so afraid of me, why’d she take me back? The
chores? Harry picked up the scissors and went back to
snipping rosemary. It didn‘t make much sense. Choice A:
You have to cut your own herbs from the garden. Choice B:
Your one and only son gets turned into a newt. As multiplechoice tests went, that one was pretty lame. Which brought
them back to the scary old guy.
She’s not afraid of me, she’s afraid of him.
What had Dumbledore done? Hagrid seemed to like the
old guy, but Dumbledore was the reason Harry wasn‘t living
at school right now. Then there was the exploding television,
with the old guy trying to pin it on Harry. Why? And now he
had threatened Aunt Petunia, scared her pretty bad, it seemed
like.
You might be going off to that school, but you won’t be
coming back out again.
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It might seem funny, waving a trick wand around. But
what happened once Dumbledore caught on? Would he send
Harry back to live with Aunt Petunia, or would he want a
more satisfying solution – like sending Harry to visit his
parents?
I thought we agreed none of this was real?
More and more, that seemed the best answer. All he had
to do was spend one month pretending nothing had happened.
If he found himself heading to Hogwarts, at least he wouldn‘t
have spent the month worrying about what Dumbledore would
do to him once the truth got out.
###
Aunt Petunia unlocked the closet under the stairs. The
door swung open with a faint squeak. Harry, get a can of WD40 and go over every hinge in the house. That‘s what this was
about. Rusty hinges.
Aunt Petunia stepped aside. In the closet, a steamer
trunk sat, draped with winter coats and squashed between
rubber galoshes. How long had that been in there? What was
inside it?
―Well?‖ Aunt Petunia said. ―Do you want it or don‘t
you?‖
Harry grabbed one of the leather handles and yanked.
He wound up sitting on the floor, one end of the trunk resting
on his toes.
―Stop being ridiculous!‖ Aunt Petunia shrieked.
Feeling too strange to defend himself, Harry stretched
his arms as wide as they would go, grabbing the trunk by both
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end handles. He straightened up. It barely weighed anything
at all. Empty.
―Well?‖ Aunt Petunia said. ―Go on!‖ Then, as Harry
headed for the front door, she hissed at him. ―Pretend it‘s
heavy! I don‘t want the whole neighborhood knowing about
your ... abnormality.‖
Harry pooched out his cheeks, bent backward at the
waist, and grunted as he carried the trunk out to the boot of
Uncle Vernon‘s car.
###
At the Little Whinging train depot, Uncle Vernon stayed
in the car while Aunt Petunia went with Harry to the platform.
Not until they had arrived did she hand him the sealed
envelope.
―Here‘s your ticket. I‘d give you some spending money,
but I don‘t suppose it‘d do you any good, where you‘re
going.‖
Wouldn’t hurt to try. But Harry kept quiet.
―The ticket will take you to London,‖ she said. ―You‘ll
have to switch to another train there. Won‘t need a ticket for
that one. I‘ve written the platform number down,‖ she tapped
the envelope, ―so you won‘t forget. Never mind it‘s odd.
Everything‘s going to be, where you‘re going.‖
When the train to London arrived, Aunt Petunia started
to cry and turned to face away.
―Might not be too late, even now,‖ she said. ―If you
wanted to stay with us.‖
If he wanted to stay with them?
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―Would you?‖ Aunt Petunia said. ―Like to stay with
us?‖
―He wouldn‘t like it. Dumbledore I mean.‖
Harry watched Aunt Petunia closely. As far as he could
tell, she didn‘t flinch.
―Go on then,‖ she said, ―if you‘re going.‖
As the train pulled out, Harry looked back through the
window. Aunt Petunia seemed to shrink, but she was still
standing there when he lost sight of her altogether.
###
At Charing Cross Railway Station in London, Harry
moved out of the flow of traffic, his shoulders beginning to
ache from the stretch of holding his trunk. He looked left to
Platform Nine, then right to Platform Ten.
Was Aunt Petunia having a go at him? And what did
she expect him to do, when he couldn‘t find Platform Nine
and Three-quarters? If he opened the trunk, would it really be
empty? Empty except for a note saying, ―See you later. Don‘t
call us, we‘ll call you‖?
―‗Nine and three-quarters‘,‖ he said, quoting the note.
―‗Never mind the wall, just push on through.‘‖
A family of red-heads raced up and stopped on the other
side of the traffic flow, close to a brick wall that might be the
very one mentioned in the Mysterious Note. The oldest of the
children headed for the wall without a pause.
―Percy,‖ the boy‘s mother called. ―Not without a hug.‖
Percy slumped, but came back for his hug.
―Me too,‖ one of the other boys said, holding out his
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arms. Percy just shoved him away.
―Honestly,‖ Percy said. ―I‘m a prefect. I should have
been on the train an hour ago!‖
―You‘re a prefect?‖ another brother said, twin to the one
who‘d tried to hug Percy.
―I do recall him mentioning that,‖ the other twin said.
―Did he? Must have missed it.‖
By then, Percy was back at his pushcart. True enough, it
slid right into the brick wall, with Percy vanishing behind it.
―You look lost.‖
The youngest of the redheads, a girl about Harry‘s own
age, stood at his side, smirking at him.
―Um....‖ Harry said.
―Going to Hogwarts?‖
―As far as I know.‖ After a month of having the topic
be forbidden, it startled him to have someone come right out
with it.
―First year?‖ the girl said.
―Yeah.‖
―It‘s Ron‘s first year too. He‘s my brother.‖ The girl
pointed.
―Ginny, get over here!‖ her mother called.
―I‘m helping this new boy,‖ Ginny called back. ―You
should look in the mirror sometime,‖ she told Harry.
―What, my hair?‖
―Well, it could use smoothing. But mostly you wouldn‘t
let that expression get anywhere near your face.‖ She giggled.
―Actually it‘s kind of cute, in a daft sort of way.‖
―Ginny!‖ her mother called.
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―Coming!‖ She wrinkled her nose. ―Cool scar, though.
Is it real?‖
―Pretty much.‖
―Why didn‘t you have it healed proper? Oh. Your
parents must be muggles, right?‖
―Ginny!‖ her mother called.
―Oh, bother.‖
By now, the twins had disappeared through the brick
wall, leaving Ginny‘s mother alone with the youngest of
Ginny‘s brothers.
―Come on,‖ Ginny said. ―Ron‘s got a cart you can
share, so you don‘t dislocate your shoulders. Or rupture
something.‖ She giggled.
Harry held back, doubtful Ginny‘s brother would want
to share his pushcart with a stranger. Especially a stranger
who couldn‘t comb his hair and went about with a daft
expression on his face.
―Come on.‖ Ginny grabbed the front handle of Harry‘s
trunk and began tugging on it. ―You‘re already late, you
know. Supposed to be on board at least fifteen minutes before
departure.‖
As Harry approached, Ginny‘s remaining brother
twisted his trunk sideways, making room on his cart.
―Maybe you can straighten his hair, mom,‖ Ginny said.
―It‘s always like this,‖ Harry said.
When Harry set his trunk down on the cart and
straightened up, Ginny‘s mother gasped and put a hand over
her mouth. She pulled a wand out of her dress and gave
herself a tissue with a flick of the wrist. ―I‘m sorry.‖ She
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dabbed at her eyes. ―Caught me by surprise.‖ She took a
wavering breath and let it out. ―You‘re the very image of your
father. That‘s all. I didn‘t mean to make a scene.‖
A train whistle blew from just beyond the brick wall.
―Oh dear,‖ she said. ―Quick, Ron, give us a hug.‖
Ron accepted his hug and kiss. Then, without warning,
Ron‘s mother was hugging Harry too.
―Mom?‖ Ginny said.
―Go on, you two.‖
Ron gave Harry a questioning look, but began pushing
his cart toward the brick wall at a near run.
―Help Harry out, Ron,‖ his mother said. ―Explain things
to him.‖
Ron skidded to a halt and looked back. ―Me?‖
―Yes, you!‖ The train whistle blew again. ―Now go!‖
Ron pressed on through the brick wall. Eyes closed,
Harry followed. When he looked again, he was standing near
the tail end of an old fashioned passenger train.
―Any of that make sense to you?‖ Ron said.
They tossed their trunks up the back steps of the closest
car then clambered after them. Almost at once, the train gave
a double lurch. Piercing the hiss of air brakes letting loose,
Harry heard Ginny‘s long, wailing, ―Noooo!‖
―The world‘s gone mad.‖ Ron shook his head, like that
might make it better.

Chapter 8:
The Hogwarts Express

The train was going full speed before Ron and Harry
found a compartment that had room for two and didn‘t shout,
―First years get OUT!‖ when the doors slid open. In the event,
they had this compartment to themselves.
Ron collapsed onto one of the leather benches. ―Bottom
of the heap, that‘s us. First years, I mean.‖
―Yeah.‖
Ron popped open his trunk, decorated with dozens of
stickers, including one of a roaring lion‘s head over the
caption ―Gryffindor.‖ He pulled out a brown paper bag,
closed his trunk back up, then glanced at the overhead storage
area.
―Think you could pop this up there for me?‖
―Sure.‖ Harry grabbed one of the leather handles.
Ron studied him skeptically, then grabbed the other end.
By standing on the bench seat, they managed to get the trunk
up out of the way.
―I‘m Ron, in case you didn‘t catch it. Ron Weasley.‖
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―I‘m—‖
―Harold Potter,‖ Ron said. ―Right?‖
Harry nodded.
―Ha!‖ Ron tapped his head. ―Not near so dense as they
make out.‖
Unsure what to say to that, Harry busied himself
opening his own trunk, which wasn‘t empty after all.
―Will I need any money?‖ he said.
―If you want something off the food trolley.‖
Harry stuck his Gringotts pouch into one pocket and
hoped the food trolley would show up soon.
―Spanking new.‖ Ron looked over Harry‘s shoulder.
―Top to bottom. Everything‘s hand-me-downs for me. Robes,
wand— Oops!‖
Ron felt of his pockets, then pulled a rat out of one.
―And this, believe it or not, is my familiar, Scabbers.
Thought I might have forgot him. As if it‘d make any
difference.‖ He set the portly creature down on one of the
seats. ―Looks dead, doesn‘t he.‖ Ron said.
Harry shrugged, but in all honesty, the rat wasn‘t the
most energetic creature he‘d ever seen.
Returning to his trunk, Harry pulled out The Standard
Book of Spells (Grade 1) by Miranda Goshawk.
―You can‘t be serious,‖ Ron said.
―What?‖
―Nothing. Just tell me to butt out. You pretty much
have to, really.‖ Then, as Harry set the book down on a
bench, ―You‘re not really going to study on the train?‖
―Well, I—‖
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―Ooh.‖ Ron leaned closer to the trunk. ―Is that an
Ollivanders box? Didn‘t realize they were that fancy. No box
for me. Charlie had it first, and it was used even then. Is it a
fit?‖
―Er?‖
―It chose you, I mean?‖ Ron said.
―Oh, yeah. Of course.‖ It came out sounding fake to
Harry, but apparently it sounded like a rebuke to Ron.
―Not everybody can afford one, you know.‖
Wanting to make up for the misunderstanding, Harry
said, ―It was expensive.‖
―I bet. Can I have a look?‖
Ron looking at the wand might lead to Ron using the
wand, which could lead to him discovering it was a fake. But
Harry was still trying to think of a way to say no without being
rude, when Ron reached past and pulled the wand out.
―Whoa.‖ Ron did a slow turn of his head from the wand
to Harry. ―Okay. So you really are Harold Potter then.‖
―That‘s always been my name.‖
Ron snorted, then with the wand resting in the palms of
his hands, held it out. ―Care to show off a bit?‖
Letting Ron open the box had been a mistake.
If you want him to be your friend, then just tell him the
truth.
―I can‘t.‖
―We‘re not supposed to cast spells on the train, but it‘s
not like they‘re going to check up on us. Go on.‖
You can’t tell him the truth. Are you crazy?
―It‘s just ... I don‘t know any spells.‖
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The genius! Sure I’m a wizard. I’ve just got some
catching up to do. That’s all. That alone might buy him a
couple of weeks.
―You having a go at me?‖ Ron said.
―No. Raised by muggles. See?‖ In his eagerness,
Harry touched his glasses instead of just pointing to them, then
had to pull them off and rub them with his shirt.
―Is that what mom meant, me helping you out?‖ Ron
didn‘t wait for an answer. ―I can show you a couple of easy
spells, if you want.‖
―Okay. Sure.‖ Might as well start learning how to fake
things.
Ron patted himself down, eyeing Harry‘s wand as he
did. ―Left mine in my trunk. Guess I‘ll have to get it down....
Unless you don‘t mind me having a go with yours?‖
If Harry said yes, then Ron would discover the wand
was a fake. If he said no, Ron might think he was being
snooty.
―Since it‘s a fitted wand, and I haven‘t really had a
chance to use it yet, maybe it‘s better if we do get yours
down.‖
―It won‘t hurt anything.‖ Ron chuckled. ―Trust me, it‘s
not going to get confused with me waving it around.‖
―You‘re sure? Maybe it‘s better to be careful. It really
was expensive.‖
Ron didn‘t seem able to take a hint. ―I might just be a
first year, but I‘ve got five older brothers. And I guarantee
this one‘s way too big to want anything to do with me.‖
―It‘s eleven inches,‖ Harry said. ―But they had some
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that were twelve at the store.‖
―You git. Big as in powerful.‖
―You ... think that‘s a powerful wand?‖
―Yeah.‖ Ron‘s tone implied any moron could figure
that out.
Harry wanted to laugh. Of course. You didn‘t pay
3,500 galleons for an ordinary fake wand. You paid for a
wand that would pass inspection.
―I probably won‘t even be able to get off a spell,‖ Ron
said.
―Because it‘s too big?‖
―It‘s like, I don‘t know. Like a sword, maybe. Some
are so big, you‘d have to be Hercules to swing them.‖ Ron
took a deep breath. ―Guess I‘ll give it a try.... You swear
you‘re not rolling on the floor laughing?‖
Harry shook his head.
―Normally I‘d have a go at Scabbers. But with this....‖
Ron looked around, then plucked a grooming case out of
Harry‘s steamer trunk. ―Maybe we should just get my wand
down after all.‖
―Sure,‖ Harry said. ―I‘ll help you.‖
―Let me give this one a try first. Fred and George keep
telling me I‘m too much a coward.‖ Ron took a deep breath,
then another. ―Okay, here goes.‖
The compartment doors slid apart. A girl with lots of
brown hair stepped into the doorway. A boy stood just behind
her.
―Has anyone seen— Oh, doing magic?‖ she said.
―Possibly,‖ Ron said. ―Not much on having an
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audience, though.‖
―Oh, go on.‖
―It‘s not even my wand.‖ Ron nodded his head toward
Harry. ―It‘s his.‖
The girl gave her head a dismissive shake, sending a
tsunami of hair down to her shoulders. ―That only makes a
difference in subtle, nuanced spell-casting or in situations
requiring maximum speed of response or maximum power.‖
―Or when it‘s a bloody big wand.‖
The boy squeezed past the girl into the compartment.
―Hey, Neville,‖ Ron said.
―This is Hermione. She‘s helping me find Trevor.‖
―Three guesses who he is.‖ Ron jabbed one thumb
toward Harry.
―What‘s that supposed to mean,‖ Hermione said, ―if
we‘ve never met him?‖
―It means he‘s Harold Potter,‖ Ron said.
―And is that supposed to mean something?‖
―What, raised by muggles?‖
―And if I was?‖
―That‘d explain why you don‘t know who Harold Potter
is.‖
―It‘s his wand?‖ Neville said.
―Yeah. I was just gonna show him a spell. Raised by
muggles.‖
―Go on,‖ Neville said.
―It‘s a big wand, that‘s all.‖
―I knew it would be.‖ Neville‘s eyes had a dreamy
glaze over them. ―Can you make it do anything at all?‖
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―No pressure.‖ Ron swung the wand at Harry‘s
grooming case, shouting ―Wingardium Leviosa‖ as he did. He
barely finished saying the words when he leaned over and set
Harry‘s wand back in its case. ―It‘s too big.‖
―You barely even tried,‖ Hermione said. ―Anyway, it‘s
Wingardium Levi-OH-sa. The accent‘s on the O, not the A.‖
Ron flumped down onto a bench and crossed his arms.
―Give us a demonstration then, if you know so much.‖
Hermione, already wearing her school robes with the
Hogwarts crest on it, pulled her own wand out. Almost at
once she slipped it right back. ―We‘re not supposed to do
magic on the train.‖
―You wanted me to do some.‖
―You were already going to do it. And anyway, it‘s
different.‖ Hermione‘s voice trailed off uncertainly.
A gust of wind rattled the windows. Outside, the sky
was getting ready for a storm.
―Will there be anything else?‖ Ron said.
―Oh. Neville‘s lost his frog. Have you seen one?‖
Neville mumbled ―toad‖ and gave a shy smile.
―Sorry, Neville,‖ Ron said. ―But if we spot him, you‘ll
be the first to know.‖
―Fine then.‖ Hermione stomped off with Neville in tow.
Once she was gone, Ron shook his head. ―She‘s got
Slytherin written all over her, that one.‖
###
The storm had faded to a light rain when the Express
finally clanged and screeched to a stop. Off the train, Harry
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hopped down from the boarding platform, moving toward a
long line of waiting coaches. The rain helped knock away the
gray fuzz that had set in after sharing Ron‘s packed lunch,
followed by Cornish pasties off the snack trolley, a supersized bag of Chocolate Frogs (30% More for FREE!) and a
package of Bertie Bott‘s Every Flavor Beans, all washed down
with a liter apiece of butterbeer.
Harry couldn‘t see much beyond the train station. On
the side with the coaches, a stone wall began just past the
road. Twenty feet high, the wall stretched out of sight into the
rain-haze. The train hid whatever was off in the other
direction.
Ron tugged on Harry‘s robes. ―First years don‘t ride the
coaches.‖
―Just waking up is all.‖
The coaches were drawn by winged horses with pureblack coats and a forbidding twist to their faces.
―What are those?‖ he said.
―The coaches?‖
―The horses, or whatever.‖
Ron‘s worried look made Harry leave off.
Once the crush of older students thinned out, Harry
followed Ron back onto the platform, where Hagrid was
calling for first years. Some sort of Halloween music –
arranged for bag pipe, accordion, and thin, screechy violin, all
slightly out of tune – drifted toward them from the far side of
the train.
―What is that?‖ Hermione winced.
―Some of the folks in Hogsmeade like to serenade the
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Express when it comes in,‖ Hagrid said. ―First day of school
and all.‖
―Making sure we don‘t try to wander off into the village,
sounds to me,‖ Ron said. ―‘Lo, Hagrid.‖
―Ron. Mr. Weasley, I should say.‖
Ron snorted.
As the coaches pulled away from the station, Harry
edged closer to Hagrid, not comfortable calling to him the way
Ron had, with people all around. Would Hagrid even
remember him?
―There you are, Harry,‖ Hagrid said. ―Been taking good
care of your owl. She‘s a smart one.... We‘ll let the coaches
get a bit further on, then be on our way. A shame you can‘t
see ‗em. But you‘ll enjoy the ride all the same.‖
―See what?‖ Harry said.
―Thestrals. They‘re what draw the coaches and the
cattle car.‖
―Oh.‖
A few minutes later, with the coaches vanished into the
mist, Hagrid gave a loud whistle. A team of eight nightmare
horses flew down, pulling a black trailer behind them.
―Those are thestrals?‖ Harry said.
Hagrid looked down at him. ―You can see ‗em?‖
―I‘m not supposed to?‖
―Most first years can‘t, let‘s put it that way.... All right
you lot,‖ Hagrid shouted.
He moved down the platform stairs and pushed open a
pair of segmented doors in the middle of the trailer.
―Plenty of room for everyone,‖ he said. ―First ones in,
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keep going till you hit a wall. And there‘ll be no pushing or
shoving, and don‘t make me say it a second time.‖
Seeing that nobody wanted to be the first on, Harry
hopped off the platform and stepped up into the dark maw of
the cattle car. It had a split-level plan, with sections separated
by metal railings.
―Who is that?‖ Hermione followed close behind as
Harry made for one of the corner sections near the back.
―Hagrid.‖
―Yes, but.... Doesn‘t he scare you?‖
―He‘s nice. He helped me get my school things.‖
―Oh. Oh dear. He‘s a teacher?‖
―I don‘t think so. He‘s keeper of keys and something
else. I can‘t remember.‖
Hermione gave a relieved sigh. ―I had Professor
McGonagall help me.‖
Harry heard someone saying, ―What do you suppose
he‘d do if you did push and shove?‖ To which the answer
was, ―Eat you probably.‖
―Climb on in,‖ Hagrid said. ―The sooner you‘re on, the
sooner you‘re off, and the sooner you‘ll see your supper....
Step lively now.‖
Even with Hagrid‘s coaxing, loading seemed to take
forever. Harry felt sure there must be a hundred first years.
When Hagrid finally stepped inside, the car took on a
worrisome list. With the doors pulled shut, he whistled again.
To the muted sound of wings flapping, Harry felt his
stomach sink. Bodies shifted in flight, and the car‘s
segmented arrangement suddenly made sense. Without it,
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everyone would have found themselves squashed into the back
half of the car. Even so, someone called out, ―Hey, that‘s my
foot!‖
After a cracking sound as some part of the car gave way,
Harry‘s right ear began playing host to a steady splash of cold
water.
―We‘re all going to die,‖ somebody said.
It had taken longer to load the car than it took to reach
their destination. Despite the sound of wind gusting outside,
the coach didn‘t lurch or sway again until they landed, which
gave the people in front an opportunity to return the
hospitality of those in back.
Unloading went much faster than loading. When Harry
left the coach, he found himself near a Viking longboat at the
edge of a lake. A few hundred yards away, a castle rose up
out of the mist. With battlements and towers jutting from a
stone base, the place looked big enough to swallow the Houses
of Parliament.
After the train ride, sharing a liverwurst-and-onion
sandwich with Ron, seeing thestrals, and riding in a flying
coach, the castle was more than Harry could manage. To
experience all this, knowing it couldn‘t last.... He was glad
the rain had picked up again; it helped hide his tears.

Chapter 9:
The Sorting Hat

Harry‘s school robes clung to him and his teeth were
chattering when he stepped onto a dark landing in the castle‘s
underworks. As Hagrid led them toward an open doorway
(―This way, you lot!‖), Harry spotted shapes flitting about in
the darkness overhead. Gremlins?
Stairs led upward, turning ninety degrees at regular
intervals before finally arriving at a set of doors fifty feet tall
that looked thick enough to withstand an invasion. Progress
stalled then, several of the school staff drying first years one
by one.
―So you‘re Harold Potter?‖
Shivering and hoping for the line to hurry up, Harry
recognized the boy from Madam Malkin‘s. By some miracle,
he remembered the boy‘s name: Draco.
―Why‘d you say your name was, well, whatever you
said?‖
―It seemed like a good idea at the time, I guess?‖ Harry
said.
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―No desire to milk your fame, then?‖
Harry shook his head. ―I only just heard about myself a
month ago.‖
Draco laughed. ―Heard about yourself.‖
Draco did have a point. Being famous might come in
handy. If it helped him stay longer, Harry would milk it dry.
―Just so you know,‖ Draco said, ―I‘ve never been all that
impressed. With your fame, I mean. You were what, a year
old? Doesn‘t seem it could have much to do with you. Now
I‘ve seen you, I feel sure I was right.‖
―Harry stopped L.V.,‖ Neville said.
Draco sneered. ―Longbottom. Imagine they‘ll find a
spot for you in Hufflepuff.‖ With that, Draco headed for an
empty drying station.
―Malfoy‘s dad was one of L.V.‘s followers,‖ Ron said.
―Who in the world is L.V.?‖ Hermione said.
Harry spotted an unoccupied drying station and hurried
over to it. A wand swish later, he was surrounded by a cloud
of steam, his toes suddenly toasty warm.
Magic!
Harry‘s stomach turned sour for a moment, but then he
spotted Malfoy up ahead and felt better.
I’m Harold Potter. They can’t kick me out. Even if they
could, they won’t want to, because then they’d look silly.
###
After the drying station, Professor Minerva McGonagall
took charge of them. Tall and severe looking, she wore a
pointy witch‘s hat and black robes.
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In response to ―Hi, Professor McGonagall,‖ Hermione
got back a terse nod along with, ―Miss Granger.‖
McGonagall led them to another set of doors, this one
only twenty feet high, where she gave them a brief overview
of what they could expect on the other side. Harry felt pleased
that he understood most of it. Four houses, one Sorting Hat,
and once the hat divided them four ways, they would officially
be students at Hogwarts.
―Are there any questions?‖ McGonagall said.
Has the hat ever refused to accept someone?
After a moment of silence, McGonagall opened the
doors, and they filed onto a stage at the front of a huge hall.
Four tables stretched the length of the floor, older students
already seated, chattering away. Another table filled most of
the stage itself, the staff of Hogwarts arrayed in regal
splendor, looking out at their subjects, with Hagrid near one
end, while Dumbledore occupied a spot in the middle.
Near the front of the stage, a shabby-looking witch‘s hat
sat atop a wooden bar stool. As McGonagall began calling
names, going alphabetically by last name, Harry noticed the
ceiling, which didn‘t seem to be there, chandeliers dangling
from a dark, cloudy sky. At least the rain and cold weren‘t
getting in.
More strange things caught his attention, including
insubstantial figures that hovered above tables, floated up
through the floor, and in through walls.
―Ghosts,‖ Ron said. ―Each house has one. There‘s
others that haunt special areas. Peeves is the worst. He‘s a
poltergeist. Can be pretty nasty.‖
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Ghosts! If things got really bad, Harry could always
jump into the lake and drown. Life at Hogwarts as a ghost.
What could be cooler than that?
###
When Professor McGonagall called Harry‘s name, the
chatter in the Great Hall stopped abruptly. Harry‘s heart
stopped with it. All he could feel were eyes looking at him.
Eyes from the four long tables below; eyes from the
instructor‘s table behind.
―Mr. Potter?‖ McGonagall said.
The stool at the front of the stage drew closer. Once
Harry was seated, managing somehow to not tip the stool over
with him following along, McGonagall placed the Sorting Hat
on his head. It promptly slipped down, blotting out the
audience. The chatter resumed, now holding an edge of
expectation. Still, hidden from the petrifying gaze of all those
eyes, Harry‘s mind began to work again. I don’t have to do
anything. It was the hat‘s show.
And if the hat said, ―Can‘t fool me. This one‘s no
wizard?‖ Probably better to snuff it quickly. Because he was
crazy if he thought he could fool that long table of professors.
Or even just McGonagall. She wouldn‘t care if he was Harold
Potter or anybody else. You either belonged or you didn‘t.
―Hmm,‖ the hat said.
Harry squirmed on the stool. The hat had several times
called out a house assignment before it even came to rest on a
student‘s head. It had never paused more than a few seconds
with anybody else.
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―Tough customer, eh?‖
The Hat wasn‘t speaking, much less shouting. Its words
were appearing directly inside Harry‘s head.
―Can you just put me in a house?‖ Harry bowed his
head, whispering, moving his lips as little as possible.
―Just any house?‖
Would it be bad luck to wish for Gryffindor? It seemed
that everybody Harry knew was a Gryffindor.
―Oh,‖ the Hat said. ―But you know a few S-s-slytherins
as well.‖
Did it make a difference? They were just school houses,
after all. Ron and Hagrid talked about Slytherin like it was
evil, and Draco had a rather superior attitude, but what sense
did it make? Everybody came from the same country, spoke
the same language. It seemed silly to suddenly become
enemies because a hat put you in a different dormitory at
school.
Of course, Draco had gone into Slytherin, while his
prediction that he and Harry wouldn‘t be getting along seemed
to be coming true. Still, without Dudley around to scare
people off, Harry might be able to win over someone like
Draco, especially if they were in the same house together.
Harry imagined stepping up to receive his diploma after
seven years at Hogwarts, only to be handed a plaque that read,
―Harold Potter, who taught us how to get along.‖ Or maybe
just, ―Harold Potter, Peacemaker.‖
―Could put you in Slytherin,‖ the Hat said. ―They‘re the
type, wouldn‘t mind helping you pull one over on the staff.
Most of the other houses.‖ The Hat tisked. ―Well, there is
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such a thing as honesty, you know. And the others, they tend
to take it a bit more seriously.‖
Was it wrong, though, to just want to stay as long as
possible? It wasn‘t like he‘d be keeping someone else out.
Maybe it cost money? There hadn‘t been any tuition fee, after
all. But how much money would they save, kicking him out?
They would still have to keep all the teachers, and the water
bill wouldn‘t be so very much lower, if they even had a water
bill.
―Slytherin,‖ Harry said.
―Yes,‖ the Hat said.
―I do think you‘re right.
Slytherin‘s the way to go.‖
Something about the way the Hat said it made Harry
slump down even more on the stool. Whether it hurt anybody
or not, how much fun would it be, really, having to wake up
every day, knowing it might be the last?
―Just tell them,‖ he said.
―Tell them what?‖
―That I don‘t belong.‖
―Afraid I can‘t do that,‖ the Hat said. ―And it‘s because:
I‘m the Sorting Hat,
That‘s me!
I sort,
And I do it for free.
―But expelling. That‘s somebody else‘s department ...
basically.‖
―You‘re bonkers.‖
―Can‘t make me mad. Won‘t work. Well, you can, but
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it still won‘t work.‖
If he went into Slytherin, maybe they would help him,
but was it right to get other people in trouble just so he could
stay another few weeks? People seemed to dislike Slytherin
already. If Slytherin helped him, it would just be one more
mark against them. And what if Harry wasn‘t the only one
who got expelled? How was he supposed to live with himself
then — provided Dumbledore let him live, that is?
―Well then,‖ the Hat said, ―how about Huppelfluff?‖
Harry straightened up on the stool. Suddenly everything
made sense. Malfoy laughing at Hufflepuff. Huppel—
Hufflepuff was perfect. He could hide there for a while, and
when the hunters began closing in, Hufflepuff could be the
ones to turn him in. After that, maybe people wouldn‘t laugh
at them so much anymore.
―Hufflepuff,‖ Harry said.
―Boy, you really slay me. What about Ravenclaw then?
Eh? That do for you?‖
He‘d made the Hat mad after all. But what would it do?
What if it said, ―Mr. Harold Potter, Broom Closet Zed?‖
And if it did?
―Can you—‖ Harry said.
―Go on.‖
―Can you make me Hagrid‘s assistant? I don‘t think
he‘d mind.‖
The Hat sighed. ―Enough of this. Good luck to you,
Mr. Harold Potter. Something tells me we shall meet again.
But for now....‖
In its booming voice, the Sorting Hat called out, ―After
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much deliberation and careful consideration, devoid of neither
vacuous rationalization nor hasty generalization, I have finally
and with only a mild degree of equivocation officially come to
a nearly absolute conclusion. I have decided that S-s-s ...
gonna have to be.... Huh! ... Rrr? ... Gryffindor!‖
In a room that had again gotten eerily quiet, Harry heard
Dumbledore say, ―Minerva.‖ At which Professor McGonagall
gave a startled, ―Oh,‖ and the Great Hall reappeared, bright
and full of eyes.
Legs quivering as he got off the stool, Harry‘s brain
began to petrify again.
―Go on and join your house,‖ McGonagall said.
―Good job, Harry!‖ Hagrid called out.
To escape the eyes, Harry turned back toward the
teacher‘s table, wishing at once he hadn‘t, because the
teachers were all staring at him too.
―Knew you‘d be in Gryffindor.‖ Hagrid smiled and
shook one giant fist, knocking some of the quiver out of
Harry‘s legs. It gave him the courage to turn around and head,
slowly, for the tables.
As Harry stepped down off the stage, Ron‘s twin
brothers waved him over and made room between them.
Meanwhile, McGonagall dropped the sorting had on another
head, and it called out a house without hesitation.
―Why‘d the hat take so long to decide?‖ a girl said from
across the table.
―Angelina‘s right,‖ George said. ―Quite inconsiderate of
you, mate.‖
―I‘m so hungry,‖ Fred said, ―it‘s a struggle not to start
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gnawing on Angelina.‖
―Way she filled out over the summer,‖ George said, ―not
sure it‘s got anything to do with being hungry.‖
―Oh brother,‖ Angelina said. But at least she didn‘t
make Harry answer her question.
When the Hat dropped onto Ron‘s head, it called out
―Gryffindor‖ before it finished slipping down over his eyes.
At this, Fred and George asked Professor McGonagall to give
the Hat another go. She just ignored them.
―Ickle Ronnie‘s in Gryffindor,‖ Fred said, as Ron
headed for the tail end of the table.
―Aye,‖ George said. ―Looks like we‘re stuck with him.‖
Ron was all smiles and paused to clap Harry on the
shoulder. ―We made it!‖
###
The entrance to Gryffindor House, guarded by a doorsized painting known as the Fat Lady, was on the third floor of
the castle‘s south wing. Arranged in multiple levels, the
Common Room reminded Harry of the cattle car. Straightbacked chairs clustered around tables of oak and walnut,
amidst a panoply of leather couches and loungers, all with a
weathered look from years of heavy use. One huge fireplace
occupied the front wall, with four smaller ones at odd
intervals.
Staircases led up to three tiers of dorm rooms, boys on
the right, girls on the left. Older students lived on the upper
levels, in smaller rooms with fewer roommates, while first
years shared a single room on the bottom level.
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In the first year dorm, Harry found his trunk alongside
nine others near the middle of a long chamber. Wardrobes
hugged the walls, separating the beds into groups of four.
―How about we share the same four-bed?‖ Ron grabbed
one strap of his trunk and began dragging it behind him.
Harry and Neville followed. They wound up at one end of the
room, near a door that led to a set of showers and toilets.
―How‘s this?‖ Ron said. ―We‘ll get lots of traffic, but at
least we won‘t have go very far if we have to pee during the
night.‖
With only ten first year Gryffindor boys for twenty beds,
the three of them wound up with one of their beds empty.
―That‘s what L.V. did,‖ Neville said. ―Before Harry
stopped him.‖
―Eh.‖ Ron set his rat Scabbers on his bed and propped
open the lid of his trunk. ―Population‘s been shrinking a while
now.‖
―L.V.?‖ Dean Thomas, unpacking in the next section
down, had deep-black skin, a soft curve to his chin, and a kink
in his eyebrows that made him seem perpetually surprised.
―Raised by muggles?‖ Ron said.
―My mum. Dad walked out on us before I could
crawl.... So, who‘s this L.V.?‖
―Lord Voldemort,‖ Harry said.
―You can say it?‖ Ron said.
―Why not?‖
―Yeah,‖ Dean said. ―What‘s wrong with saying the
name?‖
―Try it, if you want.‖
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―What was it again?‖
―Lord Voldemort,‖ Harry said.
―Lord Voldemort OUCH!‖
―See?‖ Ron said.
Dean stuck a finger in his mouth and pulled it out
glistening with red saliva. ―Bit my tongue!‖
―Think it‘s a coincidence? Give it another go.‖
Dean seemed to consider the idea. ―How come he can
say it, then?‖ Dean pulled a Sony Walkman CD player out of
his trunk, along with a stack of CDs.
―Because he‘s Harold Potter,‖ Neville said.
―So if I change my name, I could say—‖
―L.V.,‖ Ron said. ―Or else you-know-who.‖
―Nobody knows why,‖ Neville said. ―But when L.V.
tried to kill Harry, he couldn‘t. It destroyed him instead.‖
―Sent him packing, anyway,‖ Ron said.
―He‘s gone.‖
―Nobody‘s seen him in a while, that‘s true enough.‖
―Got a lot to catch up on, looks like.‖ Dean stuck
earphones on his head, then groaned. A minute later, after
wandering fruitlessly around the room, he said, ―Hey, where‘s
the outlets?‖
―Loo‘s here.‖ Ron pointed.
―No. Power outlet.‖ Dean held up his Walkman.
―Battery‘s dead.‖
―Pack it in, you git. Muggle stuff won‘t work here.
And you can forget about ‗power outlets.‘‖
Dean plopped down on his bed. ―But what about my
Iron Maiden?‖
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Ron went over to have a look and recoiled when he saw
the CD covers. ―Sure you weren‘t supposed to go into
Slytherin?‖
―You don‘t know Iron Maiden? They‘re the creme-dela-creme of heavy metal.‖
―Heavy mental, you ask me.‖ Ron took the CD player
and studied it. ―I could have my dad look at it, if you want.
He likes to tinker with muggle stuff. Can‘t promise anything,
but since it won‘t work already....‖
Dean put the CD player into Ron‘s hands with the
headphones and power cord piled on top. ―Tell him it‘ll keep
one of your roommates from going crazy.‖
Ron gave the CD covers another look. ―If you say so.‖
Unpacking his trunk, Harry paused. ―You don‘t think
Voldemort‘s dead?‖
―My dad doesn‘t.‖ Ron fixed a poster to the wall
between his bed and Harry‘s. It showed six people on brooms.
As with chocolate frog cards and the school‘s paintings, the
people in the poster moved about. ―He and my mom had a
row about it one time. She‘s like Neville, says he‘s dead and
gone.‖
―Maybe not dead,‖ Neville said. ―But finished.‖
―He tried to kill me and vanished?‖ Harry put his
schools books into his book bag. The thing felt quite heavy by
the time he finished.
―Not sure what you‘d call it,‖ Ron said.
―They have his body,‖ Neville said.
―Keep it locked up in the Department of Mysteries. It
doesn‘t decay.‖
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―He‘s in a coma or something?‖ Harry hung his winter
cloak in the wardrobe.
It didn‘t really help to ask questions. The other first
year boys gathered around and began pitching in with answers
that sounded like wild guesses, especially since every answer
led to a disagreement from someone.
―Doesn‘t anybody know for sure?‖ With his sea chest
empty, Harry sat down on his bed, feeling vexed.
―If you don‘t know,‖ a boy named Terrence said, ―then
who would?‖
―Dumbledore,‖ Ron said.
―Good luck getting him to talk,‖ a boy named Max said.
―He‘s kept it secret for ten years, don‘t see that changing.‖
―He might tell Harry, though,‖ Terrence said.
―Why would he,‖ Max said, ―if he just used Harry to
take the blame?‖
―Blame?‖ Neville said.
Terrence shrugged. ―It‘s what me mum says, anyway.‖
Harry spent the rest of the evening in the Gryffindor
Common Room learning to play wizard chess.
Voldemort’s alive. Did it matter? He killed my parents
and a bunch of other people.
Harry tried to make himself care, but before long he
gave up. Voldemort was just a name he‘d heard for the first
time a month ago. Besides, he had more important things to
worry about. Like figuring out how to still be at Hogwarts this
time tomorrow night.

Chapter 10:
First Day

Harry‘s first full day at school began properly during
breakfast in the Great Hall, with Professor McGonagall
handing out classroom assignments while owls flew in,
bringing the morning post. After Harry finished a plate of
eggs and hash browns, he was just starting a second course
when Ron‘s older brother Percy dropped a newspaper on top
of Harry‘s pancakes.
―Add that to your clippings.‖ Percy continued on
without waiting for a reply.
―You prat.‖ Ron looked over at the twins. ―What was
that about?‖
―They didn‘t list the prefects this year,‖ Fred said.
―Not enough room,‖ George said. ―After that fine writeup on our dear Harry.‖
―Two write-ups, you mean.‖ ―Never!‖ ―Oh, aye.‖
Harry set Percy‘s sticky copy of the Daily Prophet
aside, applied a fresh coat of treacle syrup to his pancakes,
then tucked in while Fred and George annoyed Angelina,
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reading choice quotes from over her shoulders. The front page
article, ―Sorting Hat Struggles to House Potter‖ was
accompanied by an even longer piece, ―Nemesis or
Successor?‖ that the twins dismissed as a blatant use of recent
events to reprint old news.
Is Potter destined to pick up where L.V. left off?
Though his assignment to Gryffindor suggests
otherwise, the Sorting Hat‘s unprecedented
hesitation leaves the matter unresolved in the minds
of many.
―Think he‘s dangerous?‖ George said.
Fred studied Harry with one eyebrow raised. ―Better
safe than sorry, I‘m thinking.‖
―Aye. Stay on his good side.‖
―Can‘t you two give him a break?‖ Angelina said.
But Harry preferred their wisecracking to the worried
looks he got from some of the other students. And even that
was better than the ones who came up to tell him of someone
in their family that Voldemort – or his Death Eaters – had
killed.
As Harry stuffed his mouth with a tall wedge of
pancakes, his snowy white owl, Hedwig, dropped a letter into
his lap, then settled onto his shoulder. Happy to see her, he
spent several minutes combing her feathers with his fingers
and feeding her sausage links. After she flew off, Harry took
a cheek-pooching bite of pancake and picked up the letter.
The return address said, ―G. Weasley.‖ The letter inside said:
When I said you looked daft, I was just teasing.
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You know that, right? Probably I should be mad at
you for not telling me your name straightaway and
letting me make a prat of myself. You really
shouldn‘t be snooty, you know. Just because you‘re
so famous and powerful. It‘s not becoming.
Besides, ordinary people have feelings too.
The letter was signed simply ―Ginny,‖ though a heart
did intervene between her signature and the end of the letter.
Harry folded the letter and stuffed it deep into his
backpack, grateful Ron was busy explaining Quidditch to
Dean Thomas. The dominoes were falling already. Percy had
gone first. Once Ron found out about Ginny, he‘d be next.
Together Ron and Percy would knock over the twins.
I’m doomed.
###
Harry‘s first class, Charms, was taught by Professor
Flitwick, a man with a bushy mustache who spent most of his
lecture time standing on a footstool, as he was even shorter
than some of his first year students.
―We shall begin,‖ Flitwick said, ―by covering the
fundamentals of spellcasting, including the Three Cs of
Calculation, Comportment, and Control. You must Calculate
the effect you wish to achieve, Comport yourself so as to
avoid injury to yourself or those around you, and Control your
exertions so as to achieve the precise effect at the desired
magnitude.‖
Draco raised his hand. ―Professor, can‘t the school put
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mudbloods through a remedial class, so the rest of us can get
on with things?‖
―Your name again, please?‖
―Draco Malfoy, sir.‖
―Yes. One reason we start with fundamentals is that we
have many pureblood witches and wizards, raised in wizarding
homes, who arrive thinking they know far more than they do.
The combination of ignorance and arrogance can be quite
dangerous when mixed with magic.‖
Draco sighed. ―Yes sir.‖
―In addition,‖ Flitwick said, ―I don‘t permit use of terms
like ‗mudblood‘ in my class. Doing so in the future will result
in loss of house points and possibly detention or demerits.
Now, let us begin in the middle, with discussion of proper
wand comportment, as this is the most well defined, most
easily understood of the three Cs....‖
At the end of class, Flitwick had them each take a black,
two-inch wooden cube.
―For Wednesday,‖ he said, ―please study the Pirouetta
charm from Chapter One and practice it on your blocks.‖
###
Transfiguration, Harry‘s last morning class, was almost
identical to Charms, except that Professor McGonagall was
twice as tall as Flitwick and three times as fierce. As Harry
listened to her emphasizing the importance of breath control
and fluid wand movement, his mind began to turn on him.
What if I can do this?
When he‘d been in Ollivanders he hadn‘t known any
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spells. Nobody had explained concentration and focus.
Maybe the clerk had said something like that, but whatever
he‘d said, Harry hadn‘t understood a word of it.
Could it hurt just to try?
###
―Ah yes,‖ Professor Snape said as he called roll.
―Harold Potter, our resident celebrity.‖
In charge of teaching Potions, Harry‘s first afternoon
class, Severus Snape had a gothic appearance, with fine black
hair falling to narrow shoulders, a slender frame, and deep-set
eyes in a long face. His pale skin had an unhealthy greenish
tint that made him look seasick. Potions was held in the castle
dungeons, and Snape looked as if he might not have seen real
sunlight in years. As for how Snape ran his potions class,
McGonagall began to seem relaxed and easy going by
comparison.
Snape began by asking Harry three questions, starting
with ―Name a common anticoagulant for use with human
blood.‖ To each question Harry dutifully answered that he
didn‘t know.
―Apparently fame isn‘t everything.‖ Still not satisfied,
at the end of the period he made a point of ridiculing Harry‘s
first potion for the benefit of the other students, leaving Harry
near tears, partly because he kept thinking, ―This is it. I‘m
done for already.‖
On the way out of the dungeons, Ron said, ―Is Snape an
ass or what?‖
―For what it‘s worth,‖ another first year Gryffindor,
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Seamus Finnigan, said, ―I couldn‘t have answered those
questions either.‖
―He‘s just a bully,‖ a girl said. Harry didn‘t know her
name, wasn‘t even sure what house she was in.
―You should tell Professor McGonagall,‖ Hermione
said. ―He had no business going after you like that.‖
Harry felt like someone had cast a happy spell on him.
As far as he was concerned, Snape could pick on him as much
as he wanted.
###
Harry‘s last class of the day, Defense Against the Dark
Arts, was taught by Quirinus Quirrell. Sober now, Quirrell
had an unfortunate stutter, but he seemed competent enough.
Thinking Quirrell might have something useful to say about
Voldemort, Harry decided to visit him during afternoon office
hours.
―Gryffindor‘s this way,‖ Ron said after class.
―I need to ask Professor Quirrell a question.‖
―Already?‖
When Ron began to tag along, Harry hesitated. ―I guess
I can ask later.‖
―What‘s it, secret? That‘s why you didn‘t ask him while
he packed up?‖
―More just stupid, I guess?‖
―Mum says there‘s no such thing as a stupid question.‖
They went on a bit further.
―You don‘t have to watch over me, you know,‖ Harry
said.
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―Tired of me already?‖
―I just meant—‖
―Talk too much?‖
―It isn‘t—‖
―I took a shower this morning and everything.‖
Why am I pushing him away?
Dudley wasn‘t here, which meant there wasn‘t anyone to
drive Ron off, unless Harry did it himself. Or unless the
newspaper did it?
―You don‘t mind?‖ Harry said.
―Nah.‖
―What it said in the paper, I mean?‖
―Said ‗nah,‘ didn‘t I?‖ Ron said.
―That was before I asked the whole question.‖
―Could be a dozen annoying things,‖ Ron said. ―Same
answer either way.‖
―A dozen?‖
―I‘ve only known you a day.‖ Ten steps further on, Ron
gave Harry a little shove. ―You git. I‘m only kidding.‖
―I know.‖
―You sure? You had this pained expression on your
face.‖
―Sorry.‖
―Okay, look. When I said that, you should have said, ‗Is
that thirteen then?‘ And then we laugh and move on.‖
―Can we pretend that‘s what happened?‖
Ron laughed.
―You really don‘t mind then?‖ Harry said. ―Even if it
made your brother mad?‖
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―Percy? He‘s a git. But now you mention it, I was
planning to cut out my name and have it on a plaque.‖ Ron
measured out a return address sticker with his thumb and
index finger. ―But since it would‘ve got lost straightaway,
I‘ve you to thank for saving me the trouble and expense.‖
Harry spent the rest of the trip to Quirrell‘s office with
an uncomfortable empty feeling in his chest. A premonition
of impending disaster. He had survived his first day of
classes. Now Ron was acting like they might be friends.
There could be no question: a brutal reckoning would soon
follow. Right now, the universe was just waiting for him to
relax and settle in so it could blindside him.
###
―How m-may I help you gentlemen?‖ Quirrell said.
The new D.A.D.A. professor still hadn‘t fully moved
into his office. The walls remained bare, the shelves empty,
the desktop a barren stretch of wood.
―I was hoping you could tell me something about Lord
Voldemort?‖ Harry said.
The question made Quirrell freeze for a moment.
―What s-sort of information are you looking for?‖
Quirrell sat down in a straight-backed chair beside his empty
desk.
―Anything, I guess?‖
―M-much of the Dark Lord‘s legacy is q-quite advvanced dark magic.‖
‖Not so much the magic part,‖ Harry said. ―More the
history, I guess? Like, what did the newspaper mean when it
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said I might be his successor?‖
―I‘m afraid I w-was abroad at the time,‖ Quirrell said.
―I f-f-fear m-much of that is as c-cryptic to me as it is to you.‖
―But you must know something?‖ Harry winced. The
question had come sharper than he intended, but at least
Quirrell didn‘t get mad.
―The head m-master is your best bet.‖
Harry let his shoulders sag.
―I understand your r-reluctance. He‘s a tad f-fformidable.‖ Quirrell paused, then said, ―Why not g-give
Professor Binns a try?‖
―I don‘t know him.‖
―He‘s the s-senior history p-professor. T-though he tteaches first and s-second years.‖
―We‘ve got him tomorrow,‖ Ron said.
###
After dinner, Professor McGonagall collected all of
Gryffindor in the Common Room. The house ghost, Sir
Nicholas de Mimsy Porpington, stood beside and just behind
her like a faithful adjutant. He didn‘t, however, nod his head
in response to her various pronouncements, as doing so tended
to send his head flopping down, to dangle by a narrow patch
of ethereal skin.
―That‘s Nearly Headless Nick,‖ Fred whispered into
Harry‘s ear.
―Don‘t let him hear you call him that,‖ George said,
whispering from the other side.
―If I could have everyone‘s attention,‖ McGonagall said.
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―The Headmaster gave several of these announcements
following the sorting, but they bear repeating for those hard of
hearing or hard of head.
―Curfew begins at nine p.m. for first, second, and third
year students. For all others, curfew is ten p.m. As always,
the Dark Woods are strictly off limits. A great many
displaced creatures have been relocated there over the years,
increasing the chance of your running into one or more of
them, including some who would have no objection to a light
snack of Hogwarts student.‖
McGonagall paused for questions and, receiving none,
continued.
―On a brighter note, the Gryffindor Quidditch team will
be holding tryouts this coming weekend. As the team captain
and goalie, not to mention the sole returning player, Oliver
Wood will be running the tryouts. Anyone interested in fame
and glory should plan to be at the Quidditch pitch from one to
three p.m. Saturday.‖
Ron raised his hand.
―Yes, Mr. Weasley?‖
Fred called out, ―He‘s Mr. Weasley Jr., ma‘am.‖
McGonagall dished out a serving of her repressive glare,
then turned her attention back to Ron. ―Yes?‖
―Can first years try out, ma‘am?‖
―They can, however—‖
―But not if you‘re a Weasley,‖ George said.
―That‘d make three, see,‖ Fred said.
―Once Fred and I make the team, that is.‖ ―Not fair to
other folks who‘d like to have a go.‖ ―Not fair to other folks
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period, I‘d say.‖
McGonagall cleared her throat.
―First years are
welcome to try out. Regardless of family ties. Indeed, I‘m
hoping competition will be fierce for all the open positions, as
I should dearly love to have the Cup resting on our
mantelpiece. Not least of which, it would spare me Professor
Snape‘s tedious reminders about whose mantelpiece it does
reside upon.‖

Chapter 11:
The Wand that Wouldn’t

With Ron absorbed in a game of wizard chess, Harry
slipped out of Gryffindor House to an empty classroom.
There, he began working on the practice block Flitwick had
handed out, switching between the Transfiguration spell
Blanco, designed to turn something white, and the first
Charms spell, Pirouetta, which would spin an object in place.
After an hour, with his block still black and showing no
sign of movement, Harry turned to his textbooks, paying
special attention to the hints they gave ―For Those
Experiencing Difficulty.‖
Focus your will upon the desired effect.
Experiment with different pronunciations and
variations in wand movement. Don‘t be afraid to
shout, though for some whispering will prove the
more effective approach. In some cases, using the
non-dominant hand will aid in getting past a mental
block.
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So Harry experimented. He progressed from holding his
wand perfectly still through increasingly vigorous motions,
until he was conducting the finale of the 1812 Overture.
When that failed, he gave shouting and whispering a go before
moving on to different accents.
With a proper phrase, Harry felt he could do convincing
versions of Cockney and Liverpudlian, along with Scottish,
Irish, and Welsh, not to mention five or six foreign accents.
Unfortunately, doing that with the one-word spells wasn‘t
quite so easy. Among other things, his Italian came out
indistinguishable from his French. His German worked well
enough, since — influenced primarily by various World War
Two movies — it consisted of lowering the pitch of his voice
and adding an authoritarian edge to it. American also proved
quite easy: just say it very fast and give your head a pleasedas-punch bob as you did.
Had he missed any? Harry ran down the list of countries
he could think of, but for most of them, he had no idea what
their accent might be. ―Russian. Come on. You should be
able to do that.‖ Try as he might, he couldn‘t dredge anything
up. Finally, he hit on Scandinavian. ―Yah. I am fuh-rum
Suh-Veeden.‖ In pseudo-Swedish, Blanco was a wash, but
Pirouetta worked beautifully.
Except it didn‘t work.
―Can‘t you pretend I‘m doing it right?‖ he said to his
wand. And to the block, ―Can‘t you do just a quarter spin?‖
As the failed attempts mounted, the heckling voice in
Harry‘s head grew bolder. Told you so, didn’t I? Other
people must sometimes have trouble, especially those raised
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by muggles, otherwise the books wouldn‘t be giving helpful
advice. Ah, but Dean Thomas and Hermione Granger were
both raised by muggles, and he‘d seen them casting spells,
unafraid to do so right in the Common Room. If they could do
it, and he couldn‘t, didn‘t that mean something?
It only meant something if he stopped. As long as he
kept waving his wand and saying the words, there was hope.
So that was what he did, stopping only when a blackboard
eraser bounced off his head.
Turning, Harry saw a chubby, bald ghost with an extrawide mouth and bushy eyebrows. The ghost‘s apparition
ended with frayed robes just below the waist. When the ghost
tossed another blackboard eraser, encasing Harry in a cloud of
chalk dust, Harry knew this wasn‘t a ghost at all, but the
castle‘s poltergeist, Peeves.
―ICKLE FIRST YEAR OUT AFTER CURFEW!‖
Peeves shouted.
Suspecting Peeves might be right, Harry began stuffing
his books and practice block into his bag.
―I‘m going!‖ Harry said.
―Too late. Out after curfew!‖
As he shouted,
―NAUGHTY ... NAUGHTY ... NAUGHTY,‖ Peeves threw a
piece of chalk that bounced off Harry‘s head, a shoe, which
Harry managed to dodge, and then another eraser.
His school bag half-closed, Harry bolted into the hall
and made for Gryffindor House. Peeves followed behind,
banging suits of armor, yelling, ―Caught one, caught one,
caught one!‖ and pelting Harry with water balloons and
sodden sponges in the shape of drowned rats, until Harry‘s
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robes clung to him and his shoes squished with every step.
As Harry approached the last obstacle between him and
the Fat Lady, the staircase he needed began to shift away,
railings pressing in from either side. Harry already knew you
couldn‘t keep the railing from closing. If you tried to slip a
hand in, or stood between the two halves, it would just push
you back and continue on.
With Peeves attempting to pull an axe loose from a suit
of armor, Harry decided he couldn‘t wait for the staircase to
return. The suit of armor appeared to be winning the tug of
war, and probably Peeves was only kidding about the axe, but
Harry had made more than one getaway from Dudley and his
gang by jumping a fence or a hedge.
As he went over the top, Harry‘s wet shoe slid out from
under him on the railing, leading to a wacked shin and a jump
that resembled more of a tumble. At least he landed on the
staircase instead of at the bottom of the stairwell. From here,
he could see the Fat Lady‘s painting shifting into position
above him. A twenty yard sprint and he‘d be inside
Gryffindor House where, as far as he knew, Peeves wouldn‘t
follow.
But as Harry‘s staircase twisted into place, a dark figure
stepped in front of the Fat Lady.
―Caught one, Professor!‖ Peeves gave up on the axe,
tossed one last water balloon at Harry, then flew to hover
beside Professor Snape.
―Words cannot express my joy at
your
accomplishment,‖ Snape said.
Harry squished his way to the top of the stairs, favoring
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the leg with the barked shin and leaving a damp trail behind
him, his adrenaline fading in the face of impending doom.
―We meet again, Mr. Potter,‖ Snape said. ―Did you fail
to hear the curfew chimes, or do you simply feel yourself
above such petty rules?‖
―Sorry?‖ Harry said.
―Please address instructors as Professor. As appropriate,
sir or ma‘am are also acceptable.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
―I won‘t assign you detention,‖ Snape said, ―as the
Headmaster frowns on first week detentions. However, I will
subtract ten points from Gryffindor. Naturally, this incident
will also be recorded on your school record as a demerit.‖
―He jumped stairs as well, Master.‖ Rubbing his hands
together, Peeves bounced from one invisible foot to the other.
―An additional ten points then, and a second demerit.‖
Snape paused, and Harry could all but hear him
thinking, Is this enough to get rid of him? But apparently it
wasn‘t.
―Congratulations, Mr. Potter,‖ Snape said. ―You‘ve
entered rarified territory. Few students in the history of this
school have managed two demerits on their very first day.‖
Better to wait and ask Fred and George, but Harry might
not see them until tomorrow morning.
―How many demerits before you get expelled?‖ Harry
said.
―Try again, Mr. Potter, adding ‗professor‘ or ‗sir‘ to the
beginning or the end of your question. Or both, if you feel
suitably motivated.‖
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Oh, Snape wanted him out, alright. One teacher down....
Maybe that‘s how it worked? Some kind of vote? If a
majority of the teachers decided you didn‘t belong, bam. Out
you went.
―Mr. Potter?‖ Snape said.
―Sorry, sir. Er, how many demerits does it take? To get
expelled I mean? Professor sir?‖ In the pause that followed,
Harry said, ―Or is it more of a vote? Sir?‖
―A number of factors affect a decision of that
magnitude. However, if you limit yourself to one demerit a
day, you could easily last several weeks, possibly even an
entire semester.‖
Harry heard the unspoken message clearly. But not if I
have any say in it.
―Yes, sir.‖
As Snape stepped aside, Peeves vanished (his voice
almost immediately echoing from far to the north: ―I caught
one! I caught one!‖). Harry pushed past the painting of the
Fat Lady into the nearly empty Gryffindor Common Room.
―Shameful,‖ the Fat Lady said. ―Simply shameful. And
tracking water in on top of everything!‖
A dull red light filled the first year‘s dorm, so at least
Harry didn‘t bump into any beds or dressers as he squished
down the aisle.
―All right, Harry?‖ Neville said.
It took Harry a while to decide on an answer.
―Made it through one day, at least.‖
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###
Harry‘s nightmare began with a spectral Professor
Snape, but ended with Uncle Vernon in school robes,
explaining to the Great Hall why Harry didn‘t belong.

Chapter 12:
The Dark Side of Fame

Beside the entrance to the Great Hall, The Scorewall
told the story of the House Competition. The house with the
most points appeared on the left, with the remaining houses
listed beside it in descending order.
Employing an
inconceivably complex enchantment, the wall updated itself
automatically. All past attempts to tamper with the score had
failed, and rumor said that any such attempt would incur a
severe reduction in points for the offending house, as well as a
temporary pig‘s tail and donkey‘s ears for the offending
individual(s).
Any Head Boy, Head Girl, or Prefect could award or
subtract points, though the wall didn‘t always listen. ―Ten
points from Ravenclaw!‖ might be recorded as a minus two.
Or as minus ten from Slytherin or Gryffindor, as the wall
never confused which student was in which house. Beyond
that, it took a dim view of privileged students who abused
their station, and attempts to gratuitously alter the score could
just as easily backfire. Even teachers might find their awarded
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points diminished, as the wall had no tolerance for inflation.
A correct answer was worth two to three points today, just as
it had been a thousand years before.
On Harry‘s second day of class, Gryffindor House
appeared on the far right of the wall. This particular morning,
Harry‘s name appeared twice at the very top of the Points
Awarded list.
Awardee

| Awarder

| Pts.| Description

Potter, Harold | Snape, Prof S. | -10 | Stair Jumping
Potter, Harold | Snape, Prof S. | -10 | Violating Curfew
When he caught sight of the wall, Ron said, ―If you‘d
taken me with you, you wouldn‘t have lost track of time.‖
Not wanting to face the Great Hall, but too hungry to do
without, Harry slumped his way to the long Gryffindor table.
―What were you doing, anyway?‖ Ron said, as they sat
down.
―Studying.‖
―You couldn‘t study in the Common Room?‖
Before Harry could reply, a clump of older Gryffindors
paused on the far side of the table. Leading the clump was
Tabitha Delver, a seventh year student so blond even her lips
were blond. Head Girl for Gryffindor, she was beautiful in a
way that seemed unnecessarily flashy to Harry.
―Guess I owe you two an apology,‖ Tabitha said to the
twins.
―Save it!‖ George said.
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―That way,‖ Fred said, ―next time we do something that
annoys you, you can just skip yelling at us.‖
―Much more efficient that way,‖ George said.
―Yesterday I was all happy,‖ Tabitha said. ―I thought,
‗If we can just convince Fred and George to not be total prats,
we might have a chance this year, what with Potter and all.‘‖
―Came to your senses about us then?‖ Fred said.
―I made the mistake of looking at the Scorewall.‖ With
a dismissive glance at Harry, Tabitha stalked off, her retinue
trailing behind.
―There‘s her problem,‖ George said.
Fred shook his head sadly. ―Second day, and wall
swooping already.‖
The twins looked over at Harry, who was busy
crumbling extra-crispy bacon rashers on top of his pancakes.
―Know what she‘s on about?‖ they said.
―I lost twenty points.‖
Everyone in earshot stopped in mid-chew.
―Twenty?‖ Angelina said. ―What‘d you do, kill Mrs.
Norris?‖
While the castle‘s caretaker, Mr. Filch, was widely
reviled, his cat, Mrs. Morris, drew even more scorn.
―I lost track of time.‖
―Twenty points?‖ Angelina tilted her head in disbelief.
―Just for violating curfew?‖
―Well, I sort of jumped a staircase? But only to get
away from Peeves.‖
Angelina gave Harry an odd look, squinting her eyes,
like he‘d gone fuzzy and she was trying to get him back into
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focus.
―Still,‖ George said. ―Twenty‘s pretty stiff. Sure there
wasn‘t anything else?‖
―You had all your clothes on?‖ Fred said.
Harry nodded.
―Must have been McGonagall,‖ Angelina said. ―She
always goes harder on us.‖
Ron shook his head. ―It was Snape. Reckon he‘s got it
in for Harry. In Potions, he took after him like a rogue
bludger at the kickoff.‖
―Don‘t want to be on his bad side,‖ Fred said.
―Nope.‖ George smiled and stuck across the table for a
shake. ―Congratulations mate! You‘re in the lead for now,
but don‘t expect to stay there.‖
―Not a chance,‖ Fred said.
Angelina groaned. ―Now I know why Tabitha was so
mad. Another year riding the right side of the wall.‖
―And what about ickle Ronnie?‖ George said.
―Oh no. He‘s a good boy, our Ronnie,‖ Fred said. ―No
points off from him.‖
Grateful again for the twins‘ wisecracking, Harry was
starting to feel better when two owls dropped a clumpy canvas
bag on the floor just behind him. Attached to the bag‘s pull
string, a tag said ―Harold Potter.‖
―Fan mail‘s picking up, looks like,‖ Fred said.
―Oy, don‘t let Percy see that,‖ George said. ―You‘ll be
murdered in your sleep, sure.‖
Harry set the bag on his lap and looked inside. ―There
must be fifty letters in here.‖
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One of the envelopes was smoking, so he snatched it out
and tossed it onto the table, afraid it would catch the whole
bag on fire.
―Oops,‖ George said.
―Howler,‖ Fred said.
As soon as Fred spoke, the envelope burst open. A
flume of smoke rose up, shaping itself into a human skull.
Along with the smoke, a voice spoke, loud enough to be heard
over the chatter of several hundred students eating breakfast.
―When the Dark Lord returns, you will die, just like
your parents and all those who stood in our way. Enjoy your
fame while you can.‖
With that, the dark skull puffed out.
Harry heard Aunt Petunia telling him, They’ll be the
death of you. Just like your parents. His toes went cold.
Wasn‘t it bad enough, having to fake his way through?
Not understanding three-quarters of what people were talking
about, the castle a maze of passageways with staircases that
didn‘t stay put? He already had one teacher against him.
Probably half of Gryffindor wished he would just go away.
And now, it wasn‘t just Dumbledore he had to be afraid of.
They don’t just want me gone, they want me dead.
Feeling eyes searching him out from all around the
Great Hall, Harry got up from the table. The bag of letters
tipped onto the floor, but he barely noticed as he ran to the
entryway. It was a skill he had honed over the years. When in
doubt, run!
The doors of the entryway were fifty feet tall, but they
opened at his push. After Run! came Hide! Grass stretched
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out all the way to the lake, with only a few scattered trees
between the castle and the Dark Forest. Spotting a line of
shrubs close to the castle, Harry dove into them.
He‘d barely gotten settled when a man squatted down in
front of him.
―It‘s not as bad as that is it?‖ the man said.
Harry took a deep breath and tried to stop crying.
―Homesick?‖ the man said.
Not wanting to be rude, Harry managed to get out, ―A
little I guess, sir.‖
―That‘s understandable. Things are quite different here,
aren‘t they? Did you receive any preparation?‖
―Preparation?‖
―Raised by muggles weren‘t you?‖
―Yes, sir.‖
―Did you have much contact with the wizarding world
growing up?‖
Before Harry could answer, a huge pair of rugged boots
appeared beside the man. ―All right, Harry?‖
―Think we‘ll be fine,‖ the man said. ―He just needs a bit
of space. Not sure you‘re going to help the situation. No
offense, but you do tend to frighten the new students.... How
about a walk about, Harry? Might be just the thing.‖
―Who are you again?‖ Hagrid said.
―Ben.‖ The man smiled at Harry. ―Ben Greeley, just
taking over Introduction to Runes.‖
―You‘ll need to hurry along then.‖ This time it was
Dumbledore‘s voice. ―You seem to have arrived at the wrong
school.‖
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Greeley stood up. ―Just trying to help.‖
―Noble,‖ Dumbledore said. ―But I‘m afraid it‘s time for
you to be going.‖
―It seems young Harry hasn‘t been prepared for life at
Hogwarts,‖ Greeley said. ―Care to comment?‖
―No. Hagrid, if you‘ll assist Mr. Greeley to the gates.‖
―Aye, Professor.‖
Hagrid grabbed one of Greeley‘s arms and began
walking off with him.
―Do you regret your decision to have him raised by
muggles?‖ Greeley called, his voice dwindling.
―I apologize for the extra drama,‖ Dumbledore said.
―For the remainder of the school year, reporters will require
my express authorization to visit campus, and they‘ll be
accompanied at all times by a member of the staff..... Better
late than never.‖
―A reporter.‖ Harry tried to remember what exactly
he‘d told Greeley.
―Adjusting to Hogwarts is difficult enough, even for
those raised in wizarding society. For students raised as
muggles, the change can be overwhelming. I‘m afraid the
difficulty for you is greater still, because of your history.
Having reporters trailing along after you is a nuisance you
don‘t need.‖
Dumbledore didn‘t sound mad. The thought made
Harry stop crying and gave him the courage to crawl out of the
bushes. Only when Dumbledore handed him a tissue did
Harry recognize the danger. Here he was, probably late for
class (more points off, another demerit?), with Dumbledore
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having to do extra work, all because Harry was a born
nuisance.
To keep the tears from starting up again, Harry pressed
his eyes closed and tried to clear his mind. He had to get hold
of himself, or Dumbledore might decide he couldn‘t handle it
here. Wouldn‘t that be a laugh? Tossed out even before they
found out he wasn‘t a wizard.
―I ... I‘ll be all right, sir,‖ Harry said.
―I feel sure you will be. Still, a walk does sound like an
excellent idea.‖
Beg off. Mention class. Do something!
Do what, run? From the headmaster? If he did that,
he‘d best run into the lake and get it over with. Instead, Harry
tagged along. As they passed the spot where the thestral
coach had landed, where the Viking longboat had been,
Hagrid caught up with them. A bit further on, they
approached a rustic cottage with a roof of wood shingles.
―Now you know how to find me,‖ Hagrid told Harry, as
they went inside.
After Hagrid‘s huge boarhound Fang had cleaned off
Harry‘s face, Hagrid put the dog out back, then poured tea for
the three of them.
A kitchen occupied one side of the cottage, a huge straw
bed the other side, with a fireplace and a rough-hewn wooden
table in the middle.
―I‘d hoped we could slip you into school with a
minimum of fanfare,‖ Dumbledore said. ―As I‘m sure you‘ve
noticed, that didn‘t quite work according to plan.‖
Harry looked at his cup of tea, too nervous to reach for
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it. How could he get out of this mess? What could he do, to
make himself appear ―prepared‖ for Hogwarts? As he fretted,
Dumbledore‘s voice faded into the background, until:
―Does that sound all right, Harry?‖
Harry‘s heart skipped a beat. He should have been
listening. Why hadn‘t he been listening? Never mind that.
The point was, he had to cover up somehow. The question
made it sound like he should say ―yes,‖ but what would he be
agreeing to?
―If I can just have some time,‖ Harry said. ―To settle in,
I mean, sir?‖
Harry glanced up at Dumbledore, then looked away
quickly. Dumbledore knew he hadn‘t been listening.
What else can I screw up?
Nobody said anything for what seemed a long time.
―All right, Harry,‖ Dumbledore said. ―I‘ll let you finish
your tea. And Hagrid can take you back to the castle when
you‘re ready.‖
When Dumbledore got up from the table, Harry
suddenly didn‘t want him to go.
―Professor?‖ Harry said.
―Yes?‖
―The newspaper. Why did it say I‘m his successor, sir?
Voldemort, I mean.‖
Dumbledore sat back down, the intensity of his gaze
making Harry fidget.
―Fortunately they weren‘t quite that irresponsible. They
examined a theory, the hope of some, the fear of others, that
you will succeed where Voldemort failed.‖
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―But why would they think that, sir?‖
―Because in such cases, facts have little value in the face
of a compelling story. For many people, an emotionally
satisfying answer will always trump the truth.‖
Harry looked up into Dumbledore‘s eyes.
―The theories about you are only important if you take
them seriously,‖ Dumbledore said.
The chains around Harry‘s chest loosened. ―Yes, sir.‖
In the silence that followed, fearing Dumbledore might
get up to leave again, Harry said, ―Is Voldemort still alive,
sir?‖
The temperature in the hut seemed to drop as
Dumbledore looked at him, and Harry turned his attention to
the wood grain of the table top. He kept asking the wrong
questions.
It’s a secret. You’re a kid. Don’t bother him with stuff
like this.
―Voldemort isn‘t dead,‖ Dumbledore said. ―In ten
years, there‘ve been no confirmed sightings. But he isn‘t
dead. Merely disembodied.‖
At least Dumbledore didn‘t sound angry.
―Disembodied.‖ Harry remembered what someone had
said about Voldemort‘s body being kept somewhere. ―It‘s
guarded, so he can‘t get to it, sir?‖
―The body is secured, though that is a relatively minor
difficulty. The real difficulty is that Voldemort needs a way
of getting back into his body. For various inexplicable
reasons, that task might be even harder than constructing a
new body from scratch.‖
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―That‘s hard, sir?‖
―Dark magic, such as the exchange of a soul from one
body to another, was Voldemort‘s area of expertise. His long
absence suggests that even for him, it‘s a daunting task.‖
Long absence.
―What if he wound up as a baby, sir?‖ Harry said.
―An interesting theory.‖ Dumbledore smiled at him.
―But as Voldemort‘s spirit was still in your parents‘ house
when I arrived, we know such a rebirth wasn‘t an automatic
result of ... whatever happened.‖
Another silence stretched out. Even Dumbledore didn‘t
know for sure whether Voldemort would come back or not?
―If he comes back,‖ Harry said. ―What it said in that
letter.... He‘ll try to kill me, Professor?‖
Dumbledore hesitated only briefly. ―I suspect he
would.‖
―So I just have to hope, sir?‖ Harry said. ―Hope he
doesn‘t come back?‖
―We can hope. And we can prepare ourselves, as much
as possible.‖
Dumbledore smiled again.
―Which, as
Headmaster, I‘m hoping you‘ll do with the same vigor and
success as your parents.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
Harry did his best to smile, even though his toes had
gone cold again. His parents had been prepared. And they‘d
been wizards to begin with. But it hadn‘t helped them in the
end.
Harry snuck another glance at Dumbledore. If he
confessed now, surely the headmaster would let him off easy
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as a reward for honesty and an early warning. A handful of
words would do it. Professor? I’m not a wizard.
Harry got as far as ―Professor?‖ Then veered off. ―I,
uh, I got two demerits yesterday, sir.‖
―It seems you take after your father,‖ Dumbledore said.
―Though if I may be so bold, perhaps it‘s best if you don‘t
take after him quite so ... vigorously.‖
Harry nodded his head, feeling like a coward.

Chapter 13:
The Wand in the Drawer

After dinner, Hagrid showed Ron and Harry how to find
the owlery. He gave Harry a mouse-shaped bickie, which
Harry fed to Hedwig a little piece at a time. When the bickie
was all gone, the white owl sat quietly on a perch while he
petted her. The softness of her feathers, the way her eyelids
drooped down over her eyes, the patient way she took the
bickie, all that would have pleased him if he‘d been on a
science outing.
Only Hedwig was his owl. She was like everything else
here. The paintings that talked, the staircases that moved,
poltergeists that chased you. People like Ron and Hagrid.
Now Dumbledore, too.
The old man still scared him. Only now the headmaster
had helped him, driving off the reporter, making rules to keep
them away, sitting with him in Hagrid‘s hut. Answering his
stupid questions.
Fooling Dumbledore when he was just a scary old guy
was easy. Doing that when Dumbledore was helping him,
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knowing it might get the headmaster into trouble: how could
he keep on doing that?
―What‘s wrong, Harry?‖ Hagrid said.
―I‘m not a wizard.‖
―Huh?‖ Ron said.
―I can‘t do magic.‖
Hagrid put a hand on his shoulder. ―Having trouble
with your spells is it?‖
―Not trouble. I can‘t do anything at all.‖
―That‘s nothing to fret about. Happens sometimes.‖
―But this is different.‖
―It‘s no different. Come on down to my cottage. You
can practice magic while I practice my flute. And if you‘ve a
question or I spot you‘re doing something wrong, I‘ll give you
a few pointers. How‘s that?‖
It sounded like another long evening of disappointment.
―I tried, Hagrid. That‘s how I was out after curfew yesterday.
I tried for hours.‖
Hagrid tilted his head to a chiding angle. ―Tried one
evening and ready to give up already?‖
It wasn‘t about giving up, exactly, though Harry
couldn‘t put his wand on why this was different.
―Come on,‖ Hagrid said. ―You‘ve more work to do.‖
###
By the time Ron and Harry left Hagrid‘s house, they‘d
learned the secret of pushing Fang away to keep him out of
tongue-lapping distance, as well as the importance of politely
declining any of Hagrid‘s bickies to avoid a set of chipped
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teeth. As for casting spells, even with curfew approaching and
still no sign of success, Hagrid wasn‘t worried.
―Keep doing like you are,‖ Hagrid said. ―One of these
times you‘ll get a little surprise.‖
It sounded good: just keep at it, work hard, and good
things will happen. By now, Harry knew why it didn‘t make
sense. Keeping at it meant digging and chopping until the tree
stump finally came loose. It meant planting one bulb after
another until the package was empty. It meant learning to
play an instrument like the flute. If you worked at it, you were
bound to get better. But no matter how hard you worked, you
couldn‘t turn yourself into a wizard by pretending to cast
spells.
―If I‘m doing it right,‖ Harry said, ―and nothing‘s
happening, doesn‘t that mean —‖
―Don‘t mean a thing,‖ Hagrid said. ―Well, it means
you‘re confused and all mixed up.‖
―He can‘t cast spells because he‘s confused?‖ Ron said.
―Magic starts in your head, doesn‘t it. Getting her
divorce, Professor Sprout couldn‘t have flipped a pancake.
Said so herself. It‘s what happens to folks in Azkaban. That‘s
the wizard prison, Harry. No place you ever want to be.
Those dementors, they suck the happiness right out of you.
And most folks, their magic goes right along with it.‖
They returned to the castle, passing through the front
doors that made even Hagrid seem small.
―Don‘t fret about it, Harry,‖ Hagrid said. ―It‘s a big
change, coming from a muggle house, and —‖
―Dean was raised by muggles. Dean Thomas. And he‘s
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not having any trouble. Or Hermione. She‘s —‖
―A student being blocked doesn‘t show up every year,‖
Hagrid said. ―Every ten years, more like. But you‘re not the
first. And the staff know how to get you past it.‖ Hagrid
grunted. ―Could be I shouldn‘t have had you practicing like
that. Felt sure I could help. Hope I didn‘t make it worse.‖
―Worse than this?‖ Ron said.
―If Harry convinces himself he can‘t do it, it can get
worse alright.‖
―Harry‘s not that thick.‖ Ron gave Harry‘s shoulder a
friendly shove.
###
In Charms class the next day, as they moved into
practical application, Harry began earnestly, wanting to
believe Hagrid knew what he was talking about. But when
Malfoy began looking over, whispering to the two beefy
Slytherins – Crabbe and Goyle – who were becoming his
sidekicks, the three of them snickering, Harry finally gave up.
He kept saying the Command Word, kept swishing his wand,
pretending as best he could for the benefit of Professor
Flitwick. To continue pretending to himself, though? That
was asking too much.
After Charms came Substrates, which examined the
―implicit magical properties of otherwise inert matter.‖ All
book learning with no practical application, Substrates gave
Harry a full hour to dread the coming of Transfiguration. He
felt like someone waiting to be executed. McGonagall wasn‘t
as bad as Snape, but she still wasn‘t going to make do with a
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pep talk like Flitwick. This would be it. Harry could see the
blade hovering at the top of the guillotine, sunlight sparkling
against the sharp edge.
And then he was in Transfiguration, with Professor
McGonagall scowling down at him. Dean Thomas seemed to
be struggling with Blanco, but at least he‘d managed to change
his block from pure black to dark gray.
McGonagall didn‘t say anything at first, she just stood
watching, so Harry carried on, swinging his want and saying,
―Blanco‖ in as convincing a voice as he could manage.
Maybe I should really try? No. It was too much like,
Look, I can FLY! How many times could you do that and
splat on the sidewalk before you cottoned on?
―A bit slower, Mr. Potter,‖ McGonagall said.
He slowed down.
―Slower, please.‖
He went quite slow.
―Try focusing on the prototype.‖
Harry turned his attention to the white block at the front
of the classroom as he continued swinging the stick and saying
the word.
―How long have you had your wand?‖ McGonagall said.
―Since August, Professor. But Aunt Petunia— I mean,
since—‖
―I know who you mean.‖
―She wouldn‘t let me practice with it.‖
McGonagall wasn‘t the type to accept lame excuses.
―May I see it?‖ she said.
After he handed it over, McGonagall held it loosely with
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both hands, the look on her face more sour even than normal.
Was it a fake after all? That might actually work to his
advantage now. At the very least, he should be able to get his
3,500 galleons back. Not that he‘d have any place to spend it.
―Let me guess,‖ McGonagall said. ―This was either
your father‘s wand or else was fitted for you, most likely at
Ollivanders.‖
His dad‘s wand? The thought hadn‘t ever occurred to
him. Both his parents must have had wands, surely? What
had happened to them? Would Hagrid know?
―Mr. Potter,‖ McGonagall said, ―are you still with us?‖
Harry blinked.
―You got this at Ollivanders?‖ McGonagall said.
―Yes, ma‘am.‖
―Thank you.... Inheriting a wand would be most
unusual. Fitted wands tend to connect strongly with their
owners, and the two are typically laid to rest together.‖ She
handed the wand back. ―Similarly, Ollivanders can be
counted on to sell students perfectly fitted wands, as if they
were already adults.‖
―Told you,‖ Ron said from nearby. His own block had
arrived at a light cream color. ―It‘s a big one, isn‘t it,
Professor?‖
―Yes, Mr. Weasley, it‘s quite a powerful wand.‖
McGonagall turned her attention back to Harry. ―Did no one
from the staff accompany you to Diagon Alley?‖
―Um.‖
―No matter. This.‖ She pointed to the wand in his hand.
―I‘m afraid this will spend most of your school years in your
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trunk before you‘ve properly grown into it.‖
She frowned at his block, which remained pitch black.
―Please see me this afternoon during office hours, and
I‘ll arrange for you to borrow a school wand.‖
After that, McGonagall moved on to Hermione, who
was already working on returning the test block to its original
color.
―It appears you‘ve been practicing ahead of time,‖
McGonagall said.
Hermione blushed like she‘d been caught stealing
chocolate frog cards.
―Hard work is the key,‖ McGonagall told the class. ―To
paraphrase our esteemed headmaster, ‗It may be magic, but
it‘s the sort of magic that requires you to work your bottom
off.‘‖
While the rest of the class chuckled, Harry stared down
at his block. Hard work. If only.
###
―Maybe.... Maybe I could try just a little longer with
this one?‖ Harry said.
McGonagall looked up from the Loan of Wand form she
was filling out, and Harry wilted.
Don’t be stupid. Keep your mouth shut.
McGonagall finished the form and handed it over, along
with directions to the caretaker‘s office.
As Harry reached the door, McGonagall said, ―One
more thing, Mr. Potter.‖
―Yes, ma‘am?‖
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―Once you have your new wand, I‘ll expect you to do
more than just go through the motions when in my class. Is
that understood?‖
―I— It‘s— Uh—‖
―Please don‘t try to explain. I feel sure you‘d only dig
yourself in deeper.‖
―Yes, ma‘am.‖
Maybe it was the dazed, no doubt goofy expression on
Harry‘s face that made McGonagall say, ―I don‘t read minds,
Mr. Potter. I‘ve simply been teaching first years a very long
time.‖
―Yes, ma‘am.‖
###
The school caretaker, Mr. Filch, had an unkempt
appearance, with frizzled gray hair to his shoulders and three
days of stubble on his face. His shirt had turned a yellowishgray and smelled like it might not have been changed since the
last time Filch shaved.
―Not so high and mighty now, are you, boy?‖ Filch said,
when Harry showed him the Loan of Wand form.
Filch went to a wall covered in drawers of various sizes.
―Just one time I‘d like to see one of you snots learn a bit of
humility. Never happens, though, does it.‖
Filch sorted through a huge ring of keys, then unlocked
a drawer filled with wands. ―You touch it, it‘s yours. Don‘t
have time to watch you messing about, hoping for a fit.‖
Wanting to get away from the smell of Filch‘s rotting
teeth and the growl of his cat, Mrs. Norris, now sitting atop
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Filch‘s desk, Harry grabbed for a wand at the top of the pile.
In too much of a hurry, his fingers pressed together with no
wand between them. Trying again, all he seemed to do was
push the wands around. It was like a science experiment,
where the wands had all been magnetized. Was Filch having a
go at him? Because the more Harry tried, the more the wands
seemed to shift about, climbing the sides of the drawer like
potatoes being mashed with an electric mixer.
―Come on,‖ Filch said.
―I‘m trying!‖
It seemed like, well, like none of the wands wanted
anything to do with him.
They know I’m not a wizard.
Feeling peevish, Harry pushed his fingers down through
the shifting pile and managed to pin a wand against the bottom
of the drawer. You don’t have to actually do anything, he told
it, you just have to let me wave you around. An electric zap
made him pull his hand back, but at least he managed to keep
hold of the wand.
Or had he?
There was a wand in his hand, but Harry had the odd
idea it wasn‘t the one he‘d pinned to the bottom of the drawer.
―One‘s as good as another.‖ Filch bumped Harry aside,
slammed the wand drawer shut, and turned the key. ―Beggars
can‘t be choosers.‖
###
That evening, Ron went along when Harry slipped off to
have another go at spellcasting. After a few failed tries, Ron
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took Harry‘s new wand. A pained look appeared on his face,
and he deemed the wand better than Harry‘s fitted one, but
still bigger than necessary for first year spells.
―Have a go with mine.‖
Even then, nothing happened. Harry should have known
it wouldn‘t, should have known better than to get his hopes up.
McGonagall meant well, Hagrid meant well, Ron meant well.
But what they couldn‘t seem to accept was that Harry didn‘t
belong here.
―Do you think it‘s rare?‖ Harry said.
―What?‖
―Winding up at Hogwarts by accident.‖
Ron pretended to bonk his head with his fist, so Harry
left off. He‘d told Hagrid and Ron both, now. Neither of
them wanted to believe him. As for going straight to
Dumbledore or McGonagall, surely even honesty had its
limits. Anyway, nobody seemed interested in kicking him out,
at least not right away. Instead of whining and annoying
everyone, he should be grateful.
Enjoy it while it lasts.

Chapter 14:
Gryffindor’s New Seeker

Harry‘s determination to stop whining and to think
positively lasted until breakfast the next morning, when the
Daily Prophet arrived. The main headline was ―Potter
Blocked,‖ with the sub-heading ―Muggle Upbringing
Blamed.‖
Telling himself he didn‘t care what the paper said, Harry
started in on a breakfast of steak and eggs, something he‘d
heard tell of but never tried.
―He‘s just laying low, is all.‖ Once again, George was
reading over Angelina‘s shoulders.
―Right, Harry?‖ Fred said.
―Laying low for what?‖ Harry said.
―He‘s got a point there,‖ George said. ―What is he
laying low for?‖
―To stay out of the paper, I imagine.‖
―May need a change of strategy, old boy.‖
Tabitha Devers stopped behind Harry just long enough
to drape a handkerchief over his shoulder. While she and her
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clique walked off, Harry reminded himself that he didn‘t care,
which was made easier by a plate full of food. Back to eating,
he left the handkerchief alone. After his first mouthful, he
decided some Worcestershire sauce was in order. As he
dotted his eggs with splats of black, Draco set a tissue on top
of the handkerchief.
―I wanted to do a handkerchief too,‖ Draco said. ―Just
couldn‘t justify the expense.‖
―What else does it say?‖ Harry asked, once Draco had
returned to the Slytherin table. ―Other than I‘m a crybaby?‖
―They didn‘t stoop that low,‖ Fred said.
―‗Emotionally fragile.‘ Much more dignified, that,‖
George said.
The twins went on with their tennis match. ―What
worries me is ‗mentally unstable.‘‖ ―No need to worry.
Imagine we‘ll have plenty of warning.‖ ―Sure! Ron and
them‘ll cop it first.‖
With the twins‘ wisecracking to keep him relaxed, Harry
managed to keep on eating as the pile of tissues and
handkerchiefs on his shoulder grew. He only began to feel
bad when Professor McGonagall went to the podium and
announced that ―Tormenting a fellow student will lead to
detention, demerits, and loss of house points.‖
Soon after that, Angelina looked up from the paper with
a frown. ―Did you know he got censured?‖
―Who?‖ Ron said.
―Dumbledore. Only it doesn‘t say when, exactly.‖
Angelina read out of the paper:
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As a result of his decision to keep Potter‘s
whereabouts a secret, Dumbledore received a
formal letter of censure from the Ministry, resulting
in an Impeachment by the school board that failed
by a single vote. No Headmaster has been removed
from his post since 1648, when Sir Nicholas
Flamel....
―Impeached!‖ Fred said.
―That‘s hard to imagine,‖ George said.
After that, Harry couldn‘t eat. The food looked good
and he was hungry, but his throat had closed up too tight. He
might not be able to keep from crying, but at least he could
avoid choking to death at the breakfast table.
###
After History of Magic, as Madam Hooch led them out
to the Quidditch pitch for Flight Training, Draco Malfoy told
anyone who might be interested, ―Guess we‘ll find out for sure
who the mudbloods are today.‖
―Shut it, Malfoy,‖ Ron said.
―Of course, we already know who the muggle-lovers
are. If you spot someone with red hair and shabby robes,
you‘ve found one for sure.‖
―Say, mate,‖ Dean Thomas said. ―Why‘s it make a
difference?‖
―Are you kidding?‖
―Just curious. Or is it the usual Them and Us?‖
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―Let‘s see,‖ Draco said. ―Muggles have polluted the
entire planet. The Sasquatch is extinct and the Yeti‘s not far
behind. There‘s only about four places where dragons can
live, and half of those may not be there by the time we
graduate.... Shall I go on?‖
―It‘s bad, can‘t argue that,‖ Dean said. ―But why‘s it my
fault?‖
―Because whenever somebody proposes a solution to the
problem, people like you and Weasel here jump up and say,
‗Oh no, we couldn‘t possibly do that.‘‖
―What sort of ‗solution‘ we talking about?‖
―Forget it.‖ Malfoy made a vain attempt to smooth his
hair against a brisk wind off the lake. ―It‘s not the sort of
thing you can explain in five minutes.‖
###
The size of an extra-large football field, the Quidditch
pitch had three goal posts at either end and extra-tall bleachers
running the length of the field on one side.
Once they got started, Draco turned out to be right about
who had problems flying.
Dean Thomas, seemingly
unconcerned with Draco‘s chortling, got past his block first
and finished class with a wobbly but complete circuit of the
field. Hermione went the other direction, getting her broom to
jump halfway from the ground to her hand on the first go.
After a few more tries, she could barely get it to jiggle, until
finally her increasingly loud shouts of ―Up!‖ were being
ignored altogether. At which point, she began stomping her
foot and saying, ―Oh, come on!‖ with each failed attempt.
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Is that what I’m doing? If he could just relax and not
worry about it, like Dean, maybe he‘d be able to cast spells.
As for his broom, Harry fell more into the Hermione
camp. It surprised him when he first said ―Up!‖ and his
broom actually started to rise. Not floating up like it did for
Ron and Neville (and Draco), but tilting up as if it had a hinge
at the bristly end.
I did it!
The instant that thought entered his head, the broom
plopped back down, never again to so much as budge. I don’t
care. I don’t care. I don’t care. Sadly, reverse psychology
didn‘t help either.
Why did he have to be blocked at everything? And what
if he wasn‘t blocked, but broken? Maybe everybody was
right, and he really was a wizard. What good was it, if he
couldn‘t make the stuff work?
###
As Harry headed into the Great Hall for lunch,
Dumbledore pulled him into one of the side rooms, where they
sat facing each other in overstuffed leather lounge chairs.
―Things going any better today?‖ Dumbledore said.
It was impossible to not cry, but Harry did his best to
talk around the tears. ―Did I get you into trouble, sir?‖
―I suspect it‘s more the other way around.‖
When Harry couldn‘t think of anything to say,
Dumbledore went on. ―I‘ve collected my share of enemies
over the years. And even without that, there‘s a fair bit of
politics involved.‖
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Deciding it was too complicated for him to understand,
Harry nodded his head and said, ―Yes, sir.‖
―I do have a rather large favor to ask of you, however.‖
Leave and never come back.
Harry‘s muscles went tight. ―Yes sir?‖
―I want you to be Gryffindor‘s seeker.‖
Seeker. He felt sure he‘d heard that word already, he
just couldn‘t remember where.
―What‘s a seeker, sir?‖
―It‘s the position your father played, when he was a
student here.‖
Then Harry remembered. ―Quidditch, sir?‖ The idea
was so bizarre, it made him stop crying. In Ron‘s Quidditch
poster, everyone was flying about on a broom.
―I know it‘s a lot to ask,‖ Dumbledore said, ―and if you
think it‘s too much, I‘ll understand.‖
Tryouts were on Saturday, which didn‘t leave much time
to get past his block ... if it really was a block.
―I could try, sir?‖ Harry said. ―Only, today was my first
time with a broom. Tuesday we only did classroom. And–‖
―I have absolute confidence in you, Harry,‖ Dumbledore
said.
Harry imagined himself at Quidditch tryouts, not even
able to get the broom to jump into his hand. On top of having
people laugh at him, Dumbledore would be disappointed.
―But, but, but,‖ Harry said.
―You‘ve heard the expression ‗the best defense is a good
offense‘?‖
―Yes, sir?‖
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―Well, this is us going on the offensive.‖
―Against ... the newspaper, sir?‖
―Correct. Now, the naïve approach would be for us to
lay low, let things settle down. With that route, anything you
do, even something trivial, could get snapped up as a headline.
Better if we give them headlines we have control over.‖
It made sense, kind of, except the whole thing depended
on Harry becoming a seeker on the Quidditch team. Even if
he learned to fly, he didn‘t know the first thing about
Quidditch.
When Harry gave Dumbledore a frightened look,
Dumbledore said, ―If it‘s too much, I‘ll understand.‖
Harry felt like he had a fifty kilo weight strapped to his
back, and he didn‘t weigh fifty kilos himself. How could he
carry it? He couldn‘t even lift it? With that thing strapped to
him, he‘d never be able to get up out of his chair, never mind
off the ground. What was Dumbledore doing?
―Can you help me, Harry?‖ Dumbledore said.
With nowhere to hide, Harry said, ―I can try, sir?‖
―Outstanding! There‘s nothing more I could ask for.‖
Dumbledore clapped him on the shoulder. ―Thank you,
Harry.‖
###
That evening, with the Quidditch pitch taken over by
Ravenclaw team tryouts, Ron and Harry made the trek down
to Hagrid‘s house. While Harry sat at the rough-hewn dinner
table to work on his spellcasting, Ron pretended to read their
Herbology assignment, and Hagrid practiced his flute.
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If something could happen, even just a tiny shift in
color, a tiny spin, Harry could go to bed feeling happy.
Because then it would just be a matter of work.
Hagrid playing on his flute made it easier to stay calm,
and even Fang‘s regular nudging for a scratch helped,
breaking Harry out of the mechanical repetition. Still, nothing
made a difference. Absolutely nothing.
―You‘re blocked all right, Harry.‖ Hagrid set his flute
on the mantelpiece. ―We‘re not helping it any, having you go
at it like this.‖
―If something could happen, though,‖ Harry said. ―Even
just something little.‖
―Something will, Harry. But—‖ Hagrid shook his head.
―I should‘ve made you stop an hour ago.‖
―I hate not knowing. Am I a wizard, really? Everybody
keeps saying I am, but why can‘t I do anything? Even
something little.‖
―Best thing, right now, is to give it a rest. Sometimes
that helps more than anything, a bit of a lay off.‖
###
When the Fat Lady swung aside, letting Ron and Harry
into the warm, cozy Gryffindor Common Room, one of the
older students said, ―Where‘ve you been?‖
Harry glanced at the grandfather clock.
―It‘s still ten minutes to first curfew.‖
―How am I supposed to teach you Quidditch in ten
minutes?‖
―Huh?‖
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Fred bounded over a railing and stood beside Harry.
―Give him a break, Wood.‖
―Not his fault he‘s getting special treatment.‖ George
came to stand on Harry‘s other side.
―Wrecking tradition.‖ ―Tossing our chances of winning
the Quidditch Cup through the curtain.‖
Wood grimaced. ―What‘s your plan?‖
―That‘s Oliver Wood.‖ George wrapped his arm around
Harry‘s shoulders.
―Captain of the Gryffindor Quidditch team.‖ Fred rested
his forearm on top of Harry‘s head.
―And in case you hadn‘t heard—‖ ―—you are Harold
Potter.‖ ―Recently appointed seeker for the team.‖
―Appointed?‖ Ron laughed. ―Don‘t listen to them.
Somebody heard you talking about trying out, and now they‘re
having a go at you.‖
But the twins pointed in unison at Oliver Wood.
―It‘s no joke. A crime, but no joke.‖
―Know what a seeker is?‖ Fred said.
Despite the friction of Fred‘s arm, Harry managed to
shake his head. ―Not exactly.‖
―See, Wood,‖ Fred said. ―Nothing to worry about!‖
―That‘s right,‖ George said. ―Harry‘s going to bring a
purity of spirit to the position the like of which has never been
seen!‖
―Not tired are you?‖ Fred steered Harry back toward the
Fat Lady‘s portrait.
―It‘s almost curfew,‖ Harry said.
―Don‘t disappoint us.‖ ―The fearless and incomparable
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Boy Who Lived, afraid of a bit of detention?‖ ―You‘d destroy
our faith in queen and country.‖
―Er,‖ Harry said.
―That‘s the ticket!‖ ―Knew we could count on you,
Harry.‖
After handing Harry‘s bag to Ron and telling him to
bugger off, the twins led Harry past the Fat Lady, doing their
best to forestall any concerns he might have.
―Detention‘s not so bad, really.‖ ―Never heard of them
giving more than a dozen lashes.‖ ―Usually it‘s just hanging
by your thumbs for an evening.‖ ―Cleaning the thestral stables
is the worst, though.‖ ―Oh, I don‘t know. Joshing out the
ogre latrine. Now that’s bad!‖
The twins seemed so calm, cheerful even. Surely they
didn‘t have anything really bad in mind? But when George
pulled a pillowcase out of his robes, and Fred said, ―Afraid
you‘re not ready to know about this next bit,‖ Harry bolted,
expecting to hear them yelling and giving chase. Instead,
what he heard was Fred saying, ―Petrificus Totalus.‖ Harry‘s
body went rigid in mid-stride and for a long half-second he
really was flying, like a statue dropped out the back of a lorry.
His left foot and left shoulder took the brunt of the impact.
When he came to rest, Harry lay like a cartoon character
encased in cement, able only to blink his startled eyes.
Once they had the hood on him, the twins released Harry
from his magical paralysis, bantering with each other as usual.
―Told you he‘d try to make a break for it.‖ ―Doesn‘t he
want to be seeker?‖ ―Maybe once he finds out what a seeker
is?‖ ―How can he not want it, if he doesn‘t know what it is?‖
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―Good point. Very bad practice, Harry. It‘s like, what?‖
―Brussels sprouts.‖ ―Yeah, like Brussels sprouts.‖ ―Maybe
it‘s the hood. Think he‘s claustrophobic?‖ ―I just think he
doesn‘t trust us.‖ ―What? After we‘ve been so agreeable?‖
―You forget, dear brother. He‘s dorming with ickle Ronnie.‖
―The little troll! Told you all about us, has he, Harry?‖
Something made a rusty creaking sound. A metal
banging followed, like someone walking on sheet metal.
After George‘s voice, echoing and distant, called,
―Bums away,‖ Fred guided Harry up three steps. Had him lie
on his back. A cool breeze blew across him, musty and
smelling faintly of worms.
―Just keep your arms at your side,‖ Fred said. ―Gives
you a better chance of still having them when you hit bottom.‖
The next thing Harry knew, he was sliding down a steep
incline. Just as he reached escape velocity, he plopped out
into a vast nothingness. His stomach rose to his collarbone,
then he flopped down onto a huge pillow. A rather dusty
pillow that made him cough and then sneeze.
―Right then.‖ George helped him to his feet. ―Got to
keep the blindfold just a bit longer.‖
Something thumped behind Harry, and then the twins
were leading him on. After another creaking sound let in a
gust of cool, fresh air, Fred yanked the pillowcase off, and
Harry found himself outside the castle.
―And now for some flying lessons,‖ Fred said.
―Huh?‖ Harry said.
―Flying lessons, mate.‖ ―Thought you understood that.‖
―To be seeker, you must know how to fly.‖ ―Maybe not
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‗must.‘‖ ―Around here, you must.‖ ―Fair enough.‖
―Flying lessons ... for real?‖ Harry said.
―What‘d you expect?‖
―Pretty much anything but that.‖
―Cynical chap, ain‘t he?‖ ―Beginning to seem so.‖
With no moon and a sheet of clouds overhead, the night
was dark enough to make even walking difficult, but the twins
handed Harry a pair of goggles that brought light back into the
world, and together the three of them headed for the Quidditch
pitch.
―I‘m surprised old Wood‘s still in one piece,‖ Fred said.
―Heard him shouting at McGonagall,‖ George said.
―If you can imagine.‖ ―‘Tryouts! There must be
tryouts!‘‖ ―And she comes straight back, ‗You can still have
tryouts. For beater and chaser.‘‖
The twins dropped a broom from the equipment shed on
the ground beside Harry.
I’m counting on you, Harry.
That‘s what Dumbledore had said. But if Dumbledore
really trusted him, he‘d have let Harry try out. Instead, the old
guy just made him seeker.
Did you know he got censured?
Censured, and now made to look bad because Harry was
a total write-off.
Fly or crash.
I can’t handle any more. He knows that. He knows I’m
about to snap.
Which meant what?
If I go balmy, that must get him off the hook somehow.
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Suddenly angry, when Harry shouted ―Up,‖ his broom
jumped into his hand with a stinging thwack. When he
climbed on, he aimed for the top of the far goalposts, and a
few seconds later, his anger fading into confusion, he looked
down at a pair of red heads standing on ground that was a long
way away.
Even their voices seemed distant. ―So much for
teaching him to fly.‖ ―On to stage two, then.‖
The twins pulled golf balls out of their robes.
―The seeker catches the golden snitch.‖ ―We‘ll be
tossing these about, to start with.‖ ―Ready to have a go?‖
―Just a second,‖ Harry called back.
A second went by, then several more. A loon‘s cry
came from off the lake, followed by the sound of a tree
crashing and a werewolf‘s howl in the Dark Forest.
―Any idea what we‘re waiting for?‖ George said.
―For my broom to stop working,‖ Harry said, ―and for
me to splat on the ground.‖
―When‘s this supposed to happen?‖ Fred said.
―It‘s past due already.‖
###
The next morning, Ron shook Harry awake.
―Not skipping breakfast are you?‖ Ron said.
Harry pried his eyes open and tried to remember who he
was.
―That‘s what you get,‖ Ron said, ―letting Fred and
George drag you around.‖
―Maybe I‘ll just sleep.‖
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―Oops. Did I make that sound like an option? Sorry,
mate. They said I had to get you up or else they‘d do it, and
you don‘t want that. Trust me.‖
Harry managed to sit up. The slide of his left foot under
the covers was enough to make him wince, and when he
looked, he could see purple bruises at the base of the first three
toes. His upper back was stiff, while the insides of his thighs
felt like, well, like he‘d been riding a broom half the night.
Despite the aches and bruises, some damaged part of him
couldn‘t quite accept what had happened.
―Did I really fly?‖ Harry said.
―According to Fred and George. Why don‘t you tell me
all about it over kippers and eggs, so I don‘t start nibbling on
Scabbers?‖
Dressing, Harry remembered the wind gusting around
him as he chased golf balls. One awkward catch had brought
him within inches of braining himself on a goalpost. Another
time, he‘d found himself dangling from his broom like a sloth
on a branch. Somehow, he‘d managed to right himself,
though he couldn‘t quite remember how. The three of them
might still be out there, if he hadn‘t gone after a doffed throw
and wiped out, doing a ground-flip as his broomstick halfburied itself into the field.
―If he‘s still alive—‖ ―—we‘re done for the night.‖
Sitting on the cold grass and waiting for the stars to float
back into the sky, Harry had said, ―Do many people die
playing this game?‖
That was when the twins told him about the permanent
mattress spell, which protected Quidditch players from
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plummeting deaths.
―You could have told me that a little sooner.‖
On their way back to the dorm, they took a detour while
Harry was under the pillowcase, and arrived at the Common
Room with a large pizza and three liters of butterbeer.
―I even caught golf balls!‖ Harry told Ron, as they
waited for a staircase.
―Too bad you picked it up so fast, though. You
could‘ve been the first seeker on foot in the history of the
game.‖
Harry remembered Ron asking about Quidditch tryouts.
―You aren‘t mad?‖ Harry said.
―Don‘t be daft.‖
―I didn‘t ask for it, honest.‖
―Just better hope Dumbledore‘s right,‖ Ron said. ―I
don‘t see why this should help, instead of make it worse.‖
Dumbledore. How would he react when he found out
Harry could fly? Would he smile, or would he slap his hand
on his desk and scowl?

Chapter 15:
An Illegal Curse

Friday, during practical application in Transfiguration,
Professor McGonagall only let Harry try the Blanco spell three
times before making him stop. She also assigned him an
essay, to cover two pages of parchment, discussing the causes
of magical blockage.
―In addition Mr. Potter,‖ McGonagall said, ―I don‘t want
you practicing spells outside class until further notice. It
seems likely doing so is making matters worse rather than
better.‖
Potions class began with Malfoy raising his hand to say,
―Professor, I heard Potter‘s going to be Gryffindor‘s seeker.‖
―This is Potions class, Mr. Malfoy.‖ Snape walked to
the front board and picked up a piece of chalk. ―However, I
wish to make it clear that Mr. Potter‘s appointment as seeker
has my full, unconditional support. My hope is that Slytherin
will win both the Quidditch Cup and the House Cup again this
year, nor do I care if doing so presents any sort of challenge.
As such, I‘m delighted to see Gryffindor choosing celebrity
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over ability.‖ Snape faced the blackboard and began writing.
―Today, we turn our attention to vivifying elements and the
role they play in basic potions.‖
At the end of the lab portion of class, when Snape went
around checking results, instead of explaining Harry mistakes
to the class and how they had adversely affected his potion,
Snape said, ―Congratulations, Mr. Potter. You‘ve managed to
follow directions. I should like to think this the start of a
trend, rather than an accident.‖
After Snape had moved on, Harry slumped in his seat.
Just when he thought he had everything figured out, they
pulled the magic carpet from under him. Snape saying
something encouraging? Setting me up, is what. Like a
bowling pin. As if things weren‘t bad enough already.
There was no way this could end well.
###
At Saturday‘s team tryouts, Harry‘s warm-up flight
began at a snail‘s pace, the broom wobbling beneath him until
finally it did a half-loop and dropped him to the ground. The
field‘s mattress spell softened the short fall, but didn‘t mute
the glowing of Harry‘s ears. Half of Gryffindor had come
down to watch the tryouts, and Harry could hear Tabitha‘s
crowd bemoaning not only the loss of the House Cup but the
Quidditch Cup as well, all thanks to a single unwanted cretin.
Surely there were muggle boarding schools that would be
happy to have him.
Wood flew over. ―You‘re thinking too much, Harry.‖
Remembering the lesson of Dean Thomas and
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Hermione, Harry cleared his head and tried again. Startled to
find himself flying, really flying, Harry almost fell off his
broom again, this time from thirty feet up.
Once the tryouts began, he had things to do that kept his
mind from turning on him. During chaser trials, he fetched the
quaffle. During beater trials, he flew around, dodging
bludgers as best he could. Fred and George left him with half
a dozen bruises, but the boy who followed them never hit
Harry once, and wound up complaining that Harry had made it
too easy on the twins.
―Give him a decent broom,‖ Wood said, ―and Oscar
Kroslavitz wouldn‘t be able to hit him.‖
Harry wasn‘t sure who Oscar Kroslavitz was, but it
sounded good all the same.
###
Having escaped mention in the Sunday paper, Harry
went to breakfast Monday expecting to hear about his
appointment as seeker. Instead, there was a front page article
under the heading, ―Potter Fitted to Wand made for Dark
Lord.‖
Some years ago, when an especially difficult
customer come into his shop for a fit, Garrick
Ollivander found himself in the rare position of
having to craft a wand from scratch. In the event,
he made two wands, though Mr. Ollivander claims
he doesn‘t recall the motivation for such a
potentially wasteful act.
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―Even as I did it,‖ Ollivander said, ―I felt I
was wasting a fine phoenix feather, as I never
expected to meet this gentleman‘s like again.‖
Six weeks ago, Mr. Ollivander was visited
by an equally difficult customer. One who, it turns
out, ―Was as perfect a fit for the second wand as the
Dark Lord himself was for the first.‖ The more
recent customer was a young man named Harold
Potter.
Harry slumped over his strawberry-and-cream cheese
crepes. He‘d been ready to hear about how he had dodged
bludgers like Oscar Something-owitz. Instead, it was all about
him being Voldemort‘s successor.
―Notice they didn‘t mention, Harry‘s not even using that
wand,‖ Ron said.
Sitting straight again, Harry gave Ron an open-eyed
look. Voldemort‘s wand. That’s why I can’t cast spells!
Maybe it meant something? Should he ask Dumbledore?
Then he wilted again and turned back to his crepes. He
had tried other wands. None of them worked. Plus, right now
Dumbledore was still mad at him for learning to fly so
quickly.
###
In Transfiguration class, McGonagall introduced a new
spell, Pastellarius, which could produce any color, but
preferred pastels. ―Getting Pastellarius to produce navy blue
or ruby red will be something you pursue in Advanced
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Transfiguration. For now, please content yourself with
reproducing the colors of the prototypes you see here.‖ She
pointed to a muted rainbow of blocks sitting on her desk.
When they moved into practical application,
McGonagall came by Harry‘s table for his allowed three tries.
After Harry gave Pastellarius and Blanco a go each,
McGonagall asked to see his wand.
―Did Mr. Filch hand you this,‖ she said, ―or did it select
you?‖
Harry mentioned how the wands had shifted around in
the drawer.
―One of them even shocked me?‖ It seemed the worst
admission of all, but McGonagall didn‘t even blink.
―This is better than your Ollivanders wand,‖ she said,
―but we could do better still. I‘d like you to come by during
office hours this afternoon. This time, I‘ll go with you.‖
Harry looked at his wand. Now it would have to go
back in the drawer, to lie neglected for who knew how long.
His imagination got carried away, imagining a creature staring
out at him from some dark place.
―S-sorry,‖ he told it.
―I beg your pardon?‖ McGonagall spun back toward
him, looking annoyed.
―I was just telling my wand–‖ Why was he hissing?
Harry tried again. ―I was just apologizing.‖ The words came
out clean this time. ―To my wand?‖ He grinned sheepishly.
―Ma‘am?‖
McGonagall‘s expression wavered between annoyance
and worry.
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Why does everything have to go wrong all at once?
When McGonagall moved on to another table, Harry
considered just packing his wand away. But he still had two
tries left with both spells. He took a deep breath, let it out,
closed his eyes, then cast Blanco.
Nothing.
He switched to Pastellarius. Still nothing.
Imagining the strange creature inside his wand staring
out at him, Harry whispered, ―If you could help me just one
time, you wouldn‘t have to go back in the drawer.‖ The
hissing had come back, but somehow it seemed right. Like,
that‘s how you talked to wands. Hissing.
Harry straightened up. Hissing! McGonagall looked far
enough away. With plenty of students saying or even shouting
Pastellarius, surely he could get away with it.
Eyes closed, Harry tried hissing Blanco, but it just came
out in English. So he switched his attention from the block to
the wand. Imagining the creature looking out at him from the
darkness, forgetting that he‘d already used up his three tries,
Harry hissed, ―Blanco.‖
Something tugged at him, on the inside. Like something
trying to drain the life out of him. Only, it didn‘t hurt. If
anything, it kind of felt good.
The room went quiet.
Opening his eyes, Harry saw that his block had turned
white. So had his work table. So had the wall in front of him.
―Bravo, Mr. Potter,‖ McGonagall said.
As Harry stood in shock, McGonagall borrowed
Neville‘s block, now a pumpkin orange.
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―Again, if you please,‖ she said.
Would she think he was crazy, if he hissed? He gave it
a go without the hissing. Nothing. Closing his eyes, he tried
to imagine the creature again, but with the whole class staring
at him, his mind went blank.
Someone was trying to get his hopes up. As if being
able to fly wasn‘t bad enough. Now this.
―It wasn‘t me,‖ Harry said.
―I beg your pardon?‖
―It wasn‘t me, Professor!‖
McGonagall heaved a long sigh. ―Who else do you
think might have done it?‖
Most of the class were staring at him. A couple of girls
were whispering back and forth. Neville‘s face wore the
ridiculous moony expression he‘d had on the Hogwarts
Express, like this proved everything. Ron gave Harry a
thumbs up.
When Harry turned to look the other direction, Malfoy
immediately resumed casting Pastellarius.
―He did it, Professor,‖ Harry said.
―Mr. Malfoy, come here please.‖
When Malfoy arrived, McGonagall took his wand and
touched the tip of it with her own. Rising up out of it came a
pink block, followed by a teal block, then lavender, a sickly
green, and finally a pale red.
Handing the wand back, she said, ―Thank you, Mr.
Malfoy.‖ When she repeated the procedure with Harry‘s
wand, a wrinkled white curtain appeared.
―There,‖ McGonagall said.
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But perhaps she was too slow pulling her wand away,
because after the white curtain came a two-inch tall, ghostly
person, accompanied by a scream of pain that made
McGonagall startle and drop the wand.
I didn’t do it!
After instructing the class to continue practicing, ―House
points will be automatically deducted for misbehavior in my
absence,‖ McGonagall had Harry collect his things and led
him in the direction of the castle‘s entrance. Instead of
heading for the Great Hall, though, she turned down a
passageway beside the school store.
On a stone wall at the end of the passageway, with no
door anywhere in sight, a plaque said, ―Headmaster‘s Office.‖
A gargoyle sat in a recess under the plaque, head resting
thoughtfully on one fist.
―Is the Headmaster available, Morris?‖ McGonagall
said.
The gargoyle straightened his back. ―He‘s speaking
with Sir Nicholas Flamel, mum.‖ After a few seconds of
concentration, Morris said, ―He asks if a delay of five or
perhaps ten minutes is acceptable?‖
McGonagall hesitated before saying, ―Very well.‖ She
looked at Harry. ―I want you to stay here until the Headmaster
calls for you. Is that understood?‖
―Yes ma‘am.‖
―You‘re not in trouble, Harry. However, your school
wand has an illegal curse on it. While that isn‘t your fault, it‘s
the sort of thing the Headmaster will want to be told
immediately. Do you understand?‖
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―Yes, ma‘am.‖
Harry understood perfectly. He was screwed.
###
Once McGonagall left, Morris the gargoyle produced a
wood file and began sharpening his claws. Harry couldn‘t
decide if the fine shavings drifting toward the floor were from
the claws or the file.
Framed again. The worst had been when Dudley hid a
girl‘s coin purse in Harry‘s desk. Until now.
The whole wall had turned white. If it had been just the
block, maybe Harry could have believed it. But the whole
wall? Even that wasn‘t the end of it. The wall turns white,
and then his wand had — what did McGonagall call it — an
illegal curse?
Somebody was out to get him. If not the newspaper or
the ministry, then who? Could it be Dumbledore? Coming
across all helpful, but messing with Harry‘s life from just out
of sight. Turning half the school against him with the
Quidditch appointment. And the wands in the drawer! Who
else could have arranged for Harry to ―accidentally‖ wind up
with one that had an illegal curse on it? Plus there‘d been the
television blowing up, with Dumbledore trying to pin it on
him.
It had to be Dumbledore.
McGonagall knows I didn’t do the illegal curse. But
Harry could just picture Dumbledore‘s smile. Finally, the
excuse he‘d been waiting for. Get rid of the nuisance, the kid
who was ruining everything. McGonagall might not like it
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any more than she liked making Harry seeker. All the same,
she‘d have to go along with it.
What if the old guy stuffed him straightaway back on
the Hogwarts Express? Do not collect chocolate frogs, do not
become assistant groundskeeper.
Never mind the train! Dumbledore would swish his
wand, hand Harry a paperweight back to Number Four Privet
Drive, and that would be the end of it. No more Hogwarts, no
more being a wizard, no more Hagrid, no more Ron.
Keep standing here like a git and you’ll be back with the
Dursleys inside an hour.
Harry began heading down the hall.
―Wouldn‘t do that,‖ Morris said.
If it wasn‘t talking paintings, it was talking statuary.
―Just ... going to the W.C.‖ Harry said.
―W.C. is it?‖ the gargoyle said. ―If so, you won‘t mind
leaving a little collateral, now will you.‖
Feeling precious seconds ticking by, Harry set his
school bag underneath the gargoyle‘s alcove, but Morris shook
his head.
―Over the centuries, I‘ve developed a keen eye for
personality.‖ Morris half-closed one eye. ―And it occurs to
me, you‘re the slacker everyone‘s been going on about. In
which case, a bag full of school books strikes me as
inadequate.‖
―Everybody‘s talking about me?‖
Harry said.
―Everybody who?‖
―Everybody:
professors.
Everybody:
students.‖
Morris cleared his throat and spoke in a high-pitched voice,
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―The Boy Who Lived is a squib. I think it‘s just hysterical.‖
He switched to a bass tone. ―He‘s not a squib. He‘s putting
one over. Come on, he‘s taking first year classes, doing first
year spells. Why should he take it seriously?‖ Then the
gargoyle‘s pitch moved toward the middle. ―He‘s a piece of
work, whatever he is. Did you see how long it took the
Sorting Hat to, well, sort him out?‖
Morris gave himself a little shake. ―And you‘re still
short collateral.‖
―What about the teachers? What‘ve they been saying?‖
―Boy, that was the teachers.‖ Morris cackled himself
into a phlegmatic coughing fit.
Harry pulled his wand out of his robes.
The
incriminating wand. ―How about this?‖
Morris moved his head from side to side, inspecting the
odd piece of wood. ―W.C. is it?‖
―I‘ll be right back.‖
―You do that, Harold.‖
Harry set the wand on top of his backpack.
―Because take my word for it,‖ the gargoyle said, as
Harry retreated down the hall, doing his best not to run until
he got out of sight, ―you don’t want the Headmaster to have to
come looking for you. No. That, you most definitely don‘t
want.‖
###
Soon after Harry had vanished, Dumbledore said,
―Morris, would you tell Minerva she can come up now?‖
A bead of sweat appeared on Morris‘s forehead. ―I‘m
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afraid she‘s gone back to her class, your lordship.‖
―Ah.‖
Another pause, during which two more drops of sweat
appeared.
―Very well,‖ Dumbledore said. ―I do hope she‘s not
planning on bringing it up at lunch.‖
―Indeed, sir.‖
If that were the case, Professor McGonagall would be
sorely disappointed, as Dumbledore had a working lunch
scheduled in London with the other senior editors of the
Modern Journal of Thaumaturgy.

Chapter 16:
The Forbidden Forest

In Potions class, Snape led with, ―Has anyone seen Mr.
Potter? Yes, Miss Granger?‖
―He went to see Professor Dumbledore, sir. But that
was before lunch?‖
―He went, or was he sent?‖
―Professor McGonagall took him, sir.‖
Snape frowned at the empty spot, but then went to the
blackboard. ―Today, we shall be investigating catalysts.‖
###
―Where is he?‖ Hermione said at the dinner table.
Ron told the twins what had happened. ―I checked the
owlery, the Quidditch pitch, Hagrid‘s, and the dorm.... They
wouldn‘t take him to Azkaban for an illegal curse, would
they?‖
―Sure,‖ Fred said. ―Over Dumbledore‘s dead body.‖
―Shouldn‘t we tell someone?‖ Hermione said.
―What, and get him into more trouble?‖ But Ron looked
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at the twins.
―He‘s been wound up pretty tight, hasn‘t he?‖ George
said.
―Bump him wrong,‖ Fred said, ―you‘d have a school
robe and a pair of singed shoes.‖
―But what if he‘s just,‖ Ron shrugged, ―hiding or
something?‖
―Not to worry.‖ Angelina pointed toward the head table,
where a small, nervous-looking Neville stood talking to
McGonagall.
―Harry wasn‘t at lunch,‖ Neville told her.
―I sent Mr. Potter to speak with Professor Dumbledore,
Neville. You should remember that.‖
―He wasn‘t in Potions either. Or D.A.D.A.‖
McGonagall glared at him.
―And he isn‘t at dinner,‖ Neville said.
―Has someone checked the dorm?‖
―Yes, ma‘am. Ron just went. He checked the owlery,
the Quidditch pitch, and Hagrid‘s.‖
McGonagall glanced down at the Headmaster‘s chair,
empty now as it had been at lunch. A few minutes later, when
she stepped into the Headmaster‘s hallway and saw the wand
resting atop the school bag, she froze, eyes closed.
###
A map covered the most of one wall of the meeting
room, an arrow pointing at a section of woods. Attached to
the arrow was a note saying, ―Muggle Development.‖
―Umber hulks,‖ Greenleaf said. ―Just two.‖
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Dumbledore shook his head. ―Not enough high rocky
terrain.‖
―Surely there‘s enough for two.‖
―Yes, but we have six already.‖
Cornelius Fudge, the Minister of Magic and a rather
portly man, said, ―Six. Really?‖
―It‘s been a few years, but I believe they came in as part
of a coal mining operation in America.‖
―Oh, yes,‖ Fudge said. ―North Virginia or West
Carolina or something, wasn‘t it?‖
―Would two more be impossible?‖ Greenleaf said.
―I‘m afraid so,‖ Dumbledore said. ―Umber hulks are
quite territorial, and that‘s not the sort of thing we can have
wandering down out of the hills, looking for unclaimed
territory.‖
―No, no.‖ Fudge shuddered. ―Definitely not.‖
Greenleaf sighed and made an X on his sheet. ―What
about four unicorns?‖
Before Dumbledore could answer, a ghostly cat
appeared, hovering over the conference table in front of him.
When its mouth opened, the cat spoke two words in
McGonagall‘s voice, ―Harold Potter,‖ before vanishing.
###
Harry stopped to rest on a rock outcrop. From here, the
Hogwarts castle looked like a toy of the sort given by rich and
doting, if morbid, parents. Even after climbing all afternoon,
the real high ground remained hidden in haze behind him.
Plenty of places to hide up there, except he was pretty sure it
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got colder the higher you went, and it was cold enough
already. There hadn‘t been time to grab his winter cloak,
never mind something to eat. Having missed both lunch and
dinner, he thought he might nosh on a real frog almost as fast
as a chocolate one.
However bad his memory might be, he felt sure this was
the dumbest thing he had ever done. Even as he pushed
through the castle‘s front doors — something that had gotten
him into trouble just one week ago – he began telling himself
he was an idiot. Still he hadn‘t been able to make himself turn
around. By the time he passed Hagrid‘s cottage, he felt sure it
was already too late.
If it hadn‘t been too late then, by now it surely was.
A cold gust of wind got Harry moving again.
Tomorrow he‘d sneak down and find something to eat.
Maybe he could ask Hagrid for help. If Hagrid decided to turn
him in, at least then Hagrid might feel guilty enough to
recommend Harry for assistant groundskeeper.
As the sun sank behind the distant mountains, Harry
found a level spot with no prickly or possibly poisonous
bushes. Lying down, he covered himself with a pile of leaves.
The ground was so uncomfortable, and he was so cold and
hungry, he wondered if he would be able to sleep at all.
Should have gone straight to Hagrid’s.
It was far too dark for that now, though.
###
Harry woke shivering in a world lit only by the Milky
Way. Getting up, he groaned at the ache in his muscles.
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Shuffling his feet to keep from tripping, he held his arms in
front of him until he found a tree. His teeth chattered and his
whole body shook as he peed. When he was done he shuffled
back until he felt leaves against his shins.
Piling the leaves back over his legs, still not sure if they
did much good, Harry heard something snort. His heartbeat
doubled.
A long silence followed.
Everything would be all right if he just laid down very
quietly and didn‘t draw attention to himself. Even as he told
himself this, he heard another snort, followed by the sound of
leaves crunching as something moved steadily closer.
―You don‘t really want to eat me.‖ Harry lowered the
pitch of his voice. ―I taste really bad. On top of which, I‘m
actually a very dangerous creature.‖
An enraged squeal. Hooves galloped toward him.
Rolling out of the way, Harry managed to not get trampled,
though the hooves sounded terribly close as they rushed past
him.
I can’t even get attacked by a magical creature. It has
to be a stupid pig.
Harry tried to remember the trees around his campsite.
Did any of them have branches low enough for climbing? If
only he‘d been paying attention. Still, it seemed the best
option, so he rolled until he bumped into something solid. On
his feet, he began circling the tree, reaching up, hoping for a
branch.
Already he felt winded, his heart thumping four times
faster than normal, the thought coming to him, At least it
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waited until I finished peeing. People were supposed to at
least pretend to be sad when they heard you were dead, not sit
at the back of the classroom giggling and telling each other,
―Yeah, and I heard he peed on himself when it happened.‖
The boar snorted, pawed the ground, then charged again.
Harry did his best to put the trunk of the tree between him and
the sound of the boar‘s approach. The thumping of hooves
came closer, closer, then Harry saw it, a dark shape the size of
a bear, one tusk scraping a spray of bark off the tree as it
rushed past.
A climbing branch would have been better, but if Harry
could keep the tree between them long enough, the boar might
get, well, bored.
Sidling around the tree, Harry only made it a quarter of
the way before the hooves raced toward him again. This time
the boar hit Harry‘s side, knocking him down and causing his
teeth to snap together.
As the initial shock passed, pain set in. His lungs
wanted all the air they could get, but now when Harry tried to
breathe, it hurt. Lying on his back, he knew he needed to
move. But when he tried to roll, it felt like someone was
cutting into him with a knife.
The boar returned, moving slowly again, a dark shape
that disappeared into a purple haze when Harry tried too hard
to see it. He blinked and the dark shape formed again. It
lunged forward. Bit Harry‘s foot. Dragged him across the
ground. The pain in Harry‘s side made him gray out, but
finally his shoe came off and the boar backed away to sample
its prize.
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Not sure where the tree was that he‘d been circling, not
sure where anything was, Harry managed to sit up, though the
world went sparkly with pain when he did.
The boar swallowed, choked.
―I told you,‖ Harry paused for a gasp of air, ―I taste ...
bad.‖
The boar began chewing again. Filet of sole. Yum!
One more mouthful, then on to the second course. Surely this
creature had some actual meat on him somewhere.
Harry‘s anger rose up alongside his fear.
―It isn‘t bad enough?‖ He wanted to scream, but had to
make do with a breathless wheeze. ―I‘m about to be expelled.
Out here, sleeping on the ground, freezing. But no. You have
to be here.‖
All he wanted was to stay at Hogwarts. He didn‘t
expect to stay as a student, but couldn‘t he at least get to stay
as assistant groundskeeper?
Maybe you’ll get to stay as a ghost.
The thought made him angrier still. Okay, so he‘d done
a really stupid thing and wandered into the Dark Woods when
he‘d been told to stay out. Did that mean he had to get eaten
by a boar? Detention, thrown off the Quidditch team, even
expelled and sent back to the Dursleys. But eaten alive?
Harry heard Aunt Petunia telling him, ―Whining and
complaining won‘t fix anything.‖
What else could he do? He had one more shoe and a
belt. No rocks, no club. No wand.
As if a wand would help. What would he do, poke the
boar in the eye? The whole wall turned white. Okay. Maybe
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he‘d really done that. How did that help? He knew a total of
four spells, all of which worked only on inanimate objects —
as if turning the boar white or spinning it around would have
done much good either.
The boar swallowed a second time, then moved forward
again, its tiny eyes a double gleam floating in the darkness.
Harry lay down again, crying out at the knife-jab of pain in his
side. Kicking with the foot that still had the shoe on it, he
caught the boar a solid hit on the muzzle, making it squeal in
rage.
The television. What if Dumbledore had told the truth?
If Harry had crushed it— There hadn‘t been any Command
Word, but neither had there been a wand. How had he done
it? All he could remember was being mad. Okay, so he was
mad now. If he could recreate whatever it was he did....
Channeling his anger, Harry tried to make something
happen. Crush, crush, crush! With its next lunge, the boar
pushed Harry‘s kicking foot aside and bit down on the
opposite shin. It felt like a strand of razor wire cinching tight
around his leg, leaving only one coherent thought: Make it
stop.
The boar shook Harry like a stuffed toy, merging the
knife in his side with the barbed wire around his leg. The
scene grew distant, the pain fading. Watching himself being
mauled, Harry heard his leg break. Must be close to passing
out. Once he did, that would be it. The boar would win.
Harry heard his mother‘s voice, pleading with the boar.
Kill me. But leave Harry alone.
The boar would kill her unless he stopped it.
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Harry went back into himself. The pain – worse than he
had remembered – almost made him back away again, but he
held on. He had to stop the monster. Or it would kill her.
A flash of green light. The touch of silky hair on his
fingers.
Harry held his hands out toward the monster and hissed,
―DIE!‖
Blinding him to the flash of green light, a tusk of pain
gored into him, piercing him from the scar on his forehead to
the back of his skull. After that, there was nothing.

Chapter 17:
The Dark Lord’s Successor

The boar licked Harry‘s face. Its tongue sprouted
tentacles that pushed up into his hair. When Harry tried to
back away, a woman said, ―It‘s all right.‖ Not his mother‘s
voice, but it pulled him the rest of the way out of the Dark
Woods.
Lying on a bed in some sort of hospital. More beds to
the right. Curtain dividers pushed up against a wall. Beyond
a bank of windows, the sky was an orange pastel. A clock on
the wall said it was just shy of five. A woman with red hair
left off petting his forehead and sat back in her chair. Behind
her, the ward narrowed into a hallway with a door at the far
end.
―I‘m Molly Weasley, Ron‘s mother,‖ she said.
Harry‘s mouth made a sticky sound when he tried to
answer.
―And I‘m—‖ Ginny, sitting beside her mother, got up
too energetically, or perhaps forgot to uncross her ankles. Her
introduction ended with a startled gasp. She became a red-
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headed projectile that crashed into Harry‘s ribs, on the side
that had been gored. The room disappeared, replaced by
floating exclamation points and ampersands.
―Ginny!‖ Mrs. Weasley said.
The sound of Ginny crying faded into the distance,
taking the illusion of a hospital with it. He was still in the
forest. The boar stood over him, clearer now. It had pointy
teeth, and eyes that glowed red like a low-rent special effect.
It leered at him, as if it meant to say something. But it didn‘t
speak. It only teleported itself back and came at him, charging
through a green light that swelled until it swallowed the boar.
Harry knew the boar was still there. Inside the light. Coming
for him.
―It‘s all right.‖ Mrs. Weasley was hugging him.
Coming between the green light and him. Forcing the boar
away. For now.
When Harry stopped shaking, Mrs. Weasley let go and
sat back down in her chair.
His glasses sat on a small bedside table. Harry‘s ribs
complained as he reached for them, but he managed to grab
them before flopping back onto the mattress.
―Is your side still hurting you?‖ Mrs. Weasley said.
―Yes, ma‘am.‖
Harry put his glasses on, found them so smudged they
made the room seem foggy, so he pulled them off and began
wiping them with one of the bed sheets.
―Do you really need those?‖ Mrs. Weasley said.
―Yes, ma‘am. They help me see.‖
Harry put the glasses on again. Still smudged. Except
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that when he pulled them off to look, the lenses seemed clear
enough.
―I imagine Madam Pomfrey will have fixed your eyes
for you,‖ Mrs. Weasley said.
After a quick look around the room, Harry set his
glasses beside him on the bed, not ready to try for the little
table again.
―Poppy won‘t like it.‖ Mrs. Weasley pulled out a wand.
―But she‘s being a bit ridiculous.... Let‘s have a look at your
side while she‘s away.‖
Pushing back the covers sent an ache across his ribs, and
when Harry lifted his pajama top, the bruise on his side made
him feel strange. Not sick so much, but unreal. Purple and
black, yellow and green, the bruise spread halfway across his
stomach. That can’t be me.
Resting on the bruise, Mrs. Weasley‘s wand seemed to
vacuum the bruise away, black turning to purple, purple to
green, green to yellow. When she stopped, only a small
discolored patch remained.
―Is that all right?‖ she said. ―Or shall I take the rest of
it?‖
She didn‘t seem to be teasing, despite how obvious the
right answer was.
―Madam Pomfrey thinks it‘s a good idea to leave
patients with a bit of a bruise,‖ Mrs. Weasley said. ―In
principle, I agree with her. Especially for children, a lingering
reminder helps discourage you from—‖
―From doing something ridiculous that could easily get
you killed.‖ Dressed in a maroon dress with a white apron and
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white nun‘s hat, Madam Pomfrey stepped up to the foot of the
bed. Her face wasn‘t especially wrinkly, but it still seemed
too old for her still-blond hair.
―Going a bit soft, Molly,‖ she said. ―If he was one of
yours, you wouldn‘t be so easy on him, I‘ll warrant.‖
Mrs. Weasley pursed her lips. ―Hurt your leg too, didn‘t
you? Perhaps I should have a look at that as well.‖
―Fine then. Let‘s just pray he‘s learned his lesson.‖
Madam Pomfrey stalked off to the hallway, where she
disappeared through a door Harry couldn‘t see.
―Don‘t mind us,‖ Mrs. Weasley said. ―Which leg was
it?‖
His side barely twinged as he lifted up one pajama leg.
A bruise the color of dark blood wound around his entire leg,
making it look like his shin ended in a bloody stump, with the
rest of his leg just hovering there, detached. Which it would
be, if he didn‘t do something. The boar would tear his leg off,
just like it had his shoe. When Harry kicked, it seemed like he
might be able to keep the monster at bay, so he kept on
kicking until he felt Mrs. Weasley hugging him again.
―It‘s all right,‖ she said. ―The boar‘s dead. It can‘t hurt
you.‖
Harry made himself stop kicking. Sweat had popped up
from his forehead to his ankles. ―I thought it was still
attacking me.‖
―Flashback?‖
―I guess so, ma‘am?‖ It made him feel better, knowing
it had a name.
―Arthur, Mr. Weasley, has his share of them. Although
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he came by his flashbacks fighting for a noble cause. Not
through some foolish, childish stunt.‖
The tusks she‘d grown during the scolding faded as Mrs.
Weasley healed his leg. This time, she left more of a bruise
behind than she had with his ribs.
Accepting that he was really alive, Harry asked if it was
time for breakfast yet. Mrs. Weasley gave him a vexed scowl,
making him think he should have asked some other question
first. All the same, she rolled a portable table over. Even
before Harry could ask about the menu, food appeared.
Occupying the center of his plate was a thick ham-steak
covered in a syrupy sauce clotted with caramelized chunks of
pineapple.
Harry looked at Mrs. Weasley, trying to decide if this
was her idea of a joke, but she just said, ―Looks like you‘ll be
having supper for breakfast,‖ as she sat back down in her
chair.
To give Mrs. Weasley something to do while he chewed,
Harry said, ―Am I in trouble, ma‘am?‖
She looked up at the clock on the wall. ―Give it another
few hours. Ministry‘s still waking up. Don‘t imagine the
newspaper will be out for a while yet.‖
The newspaper? The ministry?
Not fair. All I did was run off into the woods!
Of course there was the illegal curse on his school wand,
which was really to blame. And if there was any doubt
whether he was responsible for that, what he‘d done to the
boar would settle the matter.
Harry looked glumly at his plate. Just push it away.
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The food doesn’t even look good anymore. You’re suddenly
no longer hungry. As usual, his brain didn‘t listen. Harry
kept on spearing green beans and carving off chunks of ham,
stuffing them into his mouth. Pausing to butter a roll and
drizzle it with honey, he said, ―It could be worse than getting
expelled, even, ma‘am?‖
―I‘m starting to think Poppy was right. Maybe I should
have left your ribs for a reminder.‖
Probably she wanted him to be more worried about
having almost died. With a little more courage, or perhaps
with less food to attend to, he might have tried to tell her it
wasn‘t that at all. Going back into the Dark Woods – or doing
anything remotely like that – was the last thing on his mind.
Which left only the more immediate worry: what were They
going to do?
Soon after Harry finished his third slice of apple pie,
Mrs. Weasley left. Instead of Professor Dumbledore, though,
it was Ron, Fred, and George who came in next.
―Good job, Harry,‖ Fred said.
―Way to go mate,‖ George said.
The twins shook his hand.
―Of course, we were mad at first,‖ George said.
―We thought nobody could top us at stupid and moronic
escapades.‖ ―Then there you go, making us look sensible and
mature by comparison.‖ ―But since we don‘t like to hold a
grudge.‖ ―Especially against a fellow Gryffindor.‖ ―We‘ve
decided to make you a provisional member of the ‗Up to No
Good‘ club instead.‖ ―You‘ll need at least one more ludicrous
stunt before you can be a full member.‖ ―Just to prove this
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wasn‘t a fluke or something.‖ ―Mind you, it doesn‘t have to
be on the same scale as this one.‖ ―Oh, dear me, no.‖
Ron pushed his way up to the bed. ―Doing all right,
Harry?‖
―Your mom fixed most of the bruises Madam Pomfrey
left.‖
―She did what?‖ Fred said.
―You‘re sure it was our mother?‖ George said.
―Got your stuff.‖ Ron set Harry‘s backpack on the
bedside table. ―What you left, you know, in front of
Dumbledore‘s office.‖
―Oy. Don‘t fancy facing him.‖ ―It‘s McGonagall I‘d be
worrying about.‖
―Oh, lay off,‖ Ron said. ―He doesn‘t need you two
clipping his bristles.‖
―Ah, well. It‘ll be over soon enough.‖ ―Not sure about
the soon enough part.‖ ―It‘ll be over eventually.‖ ―That I‘ll
buy.‖
When McGonagall came in next, Hermione and Neville
were with her, for which Harry was grateful. Worse to be
scolded in front of somebody. But with Hermione and Neville
there, McGonagall probably wouldn‘t be able to do everything
she wanted to.
―Well, Mr. Potter?‖ she said.
Harry cleared his throat. ―Sorry, Professor?‖
―When I take you to see the Headmaster, I expect you to
wait until the Headmaster calls. Not drop your things and run
off.‖
―Yes, ma‘am.‖
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―And Harry?‖
He looked up.
―Please don‘t ever do something like that to me again.‖
McGonagall turned abruptly and walked off.
―Did she get into trouble?‖ Harry said.
―Into trouble?‖ Hermione said. ―Don‘t you understand
why she‘s upset?‖
Harry sighed. ―She was worried something bad might
happen to me.... But at least she didn‘t get into trouble?‖
Hermione‘s mouth dropped open. ―I‘ve never met
anybody as insensitive as you my entire life.‖ With that, she
scurried out after McGonagall.
Harry let his shoulders sag. ―What‘s it like, not
annoying everybody around you?‖
After a shrug, Neville pulled out a chocolate frog and
handed it over.
###
The bell for first period class rang before Dumbledore
came in. Harry hugged himself and studied the patternless
bedspread while Dumbledore conjured a comfy chair and sat
down.
―When I suggested we give the newspaper headlines,‖
Dumbledore said, ―I didn‘t mean anything quite this ...
dramatic.‖
Harry covered his face to hide an abashed grin.
Growing serious, Dumbledore said, ―If you can manage,
I‘d like you to go through what happened out there in the
woods.‖
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―Yes, sir.‖
He‘d expected Dumbledore to start off asking why he‘d
run off in the first place. Going straight to the boar meant he
was in a lot of trouble. Still, Harry did his best to tell the
whole story, even if parts of it sounded crazy.
Once Harry finished, Dumbledore said, ―Do you
remember what command word you used to kill the boar?‖
―I really did kill it then, Professor?‖
―That would be the simplest explanation.‖
The boar had been trying to kill him, and it was just an
animal.
The Ministry. The newspaper.
Lord Voldemort’s successor.
Harry blinked away his tears. ―I didn‘t have a
Command Word, Professor. I just said ‗die‘? Or....‖
―Yes?‖
Harry tried to explain about the hissing. When he hissed
Blanco for an example, even without a wand, the cover on his
bed turned a lighter shade of gray.
For a moment,
Dumbledore seemed distracted by the effect. But soon enough
he moved on.
―Do you think you might have succeeded, then?‖
Dumbledore said. ―Did you have some sense that you got the
curse off?‖
―It hurt.‖ Harry touched his forehead. ―Where my scar
is. Worse even than my side or my leg, somehow?‖
Dumbledore looked disappointed. ―Did you have any
sense that someone else might have been there?‖
Harry hugged his legs to his chest. If Dumbledore was
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desperate to have someone else to pin it on, it must be really,
really bad. Had there been someone else? Could there have
been?
―I heard my mother,‖ Harry said. ―When it was
happening. But, but I was just ... confused? I mean, I know
she wasn‘t really there. But I thought I could hear her. Like
she wanted to lead the boar away from me?‖
Dumbledore got up and walked to the bank of windows.
Grateful for the excuse, Harry took some tissues from beside
the bed and blew his nose. When Dumbledore returned to his
chair, he left off asking about the boar and had Harry describe
how he‘d gotten his school wand.
―Does it mean anything, sir?‖ Harry said. ―The wands
pulling away? And me winding up with that one? With the
illegal curse on it?‖
―It could mean any number of things.‖
Hoping Dumbledore would chuckle and shake his head,
Harry said, ―Could it have been Voldemort‘s, do you think,
Professor?‖
Dumbledore studied him closely. ―It was his student
wand.‖
Harry‘s toes went cold.
―Beyond that, it‘s a bit unwieldy for a first year.‖
Dumbledore took three wands out of his robes. ―Let‘s see if
we can‘t find a better fit for you.‖
Harry thought of two eyes staring out at him from some
dark place. Now it would have to go back into the drawer.
Dumbledore handed the wands one by one to Harry,
having him cast Pirouetta on one of the straight-backed guest
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chairs. Positive nothing would happen, Harry was surprised to
see the chair spin around, just halfway with the first wand, but
in a complete circle with the other two.
―See if you can manage in English,‖ Dumbledore said.
―Without the hissing, Professor?‖
―Yes.‖
It turned out he didn‘t need the hissing after all.
―Very good. Let‘s see if one of them prefers you.‖
Dumbledore set the three wands on the rolling dinner tray.
―I‘d like you to call for a wand. It isn‘t a spell. More like
calling to a pet.‖
When Harry tried, none of the three wands moved, but a
wand did pull free of the Headmaster‘s robes and fly into his
hand.
Excited, Harry said, ―It‘s my school wand, sir!‖
Dumbledore didn‘t look happy.
―I ... I didn‘t do it on purpose, Professor,‖ Harry said.
―I know, Harry.‖ Dumbledore‘s smile seemed a bit thin.
Voldemort‘s wand. Did he really want that? Not just
one of his wands, but two? Still, Harry couldn‘t shake the
feeling of how lonely it must have been, lying in that drawer
for years and years. Besides, it wasn‘t the wand‘s fault, was
it, that it had been used the wrong way?
―Can wands be evil, Professor?‖ Harry said.
―They can, though it‘s rare. All the same, finely crafted
wands are more like horses than hammers, with
idiosyncrasies, even personalities of a sort.‖
Rubbing the gnarled wood with his thumbs, Harry felt
the wand‘s desire to be with him, its anxiety that he would
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send it back to the drawer in Filch‘s office.
They wouldn‘t destroy it, would they?
―I ... I don‘t think it‘s evil, Professor,‖ Harry said. ―And
anyway, all I know is Pirouetta and Blanco. It‘s not like—‖
Harry stopped himself, feeling dumb. He had killed a
boar, which must mean he knew how to kill a person. Would
he? If his temper got away from him?
―Is it bad, sir? That it picked me?‖
―No, Harry, it isn‘t bad.‖ Dumbledore patted his lips
with one finger. ―Whatever happened ten years ago has left
more than a physical mark on you. However mysterious, this
doesn‘t change who you are, or what you will become. The
path you follow is yours to choose.‖
―I don‘t have to be Voldemort‘s successor, sir?‖
―Despite various superficial similarities, it seems to me
you‘re heading quite a different direction than the young Tom
Riddle. As I hope you‘ll continue to do.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
―As for the question of this wand.‖ Dumbledore studied
Harry for a long moment. ―It‘s best if we can fit you with a
different one.‖
―But ... but it helped me, Professor. The first spell I ever
cast.‖
―And the newspaper?‖ Dumbledore‘s face had gone
stern. ―Once they discover this wand‘s origin, which I‘m sure
they will, a great many people – including people who now
withhold judgment – will be persuaded that you are, if not
Voldemort‘s successor, at least someone to be classified as
‗dark.‘‖
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Do I care? Maybe the hate mail would pile up twice as
fast in McGonagall‘s cupboard, or wherever they were
keeping it.
―This trip into the woods,‖ Dumbledore said. ―The
unfortunate incident with the boar. That will be difficult
enough, Harry. It will, I fear, haunt us for quite some time.
Given all the other burdens being piled on you, to take on one
we can avoid would be unwise. Most unwise.‖
Harry studied his wand, not wanting to cry but unable to
stop. Haunt us. A burden we can avoid. ―It‘ll make things
worse for you, Professor? If I keep it?‖
With Dumbledore just glaring at him, Harry gave up and
held out the wand.
―All right, Harry.‖ Dumbledore sighed. ―If you can
manage to cast Pirouetta with that one, you may continue
using it.‖
Feeling selfish, Harry tried to make up for his
excitement. ―Thanks, Professor. I promise I won‘t....‖ Did he
really want to promise he wouldn‘t do anything stupid? ―I
mean, if I do something, it won‘t be the wand‘s fault. I‘ll try
not to, but if....‖
Dumbledore held up one hand for him to stop. ―Let‘s
make sure you can get your schoolwork done.‖
―Yes, sir.... Sorry.‖
After his first try failed, Harry understood what Ron
meant when he talked about big wands. This one was like a
bag of sand. You couldn‘t sling it around like pine bark
mulch. ―Pirouetta!‖ This time, Harry got his legs under the
spell. The chair flipped onto its side, rolled over twice, then
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turned upside-down and slid across the floor, where it
slammed into the wall, one of its legs barely missing a
window.
―Oops.‖ Harry looked askance at Dumbledore, but the
Headmaster didn‘t seem angry, exactly. ―Sorry, Professor.‖
―Which segways nicely into the next subject. I‘ve asked
Professor Snape to arrange some weekly training sessions with
you.‖
After getting to keep his wand, Harry knew he should
just nod and accept fate. But probably Dumbledore didn‘t
know how much Snape hated him.
―Professor Snape, sir?‖
Dumbledore‘s stern gaze made Harry give up the idea of
an easier assignment.
―I‘ve asked Severus to take on this task for several
reasons,‖ Dumbledore said.
―Yes, sir?‖
―I suspect you‘ll discover those reasons soon enough. In
the meantime, I‘ll ask you to keep in mind one thing.‖
Harry looked up.
―Professor Snape was the one who found you in the
woods last night. I feel sure he saved your life.‖
Did it mean something? Probably Snape was just doing
his duty. He couldn‘t very well have just walked on,
pretending he hadn‘t found Harry. Maybe he’ll even like me
less. On top of tramping about the woods half the night, now
he has to spend his spare time tutoring me.
―For political reasons,‖ Dumbledore said, ―we‘ll refer to
these extra lessons as special detentions. But you should view
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them as an opportunity to improve your control, both of magic
and of self.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
Harry looked at the chair lying on its side. Control.

Chapter 18:
Special Detention

Heading to dinner that night, surrounded by Ron,
Neville, and the Gryffindor Quidditch team, Harry got stopped
halfway by Tabitha and her clique.
Towering over Harry, she jabbed a sharp fingernail into
his chest. ―Your little trip to the Dark Woods cost us fifty
points.‖
Adopting his most sheepish look, Harry said, ―Sorry?‖
―Seventy points! You nearly wiped out every point the
rest of the house earned the whole first week of school, you
know that? Barely into the second week, and we‘re dead last.
All because some stupid first year has to be the center of
attention.‖
―Seventy?‖ George said.
―Just thirty more to an even hundred,‖ Fred said.
―A hundred in the first fortnight! That‘d have to be a
record.‖ ―Think you can do it, mate?‖
Andrew Fedderman, Best Boy for Gryffindor, with the
slick look of a stockbroker, punched George in the stomach,
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knocking him down, while another of Tabitha‘s crowd did the
same to Fred.
―Leave off,‖ Oliver Wood said.
But Fedderman was two years older than Wood, and he
pushed Wood away hard enough to make him slide across the
marble floor, though Wood managed to keep from falling.
Pillars became trees. Light faded out of the world.
Fedderman sprouted tusks.
It’s bad enough already, but no, you have to be here.
DIE!
Fedderman grabbed the front of Harry‘s robes and gave
him a vigorous shake. ―Try another stunt like that, and don‘t
bother coming back. Right?‖
The shake helped pull Harry out of the woods, but his
rage lingered. ―You should have hit me, not them.‖
―Happy to oblige, mate. If you think it‘ll help.‖
―Is it points you‘re worried about?‖ Percy Weasley
approached from the direction of the Great Hall. ―How about
another ten points off?‖
―Eat it, Weasley,‖ Fedderman said.
―Ten points each, then, for the lot of you?‖
―Didn‘t use magic.‖ Fedderman shoved Harry away as
he let go. ―Anyway, the wall‘d never listen to you. Not for
any sixty points.‖
―Shall we test it, then?‖
―Leave it.‖ Tabitha headed toward the dorm, her posse
following along.
Continuing on to the Great Hall, the others tried to cheer
Harry up, telling him Tabitha and them weren‘t anything to be
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afraid of. But his tears and shaking hands were for the
moment when he hadn‘t been in the hallway at all. And for
the rage that had lingered even after he returned.
You should have hit me, not them. That hadn‘t been an
ode to justice and fair play. It had been a threat. A warning.
Too many years of dreams where he squashed Dudley
and his gang. Back then, it had seemed harmless. Not as if he
could do anything. Only now he could. How much would it
take before he did?
###
That night, Harry woke on the floor, backed up against
one wall. Neville knelt a few feet away, arms wrapped around
his stomach. Except for Ron, who was still asleep, the rest of
the first year boys were gathered around or at least sitting up
in bed.
―He was just trying to wake you up,‖ Seamus Finnigan
said. ―No need to go kicking him.‖
Ron muttered something about ―pawn to frog three.‖
―All right, Neville?‖ Dean Thomas said.
Neville nodded.
Terrence headed back to his bed. ―Tomorrow, I‘m
moving to the far end.‖
―There‘s an idea,‖ Max said.
Harry got up and helped Neville to his feet. ―Sure
you‘re okay?‖
Neville nodded.
―Where‘d I kick you?‖
―It‘s okay, Harry.‖
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Pajamas clinging to him with sweat, Harry sat down on
his bed and thought about Lucas Bingham. When Harry was
first starting school, Lucas had been his friend. Then Dudley
had decided any friend of Harry‘s was in need of a good
thrashing. After watching Lucas get beat up, Harry learned
his lesson. If he was too weak and cowardly to make Dudley
stop, then he didn‘t deserve to have friends.
Now he was the one hurting people.
Harry moved his wand from the bedside table into his
wardrobe. But of course he didn‘t need the wand, did he.
Maybe Max and Terrence had the right idea. Only,
maybe he should be the one moving to the far end of the bay.
And if even that wasn‘t far enough?
Control. It sounded such a vague word. How could
something that simple fix him? If only it could have been
McGonagall teaching him. Anyone, really, except Snape.
###
Tuesday‘s paper said nothing about Harry‘s trip into the
woods. While that might have just been a matter of timing
and deadlines, when Wednesday‘s paper remained silent,
Harry told himself he must have gotten away with it, at least
as far as the outside world was concerned. But on the way to
Charms class, Draco joined up with Harry and Ron.
―What were you doing?‖ Draco said. ―Running off into
the forest like that?‖
Harry prepared himself to be heckled. ―I just got scared.
With that illegal curse on my wand and all.‖
―But it was perfect! You made out like you couldn‘t do
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anything, got them to swap out your wand with one from the
school.... There‘s no way they could pin it on you.‖
―Is that why you‘re all friendly now?‖ Ron said. ―You
think he cast the curse himself?‖
―Either way it‘s funny, isn‘t it?‖ Draco said. ―Even if he
just ‗accidentally‘ picked out a wand, where the last spell just
‗happened‘ to be a curse.‖
―Maybe it‘s funny to you.‖
―Who had the wand before you?‖ Draco said. ―Do you
know?‖
―It doesn‘t matter,‖ Harry said.
―Aren‘t you curious? It might even have been the Dark
Lord‘s.‖
Hoping to sidestep the question, Harry said,
―Dumbledore doesn‘t think a wand can be evil, all by itself.‖
They went into the Charms classroom and sat near the
back.
―Why would he say something like that at all, though?‖
Draco said. ―There must be something going on.‖
Harry didn‘t want to lie. The truth would come out
sooner or later. Besides, he‘d lied to Draco once already,
about his name. If he wanted to win Draco over, he couldn‘t
keep lying to him.
―It was Voldemort‘s wand,‖ Harry said, ―when he was at
school.‖
―Are you kidding?‖
Harry shook his head, the worried look on Ron‘s face
like a tusk carving into his chest.
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###
Harry‘s first special detention took place that evening in
a classroom on the castle‘s main floor. So far, other than
giving Harry the time and location of the detention, Snape
hadn‘t paid extra attention to him, even with the Dark Woods
episode dangling there like an extra-juicy target.
He’s saving up for when he has me all to himself.
Though he arrived early, Harry found Snape waiting for
him.
―Our goal in these lessons,‖ Snape said, ―is to improve
your magical control.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
Snape‘s detached manner helped drive some of Harry‘s
fear away. He needed control. Not just because of the one
spell, either. Every spell he cast seemed to come out wrong.
In charms, Pirouetta had sent his block spinning across the
room.
He’s a danger to his fellow students!
In
Transfiguration, though he didn‘t turn the classroom itself
white or puce, he did change the color of his work table as
often as he changed the color of his block. It was a problem
no one else had.
―Because magic begins in the mind,‖ Snape said,
―improving magical control often leads to improvements in
mental discipline and emotional control. Both of which you
should actively cultivate as part of these lessons.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
―To begin with, we‘ll be using the spell Mal-Mallet.‖
Snape demonstrated the spell on a ball of clay,
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explaining that ―Mal-Mallet is, by design, a highly inefficient
incantation.‖
Inefficient was an understatement. When Harry tried, he
felt like he was swinging one of those big mallets they used at
carnivals. Test your strength. Ring the bell and win a prize
for your fella! Except the mallet had a handle made of soft
rubber or maybe even cooked spaghetti.
The first time Harry tried, he missed the ball of clay
entirely – nothing new for him – and rattled the instructor‘s
desk instead.
When Harry looked up, Snape said, ―Did you expect to
get it right the first time?‖
So Harry kept on. Getting off even a simple spell with
his school wand was work. With Mal-Mallet, it felt like he
was lifting a bag of sand without the bag, leaving him with a
few handfuls and the rest piled around his feet.
After a few more botched attempts, he managed to
squash the clay ball (half of it, anyway) three times in a row.
Then he got careless and knocked the chalk rail off the
blackboard, sending a long flume of white dust into the air.
―Maintain your concentration,‖ Snape said impatiently.
―Yes, sir. Sorry.‖
Snape repaired the blackboard with a flick of his wand,
the same way he restored the clay ball‘s round shape after
each (mostly) successful hit.
―That‘s the spell I should be learning, Professor,‖ Harry
said.
―You‘ll first learn a variant of it in your fourth year....
Continue.‖
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So much for Snape lightening up.
After Harry smashed the clay ball a few more times,
Snape replaced it with a spell sink made from a twelve-sided
chunk of translucent crystal. By then, Harry felt winded.
Another five tries aimed at the sink left him peaked. When he
paused to regroup, Snape said, ―Are you confident you can tell
when you‘re casting the spell correctly, even without seeing
the effect?‖
―Yes, sir. Pretty much. I think?‖
So Snape told him to cast the Mal-Mallet spell daily, ten
times in the morning before his first class and ten times prior
to turning in at night.
―Keep the sink in your school bag,‖ Snape said. ―If you
feel yourself becoming vexed, vent your aggression against it,
rather than on a fellow student or member of the staff.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
―All your professors will understand if using the sink
makes you a few minutes late to class. You may also step out
of class to calm yourself if it becomes necessary. Do you
understand?‖
―Yes, sir.‖
―The Headmaster has arranged for you to be granted this
special privilege. I encourage you not to abuse it.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
―One final thing,‖ Snape said. ―If anyone asks why
you‘re using the sink or the Mal-Mallet spell, you‘re to say it‘s
part of your punishment for venturing into the Dark Woods.
With luck, this will not only deter your fellow students from
mimicking your idiocy, but will also avoid unduly alarming
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them. Which in turn will avoid their parents becoming
alarmed and, as a result, will spare the Headmaster unwanted
correspondence and tedium.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
―Do you understand why this is being done?‖ Snape
said.
Harry lowered his head. ―Yes sir.‖
―No.‖ Snape‘s tone was sharp enough to make Harry
look up. ―You‘re being assigned these tasks because you have
been blocked, in a magical sense. In any wizard, this can be
dangerous. For you, it‘s especially so. Not because you‘re
somehow flawed, but because you‘re exceptionally strong for
your age, and — through some unknown mechanism —
you‘ve learned to cast a killing curse.‖
―Do the older students learn it, sir?‖
―No. Spells like that – where the only purpose is to kill
– such spells are illegal except when used by aurors in the
performance of their duties.‖
Illegal.
―But ... but I won‘t get into trouble, sir?‖ Harry said.
―For using the spell? Since it was just a boar?‖
―An infraction at school almost always leads to swift
punishment.‖ Snape made the clay vanish with a flick of his
wand. ―When the courts are involved, however, long delays
are more often the rule.‖
―Courts? But, the paper hasn‘t said anything, sir.
Maybe ... maybe I got away with it?‖
Snape studied him for a moment. ―There‘s little hope of
such a happy outcome. However, whatever action is to be
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taken, I would expect to see it by the end of the school year.‖
―The year, sir? You mean, December?‖
―The school year typically ends in the first week of June,
Mr. Potter.‖
Harry let his shoulder slump. June. Nine months to go
before he got all the way out of the woods. ―What ... what
happens if they decide to do something, Professor?‖
―It‘s impossible to say. Normally, your being underage
would serve as a mitigating factor.‖
―But not this time, sir?‖
―Everything depends on what course the ministry
decides to follow, if any.‖
―I wouldn‘t go to jail, would I, Professor?‖
―No. In truth, I suspect there‘s little real danger for you.
The brunt of judgment, if any, will likely fall on members of
the faculty.‖ Snape looked down at Harry. ―The Headmaster
in particular.‖
Censured. Impeached.
The trip back to Gryffindor House took twenty minutes.
Harry could barely make his legs move. All he wanted was to
find a place where he could curl up and vanish.

Chapter 19:
The Heir of Slytherin

The next morning, Draco caught Harry on his way into
the Great Hall and pulled him off to one side.
―My dad says the auror‘s office wants to look into what
happened,‖ Draco said. ―In the woods.‖
So much for getting away with it.
―He doesn‘t have a lot of pull with the aurors.‖ Draco
looked over both shoulders before continuing in a whisper.
―But he can help with the Daily Prophet. Not keep the story
out altogether, but get them to angle it however you want.‖
―Angle it?‖ Harry thought about what Snape had said.
―Could your dad keep Professor Dumbledore from getting into
trouble?‖
Draco shrugged. ―Maybe. He‘s on the school board.‖
By now, Ron had gone to sit at their usual spot. He
didn‘t like having Malfoy around. And Malfoy did seem
friendly for the wrong reasons.
―What would I have to do?‖ Harry said.
―Do? Nothing. Not right away, at least. Whatever else,
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we‘re still just first years.‖
Hagrid walked by on his way to the front table, and
Harry waved at him. ―But I‘d have to do something
eventually?‖
―Just what you‘d do normally. Pick up where the Dark
Lord left off.‖
So much for helping Dumbledore.
―I‘m not Voldemort‘s successor,‖ Harry said.
―How‘d you wind up with his wand, then?‖
―I just picked it up out of a drawer. It doesn‘t mean
anything.‖
―It does. If your wand‘s the same one, that means it‘s
Slytherin‘s wand. The one Slytherin made for his true heir. If
it picked you, that means you‘re fulfilling the prophecy.‖
―What prophecy?‖
―Slytherin’s prophecy. The purification of Hogwarts.
Subjugation of the muggles.‖
The conversation made Harry feel more tired than angry.
―That‘s not me, Draco.‖
―Then why‘s the Dark Mark coming back?‖
―What Dark Mark?‖
―How could you summon the Death Eaters without
knowing about the Mark?‖
―I can’t summoned them.‖ Harry began to feel annoyed.
―I don‘t even know what Death Eaters are.‖
―But you did summon them. Maybe you passed out
before they got there. But it worked. Even without a wand,
you issued the summons. My dad felt it.‖
Could something have happened after he passed out?
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―If I really did that,‖ Harry said, ―then tell him I take it
back.‖
―We can help you. He felt the summons, so it‘s not a
secret. Not to us. Just tell me what you want.‖
It was a struggle not to shout. ―Voldemort killed my
parents, Draco. He tried to kill me. I don‘t know what it was
he wanted, but whatever it was, probably I‘ll want just the
opposite. Okay?‖ Food appeared on the tables, making
Harry‘s stomach grumble. ―But right now, I just want to have
breakfast.‖
Harry went to the Gryffindor table, leaving Draco
standing alone beside the entrance to the Great Hall, frowning.
###
Friday morning, Harry got pulled out of Charms class
just long enough for two aurors to impound his school wand
and his Ollivanders wand. Saturday morning, the same two
aurors arrived to impound Harry. By way of portkey, they
took him to the Ministry of Magic, where he sat in a plain
wooden chair at a small table in a small, windowless room.
The jowly auror with the weak chin and graying temples was
Gawain Robards. The tall black man who shaved his head
entirely bald was Kingsley Shacklebolt.
Just as the questioning was about to start in earnest, a
woman rushed in. She had the stocky, plump look of a proper
matron, though her extra-short brown hair spoiled the image.
She introduced herself as Nancy Lerwick.
―The school has retained me to act as Mr. Potter‘s
solicitor,‖ she said.
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―The boy‘s not charged with anything,‖ Robards said.
―Delighted to hear it.‖
As Lerwick summoned a straight-backed chair and sat
down in it, Robards and Shacklebolt gave each other tired
looks.
―All right, then,‖ Robards said. ―How about you tell us
about your visit to the Dark Woods.‖
Harry started with the illegal curse on his school wand,
and got as far as the boar attacking him, when Madam
Lerwick said, ―Harry‘s memory is fuzzy from there on.‖
―Is that right, Harry?‖ Robards said.
Doing his best to seem earnest and trustworthy, Harry
said, ―Pretty much, I guess, sir?‖
―You have no memory of summoning a gathering of
Death Eaters?‖
That really happened?
―What gathering are we talking about?‖ Lerwick said.
―We‘ve got six ‗reformed‘ Death Eaters who say they
received a summons, and three who, in responding to it, found
themselves in the Dark Woods, in a semicircle centered on
Potter.‖
―Seven and four, actually,‖ Shacklebolt said.
―Right,‖ Robards said. ―Including Snape.‖
How could Snape make it seven and four?
―Professor Snape, sir?‖ Harry said.
―You had no inkling he was a Death Eater?‖ Robards
said. ―That‘s what you‘re telling me?‖
In the days since his talk with Draco, Harry had learned
enough to know that Death Eaters were bad people. Yet
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Dumbledore had assigned him special detention with Snape.
Surely the Headmaster knew Snape was a Death Eater?
―What were Harry‘s instructions to the Death Eaters at
that time?‖ Lerwick said.
―The arrival of various Hogwarts instructors prevented
any meaningful communication,‖ Robards said.
Lerwick smiled. ―Given that Harry was unconscious
when the first instructors showed up, your opinion is that he
issued this summons while unconscious?‖
―More that he issued the summons in extremis, calling
the Death Eaters to his aid.‖
―It‘s a free country, mostly,‖ Lerwick said. ―You can
come up with any hypothesis you like, however wild and
unsubstantiated. It only becomes a problem when you turn it
into an official position.‖
Robards grimaced and looked at his partner.
―We‘re not trying to pin anything on Harry.‖
Shacklebolt pulled out Harry‘s school wand and his fitted
wand and set them on the small table. ―He hasn‘t used the
Ollivanders wand since the fitting. With the other, it‘s all
school spells until we reach Cruciatus.‖
―Along with about a thousand Mal-Mallets.‖ Robards
sounded annoyed.
―What is the point, then?‖
―If Voldemort‘s back,‖ Shacklebolt said, ―possibly
lingering in the vicinity of Hogwarts, that‘d be nice to know,
wouldn‘t it?‖
When Madam Lerwick seemed satisfied with the
answer, Harry said, ―Why do you think he might be back,
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sir?‖
―Beyond the summons,‖ Robards said, ―which only
Voldemort could issue, Dark Marks have begun to show
clear.‖
―What‘s a Dark Mark, sir?‖
―How about we take turns asking questions. Why did
you go into the woods?‖
―I told you.‖
―Won‘t hurt to go over it again.‖
Hoping he could avoid reliving the boar episode yet
again, Harry said, ―Everything I told you was the truth, except
I remember killing the boar.‖
Madam Lerwick groaned.
―How did you manage that?‖
As best he could, Harry explained what had happened.
―No one taught you a killing curse?‖ Robards said.
―No, sir.‖
―Think you could cast it again, if you had to?‖
―Don‘t answer that,‖ Lerwick said.
Snape was a Death Eater?
―Yes, sir.‖ Harry rested his forehead on the table.
―What about summoning the Death Eaters?‖ Robards
said.
―I don‘t remember that part. When I killed the boar, it
felt like someone smashed my head open. And then I woke up
in the hospital wing.‖
With Robards asking questions about the same things
over and over, Harry remembered his own question.
―What‘s a Dark Mark, sir?‖
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Robards seemed unimpressed with the question, but
Shacklebolt put a hand over the inside of his forearm.
―It‘s a magical brand. For ten years they‘ve been faint,
vague. More like bruises. Lately they‘ve been getting clearer,
especially for Death Eaters near Hogwarts.‖
―Professor Snape?‖ Harry said.
―Especially him.‖
―It means Voldemort‘s back, sir?‖
―How about we skip the games.‖ Robards pointed at the
wands lying on the table. ―You‘ve got his old school wand:
the wand of Slytherin‘s heir. You‘ve got the twin of
Voldemort‘s fitted wand from Ollivanders. The closer a
Death Eater is to Hogwarts – to you – the clearer his Dark
Mark is. You killed a boar without leaving a scratch on it,
meaning you used a killing curse, possibly even Avada
Kedavra. On top of all that, a summons of the Death Eaters
was issued, the first in over ten years, coincidentally centered
on you.‖
―I‘m not Voldemort‘s successor!‖ Harry said it louder
than he‘d intended.
―And you can say his name with impunity. Something
many adults can‘t manage.‖
―All of which is very interesting,‖ Lerwick said. ―But
I‘m not spotting where it leaves us.‖
―For one thing, it leaves us thinking we can skip a
search of the Dark Woods,‖ Robards said. ―Pointless in any
event, but especially so if Voldemort‘s dead and gone, or else
far, far away.‖
―Why would Voldemort come to Hogwarts anyway,
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sir?‖ Harry said.
―Doesn‘t make much sense, does it,‖ Robards said.
―He‘s been answering your questions.‖
Lerwick
scowled at Harry. ―Including a few he shouldn‘t have.‖
―There‘s only a couple reasons that make sense,‖
Shacklebolt said. ―He might want to recruit Harry.‖
―Recruit?‖ Lerwick said. ―Not kill?‖
―If it was to kill,‖ Robards said, ―we wouldn‘t be having
this conversation. He‘d have done it and moved on.‖
―The other reasons?‖
―Just one more,‖ Shacklebolt said. ―Get ahold of the
Philosopher‘s Stone.‖
###
Monday morning‘s paper focused on Harry‘s school
wand and Slytherin‘s prophecy. As far as Harry could tell, the
prophecy didn‘t really say anything about wiping out muggles.
It was mostly about Slytherin‘s heir getting mudbloods out of
Hogwarts. That night in the Common Room, he sat with Ron
on one of the sofas. ―How do I convince them I‘m not going
to fulfill that prophecy?‖
Ron looked up from The Compleat Book of Frog Cards.
―Convince who?‖
―Everybody. That way, they‘ll see I‘m not Voldemort‘s
successor.‖
―Best leave it. Those gits don‘t care if it‘s true or not.‖
―Some people might notice.‖
―Ooh,‖ Ron said. ―Bet that‘d get Malfoy to stop being
all chummy.‖
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―I don‘t mind having him around.‖
―You git. Who do you think‘s been spying for the
newspaper if not him?‖
―His dad knew,‖ Harry said. ―About the trip into the
woods, at least. And the aurors knew about the wand. It‘s not
like any of it‘s secret.‖
Ron shrugged. ―You want everybody to know which
side you‘re on, you can start by telling Malfoy to shove off.‖
Harry didn‘t think he could tell Draco to shove off, not
when Draco was being friendly, if a little misguided. But
having a mudblood or two around should either make Draco
see how wrong he was about mudbloods, or else drive him
away, all without Harry having to be mean about it. Either
way, it should be enough to prove he wasn‘t Voldemort Part
Two.

Chapter 20:
Mudbloods Welcome

Harry started by trying to recruit Dean Thomas and
Seamus Finnigan as they were getting ready for bed.
―Can you guys help me?‖
―What‘s it you need?‖ Dean slipped a nylon stocking
over his hair.
―To convince people I‘m not Voldemort‘s successor.‖
―How are we supposed to help with that?‖
―Other than not having you kill us in our sleep?‖
Seamus said.
―Just, if you could walk to class with me?‖ Harry said.
―And maybe we could study at the same table in the Common
Room.‖
―Seems easy enough,‖ Dean said.
―What‘s it prove, though?‖ Seamus had on an Oxford tshirt that reached almost to his knees.
―Just that I‘m friends with mudbloods.‖
Dean and Seamus shrugged at each other.
―Don‘t see why not,‖ Dean said.
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―Your names probably won‘t appear all that often in the
paper.‖ Ron looked over at Neville. ―Once or twice, you
reckon?‖
―At most.‖
―Whoa,‖ Seamus said. ―The newspaper?‖
―Just to say that I‘m friends with mudbloods and stuff.‖
Harry tried to give Ron a chiding look, but he wasn‘t any good
at it.
―You really shouldn‘t use that word, Harry,‖ Neville
said.
Dean made a sour face. ―I don‘t know if I could handle
it. Front page and all.‖
―After seeing how much fun it is for you,‖ Seamus said.
―It‘s hard enough.‖ Dean slipped under the covers of his
bed. ―Coming into all this without any warning. I‘m barely
scraping by. If I had to worry about showing up in the
paper....‖
―It isn‘t that bad.‖ Harry pulled the spell sink out of his
bag.
―Long as you don‘t go around attacking people like us,‖
Dean said, ―there shouldn‘t be any problem.‖
―The paper‘s got to wise up sooner or later, right?‖
Seamus said.
Ron laughed. ―You don‘t know the Daily Prophet very
well.‖
###
The next night, back in the Gryffindor Common Room,
Harry decided it was time to try again. ―Is there somebody
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else I could ask?‖
Ron and Neville were playing wizard chess. With them,
it was either chess or frog cards. It didn‘t seem fair, how they
could goof off so much and still keep up with their
schoolwork.
―Hermione,‖ Neville said.
―Oh no,‖ Ron said. ―Having Malfoy tagging along is
bad enough.‖
―You shouldn‘t be like that,‖ Neville said. ―About
Hermione, I mean.‖
―Who else is there?‖ Harry said.
―Go ahead, ask her,‖ Ron said. ―I‘m betting she‘ll say
no.‖
―You won‘t be mad?‖
―I will be, but I‘ll get over it.‖
Harry looked over at Hermione. Her stiff manner
seemed to say, ―Leave me alone.‖ On top of which she was a
girl. And then there was her visit to the hospital wing, which
hadn‘t ended well.
―She hates me.‖
―She doesn‘t hate you,‖ Ron said. ―She‘s stuffy with
everybody. Except maybe Neville.‖
―She said I‘m the worst person she‘s ever met,‖ Harry
said.
―If you ask her for help,‖ Neville said, ―she‘ll stop being
mad at you.‖
―You think so?‖ Ron‘s hand hovered over the chess
board.
―She‘ll stop being mad at him sooner.‖
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Ron moved a bishop, which immediately called out,
―Check!‖
―You promise you won‘t be mad?‖ Harry said.
―I‘ll only be mad if you ask me that question again.‖
Hermione did look lonely, sitting at a table all by
herself, protected by a circle of books. Preparing himself for a
long drop with no mattress spell underneath, Harry slunk over
to her table and cleared his throat.
Hermione tossed her plentiful hair. ―I‘m not talking to
you.‖
―Neville said—‖
―I don‘t care what he said.‖
―—that you‘d help me. If I asked real nice.‖
Hermione slapped her pen down on the table. ―Help
with what, precisely?‖
―Help me prove I‘m not Voldemort‘s successor.‖
―What?‖ Her forehead wrinkled.
―If you just walked to class with me, and maybe we
could study at the same table....‖
Hermione groaned and picked up her pen. ―I don‘t need
a boyfriend.‖
Harry‘s ears got hot. ―I didn‘t mean like that. Just, you
know, regular friends.‖
―Surely there‘s someone else you could ask.‖
―I tried Dean and Seamus. But they‘re afraid.‖
―Afraid?‖
―I should have mentioned it.‖ Actually, he shouldn‘t
have mentioned it. Too late now. ―Your name might wind up
in the newspaper? To show that I‘m not just friends with
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pureblood people?‖
―Which would make me, what, the token mudblood in
your entourage?‖ Hermione snorted. ―No thank you.‖
Accepting defeat, Harry went back to where Ron and
Neville were setting up the pieces for a new game.
―Should have bet a frog card,‖ Ron said. ―I knew she
wouldn‘t go for it.‖
―Probably I shouldn‘t care what people think. If they
want to believe I‘m Voldemort‘s successor, that‘s their
problem.‖
―Could be your problem too,‖ Ron said. ―That‘s not a
good thing for people to be confused about.‖
###
On the way to breakfast the next morning, Hermione
caught up with Harry, Ron, and Neville.
―What you‘re doing is in a good cause,‖ she said,
―therefore I agree to help you.‖
―Thanks, Hermione!‖ Harry said.
Neville smiled at her, while Ron made do with
muttering, ―It‘s the best news I‘ve had all day.‖
―I will accompany you to and from classes,‖ she said,
―and I will clear a space for you at my study table.‖
―Couldn‘t we study closer to Ron and Neville?‖
―I don‘t consider playing wizard chess or trading frog
cards to be studying.‖
―We can still study,‖ Harry said. ―But if we sit by them,
we can both have,‖ Harry counted, ―three friends.‖
―I never said anything about being friends.‖
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―Thank goodness for that,‖ Ron said.
―At least I could still have three friends that way?‖
Harry said.
Hermione adjusted the shoulder strap of her overloaded
book bag. ―You should also understand that I consider your
behavior to be irresponsible, insensitive, and selfish.‖
―Perfect!‖ Ron said. ―That means I can consider your
behavior snooty, bratty, and annoying.‖
Having Ron and Hermione sniping at each other wasn‘t
much fun. On the other hand, walking to class with Hermione
did keep Draco from tagging along, which seemed to balance
things out, as far as Ron was concerned. It was sad, but at
least it was Draco‘s decision, not Harry‘s.
###
Wednesday morning, Harry found himself in Courtroom
One at the Ministry of Magic, with Madam Lerwick beside
him. His solicitor had explained what the hearing was about
when she pulled him out of Charms class and led him off
school grounds, to a place where portkeys would function.
This was a custody hearing, not a criminal trial, which meant
his chances of being sent to Azkaban before the end of the day
were quite low. Custody, though. What did that mean?
―I can still go to school?‖ he said. ―Live in the
Gryffindor dorm?‖
―I seriously doubt they‘ll try to change any of that.‖
The Right Powerful Ian Kindrell – balding, with muttonchop sideburns – sat in the judge‘s chair at the front of the
courtroom. On a small table to one side, an imp in an owl-
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cage acted as stenographer. There weren‘t many people at the
hearing, but Harry spotted Benjamin Greeley sitting near the
middle of the audience section. Whatever happened, it would
be in the newspaper tomorrow.
Judge Kindrell rapped his gavel. ―This hearing is in
reference to the guardianship and disposition of Harold James
Evans Potter.... Mr. Jackson.‖
Gerald Jackson, the ministry‘s Solicitor General, had
wide shoulders, a thick neck, and a trim waist, his dark hair
just showing the first hints of gray.
―Thank you, your frightfulness. The ministry asks that
it be given legal guardianship of Mr. Potter, with the
understanding that the ministry will take full responsibility for
his wellbeing and care during summer vacation and over the
holiday break. In addition, during the school year, we ask that
Mr. Potter receive individual counseling at least once a week,
conducted by an appointee of the ministry, in order to provide
him with our continued support even while school is in
session.‖
―Justification?‖ Kindrell said.
―There are several. One, his documented behavior has
been erratic. Two, he has demonstrated knowledge of certain
spells – a killing curse, to be specific – far in advance of his
age. Third, there are some disturbing similarities between
young Mr. Potter and the dark wizard known as Lord
Voldemort. To simply leave Mr. Potter‘s further development
to the loose direction available to him at school – and worse,
to hand him over to a non-wizarding family during the
holidays and summer vacation – would be irresponsible.‖
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The judge looked at Madam Lerwick. ―Rebuttal?‖
―Yes, your frightfulness.‖ Lerwick stood. ―One
problem is that ‗the ministry‘ is a vague term, and implies that
Harry will be cared for by a faceless bureaucratic
organization.‖ From there, Lerwick talked about how the
guardianship would ―further single Harry out, making it more
– rather than less – difficult for him to adjust to life in our
world.‖ She concluded with, ―Such ‗special care‘ might easily
ricochet, especially if political gain – rather than true concern
for Harry‘s wellbeing – is allowed to influence the ministry‘s
‗guardianship.‘‖
After taking a half-hour recess to deliberate, Judge
Kindrell returned a provisional ruling.
―To remove Mr. Potter from the custody of his aunt and
uncle would be against modern precedent. On the other hand,
Mr. Potter is without modern precedent. Therefore, I intend to
defer final ruling on the ministry‘s request until the end of the
school year – or until such time as Mr. Potter should do
something to justify removing him from the care of his blood
kin. In the meantime, given his venture into the Dark Woods
and his use of an illegal curse, we dare not simply wait for
something to happen before taking action. Therefore, the
court authorizes the ministry to provide Mr. Potter with
weekly counseling sessions during the remainder of the
current school year.‖

Chapter 21:
The Closet

Everyone agreed he needed help. Even if Harry hadn‘t
been one of those in in agreement, he would have approached
his therapy sessions seriously. Anything to take pressure off
Dumbledore. This way, if Harry did something ridiculous, the
ministry wouldn‘t be able to put all the blame on the
headmaster.
So when Dolores Umbridge came to collect him for his
first therapy session, Saturday at 9:00 a.m., Harry was waiting
on a bench beside the Great Hall, doing his best to imagine a
bright future where the experts at St. Mungos had fixed what
was wrong with him.
Short, with little stumpy legs, Umbridge had the flattest
nose and the widest mouth Harry had ever seen on a human.
Together they made her look like a frog. However, it wasn‘t
the way Dolores Umbridge looked so much as the dismissive
way she said, ―You will come with me now‖ that made Harry
grit his teeth.
As they left school grounds through the front gates, the
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clicking of Umbridge‘s low-heeled shoes against the stone
pavement made Harry imagine her tap dancing with her
stubby little legs, like a frog in a cartoon he had seen growing
up. Keeping a straight face, he pushed the thought away.
Lerwick and Dumbledore had told him to be cooperative, and
for once he was going to listen.
A straight face got easier when Harry spotted a group of
older students returning from The House That Flapjack Built
in Hogsmeade Village. If only it could be Dumbledore
walking beside him, or Snape. Surely everyone knew where
Umbridge was taking him, and why.
―Have you heard of Azkaban?‖ Umbridge spoke loudly
enough for the approaching students to hear.
What? The air went prickly.
The older students were almost beside them, no longer
talking to each other. The silence made Harry‘s shoulders
droop, though silence wasn‘t as bad as having them
whispering to each other.
―Did you hear me, Mr. Potter?‖ Umbridge said.
―Yes, ma‘am.‖
―Speak up. Muttering‘s a bad habit.‖ Umbridge‘s
frown elongated her already long mouth, accentuating the frog
effect. ―It‘s a bad sign.‖
―I‘ve heard a little about Azkaban, ma‘am.‖
―Good. Then I‘m sure you realize, it isn‘t a place you
ever want to be.‖
―Yes, ma‘am. I mean, I understand.‖
At the train station, Umbridge pulled what looked like a
policeman‘s baton out of her purse. The baton was made of
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black wood with silver caps at both ends.
―This is a portkey,‖ she said. ―Take hold of it.‖
Harry did as he was told. A stomach-tumble later, he
found himself in the Ministry of Magic, on the checkered floor
in the entryway, where apparition and portkeys worked. Up
four flights in an elevator and then down a long hall, he
followed Umbridge into a rather large office. A portrait of the
Minister of Magic, Cornelius Fudge, occupied one wall
alongside a picture of the Queen.
Umbridge set an open-topped wooden box near the edge
of her desk. ―Empty your pockets and put whatever you‘re
carrying in there.‖
Other than his wand, all Harry had was a handkerchief,
which he decided didn‘t count. Most of his school things he
kept in his bag, while his Gringotts pouch stayed in his school
trunk, as a way of discouraging him from visiting the school
store too often.
―That‘s it?‖ Umbridge said.
―Yes, ma‘am.‖
Umbridge frowned again, but at least she didn‘t try to
pat him down. Instead, she opened the door to a closet. ―Get
in.‖
Huh?
―I thought you were supposed to be giving me
counseling or therapy or something,‖ Harry said. ―Ma‘am.‖
―You‘ll receive more traditional therapy soon enough.
But for now, you need to understand certain basic facts of
life.‖
―Like what, ma‘am?‖ Would she really lock him in the
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closet for two hours?
―First: there are penalties for misbehavior. You might
think being locked in a confinement chamber is bad, but I
assure you, it‘s nothing. Not compared to Azkaban. And if
you continue with your misbehavior, Azkaban is exactly
where you‘ll wind up.‖
Weren‘t the nightmares enough? The flashbacks? The
nausea every time he even looked at the Dark Woods?
If Umbridge closed him up in there, would there be any
light at all?
―Get in,‖ Umbridge said.
Hating himself, Harry said, ―Please don‘t make me go in
there, ma‘am.‖
Umbridge‘s flat nose flared. ―Disobedience is a form of
misbehavior. Disobedience is a bad sign.‖
When Umbridge grabbed his arm and shoved him into
the closet, Harry didn‘t resist, wishing only that he hadn‘t
begged. Darkness swallowed him as the door closed. He
looked down, hoping for a strip of light, but there was nothing.
Just blackness swirling with purple.
Sitting down, Harry kicked the door accidentally.
―The more noise you make,‖ Umbridge said, still just
outside the door, ―the longer you stay in there.‖
Curled up, he could lie on his side, but even with his
head resting on the floor, he couldn‘t spot light anywhere.
Sounds from beyond the door got his heart beating
faster.
Just Umbridge sitting down in a chair.
Was it?
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You’re in a closet. It’s safe. Nobody can get you in
here.
The boar could. It could smell him. Before long, it
would find the door. It would bash the door in with its head.
Then it would start tearing at him.
And then he‘d kill it?
He had to get out of here. By the time Umbridge opened
the door, he wouldn‘t see her, he‘d just see the boar. And he‘d
kill her. Then he wouldn‘t be in a closet, he‘d be in Azkaban
for real.
Just go to sleep. She couldn‘t keep him in here very
long. All he had to do was calm down and take a nap.
Harry tried, but the floor was hard, his heart refusing to
slow down. Curled up, the walls of the closet bent his neck at
a sharp angle and forced his knees up to his chin. Worse than
that was the certainty that something was out there in the
darkness, sneaking up on him.
Giving up on sleep, Harry tried sitting.
He could see the boar‘s eyes now. It didn‘t have to
come through the door. It was in the closet already.
If only he had a light. Even just a little light would keep
him from going insane.
Harry held his index finger in the air. Invisible.
―Lumos.‖ He whispered the Command Word to
summon a light. Nothing happened.
The boar‘s mouth was closing over his finger, getting
ready to bite it off. Harry pulled his hand back, hugged it tight
against his stomach.
Don’t be stupid.
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He tried again. ―Lumos.‖ A dim light appeared,
hovering just beyond the tip of his finger. Yellowish at first,
the light soon dwindled into a vague red glow. Still it was
better than the absolute darkness.
How long had he been in here? Five minutes? Was that
all it took to break him, five minutes in the dark? Why did he
have to be so pathetic? Two hours locked in a closet. Instead
of begging, he should have laughed at Umbridge, sneered at
her, snapped his fingers under her flat nose.
What if Umbridge had a point, though? Maybe she was
just teaching him a hard lesson. If this seemed bad, just
imagine what Azkaban would be like.
The light on top of his finger faded, the red glow
dwindling to black. When it finally winked out, Harry hugged
himself.
I’m not afraid of the dark.
She couldn‘t keep him in here for more than two hours,
could she? Could she send an owl to the school, tell them
he‘d been delayed?
Keep him in here until dinner?
Overnight?
Stop!
Two hours was the maximum. Absolutely, under no
circumstances could she keep him in here longer than that. If
she did, she‘d get into trouble.
Two hours. You can make it that long.
How long had it been? Surely it was seven minutes by
now. Could it be ten minutes? If it was ten minutes, then he
only needed to do that another eleven times before Umbridge
had to let him out.
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Too bad he didn‘t know a spell to tell time. At least
then he‘d know how much longer he had to last. A mattress
spell would be good, too. The floor was hard.
He heard Professor Snape say, ―Initiative, Mr. Potter.‖
Too late now. But how could you show initiative for
something, when it just came out of nowhere?
You showed initiative by learning spells that might
come in handy. At the very least, you learned spells that
would have come in handy in the past. That way, if you ever
found yourself in that situation again....
Harry‘s toes went cold. Umbridge had said they‘d
switch to more conventional therapy. When, though? After
two more times locked in here? Five more?
Dark figures formed a semicircle behind Harry‘s back.
In front of him, someone raised the door of a cage, letting the
boar out while the gathered Death Eaters watched. ―Prove to
us you‘re the heir.‖
Harry stood up, bumping the door along the way.
―I‘M NOT THE HEIR!‖
―Quiet,‖ Umbridge said.
Her voice brought him out of the nightmare. Too bad
the dark closet wasn‘t much of an improvement.
Has it been twelve minutes, yet? If he‘d lasted twelve
minutes, that meant he was ten percent done already. Just
ninety percent to go.
Harry felt for a doorknob. Not finding one, he pounded
on the door.
―LET ME OUT!‖
―This is your last warning,‖ Umbridge said. ―Keep quiet
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or face the consequences.‖
She needed him to be quiet. Which meant she wasn‘t
supposed to be doing this.
Harry pounded on the door again.
―HELP.
SOMEBODY HELP.‖
―Very well,‖ Umbridge said. ―Since you won‘t stay
quiet, I‘m forced to engage the chamber‘s Muffliato spell.‖
The boar was closing in behind him.
―Please let me out, ma‘am,‖ Harry said, shameless. ―I
promise I won‘t cause any trouble. It‘s just, I‘m afraid of the
dark.‖
―Make as much noise as you like, Mr. Potter,‖
Umbridge said. ―No one will hear you. But I want you to
understand, this little display has just earned you another visit
to the chamber next week. Think about that while you‘re
shouting and banging on the walls.‖
Harry banged and pleaded, the backs of his legs tingling,
expecting the boar to slam into him any second. Eventually,
he slumped down and put his back to the door, ready to kick at
the boar. But it was so dark; the boar could be anywhere.
Light!
Harry whispered ―Lumos,‖ the dim light enough to
restore most of his sanity. Make as much noise as you like.
Harry shouted ―LUMOS,‖ then had to wrap his free hand
around his finger to keep from being blinded.
―Control, Mr. Potter.‖ Harry did his best to mimic
Snape‘s droll delivery.
Control. Right. Here he was, just trying not to go
insane.
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He imagined Morris saying, ―The boy who lived is
afraid of the dark. I think it‘s hilarious!‖
Harry wrapped the hem of his robe around his light
finger. By now, surely fifteen minutes must have gone by.
An eighth of the way there.... Until next week.
He couldn‘t even make it through this once. How was
he supposed to make it twice?
Think of it as a do-over.
What spells would he need? The blank walls made it
hard to concentrate. Even with the light, the closet felt wrong.
Like a coffin.
If light couldn‘t get in, could oxygen? Did Umbridge
understand that? Did she realize a person could suffocate in a
place like this?
Stop! Surely there was ventilation. He just couldn‘t see
it, that‘s all.
Spells. Think about spells. He had light. That was the
big one. Beyond that, some sort of mattress spell would be
good. His bottom was already going to sleep. A timekeeping
spell. Maybe something to keep him occupied.
Did he need a spell for that, though? Harry went
through various Quidditch moves in his head. Imagined
visiting Hagrid and getting slurped on by Fang.... But the
buried alive feeling of the closet turned Fang rabid. And when
Harry killed Fang (DIE!) Hagrid was mad at him. ―You killed
my dog, Harry. Why would you want to do that?‖
―STOP!‖
Harry hugged his knees and rocked, his back thumping
against the door. Spells. A spell to conjure a book maybe?
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But that would be hard. How about pen and paper? That
would be easier, but still conjuration, which was fourth year
and up. For now, transfiguration was difficult enough.
Shouldn‘t just think about the closet, though. Should
plan ahead. Show: Initiative!
Plan for what, though?
You couldn‘t know ahead of time, which meant you just
had to be prepare for anything. Harry imagined telling
Professor Snape his idea. There‘d be a long silence, the
hooded eyes. Then a droll, ―What a brilliant idea, Mr. Potter.‖
Something like that. Harry smiled.
Harry took a deep breath and let it out. How long had
he been in here?
###
When the door opened, Harry was deep into a glorious
Quidditch game, which he‘d won a dozen times already. By
now it had evolved into a James Bond movie, with Hermione
tied to a post in the middle of the field, a pit dug around her
filled with alligators. Boy would she be grateful when he
caught the snitch.
The sudden intrusion of outside light stunned Harry.
―Do you begin to understand the importance of
obedience?‖ Umbridge said.
At the sound of her voice, the Quidditch field, alligators,
and Hermione all vanished. It was like discovering the world
he lived in was an elaborate ruse, with a truer reality hiding
just out of sight. I didn’t fall asleep. I went insane.
His legs had fallen asleep, so he plopped down to his
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knees when Umbridge dragged him out of the closet.
―Answer the question!
Do you understand the
importance of doing what you‘re told?‖
Not wanting to spend another two hours locked in the
dark, Harry kept his eyes down and tried to sound contrite as
he said, ―Yes, ma‘am.‖
###
Harry got back to Hogwarts at 11:45. With fifteen
minutes before lunch, a trip to Gryffindor House didn‘t seem
worth the trouble, so he wandered down the headmaster‘s
corridor instead.
―Hey, Morris.‖
The gargoyle sneered at him for a moment, then
returned to his normal, thoughtful pose.
―You‘re not still mad at me, are you?‖
Morris ignored him.
―I am being punished, you know,‖ Harry said. ―Not just
detention with Professor Snape. Now I have to go once a
week with this Umbridge lady. She‘s really mean.‖
An evil grin appeared on Morris‘s thin lips.
Telling Morris about Umbridge was cheating, because
there was always the possibility Morris would pass the news
to Dumbledore. If he did, Harry could pretend he wasn‘t a
crybaby and still get rescued.
―Today she locked me in a closet for two hours! Even
after I told her I was afraid of the dark.‖
Morris remained impassive.
Noise from behind meant people were heading into the
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Great Hall already.
―You didn‘t really get into trouble, did you?‖
When Morris still wouldn‘t reply, Harry gave up and
shuffled back to the entryway.
Detentions with Professor Snape weren‘t punishment. If
anything, those were a reward, teaching him things way ahead
of everybody else. Umbridge was more what he deserved.
Not just deserved. Needed. Even after all those years of
being a punching bag, he was still too soft. Ten minutes in the
dark and he turned to mush. Besides, it was like Madam
Pomfrey and the bruises. If Harry wanted to stop doing stupid
things, he had to understand there were consequences.
Harry sat on one of the benches outside the Great Hall
until Ron, Neville, and Hermione arrived.
―Still in one piece,‖ Ron said.
―They know how to hit you so it doesn‘t show,‖ Harry
said.
Hermione huffed and rolled her eyes, but Neville gave
Harry a worried look.
―Just kidding, Neville,‖ Harry said.
Having Lumos was enough. If he tried to get around
being uncomfortable and bored, he wouldn‘t be learning his
lesson.

Chapter 22:
The Closet Again

The next week, Umbridge sat Harry in front of her desk
and shoved a piece of parchment at him.
―Sign that,‖ she said.
The page had lines for people to sign, along with a
heading that said, ―Statement of Harold Potter / Page 3.‖
―Where‘s the rest of it, ma‘am?‖ Harry said.
―Don‘t concern yourself with that. All you have to do is
sign it, as you‘ve been instructed.‖
―What is it, ma‘am?‖
Umbridge frowned at him. ―A statement saying you
wish to be a ward of the ministry.‖
Was she insane?
―Are you going to sign the statement,‖ Umbridge said,
―or do you want to spend the next two hours in the chamber?‖
Harry‘s eyes began to sting. He had to stop crying all
the time.
―I can sign it,‖ he said, ―but Madam Lerwick has to look
at it first.‖
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―Disappointing.‖ Umbridge got up and opened the
closet. ―Get in.‖
―I need to pee first, ma‘am.‖
―I‘m sure you can hold it.‖
―Not for two hours.‖
―You‘ll be surprised what you can do if you really try.
Now, get in the closet.‖
Harry scooted his chair back, then raced out into the
hall. Surely there was a toilet nearby. If he could just pee
first, he felt sure he could survive another two hours in the
dark. Of course he should have thought of that before
Umbridge came to collect him at the school. His mind had
been too much on the closet, which now featured as
prominently in his nightmares as the boar.
He was doing the same thing that had gotten him into
trouble in the first place. Running away. Halfway down the
hall toward the elevators, Harry heard Umbridge shout
―Petrificus Totalus.‖
Office doors opened, people looking out to see what had
made the loud thump. But no one objected when Umbridge
grabbed Harry‘s feet and dragged him down the hall into her
office, where she propped him inside the closet.
―You‘re a very disobedient young man,‖ she said.
―That‘s a bad sign.‖
The door closed, leaving him in a world of silent
darkness. Unable to move, unable to cast Lumos, Harry began
to hyperventilate. Soon enough, he fainted. When the
paralysis began to fade, the first thing to relax was Harry‘s
bladder.
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Umbridge shaking and scolding him barely registered.
The bright light filtered into his mind slowly. By the time
Umbridge began arguing with another woman, Harry had
regained enough consciousness and sanity to notice the eyewatering ammonia smell. His pants and robe were cold and
clammy.
I’m not getting tougher. I’m getting weaker.
Every time Umbridge put him in the closet, the boar
dragged him a little further into the darkness. Sooner or later,
he‘d be too far gone to see the light or hear the voices. When
that happened, there‘d be no coming back.
A woman Harry didn‘t recognize dried his robes with a
swish of her wand. Another swish got rid of the unfortunate
smell.
―Can you get up?‖ she said.
As Harry struggled to his feet, one leg asleep, Umbridge
nudged the woman of the way.
―Would you like to play any more games?‖ Umbridge
said.
―No, ma‘am.‖ Coward.
―Are you ready to sign the statement?‖
―Yes, ma‘am.‖
If not for the smug smile on her frog face, Harry would
have done it. He nearly did, anyway. As he sat at the desk,
pen pressing against the parchment, he gathered all his
courage together into a little pile and scribbled ―Dudley
Dursley,‖ telling himself Umbridge wouldn‘t discover the
forgery until he was safely back at school. It became just one
more thing he was wrong about. As soon as she took the
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paper from him, her smile wrinkled into something hateful.
She slammed the paper onto the desk.
―Disobedience will always be punished,‖ she said.
Instead of tossing him back into the closet, though, she
returned him to Hogwarts.
Walking alone from the front gates to the castle, Harry
decided he needed to stop being so helpless. He was a wizard.
He might even be the strongest wizard in his class, so long as
aim and control didn‘t count.
Maybe I need to be punished, but that’s too bad.
The next time Umbridge opened the closet door, she‘d
find him toasting marshmallows over a fire.
###
Not up to facing Morris, Harry headed for Gryffindor
House. Halfway there, he met Ron, Neville, and Hermione
heading the other direction.
―How was therapy?‖ Ron said.
―A waste of time.‖
―Figures.‖
―You know,‖ Hermione said, ―if you want to get
something out of counseling – and it‘s counseling, not therapy,
Ronald – you can‘t just sit there and make whoever it is do all
the work.‖
Harry managed to pull his anger off the heat in time, if
barely. ―I‘ll try to do better next week.‖
―Well, I hope so. You really do need help, Harry.‖
Ron, Harry, and Neville all looked at her, which made
Hermione turn red from the neck up.
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―I didn‘t mean it like that!‖ she said. ―You know I
didn‘t.‖
Ron shrugged. ―No offense, mate, but I reckon she‘s got
a point.‖
―Stop it!‖ Hermione said.
Ron looked at Neville. ―Anybody else got more screws
loose?‖
―Filch?‖ Neville said.
―He‘s mean, but he‘s not all that daft.‖
―I can‘t believe you two,‖ Hermione said.
They heard an echo of someone banging on a suit of
armor.
―Peeves!‖ Ron said.
―I‘ve heard Moaning Myrtle‘s worse than him,‖ Neville
said.
―She‘s in that one girls‘ bathroom, right?‖ Ron looked
at Hermione. ―What do you think? Is she pretty daft?‖
Hermione lifted her nose. ―I‘m not talking to you.‖
They waited for a staircase.
―Maybe you guys can help me,‖ Harry said. ―With the
therapy.‖
―They gave you an assignment?‖ Hermione said. ―And
it‘s not therapy! It‘s counseling.‖
―It‘s not really an assignment, even.‖ The staircase
arrived and they hopped on. ―I want to learn some kind of
mattress spell.‖
When they reached the next landing, Hermione stared at
Harry so long the railing closed with her still on the staircase.
―Jump!‖ Ron said.
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―I‘m not jumping.‖
―Afraid of getting caught.‖
―I am not!‖
The staircase began to shift away before Hermione
finally started to move. Too late, she sat on the rail and tried
to go over one leg at a time. The staircase was already
carrying her out over the three-story drop. When she looked
down at the marble floor far below, she froze. Of course there
was a mattress spell, but that was easy to forget when you
were fifty feet up. Harry leaned out and wrapped his arms
around her. The momentum of the staircase started carrying
him along after her.
―Help!‖
Ron and Neville grabbed his legs and yanked. The four
of them collapsed into a heap. Their performance met with a
mixture of clapping, cheers, and catcalls from across the
stairwell.
―I‘m never doing that again.‖ Hermione stood up, then
looked down. One of her shoes rested on the ground floor.
―Great.‖
―I‘ll get it.‖ Harry had only been without his wand for
two hours, but using it helped knock away some of the
helpless feeling that had built up while he was in the closet.
With the third-week Charms spell, Accio, he pulled
Hermione‘s shoe to him.
―Show off,‖ she said as he handed it to her.
Harry pretended innocence. ―What?‖
―Accio from what, fifty feet?‖ Ron said.
―It‘s just a shoe.‖
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―Show off.‖ As Hermione slipped into her shoe, Harry
noticed that her sock was stained brown at the toe.
―You do realize,‖ Ron said, ―the elves will wash your
clothes for you? You just leave them out.‖
Hermione gave a vexed sigh. ―Yes I know, Ron. Thank
you.‖ She stood up, groaned, then stepped to one side, where
she leaned against the wall while she took the shoe off again.
When she knocked it against the wall, some dirt dropped out.
Hoping to stay ahead of the mob behind them, they
hurried on to the next staircase as soon as her shoe was back in
place.
―You‘d tell us,‖ Ron said. ―If you were a werewolf or
something?‖
―I‘m not a werewolf.‖
―What‘s with the dirt in the shoe, then?‖
―Maybe I had to go to the lake for an extra credit
assignment.‖
―Figures. Which one‘s this, Herbology?‖
―Never mind.‖ Hermione looked at Harry. ―Why do
you need a mattress spell?‖
―The chairs are really uncomfortable.‖
―Worse than classroom chairs?‖ Ron said.
They got to the Great Hall and sat down at their normal
spots.
―There‘s something you‘re not telling us,‖ Hermione
said.
If he told them about the closet, he‘d start feeling sorry
for himself. Then he‘d start crying. The closet was bad.
Crying in the middle of the Great Hall would be worse.
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Anger taking over, Harry said, ―Are you going to help
me or not?‖
Hermione leaned back. ―Maybe ... maybe I won‘t. If
you‘re going to be like this.‖
―Ah, go on and help him, Hermione,‖ Ron said.
―You help him.‖ She straightened her back and told
Harry, ―I‘m not your servant. And you can‘t just turn on
people like that.‖
―He didn‘t turn on you,‖ Ron said. ―He just doesn‘t
want to talk about it, that‘s all.‖
―Then he should say ‗I don‘t want to talk about it,‘ and
not start growling at me.‖
―Would it make any difference if I did say that?‖
Instead of fading, Harry‘s anger had grown during the volley
between Hermione and Ron. As Hermione opened her mouth
to reply, Harry began screaming.
―NO IT WOULDN‘T MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
BECAUSE IF I SAID FORGET ABOUT IT, THAT‘S THE
LAST THING YOU‘D DO. BECAUSE YOU DON‘T
WANT TO LISTEN. SO THIS IS ME TELLING YOU: I
DON‘T WANT TO TALK ABOUT IT.
DO YOU
UNDERSTAND? DID THE MESSAGE GET THROUGH
THIS TIME?‖
After a long beat of silence, Ron said, ―Told you. He
doesn‘t want to talk about it.‖
Why weren‘t they afraid of him? What would it take, to
make them afraid? What would he have to do?
Professor McGonagall began walking toward him.
Professor Snape was glaring at him from the teacher‘s table.
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Even then Harry‘s rage didn‘t go away. Where was the
spell sink? In his backpack on his bed. Why didn‘t he have it
with him? Because he‘d spent the morning with Umbridge.
And did anybody care about that?
―Mr. Potter,‖ Professor McGonagall said. ―If you‘re
quite through screeching, would you please come with me?‖
Not entirely sure he was through, Harry followed
McGonagall into one of the side rooms.
―Explain yourself,‖ McGonagall said, once the door
closed behind them.
Finally his rage began to fade, but only barely. ―Once
she starts on something, she doesn‘t want to let up.‖
McGonagall‘s expression seemed severe, but Harry
knew she wasn‘t going to do anything. She was master of the
scary look. Anyway, they couldn‘t expel you, so what
difference did it make what she did?
―One word for someone who doesn‘t let go is
‗tenacious,‘‖ McGonagall said. ―It‘s generally considered a
desirable trait.‖
―Except when someone‘s prying.‖
McGonagall cleared her throat.
―Ma’am,‖ Harry said.
McGonagall glared at him some more, but when she
spoke, her tone had lost its edge. ―This attitude is new for
you, Harry.‖
The first trace of guilt stirred within him. To escape it,
Harry said, ―Therapy‘s kicking in, I guess.‖ He sighed.
―Professor.‖
Stupid. Now McGonagall would ask about therapy, and
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what was he going to say? I got locked in a closet for two
hours, and it was the most traumatic thing ever?
―Your counseling sessions are privileged,‖ she said,
―which means I‘m not allowed to ask about them. However,
there‘s no rule that prevents you from talking to me about
them. If you feel something is being done that ... isn‘t helpful,
I hope you‘ll speak up. If not to me, then to Professor Snape
or the Headmaster.‖
As Harry contemplated telling McGonagall about his
morning, his throat started to close up. He‘d be lucky to get
five words out before he couldn‘t speak at all. He could just
imagine her, tapping her foot and rolling her eyes at the little
boy who couldn‘t survive two hours in a closet.
Telling the staff was out. He‘d brought this on himself,
and now he just had to figure a way to endure. He‘d spent ten
years either running away or running to Aunt Petunia. Did he
want to keep on cowering and crying for mercy?
Two hours in a closet. Letting something like that crush
him was ridiculous. Running to the teachers for help was
pathetic. And what was he doing, screaming at Hermione?
He was cracking, that‘s what. Either he figured out how to
survive the closet, or else Umbridge would win, and he‘d find
himself with no friends, because every time they tried talking
to him, he screamed at them.
Maybe that‘s what Umbridge wanted, to leave him
without any friends? Just like Dudley.
―Harry?‖ McGonagall said.
―Sorry, ma‘am.‖ Harry‘s voice came out as a croak, and
he had to look away from the worried expression on
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McGonagall‘s face.
Back at the table, Harry took a deep breath. He tried to
look at Hermione, but couldn‘t quite manage, even though she
was staring down at her empty plate.
―Sorry I yelled at you.‖
―Why? Because you decided you need my help?‖
Harry shook his head.
―No?‖ Hermione said.
―I do need your help. But that‘s not why.‖
―Why then?‖ she said. ―Professor McGonagall made
you?‖
―I want you to be my friend.‖
―Friends don‘t go around screaming at each other.‖
―I don‘t know,‖ George said.
―What‘s the point of having friends,‖ Fred said, ―you
can‘t get a good scream off now and then?‖
Hermione slapped her hand on the table. ―It‘s really
annoying, trying to have a conversation, and people constantly
interrupting!‖
―You are having the conversation in the middle of
lunch,‖ Ron said.
―Well, remind me to never make that mistake again.‖

Chapter 23:
With a Little Help

After lunch, Harry caught up with Hermione as she was
leaving the Great Hall.
―I‘m not talking to you,‖ she said.
―Don‘t be mad.‖
―Too late!‖
―I‘ll tell you why,‖ he said. ―Why I need the mattress
spell.‖
―Are they beating you? Or dropping you off a cliff or
something?‖
―No.‖
―Fine. I‘ll help you.‖ She made a waterfall of her hair.
―And you can keep your filthy little secret.‖
###
The mattress spell Hermione found was more like the
one on the Quidditch pitch. Aside from being too complicated
to cast without a wand, it wouldn‘t really make the floor more
comfortable for sitting on. But Quidditch bleachers tended to
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be uncomfortable, and Ron remembered seeing a cushion spell
in an issue of Rogue Bludger. He even managed to cop the
exact issue from Fred and George without having to set foot
inside the library.
By Monday evening, after casting the new spell half a
dozen times on the chairs in an empty classroom, Harry felt
like he was on his way to defeating Umbridge.
―So it‘s good?‖ Ron said, as Harry sat an inch above the
seat of a chair.
―Perfect. It‘s simple enough, I bet I can cast it without a
wand.‖
―Right,‖ Ron said. ―Would you like to bet your
Diogenes on that?‖
Harry shrugged. ―Sure. What are you putting up?‖
―I‘ll let you pick it.‖ Ron shook his head. ―Without a
wand. You ass.‖
―I‘ve done Lumos before without one. Not to mention–‖
Harry stopped himself.
Ron frowned at Neville, who just smiled.
―You cast Lumos without a wand,‖ Ron said.
―It‘s not that hard. You could do it easy.‖
―No, Harry. I couldn‘t.‖
―You can do things other people can‘t,‖ Neville said.
―Have you even tried?‖
―I look enough of a git with the wand.‖
―Why can‘t you use a wand?‖ Hermione said.
―He could, he just wants to show off,‖ Ron said.
Harry looked down at the surface of the desk, pretending
to be distracted. Someone had scratched ―Wormtail‖ into the
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wood.
―Harry?‖ Hermione said.
―Umbridge takes my wand.‖ By itself, the revelation
didn‘t sound all that ominous.
―She takes your wand,‖ Hermione said, ―and then you
cast Lumos.‖
―I said I‘d tell you, if you wanted to know.‖
―What other spells do you need to learn?‖
―Make him tell us what‘s going on,‖ Ron said.
―I want to see if I can figure it out, even though I don‘t
like where this is heading.‖ Hermione crossed her arms over
her chest. ―What other spells?‖
―Another light would be good,‖ Harry said. ―Something
I could attach to a wall or a ceiling, instead of hanging it off
my finger.‖
―And?‖ Hermione said.
―Something to tell what time it is. And some way to
keep from getting bored.‖
―Anything else?‖ Hermione said.
Harry rubbed his sweaty palms on his legs, then shook
his head. ―That‘s pretty much it.‖
―I suppose it is.‖ Hermione headed for the door of the
classroom.
―Now what?‖ Ron said.
She stopped and spun back toward them, her hair a thick
swirl in the air. ―He‘s sitting there figuring out how he can lie
to me.‖
―No,‖ Harry said. ―It‘s just–‖
―What other spell?‖
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He sighed. ―So I can pee.‖
Ron took a step back. ―How long have you been
holding it?‖
―So they lock you up?‖ Hermione said. ―Where?‖
―It‘s like a closet.‖
―They leave you locked up the whole time?‖ Neville
said.
―It‘s just two hours.‖
―Oh,‖ Ron said. ―That doesn‘t sound too bad.‖
Hermione gasped.
―Not too bad?
Solitary
confinement‘s what they use for punishment in maximum
security prisons.‖
―Muggle prisons, maybe. Anyway, what‘s the big deal
about being alone? Sometimes I go hide, just so I can be
alone for a while.‖
―Can you stop hiding whenever you feel like it?‖
Hermione said.
―Yeah.‖
―That‘s the difference.‖
―Actually,‖ Harry said, ―the difference is I‘m afraid of
the dark. Ever since the boar episode.‖
Ron startled. ―There aren‘t ... spiders in the closet?‖
―Once it‘s too dark to see, even if they weren‘t there to
start with, you start wondering if they‘re still not there.‖
Ron shivered. ―Okay. Let‘s talk about something else
then.‖
―You‘re locked in the closet for two hours,‖ Neville
said, ―and they won‘t let you out to go to the toilet?‖
―It‘s just Umbridge. There‘s no ‗they.‘‖
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―I thought we were changing the subject,‖ Ron said.
―Harry‘s getting locked up every week, Ronald!‖
Hermione turned on Harry next. ―You have to tell someone.‖
―I told you three.‖
She groaned. ―Tell someone who can make this
Umbridge person stop.‖
―This is better. This way I can beat her.‖
―You beat her by getting the judge to throw out the
ruling because she‘s abusing you.‖
Even Neville looked skeptical. ―They might not care.‖
Had the comment come from Ron, Hermione might
have just rolled her eyes. Coming from Neville, she went
slack-jawed for a moment. ―How can they not care?‖
―Wizard society‘s maybe a little more open minded,‖
Ron said, ―when it comes to abuse.‖
―They don‘t abuse us here!‖
―Which annoys Filch no end,‖ Ron said.
―Never mind.‖ Hermione turned to Harry. ―The whole
point of this counseling is to help you adjust.‖
―Maybe Umbridge thinks the closet‘s a way to do that,‖
Ron said.
―If she does, she‘s the wrong person to be taking charge
of him. He‘s supposed to be getting counseling!‖ Hermione
glared at Harry. ―We have to tell someone.‖
―I can‘t.‖ If only he hadn‘t screamed at her, he could
have made do with a simple no. ―It‘s bad enough, you three
knowing I‘m a wimp.‖
Hermione groaned. ―If you don‘t tell somebody, then I
will.‖
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―You see?‖ Ron said. ―He didn‘t want to tell you, and
as soon as he does, you‘re off to find a teacher.‖
―Harry?‖ Hermione‘s apprehensive expression fed
Harry‘s guilt.
Probably nobody could help him, which actually made it
easier to contemplate telling someone. Tell who, though?
Harry knew the answer before he‘d finished asking himself the
question.
―I‘ll tell Snape. When I go for my next detention, I‘ll
slip it in.‖
―You might ... pick somebody else,‖ Ron said.
Neville nodded.
But the more Harry thought about it, the more sense it
made. Snape wouldn‘t get all teary eyed and lose sleep over
it. He‘d just say, ―You must learn to overlook such minor
annoyances‖ or something like that, and then they‘d move on.
No need for a lot of drama.
Plus, it would give Harry a chance to brag about the
Cushy Tushy spell and casting Lumos without a wand. Snape
would like that sort of thing, even if he didn‘t go so far as to
say he liked it.
###
Harry waited until the end of his detention, just in case.
By now his next session with Umbridge, just a few days away,
had his stomach churning like he‘d eaten a bad piece of
chicken. It was stupid, of course. He had the cushion spell,
which he could already cast without a wand. And the Lumosa
variant of Lumos that Hermione had found, which was almost
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as simple as the basic version, even though it could either
hover or attach to a surface.
Still, Harry‘s mind conjured nightmares where his spells
didn‘t work. The closet became a kind of portkey that
transported him to the Dark Woods, where hungry boars were
the least of his worries.
―Professor,‖ Harry said, ―if I needed to go to the toilet,
but maybe I couldn‘t get to one, is there some spell I could
use? Er, a simple one? Something I could cast without a
wand, maybe?‖
Snape turned from where he was packing up the special
sink they‘d been using. His expression had a scary edge to it.
Harry had been with him enough to suspect he was mad.
―Is this a hypothetical question, Mr. Potter?‖
―No, sir. It‘s just, last time when I had my counseling,
and I said I had to ... to pee, Umbridge told me I just had to
wait. And it was just, having to wait for two hours is kind of a
long time, sir?‖
Harry cowered, praying Snape wouldn‘t ask whether
he‘d managed to wait the two hours or not.
―You weren‘t allowed to take a recess during the two
hours?‖
―No, sir.‖
Harry waited, his scalp prickling.
―But you would be allowed to cast a spell under the
same circumstances?‖
―Yes, sir. It‘s.... There‘s nobody around, really.‖
―The simplest solution is by means of transfiguration.
One spell to shrink an object, another to restore it or cause it to
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grow. If you obtained a container, preferably metal to avoid
the possibility of breakage. Shrink it, carry it with you.
Restore it when needed, then shrink it back again, until it can
be emptied. Would this suffice?‖
Snape was taking him seriously!
―Yes sir, I think so?‖ Harry said. ―She makes me empty
my pockets, but she doesn‘t really check too close. So long as
they aren‘t too complicated. The spells I mean. So I can cast
them without a wand, sir?‖
Snape conjured a metal flask, taught Harry the Piccolo
and Engorgio spells, then let him take the flask with him.
―Your counseling sessions are a private matter,‖ Snape
said, ―and the staff have been warned not to pry.‖
―Yes, sir. Professor McGonagall said something like
that.‖
―Very well. Is there anything else you wish to discuss?‖
―No, sir.‖
Snape watched him for a moment. ―Dismissed.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
As he walked to the door, Harry thought about
Hermione. If he didn‘t keep his promise, really keep it, she‘d
run to McGonagall, he felt sure of it. So he turned back.
―There isn‘t really any counseling, sir,‖ he said. ―Not
yet anyway. Madam Umbridge just pushes me into a broom
closet. Without the brooms.‖ Harry‘s chuckle made him
sound mental. He took a deep breath and made himself go on.
―As long as I‘m not petrified when she puts me in there, I
think I‘ll be okay. Especially now, with the flask. Hermione
and Ron helped me find some other spells too. Lumosa and,
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er, Cushy Tushy? But last time I was petrified at first, and it
was really scary. Just because–‖ Harry winced. ―Ever since
the Forbidden Forest, I‘m afraid of the dark, sir.‖
Snape‘s fierce expression made Harry look down and
rub his hands on his robes.
―Umbridge has put you into this closet every time?‖
Snape said.
―Yes, sir. Just twice.‖
―How long are you kept there?‖
―Just two hours, I guess, sir?‖ Hoping to offset the
coming scolding, Harry said, ―Hermione found a couple of
clock spells, but they‘re too complicated to cast without a
wand. At least, for me they are.‖
―Do you expect to be placed in the closet again?‖
―I guess so, sir? She wants me to sign some kind of
statement, saying I want to be a ward of the ministry. I reckon
it‘s the closet until I do.‖
―Who else have you told about this?‖
―Just you, sir. And Ron, Hermione, and Neville.‖
―You will speak to no one else about it,‖ Snape said.
―Yes, sir.‖
It wasn‘t one of the responses Harry had prepared for,
but Snape‘s sharp tone made the order easy enough to accept.
This was why he‘d gone to Snape. McGonagall would have
turned sympathetic, and Harry couldn‘t handle that.
―Nor should your friends speak to anyone,‖ Snape said.
―Nor should you inform anyone that you‘ve spoken to me.‖
―Umbridge could get the school into trouble too, sir?‖
―If we expect to catch her in the act, it‘s important this
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woman not change her behavior.‖
Harry looked up.
―Nor should you alter your behavior,‖ Snape said.
―Take no rash actions. Do nothing that would either place you
in the wrong, or cause this woman to suspect the situation has
changed in any way.‖
Despite his best efforts, Harry could feel hope slipping
out of its closet. ―Do you think it‘ll help, sir? Catching her?‖
―That‘s a question only the courts can answer. At the
very least, this woman is violating the spirit and intent of the
court‘s order, something the Headmaster will most certainly
want documented and brought to the court‘s attention.‖
Knowing for sure would have been better. Now, some
of Harry‘s energy would have to go into avoiding being overly
optimistic. Even so, he was glad he‘d said something.
Dumbledore might not be able to make the closet go away, but
at least the closet wouldn‘t be pointless suffering. It would
count against Umbridge. Plus, Dumbledore and Snape would
know Harry was enduring something he shouldn‘t have to.
Back in the Gryffindor Common Room, Harry huddled
with Neville, Hermione, and Ron.
―I think they‘ll try to catch her putting me into the
closet,‖ Harry said.
―See?‖ Hermione said.
―You were right.‖ Harry smiled at her.
―Maybe next time I won‘t have to black your eye to get
you to listen.‖
―Rub it in, why don‘t you,‖ Ron said.
―Well you three aren‘t very good at listening to me.‖
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―Just because most of the time, it amounts to ‗You need
to do that whole thing over again.‘‖
―No one‘s going to give you a hundred if you turn in a
bunch of ink blots.‖
―This has to stay secret,‖ Harry said. ―Just us, okay?‖
―Why would I want a hundred in the first place?‖ Ron
said.
―I wasn‘t even supposed to tell you three,‖ Harry said.
―If Umbridge finds out, maybe she‘ll skip putting me in the
closet, and it‘ll look like I just made it up.‖
―Do you think that‘s what she‘s hoping for?‖ Hermione
said.
―Sounds about right,‖ Ron said.
―Get Harry to
complain. Then when somebody shows up to check, he‘s
sitting there eating chocolate frogs. After that, nobody will
listen, which means they can do whatever they want.‖
―The boy who cried wolf,‖ Hermione said.
Neville shook his head. ―The boy who cried ribbit.‖

Chapter 24:
Umbridge’s Bane

That Saturday was the first Quidditch game of the
season, Gryffindor against Hufflepuff. With a bit of luck, it
might also be the last of Harry‘s trips to the closet.
When Umbridge arrived, he was at his usual spot, sitting
on one of the benches outside the Great Hall. If he wanted to
appear normal, probably he should start by begging her not to
put him into the closet, but that seemed risky, both because his
acting skills didn‘t amount to much and – even more –
because she might decide to take pity on him. The universe
did like to play its little jokes.
―Are you ready to sign the statement?‖ Umbridge said,
once they reached the train station platform.
Harry kept his eyes down. ―No, ma‘am.‖
After glancing back toward the school and then off
toward Hogsmeade Village, Umbridge pulled a swimmer‘s
cap out of her purse. Glowing symbols crisscrossed the cap,
like Chinese characters or maybe Egyptian hieroglyphics.
Once she had it on her head, the cap shrank, clinging to her
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scalp, making it look like she didn‘t have any hair at all
underneath.
―What‘s that, ma‘am?‖ Harry said.
―Something you shouldn‘t be asking questions about.
Snooping into secret things is a bad habit. A bad sign.‖
Umbridge pulled a baton out of her bag. Unlike the
normal ministry portkeys, the center of this baton was a candy
cane swirl of red and white. When she held it out, Harry
hesitated.
―Why is it different, ma‘am?‖ he said.
―You‘ll see soon enough.‖ She wiggled the baton.
Don’t do anything to make her change her behavior.
But what if she changed it by herself?
Wincing, half-expecting an electric shock, Harry took
hold. The world turned flat. When it plumped out again,
instead of the checkerboard floor at the ministry, Harry found
himself on rocky ground surrounded by a circle of standing
stones. A cold saltwater breeze made his ears sting. It had
been cold enough this morning at Hogwarts. The temperature
here must be ten degrees colder still. Unseen waves crashed
nearby.
―Come along,‖ Umbridge said.
―Where are we, ma‘am?‖
She latched onto one of his arms and started dragging
him with her. ―You must learn to obey.‖ She gave him a
shake, even though he wasn‘t resisting.
As they left the circle of stones, Harry spotted a dark
ironwork gate ahead. Stone walls stretched off in either
direction. The gate looked rusty. One section of the wall had
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partially collapsed. Or had there been a breakout? Because
the gate held a single word, written in black iron: Azkaban.
Without intending to, Harry stopped walking. When
Umbridge tugged on his arm again, he stumbled along beside
her.
Two hours. Could a cell be worse than the closet? Of
course, if someone came looking for him in Umbridge‘s
office, they weren‘t going to find him there. On the plus side,
at least they wouldn‘t find him having tea and biscuits either.
A man apparated on the far side of the gate. He wore a
funny cap like the one Umbridge had on, plus ear muffs. His
lips seemed greasy, like he‘d just been eating. His nose turned
up sharply at the bottom.
Approaching the gate, Harry understood the reason for
the ear muffs: screams from inside the prison reached even
here.
―Business?‖ The guard pulled his earmuffs down to
hang loose around his neck.
Umbridge handed a sheet of parchment through the gate.
―We thought Mr. Potter might benefit from a brief tour.‖
The guard looked at the paper, then at Harry, his eyes
focusing on Harry‘s forehead.
Speaking to Harry, the guard said, ―Guess it‘s safe
enough. But you stick close, right?‖
―Yes, sir,‖ Harry said.
―Half these blighters are Death Eaters, and the worst
ones don‘t mind dementors so much.‖
With a wave of the guard‘s wand, the gates swung open
with a rusty screech that made Harry‘s teeth hurt. When
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Umbridge began leading Harry in, the guard put a hand on
Harry‘s chest.
―Where‘s his mind shield?‖
―We want him to fully understand the cost of his
misbehavior,‖ Umbridge said.
―What? Are you daft?‖
A dark shape floated across the ground, silent, heading
for them.
―Watch out!‖ Harry pointed.
The guard looked over his shoulder. ―Onto him
already.‖ With a wave of his wand, he pushed Harry and
Umbridge back. With another wave, he closed the gate.
―Get him out of here,‖ the guard said.
―I‘m designated by the court as this boy‘s legal
guardian.‖ Umbridge pointed at the sheet of parchment. ―I‘ve
given you the authorization form. Now, you‘ll take us on a
tour, or I‘ll have your job!‖
―No mind shield, no....‖
The guard‘s voice faded into the background as the dark
shape came to a stop just behind the gate.
Not a tour. They were toying with him, giving him a
last moment of hope before he went in. Judge Kindrell had
changed his mind. Better safe than sorry, in a case like this.
I’m afraid it has to be Azkaban.
Only it wasn‘t Azkaban any more at all. Umbridge and
the guard were really trees. The dark, floating shape was the
boar. Charging. Tearing at his leg. Harry raised his arms,
palms toward the boar. Instead of his own voice screaming
DIE!, he heard his mother pleading. Pleading with the
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monster, trying to distract it. Here. Kill me. But leave Harry
alone.
###
Harry woke in a bright room. A pretty woman sat in a
chair nearby, but she wasn‘t his mother. Harry began to cry.
―Mama,‖ he said.
―Do you think I‘m your mother?‖
He hated her.
―Can you sit up?‖ the woman said.
Harry stayed where he was. It was safer like this. He
didn‘t know this room. Desk, bookshelves, a picture, a
window with light coming in, though Harry couldn‘t see what
was outside. A toy box sat against one wall, the lid not flat
because the box was overstuffed. Something fluffy lay inside
the box, just peeking out at him. Harry wanted the fluffy
thing. He pointed. If the woman got him the fluffy thing, he
wouldn‘t hate her anymore even though she wasn‘t his
mother.
She turned to look. ―Do you want something, Harry?‖
He made an angry grunt as he pointed. Why didn‘t she
understand?
The woman got up, went to the toy chest. She raised the
lid.
―You want something from in here, Harry?‖
He pointed.
―The witch on the broomstick?‖
Why was she so stupid? He shook his head and pointed.
―The yeti?‖
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When he nodded, the woman picked up the yeti. It was
fluffy all over, except for at the bottoms of its feet and the
eyes and a little bit on the ears.
Harry made an ―I want it‖ sound.
The woman didn‘t bring the fluffy yeti to him. Instead,
she sat down on the floor by the toy box.
―I‘ll let you have the yeti,‖ she said. ―But you‘ll have to
come and get it.‖
It was a trick! Harry cried, wiping at his nose with his
robes.
―You can get it,‖ she said. ―You‘re only a few feet
away. There‘s no one else here. No one to hurt you.‖ She set
the yeti in her lap, so it was looking up at her. ―It‘s quite a
friendly yeti too.‖ She looked back at him. ―Just try sitting
up. Go slow, a little bit at a time.‖
The fluffy yeti was worth a bit of danger. As Harry sat
up, the room shrank, the woman along with it.
He didn‘t want the yeti. That was for babies.
―Who are you?‖ he said.
―Anna Iverness. I work here at St. Mungos, helping
people.‖
St. Mungos. Azkaban. Dark, bald, his mother pleading.
―Harry!‖ Iverness said. ―Stay with me.‖
Harry wrapped his arms around his chest and rocked,
resisting the urge to lie down again. Safer, lying down.
Except he might not get up again. Lying down felt like a hole
with slippery walls.
―Harry?‖ Iverness said.
He took a deep breath, made himself straighten up.
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―Good.‖ Iverness got up and walked over, bringing the
yeti with her.
―I don‘t need that,‖ he said.
―I understand.‖
Iverness sat down in her chair. He remembered her
from last week. She‘d saved him from returning to school
having peed on himself.
―I think it‘s a good idea for you to take this just the
same,‖ she said.
Rage paced inside him, held back by a too-thin chain.
Looking for an excuse. She was in league with Umbridge.
―If you feel yourself beginning to slip away,‖ Iverness
said, ―try bringing this out.‖
―How‘s that going to help?‖
―It might help you remember how you got back this last
time, help you go through that process again.‖
―Again?‖
Dark floating shapes. His mother pleading.
―Harry!‖ Iverness said. ―You won‘t go back to
Azkaban. Dolores shouldn‘t have taken you in the first place,
never mind without a shield. But she won‘t be doing it again.‖
No. She wouldn‘t have to, would she. It would follow
him around now, just like the boar and the closet.
He was broken more than ever.
Harry looked at the yeti, then at Iverness.
How about we make sure Umbridge never takes me back
there. How about we guarantee that never happens.
Harry snatched the yeti and squeezed it. Kill the yeti.
Kill the spell sink. Never more than that.
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Through clenched teeth, Harry said, ―How much will I
need it?‖
―I‘m not sure. One of the things dementors do is pull
out our darkest memories.‖
―My mother pleading for Voldemort not to kill me?‖
Iverness took a deep breath, and Harry thought she
looked frightened herself, but just for a moment.
―It appears you have at least one traumatic memory from
when you were an infant. We can talk about it, if you want,
but I‘m afraid we can‘t do that today. We‘re out of time.‖
―How long have I been here?‖
Iverness checked a clock on the wall. ―It‘s 12:05.‖
He could still make the Quidditch game. Maybe even
lunch. Or could he?
―Where do I go now?‖
―An auror‘s been sent down to get you back to school.
Without any unexpected detours.‖
With the yeti hidden deep in one pocket of his robes,
Harry followed Iverness out of her office into a waiting room.
Kingsley Shacklebolt sat on one of the two-person benchseats. Though Harry recognized him, when Shacklebolt stood
up, his bald head shone in the overhead light and he became a
tall dark shape, hovering over the tile floor.
Harry crouched down, arms around his chest.
―Mr. Shacklebolt‘s an auror,‖ Iverness said. ―He knows
how to fight dementors, how to drive them off. He can protect
you from them.‖
Harry‘s hands moved up to cover his ears, trying to
block out the sound of his mother‘s pleading.
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###
―Where‘s your yeti, Harry?‖ the pretty woman said.
―Where did you leave it? Can you find it?‖
Yeti?
The woman touched something in the pocket of his
robes, and Harry remembered. The fluffy thing.
His mother‘s voice seemed softer now. Harry pulled
one hand away from his ear. Her voice stayed soft, so he
reached down into his pocket and found the fluffy thing. He
pulled it out and hugged it.
―Remember how you got it the first time,‖ Iverness said.
He needed to sit up, only he wasn‘t lying down, just
crouching. But still he could sit, if he tried. Leaning back, he
let his feet slide out from under him.
―No, Harry,‖ Iverness said. ―Don‘t leave us.‖
―I‘m sitting up.‖
Iverness let out a sigh of relief.
Harry held the doll away from his chest so he could look
at it as he strangled it, rage pulling him the rest of the way
back. Or, as far back as he was likely to get anytime soon.
Just a bit dottier than before. Nothing to get excited
about.
Shacklebolt was gone. As Harry loosened his grip on
the yeti, a girl walked into the room. Sure she was an older
Hogwarts student, seeing him on the ground, crying about his
problems to a stuffed toy, Harry felt his toes go cold.
―I think you‘re in the wrong room,‖ Iverness said.
―Transport duty.‖
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―They were supposed to send an auror.‖
―Yeah. That‘s me. Tonks.‖
―You‘re an auror?‖ Iverness said.
―Why‘s everybody have a hard time with that?‖
Using the distraction, Harry put the yeti into his pocket,
trying to convince himself she hadn‘t seen it.
It kept getting worse. They let you think you were
getting better, just so they could knock you over again harder
than before.
###
―What do you think?‖ Tonks walked alongside him
down a flight of stairs. ―I look like an auror to you?‖
Harry wiped his face one more time on his robes.
―Gross.‖ She pulled out a wand and used it to clean the
snot.
She wore her hair spiky, like Madam Lerwick. Maybe
that was supposed to hide how pretty she was, but it wasn‘t
working.
―So? Do I look like an auror?‖
―I‘m ... not sure what an auror‘s supposed to look like.‖
Tonks smacked him on one arm. ―Don‘t get diplomatic
on me.‖
―I was raised by muggles.‖ The tingling in his arm
made him wish she would touch him again. ―I barely even
know what an auror is.‖
On the ground floor, they entered an open concourse.
Near a statue of a house elf with outstretched arms, Umbridge
got up from her seat and headed toward them.
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―We‘re like Scotland Yard,‖ Tonks said.
Harry slowed down and slipped around to her other side,
so she was between him and Umbridge.
―There you are, Harry,‖ Umbridge said.
―Official business,‖ Tonks said. ―Keep back.‖
―Don‘t be ridiculous. I‘m assistant to the Minister of
Magic and Mr. Potter‘s appointed guardian.‖
―You‘ll have to take it up with the auror‘s office.‖
―I only want to talk to Harry for a few minutes.‖
―You‘ll have to arrange that with the school. Not my
jurisdiction.‖
They continued on, heading for another of those
checkerboard areas where portkeys would work. Before they
could cross over to the red-and-yellow tiles, Umbridge
shouted ―Petrificus Totalus.‖ Tonks went stiff, tilted forward,
fell to the floor.
Umbridge grabbed Harry‘s arm and dragged him into
the transfer area.
―I‘ll take you to Hogwarts,‖ Umbridge said. ―It‘s my
responsibility, after all. It‘s outrageous, these people trying to
keep me from performing it. Of course you understand what
happened this morning was simply an unfortunate
misunderstanding.‖
Harry looked at her. She wasn‘t much taller than he
was.
She held out another baton. A normal-looking one this
time. ―Take hold.‖
Because of you I’m more broken than ever.
Did he hate anybody more than her? Dudley wasn‘t
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always hitting him. And Dudley only tormented Harry
because of Uncle Vernon, who didn‘t like Harry mostly
because he couldn‘t remember who Harry was.
Umbridge though. They‘d never sat together and
watched Yellow Submarine on the telly, eating popcorn and
drinking root beer.
A woman knelt over Tonks, wand out.
―Take hold.‖ Umbridge tightened her grip on Harry‘s
arm and gave him a jerk.
He tried to pull free, but she was stronger than she
looked, and he was just an eleven-year-old kid.
No escape.
―Take hold,‖ Umbridge said.
Tonks screeched, rolled to one shoulder, wand out.
With one final scowl, Umbridge vanished, leaving behind an
icy chill on Harry‘s arm.
Tonks glared at him as she got up.
They might have been friends. Now, probably the other
aurors would laugh at her. Or she might even get into trouble.
Because of him.
―All right, kid?‖ Tonks sounded funny, her nose
crooked and bleeding.
―Your nose.‖
―Guys are so squeamish.‖ Tonks healed herself with a
touch of her wand. She didn‘t seem mad at him. ―You‘re not
gonna puke or faint on me, are you?‖
―No, ma‘am.‖
―Ma‘am. Now there‘s a first.‖
A ghostly figure appeared in the air, making Harry step
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back. It looked like some kind of Viking or caveman, with
shoulder-length wavy hair, weightlifter‘s arms, heavy chest
muscles, and only a loin cloth for clothes.
―Umbridge tried to curse me and grab the kid,‖ Tonks
said.
The ghostly figure vanished.
―What was that?‖ Harry said.
―Patronus. Just letting H.Q. know that ... woman
attacked me.‖ Tonks led him into the apparition room, then
held out one arm. ―Grab hold.‖
A funny feeling settled into his stomach as Harry put a
hand on her arm.
―Side along.‖ She sounded impatient.
―I don‘t know–‖
―Grab ahold tight. Wrap your arms around mine.‖
Harry hugged her arm, which made him feel funny all
over. A second later, he flattened, flew, and spread out again,
landing just outside the gates of the school.
―You made yourself into a portkey?‖ he said.
―Side-along apparition. And you can let go any time.‖
Harry jerked his hands away and stepped back. ―Sorry.‖
Tonks snorted, shook her head, then walked with him to
the castle. By then it was 12:40, with only twenty minutes left
before the end of lunch. The smell of fresh rolls, fried
chicken, and peach cobbler made Harry‘s stomach grumble.
―You wound up in Gryffindor?‖ Tonks said.
―Yes, ma‘am.‖
―Well, rawr to you.‖
―What house were you in, ma‘am?‖
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Bristling and glaring, Tonks said, ―Hufflepuff.‖
When Harry gave the ―Hufflepuff to the rescue!‖ cheer,
Tonks studied him for a long moment, a faint smile on her
lips.
―You‘d better go eat while you can,‖ she said.
A lot of eyes stared at him, and Harry heard a lot of
whispers, even though he wasn‘t crying or acting insane.
Which meant the whispers and stares were signs of jealousy
because he‘d walked in with Tonks. Harry had the urge to
stick his tongue out at them all. The stuffed yeti bumping
against his hip convinced him to hold off.

Chapter 25:
Quidditch

Harry barely had time to make it through half a chicken,
with cornbread, mashed potatoes, and beans-and-greens on the
side, before Oliver Wood was chivvying him out to the
Quidditch pitch for one final practice. It meant leaving the
peach cobbler untested. No doubt the twins would be happy
to get him some later ... provided he caught the snitch.
During practice, doing a rollover to avoid a bludger,
Harry felt the stuffed yeti slap against his ribs. Afraid it was
slipping out of his pocket, he grabbed for it. His legs lost hold
of his broom and he began a long fall that ended in a bounce
as he hit the field‘s mattress spell.
Wood retrieved Harry‘s broom and brought it down to
him.
―We‘ve got a game in less than two hours,‖ Wood said.
―You need to get serious. And take whatever that is out of
your pocket before you kill yourself – or worse, lose us the
game.‖
The Boy Who Lived has a teddy yeti. I think it’s just
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hilarious!
―I can‘t,‖ Harry said. ―It‘s ... from my therapy.‖
―Therapy?‖ But Woods didn‘t wait for a reply. ―Never
mind. You can‘t even leave it behind during a Quidditch
game?‖
―That might be when I need it the most.‖
Wood didn‘t look happy, but he went back to
supervising the others as they ran drills, so Harry got on his
broom and lumbered up to proper seeker altitude, doing his
best to ignore the Dark Forest looming on the far side of the
lake. No loops or spins.
The thought pushed him into a rage. If Umbridge ruined
Quidditch for him, he would kill her. He would.
Harry grabbed the yeti through his pocket to choke it.
Not going to kill anybody, for any reason.
Revenge wasn‘t something he could even daydream
about. Not anymore.
If only he had a way to hurt someone, just enough to
make them leave him alone. If he had that, he wouldn‘t have
to be so afraid. He wouldn‘t be so dangerous.
The chair in the hospital wing, almost breaking a
window. His block in Charms class, flying in a long arc off
his table, almost breaking Draco‘s ankle as it headed across
the classroom.
Control first. Then he could ask Professor Snape for a
spell. Something to keep him from feeling so wimpy and
helpless.
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###
The game began with the two captains shaking hands.
Madam Hooch served as referee on the field, while Professor
McGonagall sat in the observer‘s booth to keep the two playby-play announcers (Lee Jordan for Gryffindor and Venetia
Chilcott for Hufflepuff) from coming to blows.
―The two teams seem evenly matched, with a lot of new
faces on both sides,‖ Lee Jordan said. ―Hufflepuff‘s ace is
beater Deas Marwick. It‘s odd for a beater to have so much
clout.‖
―So to speak,‖ Venetia Chilcott said.
―Marwick is rumored to have some sort of ‗unnatural
affinity‘ with bludgers.‖
In the background, McGonagall cleared her throat.
Once the two goalies took up position at their posts,
Madam Hooch released the golden snitch, which immediately
vanished. A toot on her whistle sent the two chasers, two
beaters, and lone seeker for each team rising toward the level
of the goals. Ten seconds later, the quaffle and two bludgers
took to the air, the quaffle at a sedate pace, the two bludgers
with rather more aggressive intent. From there the game
proceeded methodically, neither team able to gain decisive
advantage. An hour in, the score stood at eight to six in favor
of Hufflepuff.
―Katie Bell picks up the quaffle for Gryffindor,‖ Lee
Jordan said. ―A perfect pass to Alicia Spinnet, catching the
Hufflepuff goalie a bit out of position and....‖
As the shot approached the goal, a bludger knocked
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Alicia‘s it off course, the quaffle flying straight into the arms
of the Hufflepuff goalie.
―That should be illegal!‖ Jordan yelled.
―Deas Marwick,‖ Venetia Chilcott said, ―with his third
blocked shot. Superb bludger control by Hufflepuff!‖
―Bludgers are for hitting people,‖ Jordan roared, ―not
the quaffle!‖
―An unusual but perfectly legal—‖ Chilcott cut herself
off. ―Look out. Seeker Akins is on a tear, and might have—
Yes, there it is.‖
Harry spotted Akins and followed her trajectory until he
spotted the snitch hovering near mid-field. He went handledown, urging his broom to maximum speed, though it was
already too late. Akins had both a head start and a faster
broom.
He‘d managed to avoid flashbacks or regressing to
infancy, even with the Dark Woods leering at him. Nobody to
blame this time but himself. Wool gathering. Akins closed in.
Paying too much attention to the chasers....
Just as Akins stretched out her arm to grab the snitch, a
bludger caught her on the elbow, spinning her upside down.
The snitch drew closer at a snail‘s pace. Despite one
arm dangling limp, Akins righted herself and spun about in a
single fluid motion.
I’ll miss it. The snitch would hop and he‘d fly right past
it. Or worse, it wouldn’t hop and he‘d fly right past it.
Even when his hand closed over it, Harry couldn‘t quite
believe it.
―And that‘s the game,‖ Jordan said. ―Gryffindor secures
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the snitch, and wins 11 to 8!‖
Harry looked down at his hand. He could feel the cool
metal ball pressing against his palm, the miniature angel‘s
wings still fluttering, one sticking out between his ring finger
and pinkie, tickling.
###
The next morning, the school paper (which came out at
irregular intervals and rarely more than four times a year)
included a feature article on the game.
With the Weasley twins maintaining tight control
over one bludger, Marwick‘s third blocked shot left
the second bludger on a recovery loop when the
snitch surfaced, the result being an uncontested grab
for Gryffindor, as well as an opportunity to recover
from an embarrassing but predictable lapse in
concentration, given a first year seeker.
Tabitha and her crowd remained unimpressed, treating
the win like a lightning strike, while Oliver Wood pointed out
sloppiness at every position, seeker included.
Knowing it could have been worse – a lot worse – Harry
offered the lapse to Wood as an excuse to replace him.
―Maybe I‘m just not ready to be seeker.‖
―The snitch pops up like that,‖ Wood said. ―You can‘t
count on seeing it first. What we need more than anything is
to get you a proper broom. Something that‘s still got a little
fire in its bristles. I‘m sure I can get McGonagall to sign a
permission form.
Think you could cough up for a
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Cleansweep?‖
Grateful Wood hadn‘t accepted his offer, Harry nodded
vigorously. That night, Ron and Neville sat with him on one
of the Common Room‘s couches, going through The Ultimate
Quidditch Supply Catalog. Hermione, after rolling her eyes at
such a ridiculous waste of time, sat at a nearby table, ignoring
them.
Containing everything from replacement wings for a
snitch to portable Quidditch fields, the catalog‘s largest
section by far was the one on brooms. Originally published in
47 A.D., the catalog automatically updated itself as new
models appeared. Many older brooms were listed as N.L.M.,
which meant ―No Longer Manufactured.‖ And though some
of those could be gotten used, the prices tended to be
astronomical.
―Pay all that,‖ Ron said, ―then just mount it over the
mantelpiece, probably.‖
Neville pointed. ―There‘s one for ten thousand.‖
According to the fine print, the broom‘s flying
enchantment had worn off.
―Ten thousand,‖ Ron said, ―and it doesn‘t even fly!‖
A few times, they teased Hermione, asking her opinion
of one broom over another. Only when she threatened to
move back to her old table did they leave off.
The only brooms currently being manufactured in large
numbers were made by Cleansweep, Comet, and Nimbus.
The Nimbus brooms had a clear advantage in speed and
agility, but were also the most expensive. One Nimbus 1700,
a display model in ―good as new‖ condition, was offered for a
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mere thousand galleons.
―So much for Nimbus,‖ Ron said. ―Could get a goodas-new Comet for a tenth of that.‖
But Harry kept flipping back to the Nimbus 2000. Its
statistics were like treacle pudding. Unfortunately, having just
been released, the only 2000s available were new, which
meant slapping down 2,800 galleons at ―any reputable
dealership.‖ Hearing Hagrid in the back of his mind saying,
―Should last you through school, long as you aren‘t stupid
with your money,‖ Harry took out a piece of parchment and
began writing a letter to Best Broomsticks.
―You‘re going to pay how much?‖ Hermione said. ―For
a broom?‖
―It‘s not just a broom.‖ Harry looked up from the letter.
―This could save me next time I goof.‖
―I‘m sure there are less expensive alternatives.‖
Hermione looked at Neville. ―Can‘t you talk sense into him?
He doesn‘t want to listen to me.‖
―It‘s Quidditch,‖ Neville said in his quiet way.
―It‘s irresponsible!‖
―Aren‘t you supposed to be studying?‖ Ron said.
―Twenty-eight hundred galleons is three times what I
paid for my wand, and my parents were teasing me about
having to take out a second mortgage.‖
When nobody said anything, Hermione went on.
―Harry, if your parents were still alive—‖ She stopped
and turned back to her books, her face going red.
―It‘s okay, Hermione,‖ Harry said. ―If I come up short
2,800 galleons later, I‘ll know where it went.‖
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In all the excitement, Harry had somehow managed to
forget about the trip to Azkaban. Now the memory returned,
slamming into him like a misplaced bludger. He reached for
his stuffed yeti, hoping to drive the dark memory away.
―I don‘t think running out of money‘s going to be my
main problem.‖

Chapter 26:
Judgment

Tuesday morning, Harry found himself at the Ministry
Building for another meeting with Judge Kindrell. This time it
was a consultation instead of a hearing, and they met in the
judge‘s rather impressive office. One whole wall was covered
in certificates, plaques, degrees, and awards. As Harry and
Madam Lerwick took a pair of chairs on the left, with
Umbridge and Solicitor Jackson on the right, one plaque in
particular caught Harry‘s attention, as it proclaimed Kindrell
to be Hawg Master Extraordinaire of the Pigs With Wings
Motorcycle Club. With his heavy sideburns and stocky build,
Kindrell would have looked right at home on a motorcycle.
―All right, let‘s get started.‖ Kindrell had Madam
Lerwick go first.
―We want the weekly counseling sessions stopped,‖
Lerwick said. ―So far, there hasn‘t been any counseling. If
the ministry were really worried about Harry‘s development,
they wouldn‘t have been locking him in a deprivation chamber
or taking him to Azkaban, without even the required
protection of a mind shield. Whatever their real goal may be,
it clearly isn‘t in the best interests of my client – or of society
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as a whole, if you want to accept the more extreme view.‖
―How do they even know about it?‖ Umbridge said.
―They were told not to pry.‖
―Let me do the talking, Dolores,‖ Solicitor Jackson said.
―I encourage you to listen to your advocate,‖ Kindrell
said.
―They still broke the rules.‖
―Harry was never placed under a gag order,‖ Lerwick
said.
―They coached him!‖ Umbridge said. ―Dumbledore
especially has got too much control, and this proves it. He
coached the boy to be uncooperative, and when I tried to
instill a little discipline into him, they turn around and want to
complain.‖
―Refusing to sign a request that he be made a ward of
the Ministry,‖ Lerwick said, ―doesn‘t count as being
uncooperative as far as I‘m concerned.‖
―What request?‖ Umbridge said. ―You see? They‘re
making things up.‖
―And you deny taking Harry to Azkaban?‖ Lerwick
said.
―Azkaban?‖ Umbridge snorted. ―Don‘t be ridiculous.‖
―Careful,‖ Kindrell said. ―You might not be under oath,
but if you come in here and start lying through your teeth, then
I‘m going to show you some of my teeth.‖
―Do you have proof of this supposed trip to Azkaban?‖
Jackson said.
Madam Lerwick handed a manila folder to the Judge.
Kindrell opened the folder. ―A temporary loan request
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for one mind shield and one secure portkey to Azkaban.‖
―I don‘t know anything about it,‖ Umbridge said.
Kindrell turned over a sheet of paper. ―Portkey and
mind shield signed for by one Abel Nightbith.‖
―Not me!‖
The Judge turned over another sheet of paper. ―A
statement by Abel Nightbith, acknowledging transfer of the
borrowed items to one Dolores Umbridge.‖
Kindrell continued to make his way through the folder.
―A statement by Vincent Imbroglio, declaring that you
brought a young man identified as Harold Potter to the gates
of Azkaban, presented a visitor‘s authorization, then fled when
the young man fainted and–‖ The Judge closed his eyes.
―And your efforts to revive him failed.‖
He turned over a final sheet. ―And here we have a
visitor‘s authorization, granting you permission to bring an
underage wizard with you for a tour of the facilities on the day
in question.‖
―How was I supposed to know he was so fragile?‖
Umbridge said. ―That‘s why the counseling sessions are so
important!‖
The Judge closed the folder and looked at Jackson, who
gave his head a forlorn shake.
―Mr. Potter?‖ Kindrell said.
Harry‘s blood pressure spiked. ―Yes, sir?‖
―Do you have anything to add?‖
Harry looked at Madam Lerwick, who gave a slight
shake of her head.
―No, sir.‖
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―Did you see that?‖ Umbridge stood up and pointed.
―Do you see how they‘re controlling him?‖
―Shut up,‖ Kindrell said. ―Shut up, sit down, and keep
your mouth closed.‖
―How dare you! I am a representative of the–‖
Before Umbridge could finish, Kindrell lifted his wand
and gave it a flick. Umbridge‘s mouth continued to move,
though Harry couldn‘t hear a sound from her. She went on for
a while, not seeming to realize she‘d been silenced.
―I‘m revoking the ministry‘s access to Mr. Potter,‖
Kindrell said. ―The school will resume sole in loco parentis.
If the staff deem counseling necessary, or if Mr. Potter should
request the same, it will be provided.‖
―They‘ve already assigned a Death Eater to serve as
private tutor,‖ Jackson said. ―They shouldn‘t have unilateral
control over who the counselor is.‖
The Judge tapped one finger on his desk. ―Fine. Then
I’ll select a counselor, most likely from the staff of Mungo‘s.‖
He looked at Madam Lerwick. ―Is one requested?‖
Lerwick looked at Harry, who shook his head.
―No counselor at this time, your frightfulness,‖ she said.
Knowing he was free of Umbridge, Harry couldn‘t
restrain himself and barked a laugh. Everyone looked at him.
―That time, I was controlling her.‖ He pointed at
Madam Lerwick, but his fey spirit wilted under the Judge‘s
unflinching gaze.
―In any other circumstance,‖ Kindrell said, ―I would
vacate the action entirely. However, this situation is anything
but normal.‖
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―There have been reports of outbursts, your
frightfulness,‖ Jackson said.
―An outburst,‖ Lerwick said, ―immediately following
Harry‘s second exposure to Dolores Umbridge, during which
he was petrified and then locked inside a sensory deprivation
chamber for two hours.‖
―No more.‖ The Judge held up his hands to make them
stop. ―This case will remain open until the end of the school
year. If another hearing is required, a date will be arranged.‖
He pointed at Jackson. ―If so, I expect the ministry to submit
a more reasonable plan, one that clearly demonstrates concern
for Mr. Potter, with checks-and-balances in place to safeguard
him from–‖ Kindrell scowled at Umbridge, who now sat with
her arms crossed, staring up at one corner of the room.
―Safeguard him from political intrigue. Between now and the
end of school, unless Mr. Potter breaks the law or grossly
violates school policy, I don‘t want to hear about it.‖
###
On their way back to Hogwarts, Madam Lerwick
detoured to Hogsmeade Village, where she took Harry to the
Three Broomsticks – a shinier cousin of the Leaky Cauldron.
She ordered espresso while Harry got hot chocolate.
To be safe, Harry told her, ―First years aren‘t really
supposed to be in Hogsmeade, ma‘am.‖
―If anybody complains, we‘ll say it was my idea.‖
Harry was eager to tell Hermione, Ron, and Neville the
good news, but the hot chocolate warmed his stomach, helping
the rest of him relax.
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―We won,‖ he said.
―Temporarily. But yes, we won. And....‖ Lerwick
sipped her tiny cup of coffee. ―We‘re sitting pretty right now.
All you have to do is not pull any more stunts like the Dark
Forest, and I expect Judge Kindrell to vacate the request
entirely.‖
―Don‘t worry,‖ Harry said. ―I don‘t even like looking at
the Dark Forest.‖
―Good. Stay the heck out of there. Try to do your
shouting on the Quidditch pitch or in the shower.‖ Mostly
teasing, she added, ―And don‘t cast any illegal curses.‖
Harry snorted. ―Don‘t worry. I won‘t.‖
###
Wednesday during breakfast mail call, a brace of owls
landed in front of Harry, depositing a long box, with Nimbus
logos flying about it in a near blur. Half the table gathered
around, oohing and ogling as Harry unwrapped his new
broom.
―Must have cost a fortune,‖ Alicia said.
―Not as much as my wand,‖ Harry said. ―But nearly.‖
The crowd had begun to disperse when Draco Malfoy
stopped by and set a giftwrapped package in front of Harry.
―Guess I‘ve been kind of hard on you.‖ Draco clapped
him on the shoulder. ―Thought I‘d try to make it up. You
know: no hard feelings.‖ He nodded at the broom. ―Perfect
timing, looks like.‖
―Here.‖ Fred grabbed the package as Draco headed off.
―Probably blow up or something,‖ George said.
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―They‘re experts at that sort of thing,‖ Ron said.
But the package opened without incident, revealing a
magical alarm clock attached to a broom-clip.
Once
unwrapped, the clock began to scream in a high-pitched voice,
―Wake up! There‘s the snitch!"
###
At his special detention, Harry began by casting MalMallet ten times. He squashed the clay ball into a pancake
four times, but was so far off center the other six times, he
wound up with a half or a quarter pancake.
―Control, Mr. Potter,‖ Professor Snape said.
―Yes, sir.‖ Then, hoping for some encouragement, ―At
least I didn‘t hit the chalkboard.‖
―This is magic, Mr. Potter, not archery. An off-center
effect, never mind missing the target entirely, is abnormal.
Even with Mal-Mallet.‖
―Is it a bad sign, Professor? That I miss so much?‖
Snape put his hands behind his back. ―As you adjust to
being a wizard, we can expect such aberrations to fade....
Now, strike the clay ball with Mal-Mallet, but don‘t flatten it
entirely.‖
Harry tried ten more times. Twice, nothing at all
happened, but the other eight times left him with clay
pancakes or half-pancakes.
―A key ingredient to control,‖ Snape said, ―is limiting
the energy one puts into a spell.‖
Snape‘s droll tone made Harry groan.
―What was that?‖ Snape said.
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―I‘m trying, sir.‖
―Your wand.‖ Snape held out his hand.
―Probably I just need more practice, Professor.‖ But
Harry gave over his wand.
Snape‘s expression was unreadable, as usual. ―In
continuing with this wand, you set yourself an unnecessary
hurdle.‖
―Yes, sir. But once I get over the hurdle, maybe I‘ll
have even more control!‖
―You feel you have an affinity with this wand?‖
Harry wasn‘t sure what an affinity was, but it sounded
good. ―Yes, sir. I think so? I can call it to me, anyway?‖
Pointing the wand at Harry, Snape waved it in the air.
Except for a startled feeling between Harry‘s legs, nothing
seemed to happen.
Snape handed the wand back.
―Do I have an affinity, sir?‖ Harry said.
―It would seem so.... You are to continue with your
morning and evening practice. Add an additional five
invocations at the end of each session, devoted specifically to
controlling the force of the effect.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
On his way out, Harry hesitated. Ever since his talk
with the aurors, Harry had been trying to work up the courage
to ask Snape about being a Death Eater. What made him do
it? What made him stop? Of all the teachers, Snape seemed
the only one who would tell him the truth, no matter how
painful.
What if Snape turned out to still be a supporter of
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Voldemort, though, like Draco‘s father? If that was the case,
Harry didn‘t want to know. So long as Professor Snape didn‘t
bring up the subject, neither would he.

Part 2

Chapter 27:
All Hallows Day

Because Halloween fell on a Thursday, the school
moved the celebration to Friday night to give older students a
chance to stay up late, dancing and in some cases, kissing.
Made nervous by the dancing and the kissing both, Harry
entered the Great Hall only to nab another slice of pumpkin
pie or glass of cider between thestral rides over the school
grounds and jumping off the Astronomy Tower – normally
forbidden, even though the tower had a mattress spell around
it.
While Ron, Neville, and Hermione went on the Haunted
Castle tour – mostly just a trip through the dungeons, where
they got barked at by a real cerberus and lunged at by quite a
few fake monsters – Harry visited Hedwig in the owlery. The
last thing he needed was to be lunged at by monsters, fake or
otherwise.
―All I have to do is not be stupid,‖ Harry told his owl as
he petted her.
Percy wasn‘t out to get him. Umbridge had been sent
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packing. If he managed to catch the snitch one more time,
Tabitha and her crew might decide he deserved to live. And
all the people who really had it out for him couldn‘t get to
him, not while he was here at school. On top of all that,
Professor McGonagall had handed him a note at the end of
Transfiguration class. In a rather sloppy script, the letter said,
Hagrid has mentioned to me your desire to see
where your parents are buried. If this is still of
interest, please come to my office tomorrow
morning at nine a.m. Dress for an excursion out-ofdoors, as dictated by the weather.
A. Dumbledore
―I keep thinking something bad has to happen,‖ Harry
told Hedwig. ―But it doesn‘t. Not unless I make it happen.‖
###
The boar nightmares weren‘t coming as often, and the
ones about being buried alive or trapped in a collapsed mine
were already starting to spread out as well. From time-to-time
Harry had other odd dreams, of course, but they were just the
normal variety: like one where McGonagall and Snape were
married to each other and Harry had to sort out a tiff over the
Quidditch Cup. By the end of that one, McGonagall and
Snape had become Hermione and Ron, but the solution was
still the same: cut the Cup in half.
The night of the Halloween celebration, Harry dreamed
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he was crawling along close to the ground, hiding in a
shadowy hedge. Tedious. Humiliating. But his patience was
about to be rewarded. Someone was coming up the path.
Was it? Yes! Quirrell. And he was alone.
Quirrell seemed a bit wobbly, but it wasn‘t until he
stopped suddenly and bent over, laughing hysterically, hands
on knees, that his condition became unmistakable. It took
several tries before Quirrell shook off the giggles and
continued on.
Someone walked by on the village street below – other
late night revelers. At least they didn‘t turn up the path toward
Hogwarts. Still, better to get a bit further from the village. A
slip now could ruin everything. This was Dumbledore they
were talking about, after all. And there would be signs. No
doubt the traitor would have warned him, and the old man‘s
guard would be up.
Quirrell stopped and looked at Harry.
―A good night to be wearing a mask,‖ Quirrell said.
―Happy foraging.‖ Quirrell took two steps further up the path,
then stopped. ―I advise you to steer clear of the quesadillas if
you happen to come across any, they‘re....‖
As Quirrell‘s warning dissolved into sputtering laughter,
Harry pulled back into the hedges and moved up the path to a
likely spot. When Quirrell approached once again, Harry
stepped out from cover.
―Hunting in pairs, is it?‖ Frowning, Quirrell drew up to
his full height. ―Are you stalking me? Ridiculous! Do you
have any idea who I am? I am Professor....‖ At that Quirrell
dissolved into another fit of laughter.
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Now. As Harry left the polecat behind, the world grew
hazy. About to wake up.
Instead, he slipped into Quirrell‘s body. Wresting
control away was trivial, thanks to the man‘s state. Not that
Quirrell would have been a challenge to begin with. Still, the
ease of his subjugation should help keep him docile.
―You‘re going to help me,‖ Harry said.
―What is this?‖ Quirrell said. ―Who are you?‖
―I am Lord Voldemort.‖
I’m not!
No longer sounding drunk Quirrell said, ―W-what do
you w-want?‖
―A body to call my own.‖
―No!‖
―Don‘t be a fool,‖ Harry said. ―I‘m not here to steal
yours. That won‘t work. Obviously. You wouldn‘t be talking
to me if it would.‖
Harry‘s vision blurred as Quirrell looked out through his
stolen eyes. They were approaching the gates of Hogwarts.
―Your b-body‘s locked up,‖ Quirrell said. ―I c-c-could
never g-get c-close to it.‖
―I‘ve investigated that possibility. Pursued it far too
long, if we‘re to be honest. Retrieving it would be trivial.
Getting rid of the sigil, though. That ... mark. No, going
back‘s impossible. What I need is a new body.‖
They were walking toward the Dark Woods, and Harry
tried to turn away.
―T-the w-woods aren‘t s-safe,‖ Quirrell said.
Harry laughed and the sound of his own laughter made
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him squirm in his bed, feeling like something wet and squishy
had crawled under his pajamas.
―So long as I remain in control,‖ Harry said, ―the most
dangerous thing in these woods is me. Something you‘d be
wise to consider.‖
―W-what do you w-want from m-me then?‖ Quirrell
said.
―Books.‖
Why did dreams have to be so weird?
―Books?‖ Quirrell said.
―I need a new body.‖ Harry spoke quietly, his tone taut,
threatening. ―One fitted to me, like a wand, like a suit. A
spirit duplicate. So far as I know, this has never been done.
Has never needed to be done. Only because I have defeated
death and embraced immortality—‖
Harry struggled against a bitter moment of self-pity.
―Immortal, but disembodied. A spirit without a home.
And to have a home again, I must construct one. It will be my
greatest test. Even with all my powers, all my genius, I need
insights from the great minds of the past. Tashbinder, Ling,
Hu. Slytherin.‖
―B-books? That‘s all?‖
―Your only role will be to check books out of the school
library, or to study them in place, for those which can‘t be
checked out.‖ Harry‘s voice became wistful. ―Slytherin‘s
notebooks. The ones written in Parseltongue, which can
neither be copied nor translated, which I alone can read.‖
Stern again, Harry went on. ―Anything more might draw
unwanted attention. Neither of us want that, do we?‖
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―N-no.‖
―Assist me now, and you will be rewarded above all
others, for you will have aided me at my darkest hour. But
betray me, and one night you‘ll find yourself out here in these
woods, wandless, surrounded by wargs or umber hulks.‖
Or boars.
What was that? Someone was watching. They‘d been
spotted! Harry spun around and woke, tangled in the sheets of
his bed.
His mouth pasty, Harry disentangled himself and got up,
heading to the shower room for a drink of water. The stuff his
mind could come up with. Talk about weird. He should have
agreed to proper therapy when they offered it.
―All right, Harry?‖ Neville said.
―The weirdest dream ever. I didn‘t scream, did I?‖
―Don‘t think so.‖
―It wasn‘t scary so much. Just ... weird.‖
Neville snuggled down in bed. ―Too much pumpkin
pie.‖
Harry snorted. He‘d had five slices buried in whipped
cream.
―It was so good, though!‖
###
Saturday morning, Harry went straight from breakfast to
the Headmaster‘s corridor, arriving forty minutes ahead of
schedule.
―Hey, Morris,‖ Harry said.
The gargoyle gave him a stony glare, bared its incisors,
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then returned to contemplating eternity.
―I was just really messed up, that‘s all,‖ Harry said. ―I
didn‘t do it on purpose.‖
Nothing he said seemed to make any difference, so
Harry sat on the floor and waited in silence. Finally a door
appeared in the wall, revealing a curving staircase up into a
room with so many points of interest, his eyes didn‘t know
where to look.
―Right on time, Harry.‖
Dumbledore sat at a large desk cluttered with papers,
books, inkwells, quills, and various bric-a-brac including ... a
Rubik‘s cube?
Harry wanted to say he wasn‘t just showing up at the
last possible minute, but he decided to keep the matter to
himself. Maybe Morris would accept it as a goodwill gesture.
After one last bit of paperwork, Dumbledore got up.
Behind his desk was another gargoyle that looked identical to
the one downstairs. Dumbledore handed the gargoyle a
walking stick and said, ―If you will, Morris.‖ He tapped the
stick with his wand.
―Professor?‖ Harry said.
―Yes?‖
―I thought the one downstairs was Morris?‖
―Not only do they share the same name,‖ Dumbledore
said, ―they are the same gargoyle. Morris is, shall we say,
multifaceted.... Now, if you‘ll take hold. I know you‘re
familiar with portkeys already.‖
Harry did as he was told. After his stomach did a helter
skelter drop, he found himself at the gates of a cemetery. A
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small church stood beside the fenced grounds. Behind him
was a quaint village.
―Do you know where we are, Harry?‖ Dumbledore said.
Just a metalwork fence. Not Azkaban.
Harry reached into one pocket of his cloak. He hadn‘t
brought the yeti, but just reaching for it helped him keep from
curling up on the ground.
―Harry?‖ Dumbledore said.
―Sorry, Professor.‖ Harry smiled sheepishly.
―This is Godric‘s Hollow,‖ Dumbledore said. ―Godric
Gryffindor was born here and was named after the village,
though some would say it was the other way around.‖
―It must be an old village then, sir?‖
―Indeed. The Potters trace back quite a long way here.
I‘m not sure how many generations, but far enough to be
contemporaries of the Gryffindors, a lineage that came to an
end some centuries ago.‖
―The same as mine,‖ Harry said. ―Almost.‖
―With a bit of effort on your part, the Potter name could
easily last another thousand years.‖
―I have to get a girlfriend first, though, don‘t I, sir?‖
Dumbledore smiled at him. ―I supposed you‘re right:
one thing at a time.‖
They passed through the cemetery gate and followed a
brick path.
―Do you have any children, Professor?‖ Harry said.
―I‘m afraid I never married.‖
―Oh.... But you could still have had children.‖
―How would that work, I wonder?‖
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At least Dumbledore could lighten up.
At a mausoleum with ―Gryffindor‖ in white stone letters
over its entrance, they began to cut across the grassy lawn.
Harry noticed several smaller mausoleums marked ―Potter.‖
Then he was he standing in front of a marble statue. A man
stood with his arm around a woman, both of them looking
down at the infant she was holding.
―I‘ve a visit to make of my own,‖ Dumbledore said. ―So
you‘ll have a few minutes to yourself.‖ With that, he walked
off, heading deeper into the cemetery.
The inscription on the statue just said ―James and Lily
Potter,‖ with their birthdays and ―Died October 31, 1981.‖
Not sure what exactly he was supposed to do, Harry
tried talking, though he wasn‘t sure if he was talking to the
statue or the graves beneath it.
―I made it to Hogwarts.‖ Harry took a deep breath and
let it out. ―And I‘m seeker for Gryffindor. Dumbledore just
sort of made me the seeker, even before I could fly, but I‘ve
caught the snitch twice now.‖
Maybe it was dumb, talking like this, but he didn‘t care.
What he wanted was more time, so he could tell them
everything. Hagrid and Ron and Neville. Lessons with
Snape. His two wands. Making friends with Hermione so
everybody would know he wasn‘t Voldemort‘s successor. He
even wanted to tell them about the trip into the Dark Woods.
Why did he have to fit everything into five minutes?
Voldemort. Maybe Voldemort hadn‘t killed him, but he‘d
taken away the life Harry should have had. In a way, even
what Umbridge had done was because of Voldemort, if only
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indirectly.
―All right, Harry?‖ Dumbledore said, when he returned.
―Yes, sir.‖
They started back the way they‘d come.
―Why couldn‘t he kill me, Professor?‖
They stopped at Gryffindor‘s mausoleum and sat on an
ironwork bench enameled in white.
―Voldemort was obsessed with the idea of immortality,‖
Dumbledore said.
―During those years, between the
disappearance of Tom Riddle and the rise of Lord Voldemort,
he performed dark rituals designed to circumvent death.‖
―Yes, sir.‖ Voldemort had said as much himself. Or,
no. Wait. That was just the weird dream.
―In such matters,‖ Dumbledore said, ―there are often
hidden consequences.
With powerful magical effects,
especially those that run contrary to natural law, there‘s almost
always a balancing force. I suspect something of that sort is at
work here, that your survival is a bright analog to one of
Voldemort‘s dark incantations.‖
―So he can‘t kill me, sir?‖
Dumbledore didn‘t frown or chide, as Harry expected.
―I feel sure he could. Now. Whatever happened ten
years ago was a confluence of events, where—‖
―What‘s a confluence, sir?‖
―A coming together. Many events came together.
Voldemort‘s violation of natural law, your mother‘s sacrifice,
and some arcane balancing force—‖
―Sacrifice, Professor?‖
―Your mother offered no resistance, and in exchange
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asked Voldemort to let you live.‖
Dumbledore‘s certainty seemed so strange it helped
Harry avoid the lure of the pleading voice inside him.
―How do you know, Professor?‖
―There‘s a spell, Harry. Priori Incanto. It shows what
spells have been cast by a wand, the most recent first.‖
An image of colored blocks flashed in Harry‘s head.
Followed by a figure screaming in pain.
―Maybe that‘s what Professor McGonagall used on my
school wand, that day I—‖ Harry cut himself off, thinking it
best not to remind Dumbledore of the day in question.
―Most likely,‖ Dumbledore said. ―In any event, the
killing curse used by Voldemort, though simple, is specialized
enough, and powerful enough, that ... an echo, let‘s say, is left
on the wand. An echo of the person killed.‖
―An echo of my mom? Like a ghost, Professor?‖
―No, Harry. Nothing so complete as that. But still,
something more than an image. Enough that the echo could
describe what had happened.‖
―My dad was on there too, sir?‖
―Yes, Harry. He fought. He fought, knowing he had no
chance of winning.‖
Harry wondered if he could do that. Did it even make
sense? Maybe if your only other choice was to just stand there
and let them kill you?
His mom was on Voldemort‘s wand. And his dad.
―What about me, sir?‖
―Pardon?‖
―Was I on his wand too?‖
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―When I cast Priori Incanto, the first echo was a
lightning bolt. An image of the scar you bear.‖
―But it couldn‘t tell you anything, Professor?‖
―Only that I‘m not nearly as smart as I should like to
be.‖
Harry smiled. With the sun shining down through the
trees, it felt warm even with them just sitting. Dumbledore
had taken the whole morning just to bring him here. The
realization made Harry‘s insides feel empty. Why couldn‘t he
just be grateful? Why did he have to feel scared? Scared of
what?
―It‘s reasonable that you should be curious about
Voldemort,‖ Dumbledore said. ―Even as you‘re curious about
your parents. Just be careful not to let your curiosity become
obsession.‖
―He killed my parents,‖ Harry said. ―He messed up my
whole life, Professor.‖
―All of it? Not these last few weeks, I hope?‖
―Except I’m messed up.‖
―Do you feel you‘re stagnant?‖
―No, sir.‖ Not stagnant. Mostly getting worse. But that
wasn‘t fair. He was learning things, lots of things. He had
friends. Without Umbridge, he had a real chance of getting
better.
―You‘ve endured more than is reasonable, but I‘m proud
to say you haven‘t let yourself be destroyed by it. You seem
to get along well enough with a number of your fellow
students. Hagrid speaks highly of you, as do your teachers.‖
―Professor Snape, sir?‖ Harry said.
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―Yes, even him.‖
Even though he’s a Death Eater? But Harry refused to
ask the question.
―If you let yourself hate Voldemort,‖ Dumbledore said,
―you won‘t be hurting him. You‘ll only be hurting yourself.‖
―Yes, sir. I don‘t think I hate him, exactly. I tried to
hate him, when I was talking to ... to the statue. But it didn‘t
really work. I don‘t like him, but I don‘t think I hate him. Not
as much as I hate that Umbridge lady, anyway.‖
―As you learn more about Voldemort, perhaps you‘ll
find it easier to hate him as well. But the less energy you
spend hating people like that, the more energy you‘ll have to
devote to your friends and, if I may be permitted, to your
schoolwork.‖
Harry smiled again, liking the way Dumbledore had of
teasing in the middle of a lecture.
―I‘m doing okay, Headmaster. With my schoolwork.‖
―From what I hear, you‘re doing quite well, Harry. I‘m
pleased with your progress, and I‘m sure your parents would
be proud of you.‖
A warm glow in Harry‘s toes accompanied a nervous
tightening in his stomach.
Returning to Hogwarts, they didn‘t use a portkey but
used side-along apparition, the way Tonks had, with
Dumbledore doing all the work and Harry holding tight to one
of Dumbledore‘s arms. At first, Harry thought Dumbledore
had made a mistake, because they landed in the middle of
Hogsmeade instead of back inside Hogwarts.
―The castle has a number of magical defenses,‖
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Dumbledore told him. ―As Headmaster, I‘m able to return
directly to my office, but if I did that, I‘m afraid you‘d be left
wanding for a bus.‖
Several older Hogwarts students were moving about the
village.
―Although we could have landed a bit closer to the
school gates,‖ Dumbledore said, ―arriving here gives us an
excuse to wet our whistles before heading back.‖
They found a table in the Three Broomsticks, where the
hostess, Madam Rosmerta, made a fuss when she discovered
who Harry was.
―My apologies, Harry,‖ Dumbledore said when their
drinks arrived, hot apple cider with a cinnamon stick for each
of them, along with a few date-filled biscuits. ―I should have
cast a chameleon charm on you.‖
―I guess I have to get used to it, sir.‖
He couldn‘t help what other people thought, but he
could at least recognize when something good happened.
However scary, having Dumbledore pay so much attention to
him had been as good as anything Harry could remember.
So long as he didn‘t mess up, he didn‘t have anything to
worry about. He could focus on getting stronger. Getting
fixed for real. Healing, mending, putting himself right, instead
of getting knocked over again and again.
Harry looked at Dumbledore and wondered if that was
the point of today: Dumbledore showing him the path out of
the Dark Woods, letting Harry know he wasn‘t on his own.
Harry picked up a biscuit and discovered they were
delicious.

Chapter 28:
Hermione’s Letter

During special detention in late November, Harry cast
Mal-Mallet steadily for fifteen minutes. Focusing on limiting
the strength of the spell threw his aim off, so he wound up
with as many half-pancakes as he had a month before, and
only three times did the clay ball wind up noticeably thicker
than normal.
―I‘m doing better with some of the spells in class,
Professor,‖ Harry said.
―Mal-Mallet is, without question, a difficult spell to
control. With sufficient effort, however, it can be done.‖
Partly because of Snape‘s emphasis on ―effort,‖ partly
because Harry thought there had to be a way past Snape‘s
stuffy exterior, he said, ―Can you do it, sir?‖
After studying Harry for a moment, Snape waved his
wand and a champagne flute appeared on the desk beside the
clay ball. On the first ―Mal-Mallet,‖ Snape flattened the clay
ball. On the second, the champagne flute began to ring, as if
someone had tapped it with a finger.
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What was the point of practicing? Harry knew he would
never have that much control.
After the session ended, Harry turned back at the
classroom door. ―Did you ever get assigned Mal-Mallet, sir?‖
―No, Mr. Potter. I was never assigned Mal-Mallet. I
practiced it under my own initiative.‖
Harry wilted. ―Yes, sir.‖
In the Common Room, Harry flopped down beside Ron
and Neville, who were busy swapping chocolate frog cards
while Hermione studied nearby.
―How was it?‖ Neville had a hard time referring to
Harry‘s sessions as detention.
―You should have seen him,‖ Harry said. ―Boom,
flattens the clay ball. Then ting, makes this champagne glass
ring. No pause, just bam bam.‖
―Funny how he took after you at first,‖ Ron said.
―Harry just had to win him over,‖ Neville said.
He‘d won somebody over? Not just somebody, but
Professor Snape? The idea made Harry laugh.
###
―Sorry, mate.‖ Ron handed Dean back his CD player.
―My dad did the best he could, but— Well, you have to hear
it to believe it.‖
Dean slipped his earphones on and pressed the Play
button. After a bit, he did a skip-to-next-track. ―What‘s
wrong with it?‖
―What‘s wrong?‖ Ron said. ―Listen.‖
Bouncing to the music, Dean said, ―This is awesome!‖
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―Huh?‖
―It‘s better than my mom‘s stereo!‖ Dean bobbed his
head and growled like a wild animal. ―I owe you big time.‖
Ron looked at Harry and Neville. ―This has got to be
the weirdest group of first years ever.‖
―Yeah,‖ Neville said. ―But we really only need Harry
for that.‖
―At least they haven‘t got me in St. Mungo‘s yet.‖
Harry pretended to be drooling insane and did a mummy walk,
not noticing the pained expression on Neville‘s face until a
tear rolled down his cheek and he fled to the W.C.
As Harry gaped at the closed door, Ron whispered,
―Don‘t worry about it.‖
―He acted like I kicked him again or something.‖
―Nothing you can do about it. He can‘t have thin skin
like this. You can bet Malfoy knows.‖
―Knows what?‖
Ron glanced over one shoulder to make sure nobody
was nearby. ―His parents are in St. Mungo‘s.‖
Feeling like he‘d been the one kicked, Harry went into
the W.C. and sat beside Neville on a wooden bench just
outside the showers.
―I swear I didn‘t know.‖
Neville kept studying the floor. ―I should have told
you.‖
Neville had been raised by his grandmother, but Harry
had always assumed Neville‘s parents were dead.
―How long have they been there?‖
―It was a little after you defeated L.V.‖
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―After?‖
―Some of his followers thought my parents might know
what happened. Like they might know how to get L.V. back.‖
―So you wound up with your grandmother.‖
Neville shrugged. ―She‘s not too bad.‖
With the exception that Neville‘s hair could be combed,
they might have passed as twins. Yet without giving it much
thought, Harry had pegged Neville as timid and weak, which
was a laugh given his own outright cowardice. When did I get
to be so arrogant?
It couldn‘t be easy, having your parents still alive, but
locked up in St. Mungo‘s the whole time. Still, Neville went
on without complaint. Nobody had to hold his hand the way
they did Harry‘s.
―You‘ve got grit, don‘t you,‖ Harry said.
Shoulders lifted like he was trying to ward off a blow,
Neville shook his head.
―You do, though.‖
###
As November progressed, Quirrell‘s stutter became less
pronounced. He seemed more relaxed as well, no longer
propelled by a nervous tension. Although the smell of
peppermint following him now, darkened by something less
wholesome, it seemed a fair trade. In December, though, a
slur began to take over for the stutter. Never as far gone as
he‘d been that day in the Leaky Cauldron or in the odd
Halloween dream, his condition was still impossible to miss.
His writing on the blackboard lost its careful precision, while
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his eyelids stayed red around the edges, his eyes watery.
Draco called attention to Quirrell‘s state by asking for
clarification on minor points, luring Quirrell into long
digressions, growing bolder as the days passed. With
December exams only a week away, Malfoy either went too
far or else misjudged how far gone Quirrell was. Sitting near
the middle of the room, Draco began mimicking Quirrell‘s
slur, venturing ever louder, until finally Quirrell turned from
the blackboard and walked around the teacher‘s desk.
―Ah yes. Mr. Malfoy. Arrogant little snot, aren‘t you.‖
Which came out, arrogan lil sno arn you. ―Just like your
father. A carrion feeder. Did you know that, your father?
Three-quarters of his estate, stolen from those marked by
L.V.?‖
Quirrell took several steps down the aisle.
―Nor did he have any difficulty kneeling. No trouble at
all. He resented it, oh yes. But so long as the wind blew that
direction, he knelt and bowed his head. Unctuous. Look it up.
That was him.‖
―How would you know?‖ Draco said. ―Way I heard it,
you spent the whole time hiding in Australia.‖
Quirrell took several more steps and leaned over, resting
one hand on Draco‘s desk.
―Oh, I know cowardice, Mr. Malfoy. And I can spot a
kindred spirit when I see one.‖
―I‘m no coward.‖
―Tell it to your two bodyguards.‖ Quirrell straightened
up. ―And from now on, keep your snotty little mouth shut
when you‘re in my classroom.‖
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Draco glared, but left class without uttering another
word.
###
Saturday night, with semester exams starting Monday,
Harry packed his bag and headed to the library, half expecting
Hermione to tell him to shove off when he found her. She
hadn‘t said anything about spending the evening in the library,
which probably meant she didn‘t want any distractions. Still,
if he gave her his sob story, she might relent.
With her around, he could get a lot more done. She had
a kind of radar when his mind was wandering. His old
fantasies, the ones about women on white horses and the like,
didn‘t bother him anymore; other problems had taken their
place. Beyond the odd flashback, he sometimes imagined
himself staring at a book that wasn‘t the book he had open in
front of him. At other times, he imagined himself writing
bizarre equations on a blackboard. It made him wish, once
again, that he‘d accepted proper therapy when it was available.
Maybe he would, when next semester started, if he still
had the problem. Now, with so little time left before the
winter break, there wasn‘t much point in it.
Besides, the stray images only bothered him in the
evenings when he was tired. So long as he had Hermione
there to jab him in the ribs, Harry would lose a few minutes
here and there, nothing worse than that. She also protected
him from Ron and Neville, who were shameless about pulling
him into whatever goofing off they were doing.
Hermione wasn‘t in the library. So Harry made the long
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trek to the Great Hall, a favored studying spot for those who
didn‘t mind a constant hum of background noise. She wasn‘t
there either. Back in the Common Room, he tricked Neville
into helping him with a Herbology essay. Then he went down
to Hagrid‘s. Ron and Neville went with him, though they
predicted correctly that Hermione hadn‘t gone down there by
herself.
―She‘s off in some classroom where she won‘t be
bothered,‖ Ron said.
Back in the Common Room, with fifteen minutes left
before first curfew, Harry went around, asking if anyone had
seen her. Predictably, the first year girls were rather snooty as
they denied any knowledge of her whereabouts. They pointed
out, quite correctly, that Hermione didn‘t mix with anybody
except Harry, Ron, and Neville. As an afterthought, Harry
asked the twins. After a secret conference, they assured him
Hermione could be found in Moaning Myrtle‘s bathroom.
By then, curfew was eight minutes away.
―Let‘s go get her,‖ Harry said.
Neville and Ron held back.
―Never make it there and back in eight minutes,‖ Ron
said.
―Tabitha and them....‖ Neville let the thought trail off.
―Hermione might be in trouble,‖ Harry said.
―Fred and George have been here the whole time,‖ Ron
said. ―There‘s no way they could know where she is. They‘re
setting us up. Two minutes after we take off, she‘ll wander in.
And nag us for missing the bell, whether we get caught or
not.‖
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Harry thought of his father. Too many demerits to be a
prefect. ―They‘ve got a point. I have been slacking off.‖
With Ron and Neville refusing to come along, Harry set
off alone, ignoring the Fat Lady‘s chiding, ―And where are
you going? It‘s almost curfew!‖
Even with all the stairs turning his way, it still took him
five minutes to reach Myrtle‘s bathroom.
He knocked on the door. ―Hermione?‖
When nobody answered, he tried again. By now, he felt
sure Ron and Neville were right. He could just hear Hermione
telling them how ridiculous it was, for him to be worrying
about her missing curfew.
As he worked up his nerve to have a peek inside, a girl
walked through the door and Harry had to back up to keep her
from walking through him. Moaning Myrtle had been a fourth
year student when she died in this very bathroom.
Contradictory stories circulated, but everyone agreed she was
harmless, if a bit soppy. Not crying just now, she wore a
startled expression, her unblinking eyes bulging open.
―She fell asleep,‖ Myrtle said. ―Is she your girlfriend?‖
―Just my friend.‖
―I‘m Myrtle.‖
―I‘m Harry.‖
―No you‘re not,‖ she said. ―But in a few years you will
be!‖ She laughed by snorting through her nose.
―Is anybody else in there?‖
―It‘s a girl’s bathroom.‖
―Yeah, but it‘s almost curfew. Can you wake her up?‖
―Oh, no. That‘d make it far too easy for you.‖ Myrtle
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snorted again.
Harry pushed the door open and went in. Five stalls
lined the right wall, a stone counter with five sinks the left. A
thin coat of water covered the floor, not enough to splash, just
enough to glisten with light from the lamps overhead.
―Hermione?‖
Harry bent at the waist and spotted her in the far stall,
asleep, propped up against the wall, staying dry by sitting on
the lid from a water tank.
Harry went into the stall and gave her a little shake.
Startling, she knocked a letter from her lap. If not for Harry‘s
seeker reflexes, it would have wound up on the damp floor.
Rubbing her neck, Hermione got her eyes to focus.
―This is a girl‘s bathroom!‖
―I already told him that.‖ Half of Myrtle‘s head pushed
through the stall door. ―He didn‘t seem to care.‖
―Because it‘s almost—‖ The nine o‘clock chimes began
to sound, so Harry corrected himself. ―It is curfew.‖
After helping Hermione stand up, he held out the letter,
which she snatched out of his hand.
―Did you read it?‖ she said.
―I just caught it.‖
She stuffed the letter into her bag. As she did, she
started crying. ―Go on. I‘ll catch up later.‖
It didn‘t seem too bad, being on the other side of the
tears. Confusing mostly, though a little scary too, hoping he
wouldn‘t say the wrong thing.
―We should go together,‖ he said.
―I‘m not going up there crying. Just go.‖
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―I‘ll wait.‖
―No. Go.‖ She pushed him. When that didn‘t help, she
said, ―Please go.‖
―I can‘t.‖
―Yes you can!‖
―Can‘t. Door opens in.‖
With a groan, Hermione left off pushing, and Harry
slipped out of the stall. He took a seat on the sink counter.
The wall behind him might have held a mirror once, but all
that remained now was a slab of stone.
―Are you sure you don‘t want to talk about it?‖ Harry
said.
―You said you were going!‖
―That‘s what you said. I said I‘d wait. Anyway, I did
go, sort of. I‘m out here now.‖
―Can‘t you just leave me alone?‖
―Sometimes it helps to talk about it.‖
Hermione groaned, no doubt irked at getting advice
from the dottiest kid in school.
―What happened?‖ Harry said.
―If I was doing this to you, you‘d scream at me.‖
―Just because I‘m unstable.‖
―If you don‘t go, I‘ll never let you copy my class notes
ever again. And I‘ll never help you with any papers, either.‖
―Don‘t believe you.‖
―What?‖
―It‘s okay, though. If I have to get a T in all my subjects
to be your friend, then I guess that‘s what I‘ll do.‖
―You call this being my friend?‖
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―They told me I shouldn‘t come, you know.‖
―Ron, you mean?‖
―Ron, George, Fred. Even Neville.‖
―Neville too?‖
It seemed okay to stretch things in a good cause. ―They
figure, if I get caught, I might not get to stay with the
Weasleys over holiday break. Maybe I‘ll wind up a ward of
the Ministry instead. Or ... in Azkaban.‖ Just saying the name
made Harry shiver.
Hermione gasped. ―Why didn‘t you listen to them?
Don‘t you realize they‘re right?‖
―Only if I get caught.‖
―You are so ir—‖
Hermione burst out of the stall and thrust the secret
letter into Harry‘s stomach, knocking the wind out of him.
―There!‖ she said. ―Go ahead, be nosy, if that‘s what
you want.‖
Myrtle hovered atop one of the stall doors. ―I‘m starting
to think you two aren‘t ever going to do anything.‖
Would it be better to hand the letter back to show he
didn‘t mean to be nosy? But if Hermione really didn‘t want
him to read it, she‘d just snatch it back once he unfolded it....
Instead she busied herself pulling a tissue out of her backpack.
Dear Hermione,
I am sorry it has took me so long to right
you back. I have been seeing lots of doctors and the
hospital. They thought it was because of something
wrong with my brain but they can‘t find anything.
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Already I am back doing at third form and
they think I will be where I was supposed to real
soon.
I am glad you like your new boarding
school. I am sorry nobody likes you but sometimes
you have to be patient.
Your Friend,
Julie
###
Hermione wrapped one hand around the other to keep
from snatching the letter back, though she already regretted
letting Harry read it.
―Do you think she‘s sick, then?‖ Harry said.
Even without growing up hearing about the mysterious
Harold Potter, Hermione understood why so many people
looked at him with awe, fear, or jealousy. The Sorting Hat
dithering over him. Professor McGonagall holding his
Ollivanders wand, saying, ―Yes, it‘s quite powerful.‖ Turning
half the classroom white ―by accident.‖ His adventure in the
woods.... But honestly, when it came to some things — like
people — he could be so utterly dense.
―They erased her memory!‖ Hermione tried not to let
her exasperation show, failing miserably as usual.
―Who did?‖
―The Office of Muggle Affairs. Because I told her. I
told her I was a witch.‖
Julie hadn‘t believed her. Accused her of making it up.
Hermione felt the same way herself when the first letter
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arrived, finally accepting the truth only when McGonagall sat
her father back down on the couch with a wave of her wand.
What Julie needed was a demonstration. So after her trip to
Diagon Alley, Hermione practiced the levitation charm,
Wingardium Leviosa. Once she could cast it reliably, she took
her wand over to Julie‘s house and used the spell on one of
Julie‘s throw pillows, the one with Papa Smurf on it.
―How‘d you do that?‖ Julie said.
―Magic. I told you, I‘m a witch! There‘s a whole
society of them.‖
―Witches are evil. They‘re servants of the devil.‖
―No, no. This is different.‖
―It‘s some kind of parlor trick, right? Like a stage
magician. There must be a wire or something.‖
Julie ran her hands around the pillow.
―There aren‘t any wires, silly. Look.‖ Hermione cast
Wingardium Leviosa on a stuffed panda on the far side of the
room.
As the panda rose into the air, Julie began to
hyperventilate. When Hermione tried to calm her down, Julie
gave her one last terrified look, as if Hermione had turned into
a werewolf, then ran out of the room, calling for her mother.
One look at the floating pillow and panda (Hermione had no
idea how to dispel the charm) and Julie‘s mother promptly
evicted Hermione from the house.
―I thought she‘d be happy for me,‖ Hermione told
Harry, ―and she‘d keep the secret and we‘d still be friends.‖
Attempts to make it up were rebuffed. A few weeks
later, Julie‘s parents filed a lawsuit. The local newspaper even
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printed a short piece about the affair, ―Parents of Traumatized
Girl Seek Damages from ‗Satanic Cult‘.‖
That was when the Memory Reversal Squad turned up.
All Hermione knew was that Julie and her parents, along with
a few others, had been made to forget the entire incident. The
suit got dropped, the newspaper lost interest. Meanwhile,
Hermione received a letter of censure from the Department of
Magical Education, along with a fine of 250 galleons for
revealing the existence of wizarding society to muggles.
After that, Hermione didn‘t want anything to do with
Julie. Not until she got to Hogwarts. Feeling lonely, she
decided it wouldn‘t hurt to send a letter, so long as the letter
didn‘t mention what kind of boarding school Hogwarts was.
―They didn‘t just erase a few memories,‖ Hermione
said. ―Maybe because we were so close? Or maybe whoever
did it wasn‘t careful.... But we used to compete to be the top
student in school. Now— Now she‘s three years behind, and
maybe she won‘t ever catch up. All because I couldn‘t listen
and had to show off.‖
―Ron‘s dad works at Muggle Affairs,‖ Harry said.
―Ron‘s dad?‖
―Maybe he could fix it. Fix her memory somehow?‖
―No! She‘s getting better. Besides, I don‘t want you
telling Ron. Or Neville either. I don‘t want the whole school
knowing. I‘ve got enough people picking on me as it is.‖
Harry did a double-take. ―Who picks on you?‖
―It‘s nothing. Just the other first year girls. They‘re the
main ones, anyway. If you haven‘t noticed, they don‘t have
much use for me.‖
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―They seem a little snooty. I figured it was more
because of me. And because they‘re, you know, girls.‖
Hermione couldn‘t resist rolling her eyes. Dense. But it
wasn‘t entirely his fault. ―You don‘t see most of it. Their
favorite is to take dirt, get it wet, then drop it into my trunk, or
stuff it into my shoes.‖
―Huh?‖
―Mudblood. Get it?‖
Harry seemed to be looking at something, even though it
was just a line of toilet stalls. The expression on his face
shifted, making him look like he might take a gun from his
robes, put it to someone‘s head, and pull the trigger.
Alongside the look, Hermione felt something in the air, like
heat when you opened the oven door to pull out a sheet of
cookies. It wasn‘t heat, but something was radiating off him.
It made her afraid to touch him. Afraid he might turn that
look on her.
―Don‘t, Harry,‖ Hermione said.
―Hmm?‖
―They don‘t do it very often, and if it gets too bad, I‘ll
tell Professor McGonagall. But I‘d feel really bad if you did
something.‖
He blinked twice, the odd feeling in the room fading
along with the murderous look on his face. ―How come
everybody can read my mind?‖
―There‘s nothing to read.‖
Harry looked startled. ―Huh?‖
―That‘s not what I meant!‖
―Shew.‖
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They laughed.
―You‘re not going to do anything? Please?‖ Hermione
said.
―Don‘t know what I‘d do anyway.‖
Hermione stuck the letter in her bag. ―I guess we might
as well head back.‖
When Harry peeked out the bathroom door, he closed it
again right away.
―Peeves.‖
―I could distract him for you,‖ Moaning Myrtle said.
―That‘d be great, Myrtle,‖ Harry said. ―Thanks!‖
―I‘m doing it for you, not for her. She‘s rude.‖
―I’m rude?‖ Hermione said. ―That‘s rich. I‘m not the
one who—‖
Harry clamped a hand over Hermione‘s mouth.
―Thanks, Myrtle.‖
Myrtle did her snorting laugh. ―You‘re welcome.‖
―Okay,‖ Harry said. ―Ready?‖
Hermione glared at him, but nodded.
As they burst out of the bathroom and raced down the
hall, Peeves shouted, ―Out after curfew!‖ and took after them.
―Oh sir!‖ Myrtle called. ―Could you help a lady in
distress?‖
Peeves skidded to a stop and looked back. ―Ickle first
years.‖ Bouncing from one invisible foot to the other, Peeves
pointed at the two retreating figures.
―It‘ll only take a moment,‖ Myrtle said. ―And I‘ll be
ever so grateful. You see, some rude person has taken a lid
off one of the tanks and not put it back.‖

Chapter 29:
Winter Break

Finished with all his end-of-term tests, Harry walked to
the train station, but instead of riding the Hogwarts Express,
he grabbed onto an extra-long baton, the sort that a majorette
would use in a parade, and – along with Percy, Fred, George,
and Ron – landed outside an irregularly shaped stone house.
The Weasley home was built around a central tower
with a winding stone staircase that climbed through three full
turns. Rooms or sometimes complete hallways appeared
every quarter turn, and at the very top, a narrow set of steps
led to the attic.
Like Hogwarts, the house pulsed with magic. In place
of ghosts and poltergeists, the Weasleys had Clarence, an attic
ghoul who liked to remind everyone of his presence by
moaning and dropping his chains on the floor. Fred and
George could be counted on for explosions, as well as
practical jokes wrapped up to look like harmless household
items, so that Harry grew suspicious of anything that seemed
even mildly out of place. The clock in the kitchen had hands
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for each member of the family. Most of the time, the hands
pointed at Home, but there were as many locations as a
dartboard, including Work, Shopping, School, Travelling, and
In Mortal Peril.
Being in someone else‘s house made Harry nervous. He
kept expecting to run into Mr. Weasley or one of Ron‘s older
brothers – Charlie and Bill had already graduated from
Hogwarts – and have them say, ―What are you doing here?‖ It
turned out that Ginny was the only one who seemed bothered
by his presence, spilling things or tripping over her feet
whenever Harry was around. When they played Quidditch in
an open field beside the house, she fared better, though she did
fall off her broom once when the flow of the game brought her
unexpectedly face-to-face with Harry.
Like Aunt Petunia, Mrs. Weasley seemed to spend most
of her time baking or cooking, so that the smell of cinnamon,
fresh coffee, and bacon swirled up the spiral staircase at
regular intervals.
―Mom goes a bit bonkers this time of year,‖ Ron said.
―Just don‘t get between her and the stove,‖ Mr. Weasley
said, ―and you‘ll be fine.‖
Try as he might, though, Harry couldn‘t get her to assign
him any chores.
Early in the visit, Harry went with Ron out to Mr.
Weasley‘s workshop, a separate building the size of a threecar garage. Ten different projects lay about in various stages
of completion. A Bentley sedan dominated the floor. It had a
boot that looked big enough to host a Quidditch game. When
Harry sat in the back seat, he had to give his head a shake to
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clear the dizziness, as the car‘s interior shifted until it
resembled a stretch limousine that had been given an extra
stretch.
―Just remember,‖ Ron said, ―we‘re restoring it. So if
mom asks, make out this is normal for a muggle car.‖
―Not strictly legal.‖ Mr. Weasley had the bonnet up and
was going at something with a crescent wrench.
―In case a muggle should get hold of it,‖ Ron said.
―See can you find the nine millimeter will you?‖ Mr.
Weasley said.
Ron began rummaging through a rolling tool chest even
taller than he was.
―You, um, use muggle tools?‖ Harry hoped he wasn‘t
asking a tender question.
―That‘s half the fun of it,‖ Mr. Weasley said. ―Makes it
more authentic.‖
―Plus,‖ Ron said, ―gives me something to do besides just
watch.‖
―You‘ll be helping with the magic side of it soon
enough.‖
After that first trip, Harry begged off and let Ron go it
alone. The feeling of being in the way was stronger in the
workshop, and once Ron and his dad went nose down on a
project, there wasn‘t much for Harry to do but sit and watch.
While the two of them bent the law, Harry took advantage of
the Weasleys‘ library, where walls full of books surrounded a
variety of comfy chairs.
―You‘re almost as bad as Hermione,‖ Ron said, when he
came to collect Harry for dinner.
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―I‘ve a lot to catch up on.‖
###
Mrs. Weasley‘s patronus, a curly-haired terrier, stopped
in the doorway of Ron‘s room just long enough to call out
―Cookies!‖ before continuing up the stairs.
Surrounded by five semicircles of chocolate frog cards,
Ron said, ―Grab us a couple dozen?‖
Happy to oblige, Harry followed the winding staircase
down into the dining room. Ball-shaped cookies coated in
shredded coconut sat on a tray beside a stack of small plates, a
dozen glasses, and a pitcher of milk. No one else seemed to
have answered the summons yet, but Mr. Weasley was sitting
at the table studying a thick book of schematics.
―Come for some cookies?‖ he said.
―Ron said to get some.‖
―He said what?‖ Mrs. Weasley stepped out of the
kitchen. ―You tell him you‘re not his body elf.‖
―Yes, ma‘am.‖ Harry turned around and headed for the
stairs.
―Oh, no you don‘t.‖ Mrs. Weasley came over and
steered him back to the cookies. ―I‘m onto you now. That
meek-as-a-mouse nonsense won‘t do. You get what you came
for. And next time I stick my nose in, you say, ‗Ron‘s busy
with—‘ He is busy, isn‘t he? He doesn‘t order you about
does he?‖
―No, ma‘am.‖
―All right, then.‖
―If it‘s what Harry‘s more comfortable with,‖ Mr.
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Weasley said.
―Then he needs to get uncomfortable. Walking on
cockatrice eggs, trying to guess what it is he really wants? Oh
no. I won‘t have it.‖
Mr. Weasley gave Harry an apologetic shrug.
By Christmas, Harry had begun to adjust to the Weasley
Way. It helped that he was rarely the only interloper. Neville
came to visit. Aunts, uncles, and cousins showed up at regular
intervals. Dumbledore arrived several days before Christmas
and stayed nearly a week himself. On Christmas Eve, Hagrid,
McGonagall, and Flitwick popped in.
Along with
Dumbledore, they made up the Hogwarts Faculty Quartet,
with Hagrid on his extra-large flute, Dumbledore on a
miniaturized tuba, McGonagall on oboe, and Flitwick on
saxophone.
―Your tuba was a lot bigger last year,‖ Ginny told
Dumbledore during a punch break.
―It‘s a baritone now,‖ he said. ―I like to think it‘s the
only baritone in the world that started off as a tuba.‖
―Not enough wind, Professor?‖ Charlie, Ron‘s secondoldest brother, said.
―Oh, no. My wind‘s fine. Better than ever, actually.
It‘s my lungs that can‘t keep up.‖
McGonagall huffed and said, ―Albus!‖ At which, Ginny
got the falling-down giggles and had to be all but carried from
the room on a stretcher.
###
On Christmas day, Dumbledore found Harry in the
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library.
―I‘d like to give you something,‖ Dumbledore said, ―if
you‘ve got a moment.‖
They went two quarter-turns past Ron‘s room on the
spiral staircase, then down a hallway to a bedroom at the far
end, where Dumbledore shut the door behind them.
―This isn‘t a present in the normal sense.‖ A robe box
flew out from under the bed into Dumbledore‘s hands. ―As it
was your father‘s.‖ Dumbledore held the box close to his
chest, not yet offering it. ―I hesitate to give it to you, Harry,
because— Well, I‘m afraid your father used it to violate quite
a few curfews and any number of other rules during his years
at Hogwarts.‖ He looked down at the box, then finally
stretched out his arms. ―Still, I can‘t justify holding onto it
any longer.‖
After he pulled the lid off, Harry at first thought the box
was empty. It was the sort of practical joke the twins might
have played.
―Try it on,‖ Dumbledore said.
Try what on?
With Dumbledore holding the box, Harry reached in.
Instead of the bottom of the box, Harry felt cloth, cool and
silky. When he raised his hands, a patch of nothing followed,
the room wavering behind it.
Like someone trying to find the gap in a stage curtain,
Harry hunted around until he found the hem of the cloak, then
slipped into it. Standing in front of a tall mirror mounted on
the room‘s door, he looked at himself as if he wasn‘t there.
―An invisibility cloak!‖
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―Quite a nice one, too.‖ Dumbledore sat down in a
rocking chair. ―It fits you perfectly, as it will continue to do
even as you grow.‖
―Are there very many of them, sir?‖
―Not very. You‘ll never find a stack of them for sale on
Diagon Alley. Or Nocturn Alley for that matter. This one
was part of your father‘s inheritance, as it is now part of
yours.‖ Dumbledore rocked back-and-forth in his chair.
―That cloak, I suspect, is quite old.‖
Harry looked at himself not-in-the-mirror one more
time, then slipped out of the cloak. ―If I set it down, how do I
find it again, Professor?‖
―The cloak is quite good at hiding itself, as you‘ve seen.
Still, I suspect you won‘t have any trouble finding it. Why not
give it a try?‖
When Harry set the cloak down on the bed, it looked
like an ordinary cloak that was covered in a thin film of oil so
that it shimmered with a rainbow of colors.
―Can you see it?‖ Dumbledore said.
―Yes, sir. Can‘t you?‖
―Not without cheating.‖
―Oh.‖ Harry felt himself sag a bit, though he tried not to
show it. ―You can see through it with magic.‖
―I can, yes. But I doubt any of your fellow students
could manage this particular counter-charm. Even some of the
instructors would find it a challenge. Nor is it the sort of thing
someone would do, unless their suspicions were already
aroused.‖
―But I can see it, Professor?‖
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―Like wands, powerful artifacts tend to show a
preference for certain individuals. While I held the cloak for
ten years, your being able to see it now means it has accepted
you as its owner. As your father‘s rightful heir.‖
His father had worn this cloak. The thought made Harry
feel strange, so he decided to focus on something else.
―It‘s an artifact, Professor?‖
―In the colloquial sense. I‘ve no doubt it was crafted by
mortal hands. Gifted hands, certainly. And not necessarily
human. But mortal.‖
―There‘s other kinds of artifacts, sir?‖
Dumbledore smiled. ―You‘ve succeeded in asking one
of the few questions for which I have no answer.‖ Patting his
lips with an index finger, Dumbledore studied Harry for a
moment. ―There are certain objects. The Philosopher‘s Stone,
for example. Was it crafted by mortal hands? For myself, I
don‘t feel comfortable saying either yes or no.‖
―Why‘s that, Professor?‖
―The Philosopher‘s Stone can produce gold, a substance
which can‘t be obtained through either conjuration or
transfiguration.‖
―So whoever has the stone must be really rich?‖
―Rich and immortal. The Stone also produces the Elixir
of Life, which by granting immortality, violates a basic
universal principle. Hence my skepticism that it could be the
product of a mortal agent.‖
The aurors had said Voldemort might be interested in
the Philosopher‘s Stone.
―Do you know who has it, Professor?‖
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―The Stone‘s rightful owner is Nicholas Flamel.‖
Harry had heard that name somewhere. But after this
last semester, even his own name was no more than vaguely
familiar.
―However, for the last ten years or so,‖ Dumbledore
said, ―we‘ve kept the Stone hidden at Hogwarts.‖
So if Voldemort wanted the Stone, he‘d come to
Hogwarts. Only he didn‘t want the Stone. He wanted a body,
which meant he.... Harry pushed the thought away. He was
mixing dreams with reality again.
Hoping he could keep the conversation going, Harry
said, ―Why would Mr. Flamel keep the stone at the school.
sir?‖
―Part of the answer is rather unfortunate.‖ Dumbledore
shook his head sadly. ―When it became clear he needed to
safeguard the Stone, he brought it to the school. You may
have heard that we have a sort of treasure vault there. A place
more secure even than Gringotts, though I‘m sure the goblins
would dispute that.‖
Actually, Harry hadn‘t heard any such thing. But he
didn‘t think Dumbledore needed to know that.
―What else is in the vault besides the Stone, Professor?‖
Harry said.
―I‘m not really supposed to say.‖ Dumbledore gave a
sly wink. ―But the school has accumulated a number of
powerful, rare artifacts over the course of time. Each one
worth a fortune.‖
―Do you think I could see the vault some time,
Professor?‖
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Dumbledore didn‘t seem to understand the question, at
least not the way Harry meant it. ―It would take quite a bit of
ingenuity to make it to the vault, past the various magical
wards. I imagine that‘s one of the few secret places at
Hogwarts your father and his friends never managed to
reach.... And a word to the wise, Harry. If you happen upon a
cerberus, you most certainly have taken the wrong corridor.‖
―Will it attack, sir?‖
―Only if you attempt to get past.‖
Harry glanced down at his new cloak. ―What if it
couldn‘t see me?‖
―One of the heads has keen ears and another has a keen
sense of smell.‖
―Oh.‖
Dumbledore smiled and held the box out, so Harry
packed the cloak away.
―Tell as few people as possible about this cloak,‖
Dumbledore said. ―Use it discreetly. And if at all possible,
wisely.‖
―Yes, sir. Thanks for keeping it and....‖ Harry trailed
off. He never seemed to know what to say when people were
helping him.
―My pleasure, Harry. But as Headmaster, rather than as
a friend of your father‘s, I must say: if you get caught
breaking any school rules while wearing that cloak, I will
vigorously deny any role in your acquisition of it.‖
Harry was still trying to make sense of what
Dumbledore had said, when Dumbledore worked his way up
out of the rocking chair.
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―Hide that deep in your trunk, Harry. Then hurry back
downstairs. I hear the sound of Christmas dinner approaching,
and if we‘re not careful, all the cranberry sauce will be gone.‖
###
At breakfast on the last day of vacation, a barn owl
arrived with a letter.
―From Dumbledore,‖ Mr. Weasley said as he read it. A
moment later he handed it to Mrs. Weasley. ―Well Harry,
how would you feel about spending the summer here?‖
For a moment, Harry forgot all about his kippers and
eggs. Staying with the Weasleys over the summer was
something he‘d forbidden himself to even dream about.
―Do you think I could, sir?‖
―Nothing to prevent it, far as I can tell.‖ Mr. Weasley
nodded at the letter. ―Judge Kindrell‘s in favor of it. And
Dumbledore feels sure your aunt won‘t object either.‖
Doesn’t want me back. But no dark thought could
survive the bright glow inside him.
―You guys feel like my real family,‖ Harry said.
―Glad to hear it, Harry. Glad to hear it.‖
As Ron patted him on the back, Harry glanced across the
table. ―So long as Ginny doesn‘t mind spending the summer
bumping into things.‖
When Ginny‘s face turned almost as red as her hair,
Harry thought he might have gone too far. He watched, too
stunned to move, as she grabbed a kipper and bounced it off
his forehead.
―THERE‘S ANOTHER SCAR TO GO WITH THE
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FIRST ONE!‖
In the silence that followed, Ron said, ―Now you‘re
officially a member of the family.‖
Everyone laughed, even Ginny, though she tried to hide
it.

Chapter 30:
Norbert the Norwegian Ridgeback

On the first night back, in an empty classroom, when
Harry told Hermione and Neville about the invisibility cloak
and the secret treasure vault at Hogwarts, Hermione became
suspicious.
―If it‘s a secret,‖ she said, ―why would Dumbledore tell
you about it?‖
Predictably, Neville said, ―Because he‘s Harold Potter.‖
―Besides,‖ Ron said, ―it isn‘t much of a secret, far as I
can tell. I‘ve heard Fred and George talking about trying to
get into it, for one.‖
―Still, why tell Harry about it straight out?‖ Hermione
said.
―You don‘t think it‘s real?‖
―If Dumbledore said it‘s there, I‘m sure it‘s real.‖
―What then?‖
―Don‘t you see?
Dumbledore hands Harry an
invisibility cloak and in practically the same breath mentions
this secret room!‖
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As best Harry could remember, the treasure chamber
had come up more accidentally, but he liked the direction
Hermione was heading.
―It isn‘t just Fred and George who haven‘t been there,‖
Harry said. ―Dumbledore said it must be the only place my
dad never made it when he was here.‖
―Don‘t you see?‖ Hermione said. ―It‘s obviously some
sort of test!‖
―We see,‖ Ron said. ―Don‘t we, Neville.‖
Neville looked uncomfortable.
―I‘m not sure
Dumbledore would have meant ... that.‖
―What else could he have meant?‖ Hermione said.
―He could have just been telling Harry about his dad?‖
―No squirming out of this one,‖ Ron said. ―We‘ve got
to help Harry find this treasure chamber.‖
―Not just find it,‖ Harry said. ―We have to get into it.‖
―Yeah,‖ Ron said. ―And bring back something as proof.
Like—‖
―Like the Philosopher‘s Stone!‖ Harry said.
Back in the Gryffindor Common Room, they spent the
rest of the evening topping each other‘s guesses about the
various traps and magical wards they would encounter, along
with what sort of treasures they would find heaped inside the
chamber itself. Even Neville chimed in, once it became clear
the whole plan was just for fun.
###

the

On a face-numbing Saturday late in January, with only
most warm-blooded older students venturing to
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Hogsmeade and most of Gryffindor clustering around the
Common Room‘s five fire places, Harry, Ron, Neville, and
Hermione made the trek to Hagrid‘s cottage. A thin scrim of
ice clung to the shore of the lake, its middle dotted with white
caps.
When Harry knocked, instead of the normal, ―Door‘s
not locked,‖ he got a gruff, ―Who‘s it?‖
―Your favorite first years,‖ Ron called back.
When they tried the door, it wouldn‘t budge.
Fang at least reacted normally, barking and scratching
eagerly at the door, slobbering tongue at the ready, which
caused Hermione to pull out her wand and cast hasty Impervio
spells on their winter cloaks. Finished, she put her wand away
and the four of them shuffled their feet on the stoop, giving
each other confused looks until finally the door opened.
―Come in quick like,‖ Hagrid said. ―Don‘t want to let
the heat out.‖
As Ron began to squeeze through the narrow opening,
Fang pushed him back out and, without even a token lick,
bolted toward the lake as if he meant to jump in.
―Come on you lot!‖ Hagrid said. ―Don‘t mind Fang.
He‘s just gone to cool off a mite.‖
Once inside, Harry understood what Fang was going on
about. Hagrid‘s cottage felt like the inside of a blast furnace.
The tingling in his ears became pins and needles, while his
lungs struggled to find any oxygen at all in the hot air.
―Just in time,‖ Hagrid said. ―There‘s not many have
seen the like of this.‖
The four of them peeled out of their winter cloaks,
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scarves, and gloves. Even so, Harry thought he might be
ready to jump into the lake himself before long.
―What is it, Hagrid?‖ Ron pointed at an egg in the
fireplace. A bit bigger than a rugby ball, it sat in the middle of
a fire that had been stoked to bonfire proportions.
―Norwegian Ridgeback. They breathe fire and have
claws up to half a meter long!‖
―Ridgeback?‖ Harry said. ―Is that some kind of boar?‖
Hermione and Ron groaned.
Hagrid said, ―Course not, Harry. Wouldn‘t put you
through this if it was one of them. Ridgeback‘s a dragon.‖
―Hagrid,‖ Hermione said, ―don‘t you need permission to
have a dragon?‖
―Can‘t keep him once he‘s an adult. But as long as you
lot can keep a secret, I won‘t have to give him up until he‘s
able to take care of himself.‖
―What makes you so sure it‘s a he?‖ Ron said.
―You can tell from the shell. This one‘s nice and rough
instead of smooth. Already got a name picked out and
everything: Norbert!‖
Hagrid had Harry put on a pair of cooking mitts, then
handed him a rusty set of fireplace tongs.
―Get ready, Harry.‖ Hagrid stood at the very edge of the
fireplace, his hair and long beard swirling in the heat-breeze.
―Soon as the little tyke starts to peck his way out, we‘ve got to
get him out of the fire.‖
Harry wiped sweat off his face with one forearm.
―The mother breathes on ‗em until they start to hatch,‖
Hagrid said. ―And up in Norway, it gets pretty cold, this time
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of year.‖
Harry‘s eyes had begun to dry out while his socks
became soggy when finally, through the crackle and hiss of
the bonfire, he heard a sound like a hammer hitting a stone.
―That‘s it, Harry!‖ Hagrid said. ―Don‘t squeeze too
hard, now. He‘s got to break his own way out.‖
Hagrid grabbed the egg as soon as it cleared the worst of
the flames, nearly knocking Harry into the fireplace in his rush
to the back door. Leaving behind the glowing tongs, Harry
lingered in the open doorway, looking over the shoulders of
Ron, Hermione, and Neville, gasping as the cold air hit him.
With steam rising from his clothes, Hagrid looked like a being
from another planet.
Once Norbert had pecked and clawed his way into the
cold, cruel world, Hagrid wiped him free of birth slime, then
pulled a brown paper package out of a pocket. The package
held slices of liver. Hagrid gnawed a chunk off one, chewed
it, then spit it out. Norbert gobbled his birthday breakfast as
soon as it hit the ground, letting out a mouse-sized roar when
the next course failed to appear fast enough.
―All right then,‖ Hagrid said, after Norbert had gone
through two slices of liver. ―Reckon you lot can come and pet
him now. Had to make sure he knew who his mummy was.‖
Hermione put a hand to her face.
The dragon did look cute, even with a chunk of
masticated liver clinging to one side of his mouth. But when
Harry reached down to stroke Norbert‘s head, the dragon
snarled and chomped down on his finger.
―No, no, Norbert,‖ Hagrid said. ―No, no. We mustn‘t
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bite nice people. And Harry‘s nice! We like Harry. He‘s our
friend.‖
Whether Norbert understood, or simply preferred the
taste of liver, he let go of Harry‘s shredded finger.
―Guess he thought you were gonna steal his food,‖
Hagrid said with a chuckle. ―He likes you, though. I can tell.‖
Harry looked at his finger, now dripping blood and
beginning to sting.
―You need to go see Madam Pomfrey,‖ Hermione said.
―What? Oh no, Hermione.‖ Hagrid looked at Harry‘s
finger. ―It‘s just a little nip. I can fix it right up. No need for
Madam Pomfrey. She might put two and two together. Don‘t
want Norbert to wind up an orphan now, do we?‖
Inside the house, Harry held his finger over the sink
while Hagrid doused it with thin brown fluid out of a flask.
From the way the liquid smoked — and Hagrid‘s assurances it
would eat a hole in the floor if they weren‘t careful — Harry
decided it must be hydrochloric acid. Since Harry‘s finger
already felt like he was holding it in front of a blow torch, he
barely felt the acid at all.
―That‘ll drive off any infection. Clean out any poison
too. That‘s important.‖ Hagrid wrapped a strip of cloth
around Harry‘s finger. ―Dragons can kill you about ten
different ways. Hardly anything‘s more dangerous.‖
Just then Fang let out a yipe and came bolting in the
door, tail between his legs, fur covered with flakes of ice, half
his nose whiskers singed off.
―That‘s what you get,‖ Hagrid said. ―Trying to steal
Norbert‘s liver. You‘ll get your supper soon enough. No call
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to be getting greedy.‖
With that, Hagrid rushed to the back door. ―All right,
Norbert? Go on and tuck in.... Here, mummy‘ll chew it up
for you.‖
###
On the way back to the castle, Hermione said, ―You
have to see Madam Pomfrey.‖
―I can‘t.‖
―She‘s not going to turn Hagrid over to the C.M.C.‖
―Over a dragon on school premises?‖ Ron said. ―She
might, you know.‖
When Hermione glared, Ron cringed. ―She might.‖
―I‘ll just let it heal,‖ Harry said.
―If it will heal. You heard what Hagrid said about
poison. And from what I‘ve read, dragons are nothing to mess
with.‖
―Good research project for you, then,‖ Ron said.
―Proper care and treatment of a dragon bite.‖
###
When first curfew sounded, Harry‘s finger still felt like
someone was twisting it inside a pencil sharpener. It had also
begun to swell, turning blackish-green around the bandage.
Though Hermione had found a potion recipe for treating
dragon bites, the potion took three weeks to make.
―This is ridiculous,‖ Hermione said. ―I‘m pulling the
emergency cord.‖
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―No!‖ Even though holding it low made the throbbing
worse, Harry slipped his injured hand under the study table
and out of sight. ―I‘m sure it‘ll be better by tomorrow.‖
―It‘s not getting better, it‘s getting worse.‖
―Much as I hate to agree with her,‖ Ron said, ―she‘s
right on this one.‖
―Maybe one of the seventh years?‖ Neville said.
After a bit of asking around, Harry wound up talking to
Matilda Sedgerow, a seventh year who might have been
Professor Snape‘s niece with her dull black hair and hook
nose. Not part of Tabitha‘s clique, who claimed the main
fireplace as their rightful domain, Matilda sat near one of the
secondary fireplaces. Beside her, a pair of knitting needles
were putting the finishing touches on a sweater.
―They make you take the Hippocratic Oath before they
teach you any healing magic,‖ Matilda said. ―Part one is,
‗Don‘t screw things up worse than they are.‘ I think we‘re
safe there. But part two is, ‗Don‘t pretend you can fix
something when you don‘t have a clue.‘ And this? You‘ve
got something really nasty going on.‖
―Can‘t you at least try?‖ Harry said.
―You need to go see Madam Pomfrey, Harry.‖
―It‘s just, I‘m afraid I‘ll get into trouble if she figures
out, er, how I got hurt.‖
―Let‘s see. Get into trouble.‖ Matilda lifted her hands
like two sides of a scale. ―Have your arm fall off. Hmm.
Tough call there.‖
Harry looked at his finger. ―Maybe it‘ll be better by
tomorrow.‖
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Matilda waved her wand to make her knitting needles
stop their clacking, though they continued hovering in midair,
a kite tail of red and yellow yarn trailing down toward the
floor. ―Listen, if you really, really can‘t go to Madam
Pomfrey, give Lanessa Frey a try. She‘s a Hufflepuff seventh
year, but she took the N.E.W.T. for healer last year.‖
Harry wasn‘t sure what that meant, exactly, but it
sounded good.
―Cool. Thanks, Matilda!‖
―In the meantime....‖ After Matilda waved her wand,
the pain in Harry‘s finger dwindled to a low throb that Harry
thought he could live, and sleep, with.
By then, it was almost second curfew. Even with the
invisibility cloak, tracking down Lanessa Frey tonight didn‘t
sound like a good idea.
Back at the study table, Harry said, ―I‘ll catch up with
her at breakfast.‖
―What?‖ Hermione said. ―By morning you might be
dead!‖
In the end she agreed to trust Harry‘s judgment, since it
was his finger after all.
―But if you die, I‘m not going to feel the least bit
guilty!‖
###
By morning, the swelling in Harry‘s finger wasn‘t as
noticeable, since by then his entire hand had puffed up.
Feeling flushed, he convinced Neville to tie his shoes for him,
then made his way through a foreshortened world to the Great
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Hall, where he went straight to the Hufflepuff table. Deas
Marwick, the Hufflepuff star beater, pointed Harry to Lanessa
Frey, a plump girl who looked the very definition of a nurse,
with dark hair in a bun and a stern nose.
―What‘d you do?‖ she said.
―It‘s kind of embarrassing.‖
―First years.... Well, let‘s have a look.‖
As soon as she had the makeshift bandage off, cries of,
―Gross!‖ and ―Get that thing out of here!‖ rose up from the
table. Harry‘s finger not only looked like it had come out the
wrong end of a goblin, now it smelled that way too.
Lanessa got up, grabbed Harry‘s robes, and headed out
of the Great Hall, pulling him along behind. ―How long‘s it
been infected?‖
―Just since yesterday.‖
―And you didn‘t go to Madam Pomfrey?‖
Thankfully she didn‘t make him come up with an
answer. Sitting with him on a bench in the entrance hall,
Lanessa pushed up one arm of his school robes. She pointed
to a bruise reaching from his wrist to his elbow. ―You see
that? That‘s blood poisoning. If that gets to your shoulder
and into your chest, you‘re dead.‖
―But you can fix it?‖
Lanessa‘s expression soured and she tapped his
forehead. ―I think that lightning bolt scrambled your brains.‖
She seemed to be considering whether to help him or
not, so Harry did the house cheer. ―Hufflepuff to the rescue!‖
―Oh shut up.‖
Still, Lanessa pulled out her wand. When she tapped it
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against his finger, it made Harry‘s eyes water. Gradually, the
dark bruise on his arm began to recede. Once it disappeared,
Lanessa paused for a rest.
―You realize I shouldn‘t be doing this,‖ she said. ―I‘m
not licensed. Which means you owe me.‖
Harry nodded eagerly.
Lanessa rolled her eyes, then went back to healing him.
###
The distracting delusions had left Harry alone over the
winter break, another sign that staying with the Weasleys was
the therapy he needed. When he was around them, he could
feel himself getting stronger by the day. Every morning, he
woke up a little less broken, a little less fragile. The winter
break hadn‘t been long enough to put him totally right, but if
only he could stay there over the summer....
For the most part, being at school was good for him too.
It was just that, when he was there, his mind tended to wander.
Maybe it was all the schoolwork, his mind rebelling at all the
new information being squeezed into it. Or maybe this was
what they meant when they talked about people who were
absentminded.
―They killed his wife,‖ Hermione said.
Harry gave himself a little shake, pulling himself back
into the library, where Hermione was studying the Daily
Prophet archive.
―Killed whose wife?‖
Hermione sighed. ―You should really think about
getting some proper therapy.‖
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Probably she was right, but the delusions didn‘t seem
dangerous, just distracting. Besides, he had enough to keep
him busy without tacking on trips to St. Mungo‘s.
―Killed who?‖
―Sir Nicholas Flamel‘s wife. Perenelle.‖
―Who killed her?‖
―Death Eaters. They were trying to get ahold of the
Philosopher‘s Stone. That‘s why it got moved here.‖
The treasure room. He‘d almost forgotten about that.
Just thinking about it cheered him up. If he had a goal like
that, something to give him a little break from schoolwork,
maybe he‘d do a better job of staying focused the rest of the
time. At the least, it would give him something reasonable to
daydream about, instead of thinking about books with nothing
in them but wavy lines, or goofy equations that jumbled math
together with magic.
During office hours the next day, Harry went with his
friends to see Professor Quirrell, who had begun the spring
term free of the smell of peppermint and was back to
stuttering. By a process of elimination, Quirrell seemed the
safest person to ask for more information about the secret
treasure chamber.
―Probably he won‘t know anything,‖ Ron said.
―Which is the only reason I agreed to this in the first
place.‖ Hermione knocked on Quirrell‘s door and answered
his ―who is it‖ with ―It‘s Hermione, sir. And Ron, Harry, and
Neville. We were hoping you could answer a question for
us?‖
―Better if you ask your q-question in c-class.‖
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―This is more ... extra credit, sir. Not on the syllabus?‖
Quirrell opened the door. ―Yes?‖
―We were thinking,‖ Hermione said, ―about doing a sort
of extra credit research project?‖
―You h-hardly n-need extra credit, Hermione.‖
―We‘re hoping to push ourselves,‖ Harry said.
―Harry.‖ Quirrell licked his lips nervously. For a
moment, he seemed frozen. His eyes darted down the
hallway, as if he feared someone might see him talking to
them. In the end, he let them into his office.
Still rather barren, the room lacked the plaques,
certificates, and awards that decorated Snape‘s walls. It had
no comfy visitor‘s chairs or shifting nature murals, like
Flitwick‘s office, nor any of McGonagall‘s wise messages and
motivational quotes. Some things had changed, though. A
long study table stacked with books dominated the floor, while
the blackboard that covered one wall was full of arcane
symbols. Many of the symbols glowed, while arrows and
lines appeared and disappeared, showing relationships
between different parts of the equation.
Harry‘s toes went cold. Anyone could have a table with
books on it. This was a school, after all. And perhaps
blackboards filled with arcane symbols weren‘t all that
unusual in the wizarding world. Still, he hadn‘t seen anything
like this before ... except when his mind wandered at night.
Hermione nudged Harry, but he barely noticed.
―We were wondering, Professor,‖ Hermione said, ―is
there really a secret treasure room here at Hogwarts?‖
Quirrell turned away from them and walked to the far
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wall.
―If I said yes, it wouldn‘t be a secret, now would it.‖
Hermione nudged Harry again, and this time he pulled
out of his daze.
―It‘s okay, sir,‖ Harry said. ―Professor Dumbledore told
me about it over the holidays. But what we were really
curious about—‖
When Quirrell turned back toward them, Harry suddenly
felt so dizzy he had to stop, the room superimposed now with
one of those foreign images, stronger than before: an image of
himself standing in Quirrell‘s office.
Along with the
dizziness, a strange thought popped into his head. Has it been
ten years? Ten years since what?
―Harry?‖ Neville steadied him.
The dizziness passed, though the world still seemed
strange somehow.
―What is it you wish to know about this hypothetical
secret room?‖ Quirrell said.
―Like, what sorts of traps would there be?‖ Hermione
said. ―Say, if we were going to make a room like that, what
sorts of spells would we use to protect it?‖
―That seems a reasonable enough request.‖ Quirrell
waved vaguely at the blackboard. ―I have some other pressing
matters. But never fear. Once I‘ve finished my current
project, your ... problem will receive my undivided attention.‖
Accepting Quirrell‘s offer as the best they were liable to
get, they let themselves out.
―Did you see all those books?‖ Hermione said, as they
headed to Gryffindor House.
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Ron groaned. ―Yeah, he had a lot of books, Hermione.‖
―Most of them with purple call numbers.‖
―Meaning what?‖
―Meaning they‘re restricted. Staff only. Seventh years
can‘t even look at them, never mind check them out.‖
―What about the stuff on his blackboard?‖ Neville said.
―I couldn‘t make sense of it,‖ Hermione said.
―Gave me the collywobbles.‖ Ron looked at Harry.
―What‘d you think?‖
Harry wasn‘t sure what to think. ―Did you hear him say
something about it being ten years?‖
They paused to wait on a staircase.
―Ten years?‖ Ron said.
―I thought I heard him say something like that.‖
―You almost fainted,‖ Neville said.
―I felt ... weird.‖
Ron laughed. ―Weirder than normal, you mean?‖
###
Waiting for sleep that night, Harry went over what had
happened. It hadn‘t been a flashback. It might have been déjà
vu, but Harry couldn‘t quite make himself believe that either.
The equations, the whole office really, had been too familiar.
Was Quirrell trying to do something to him? Drive me
crazy maybe. Given how close to bonkers Harry was already,
surely Quirrell could come up with a better approach than
writing out bizarre equations. What if the equations had
something to do with him and that‘s why he could see them?
Just as he was about to drift off, Harry remembered the
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Halloween dream and sat up.
Smashing Ron‘s bed with Mal-Mallet might wake him,
or it might not, so Harry went to sit on Neville‘s bed instead.
―What if it was Voldemort?‖ Harry said.
―If what was?‖
―In Quirrell‘s office. He wanted books. He has to make
a new body, which means he has to invent a spell to create
one.‖
―L.V.‘s gone, Harry,‖ Neville said. ―You defeated
him.‖
Just because Neville wasn‘t ready for Voldemort to be
back, that wouldn‘t keep it from happening.
―I have to tell someone.‖
Normally he would have gone to Professor Snape, but
talking to Snape about Voldemort didn‘t seem like such a
good idea. Hagrid was so enthralled with Norbert he barely
listened if you mentioned anything else. Dumbledore was
probably the best choice, but Harry had wasted enough of the
Headmaster‘s time already. Plus, Dumbledore was normally
so patient, having him sigh and roll his eyes would really hurt.
Besides, it was only fair to be an equal opportunity nuisance.
―McGonagall, then,‖ Harry said.
The pained expression on Neville‘s face made Harry
reconsider. As far as anybody knew, he was getting better.
That‘s what he’d thought, anyway. No screaming nightmares
since before the holidays. No rolling on the floor, kicking
anybody who tried to get close. No tantrums in the middle of
the Great Hall.
Did he really want to go to McGonagall and say, ―Hey,
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Professor, I‘ve been seeing strange things and thinking weird
thoughts‖?
Are you sure it’s Voldemort?
No, he wasn‘t sure. But wasn‘t that better? Being sure
would mean he was crazy. What if it was Voldemort, though?
If it was Voldemort and Harry didn’t say anything? Didn‘t
say anything, because speaking up might make his life a little
more difficult?
I won’t cry wolf. But I have to tell somebody.
###
The next day during office hours, it was McGonagall
they went to see, Harry‘s friends following along reluctantly.
―This time,‖ Hermione said, ―you’re doing all the
talking.‖
Not wanting to start off with Voldemort, Harry began
with the blackboard equations.
McGonagall seemed
impressed at first, though the moment passed quickly.
―Professor Quirrell‘s equations concern you for what
reason?‖ she said.
―They looked familiar, ma‘am. The whole room did,
but the blackboard especially.‖
McGonagall looked past him to Ron, Hermione, and
Neville. Harry couldn‘t blame them if they shrugged their
shoulders and acted sheepish.
―Familiar in what way?‖ McGonagall said.
Harry took a deep breath. ―I‘ve been seeing them?
Like, in the evenings?‖
McGonagall studied him a long time, and for a startled
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moment, Harry saw himself through her eyes, as she went
down the list of his past stunts. It wasn‘t the same sort of
doubling that had happened in Quirrell‘s office. Or was it?
Finally, McGonagall said, ―And you take this to mean
what?‖
―Around Halloween, I had a dream, ma‘am?‖ Looking
into McGonagall‘s eyes was too distracting, so Harry stared at
her poster of Galileo saying, ―The most important magical
ingredient is persistence.‖
―I thought it was just a dream. Only now I‘m not sure?‖
―Instead of a dream, you think it was what?‖
Harry took a deep breath. ―Me seeing what Voldemort
was seeing, ma‘am?‖
Harry peeked back at McGonagall and wished he hadn‘t.
She had a worried, ―Do you think he‘s dangerous?‖ look on
her face.
Why didn’t you keep your mouth shut?
―And do you recall any details from this dream?‖
McGonagall said.
―Yes ma‘am. I saw– Or Voldemort did. Saw Professor
Quirrell coming back from Hogsmeade. And Voldemort sort
of possessed him?‖
―So, as a result of this dream, and the equations you saw
on Professor Quirrell‘s blackboard, you now believe Professor
Quirrell is possessed by the Dark Lord?‖
Harry fidgeted. ―Not so much believe, Professor. It‘s
more, worried?‖
―And the rest of you?‖
―He really did have the equations,‖ Neville said.
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―And books with purple call numbers,‖ Hermione said.
McGonagall sighed. ―So Lord Voldemort has come to
Hogwarts, possessed one of our professors, and is even now ...
abusing his library privileges?‖
―He said he had to create a spell, ma‘am,‖ Harry said.
―So he could make himself a new body?‖
Another long pause.
―Are you prepared to tell all this to the Headmaster?‖
Harry‘s toes turned to ice. ―It could just be a dream,
ma‘am. But if I didn‘t say anything, and it turned out to be
really him....‖
After sending Hermione, Ron, and Neville on their way,
McGonagall took Harry to Dumbledore‘s office. By then
Harry wanted the yeti and the invisibility cloak. Instead, he
had to make do with cringing and flinching as he sat in front
of Dumbledore‘s desk, going back over what he‘d just told
McGonagall.
With Dumbledore leaning forward, forearms on his
desk, Harry thought about the trip to Godric‘s Hollow.
Dumbledore giving him the invisibility cloak over the
holidays. This is how you repay him?
―Better if it had been someone else in your dream, I‘m
afraid,‖ Dumbledore said. ―This is confidential, and I‘ll ask
you not to repeat it, Harry. Not even to your friends. But
Professor Quirrell‘s behavior at the end of Fall term very
nearly resulted in his being relieved. Had there been a suitable
alternative, he most certainly would have been.‖
Getting everybody into trouble.
―As a result,‖ Dumbledore said, ―I‘m hesitant to launch
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a full investigation.‖
Panicked, Harry looked up. ―No sir. It‘s just, if I didn‘t
say anything....‖ He wilted and let his voice trail off.
―Unfortunately, Harry,‖ Dumbledore said, ―I find myself
in a similar position. The possibility that your accusation is
correct requires that I notify the auror‘s office and point them
in Professor Quirrell‘s direction. Anything less could too
easily lead to some very long sleepless nights in the future.
And I‘m afraid I have too many of those already.‖
As far as Harry knew, his name hadn‘t been in the paper
since the end of the fall Quidditch season. Not enough news
clippings, Harry? Things getting a little too calm for you?
He‘d wanted a way to distract himself from the
delusions. Was this his mind‘s twisted way of fulfilling his
wish?
―Don‘t ... don‘t do that, Professor,‖ Harry said.
―Please?‖
―All right, Harry. I‘m grateful you took me off the
hook, at least a bit.‖ Dumbledore leaned his chair back and
looked toward the ceiling. ―Dynamic equations are quite
advanced. They‘re not taught at Hogwarts, certainly. I didn‘t
realize Professor Quirrell had any experience with them. And
I‘m curious to see what he‘s working on that might require so
many restricted books.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
His stomach felt like he‘d swallowed a bludger. If he
could take it all back, he would. Now Professor Quirrell
would hate him. Or maybe not? What if he was happy for a
chance to show off to the headmaster? Probably that was the
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best Harry could hope for.
###
Just before dinner the next day, McGonagall pulled
Harry, Ron, Neville, and Hermione into one of the side
chambers of the Great Hall.
―The Headmaster has spoken with Professor Quirrell,‖
she told them. ―It appears he was indeed doing some
advanced research, in the hope of being published. At the
Headmaster‘s request, given the apparent influence this
research has on you, Harry, Professor Quirrell has agreed to
leave his research to summer break.‖
―Why would it affect Harry so much, Professor?‖
Hermione said.
When McGonagall hesitated, Harry expected her to
wave the matter off, one way or another. Only she didn‘t.
―This is privileged information. Discussing it with your
fellow students could lead to more unwanted attention for you,
Mr. Potter.‖
Before Harry could say he didn‘t really need to know
whatever it was, Hermione said, rather eagerly, ―We won‘t tell
anyone, Professor.‖
―Professor Quirrell was working on a translator for
Parseltongue,‖ McGonagall said. ―The Headmaster feels sure
the research is doomed, but he did think Quirrell‘s approach
rather clever.‖
Confused, Harry said, ―Why would that be bad for me,
ma‘am?‖
―Parseltongue is a magical language. All previous
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attempts to translate it have failed. More importantly, the
ability to speak Parseltongue, to speak to snakes, is a test
condition for anyone claiming to be Slytherin‘s heir.‖
―And you reckon Harry‘s got that too, Professor?‖ Ron
said.
―The Headmaster has put off testing the theory, and I
hope you‘ll do the same. However, it might explain why
Harry was especially sensitive to Professor Quirrell‘s
research.‖
Feeling freshly scrubbed from a hot shower, Harry said,
―I might not be crazy after all!‖
McGonagall struggled against a smile, winning without
too much difficulty. ―If you experience any more of these odd
visions, you‘re to report them to myself or the Headmaster
immediately. Is that understood?‖
―Yes, ma‘am.‖
Because it’s more likely I’m bonkers.
Still, so long as he wasn‘t dangerously crazy, did
anybody really need to know?
###
For the next few weeks, visiting Hagrid lost some of its
charm, as he had begun keeping his windows open to make
Norbert feel at home. By the middle of February, bottles of
cooking oil and vinegar had frozen solid in the kitchen, while
frost covered anything that hadn‘t been handled or sat on
recently, icicles dangling from roof beams and, occasionally,
Hagrid‘s beard.
On the coldest days, Harry found himself heading to
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Hagrid‘s alone. Still, no matter how cold it got, Hagrid was
happier than ever. He coaxed Harry into feeding Norbert, and
before long Harry could let the dragon nibble a bloody chunk
of meat from his palm without looking to see if all his fingers
were still there afterward. It did seem a bit much, reading
bedtime stories to the dragon, but Hagrid was convinced he
could teach Norbert to understand English.
―They‘re dead smart, dragons,‖ Hagrid said.
The stack of reading primers grew with every owl-post.
Fun with Phonics, Baby’s First Alphabet Book, and Journey
into Reading sat alongside Grimm’s Fairy Tales and Dragon
Lore for Ages Three and Up. Harry even spotted a Dr. Seuss.
In March, Harry accompanied Hagrid twice when he
took Norbert for walks in the Dark Woods. It seemed like a
good way to get past his fear of even looking at the place, and
so long as he was with Hagrid, he felt safe. On the second
walk, though, the pace was closer to a run, and a mile in,
Harry had to stop or risk heart attack.
―I‘ll just head back, then.‖ Harry gripped his aching
side, hoping Hagrid would take the hint and (if possible) turn
Norbert around.
―You know the way?‖ Hagrid called.
―Yeah.‖
By then, Hagrid was already out of sight, his progress
marked by the snapping of branches and the clomp of heavy
boots.
Making his way back to Hagrid‘s cabin, despite it being
a bright, cloudless afternoon, Harry couldn‘t shake the feeling
that something was watching him. Following him. Stalking
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him. He didn‘t turn to look, because then something would be
there. With every step, he became more and more sure that
something would come crashing out of the underbrush at any
moment. Unable to hold back any longer, he took off running
until his ribs began to ache again, his imagination turning the
sweat rolling down his side into blood.
With gray fuzz threatening to swallow him, he paused at
Hagrid‘s hut to throw up before continuing on, jogging rather
than running flat out, though even when he reached the castle
entrance, he scurried inside without daring to look back over
his shoulder.
###
One especially warm Sunday in April, with half the
school sitting on the lawn enjoying the sunshine, Harry was
playing hoverstone with Ron and Neville, while Hermione sat
nearby working her way through Hogwarts: A History, when
they heard several dragon roars. A few seconds later Norbert,
a bit larger than Fang by now, came charging out of the forest,
heading straight for a clump of fourth and fifth year girls, who
promptly dropped what they were doing and screamed toward
the castle.
Twenty yards behind his hatchling, Hagrid appeared at
the edge of the forest, yelling, ―No Norbert!‖ And then, ―He
won‘t bite. He just wants to play.‖
Like lint off a dryer filter, the clump of fleeing students
grew larger as it went, their screams drowning out Hagrid‘s
assurances that Norbert meant them no harm.
Spotting Harry running an interception course, Norbert
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did a pratfall, sliding ten yards across the grass. Back on his
feet, he stood indecisively, glancing first at Harry, then at the
fleeing throng. In the end he began bounding toward Harry,
making his happy-to-see-you chirping sound.
Norbert had picked up a few bad habits from Fang. In
his enthusiasm, he knocked Harry down and began licking his
face. It was at this precise moment that Professor McGonagall
issued from the castle entrance. Seeing a student being
savaged by the miniature dragon, she promptly fainted.
―Bad Norbert!‖ Hagrid said. ―Bad dragon.... ‗Lo Harry.
Chewed through his lead. Knew I should‘ve gotten a chain.‖
Harry managed to crawl out from under Norbert and was
getting to his feet just as Professor Snape arrived, wand at the
ready.
―He‘s not dangerous, Professor,‖ Hagrid said. ―Show
‗em, Harry.‖
Avoiding Snape‘s eyes, Harry began scratching Norbert
on his nose spike.
―You knew about the dragon, Mr. Potter?‖ Snape said.
―Yes, sir?‖
Dumbledore arrived a few seconds later. Scratching
Norbert behind one ear, he said, ―I‘m afraid he‘ll have to go,
Hagrid.‖
―But Professor,‖ Hagrid said, ―he‘s too young to go up
to Norway without a mum to look after him.‖
―No doubt. But Charlie Weasley can take him to the
preserve in Hungary. They‘ve handled orphans there before,
and I venture to say, Norbert will benefit from being around
other dragons his own age.‖
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At this, Professor Snape turned and stalked off toward
the castle.
―Reckon you‘re right, Professor,‖ Hagrid said. ―He
needs more exercise than I can give him, there‘s no denying
that.‖ The words barely out of his mouth, Hagrid burst into
tears.

Chapter 31:
Second Term

―Slytherin appears to be going for a win by technical
knockout,‖ Lee Jordan said.
It was the eighteenth of April, Gryffindor‘s last game of
the year. The air was chilly, but nothing like the games in late
March, which had left several players with frostbite.
For this game, the Slytherin beaters had abandoned any
pretense of using the bludgers tactically, preferring to aim at
any Gryffindor player who slowed down or held a predictable
course. After a few bruises and several near misses, Harry got
the message. In this game, there‘d be no hovering at altitude,
placidly waiting for the snitch. Since predictable patterns
were out as well, Harry resigned himself to an afternoon of
zigging and zagging.
With Fred and George still using bludgers to regain
possession of the quaffle or to break up a drive at their goals,
Gryffindor scored first and gradually built a ten point lead. By
then, though, the two chasers and Oliver Wood had all taken
more than the usual number of lumps, so that Slytherin‘s
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strategy began to pay off. Wood missed a block, and Alicia
bounced the quaffle off the rim of a goalpost, her first
unforced miss of the season. After that, Slytherin gained
ground with almost every possession.
When Harry spotted the snitch flying below the level of
the goals near the Slytherin end of the field, Gryffindor still
maintained a three point lead, but the momentum of the game
was against them. With a long flight ahead of him through
bludger-infested territory, Harry decided there was nothing for
it and headed on a straight course, keeping the Slytherin
beaters in sight as long as he could. Once they were well
behind him, he didn‘t dare take his eyes off the snitch, as it
was doing a sing-along-with-me bouncing dance, heading
toward the enemy‘s goals.
Spotting the danger, the two Slytherin chasers
abandoned the quaffle and headed down on an interception
course.
Terrence Higgs, Slytherin‘s seeker, was behind Harry on
a slower broom, but Harry spotted their real mistake. Rather
than urging his Nimbus to full speed, he slowed and drifted
left, letting Higgs linger just off his starboard bristles.
Resisting the urge to dodge the two Slytherin chasers, Harry
swept between them. When the snitch hopped at the last
moment, he pulled to a full stop, raising up as he reached for
it, presenting as large a target as any beater could hope for.
But wizard chess had proven useful after all. With the
Slytherin players blocking the best bludger angles, Harry was
free to grab the snitch unmolested, Higgs‘ hand slapping
against his a fraction too late.
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The win left Harry with six catches, and gave the team
its first undefeated season since his dad had been seeker.
Grudgingly, even Tabitha and her crowd decided Harry could
be allowed to live.
###
After that, the spring semester flew by as if it had
grabbed ahold of Harry‘s Nimbus 2000. If not for the promise
of staying with Ron and his family over the summer, Harry
would have wished for a spell to make the world slow down.
As it was, he did his best to pause now and then, just to
contemplate how wonderful his life had become.
A few times, while doing a bit of late night studying or
lying in bed at the edge of sleep, he experienced one of his old
delusions. These never lasted very long, nor did they amount
to anything beyond a smothering blanket of despair. It was
hopeless. He would never escape his broken condition, never
put himself back together again.
Harry found it easy enough to shrug off the depression
that followed these not-quite dreams. He was getting better.
There could be no arguing that. Even if life couldn‘t continue
like this, with everything covered in treacle syrup, that didn‘t
mean he had to wander around feeling doomed.
Enjoy it while it lasts. So long as he didn‘t do anything
mental, the good times could easily last through the summer
and into the next school year.
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###
A week before the end of school, with final exams
already underway, Harry was studying the magical properties
of quartz when the Common Room faded. Instead of being
seated at a study table, he found himself slithering across leafcovered ground at the edge of the dark woods. It was his first
proper delusion in three months, this one clearer than any of
the others. When a dark shape approached, Harry coiled
himself, waiting patiently until Snape dropped to one knee
before him.
―The boy has ruined everything,‖ Harry said. ―Quirrell
is of no use to me. My only hope now is the Philosopher‘s
Stone. Bring it to me.‖
―It‘s difficult, Master,‖ Snape said. ―The Stone is well
guarded.‖
―Never fear. There are some things I can do, even now.
Soon, all the alarms and traps will be disabled.‖
―What about Dumbledore?‖ Snape said. ―He‘s already
suspicious.‖
―Never mind that. What use are you as a spy, when I‘m
like this?‖
―Yes, Master.... When?‖
―In a few days the path will be clear. Choose your time
wisely. But I want the Stone before the students leave.‖
Harry tasted the air with his forked tongue. ―One of them
must pay.‖
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###
If you experience any more of these visions, you must
report them at once.
Right. This time he‘d point his finger at Professor
Snape, who probably had less chance of surviving an auror
investigation than even Quirrell. Former Death Eater?
What’s he doing running around in the first place? Summons
the dementors!
What if it really was Voldemort?
That night in bed, Harry lay awake, wrestling with the
problem.
If it was Voldemort, how would he know?
The traps! If Harry was crazy, all the traps would be in
place and he wouldn‘t be able to get anywhere near the
treasure room. Except, where was the treasure room? With
exams going on, asking Hermione wouldn‘t help. But maybe
he didn‘t need her.
Not ready to talk about his vision even to his friends,
Harry tried to slip off to Hagrid‘s by himself, but Neville and
Ron wound up tagging along, saying it would help them relax,
as if they were doing anything except goofing off between
exams.
―I want to ask Hagrid about the treasure room,‖ Harry
said as they followed the path to Hagrid‘s cottage.
―Dumbledore said something about a cerberus guarding the
entrance.‖
―Sure!‖ Ron said. ―Who else would take care of
something like that?‖
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Once they told Hagrid about the day‘s tests, and politely
refused one of his bickies, Harry started in.
―Does a cerberus make a good pet?‖
―Not a regular pet,‖ Hagrid said. ―Marvelous for
guarding stuff, though. Two of the heads can sleep while the
third keeps an eye out.‖
As Hagrid seemed focused on cleaning a rabbit for the
rotisserie, Harry decided he might get away with being clever.
―Doesn‘t it get lonely, down there all alone?‖
―Nah. The heads keep each other company. That‘s the
other nice thing. A cerberus is real hard to make friends
with.‖
―It‘s friends with you, though?‖
―We get on a fair bit.‖ Hagrid put the rabbit onto a spit
and then into the fireplace. ―It still wouldn‘t like it if I tried to
slip past.‖
―But how do you check to make sure all the treasure‘s
still down there?‖
Hagrid straightened up and looked over. ―Treasure?
Who told you that?‖
―Professor Dumbledore. He told me all about the room
and the cerberus.‖
Hagrid grabbed a bowl with a long brush in it, and
began rubbing cooking oil onto the rabbit.
―How do you know the Philosopher‘s Stone hasn‘t been
stolen?‖ Harry said. ―If you can‘t get past the cerberus to
check, I mean?‖
―Oh, you can get past her. Just play a bit of music and
Fluffy‘ll go right to sleep.‖ Hagrid straightened up, seeming
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to realize what he‘d just said. ―But don‘t you go getting any
ideas, nor telling anybody. Fluffy‘s mostly there to keep
students from wandering past. Dumbledore, McGonagall,
Professor Snape: they‘ve all put barricades down there, things
designed to stop even trained witches and wizards. You go
messing about, getting in trouble‘s gonna be the least of your
worries.‖
―It‘s a long range goal,‖ Ron said. ―Something to look
forward to when we‘re seventh years.‖
―Or maybe sixth years,‖ Neville said. ―Since we have
Harry.‖
―Do you think we could see, um, Fluffy?‖ Harry said.
―Saw her on Halloween,‖ Hagrid said. ―She was part of
the Haunted Castle tour.‖
―I didn‘t go on that one. Too scary. So ... could I meet
her?‖
Hagrid gave him a stern look. ―Seems like you‘ve had
enough adventures for one year.‖
Harry tried Fred and George next, but they either didn‘t
know where Fluffy was, or were keeping the secret to
themselves.
―What about Quirrell, then?‖ Ron said, just before bed
that night. ―He said he‘d help us, didn‘t he?‖
―That was before I told everybody he was really
Voldemort.‖
Ron grunted. ―Did get his research squelched. He
doesn‘t seem to hold it against you, though. Hasn‘t gone after
you, not like he did Malfoy that one time.‖
Even so, Harry‘s stomach curdled at the thought of
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asking Quirrell for help after getting him into trouble.
And if he tells me how to find the chamber, I’ll go down
there, Fluffy’ll bite my leg off, and I’ll get everybody into more
trouble, Quirrell included.
One more week. One more week of good behavior and
Judge Kindrell would vacate the ministry‘s request for
guardianship. What about one more screw-up? One more
bone-head move and a summer back with the Dursleys would
be the best he could hope for.
Can’t even find the treasure room. Time to pack it in
and focus on passing my tests.
###
That night, drifting off to sleep, Harry had another
vision. A vague figure led him down a dungeon corridor past
the Potions classroom, to what looked like a dead-end. Except
the stone wall there was like the one at Platform Nine and
three-quarters; Harry walked right through it. A bit further on,
he came to a cerberus. Instead of a snarling monster, it lay
curled up like an overgrown puppy, eyes closed and tongues
lolling out to drool on the floor.
―You have to stop him.‖ The figure, already fading,
spoke with a woman‘s voice. ―Don‘t let him get the Stone,
Harry.‖
Harry sat up. Just as well Ron was already asleep.
Better to go alone. Actually, better to not go at all. Except it
seemed impossible to just ignore the message.
―All right, Harry?‖ Neville said.
―Hermione‘s right. I need to go over those conversions
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some more.‖
Not trusting himself to stay awake if he laid back down,
Harry got dressed and went out to the Common Room. Sitting
in one of the softer chairs, he managed to drift off anyway, but
woke up at 1:15.
Back in the dorm, he put on the invisibility cloak for the
first time since Dumbledore had given it to him.
―In or out,‖ the Fat Lady said sleepily as he slipped past.
―Make up your mind.‖
Just past the first staircase, Peeves was hovering in the
hall, staring at a painting of a dinner table covered with food.
When Harry glanced at the painting, his stomach grumbled,
making Peeves turn around. Bushy eyebrows furrowed
together. Then Peeves turned back toward the painting.
Down in the dungeons, the dead-end corridor was right
where his mother said it would be. The fake wall let him
through without any resistance at all, and when Harry rounded
a corner, Fluffy was asleep, all three heads, with a trap door
just behind her.
By then, the dark corridor had begun to elongate and
narrow. Harry desperately wanted to cast Lumosa, but he
didn‘t dare risk waking Fluffy.
It’s twenty steps to the trap door. You can make it that
far.
Harry steeled himself and took a step. Sweating, he
took another. Dark shapes began floating out of the walls.
Harry reached into his stuffed yeti pocket, empty as usual. He
took a step backward. A second later he was running away,
holding his breath to keep from screaming.
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###
Waking Ron was all but impossible, which left Neville.
―If you can just help me past Fluffy,‖ Harry said. ―Once
I‘m down the trap door, I can cast Lumosa, and I‘ll be okay. I
think. Probably.‖
―We‘ll all go with you, Harry,‖ Neville said. ―When
we‘re sixth years. But we‘re not ready. And you can‘t get
into any more trouble.‖
―You sound just like Hermione.‖
Looking hurt, Neville shrugged his shoulders and turned
over. Harry went back to sit on his bed.
What was he doing, snarling at Neville? Cracking up,
that‘s what.
Fluffy had been asleep, just like in the vision! Which
meant what? Was Snape down there right now?
Harry looked over at Neville. What if I told him it’s
Voldemort after the Stone? That wouldn‘t work. Neville
wouldn‘t want to believe it. For that matter, Harry wasn‘t sure
he believed it either. Everything felt too ... convenient.
At the very least, he wasn‘t making this up. Something
was going on. What, though?
They still had another day of exams. After that, older
students had two days of O.W.L. and N.E.W.T. tests.
Tomorrow, then. He‘d go tomorrow. He could get Ron
to go with him, that much he felt sure of.
Please don’t let it be too late.
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###
The next day, tests and studying took Harry‘s mind off
the Philosopher‘s Stone, but whenever he looked up, he heard
his mother saying ―You can‘t let him get the Stone, Harry.‖
After dinner, he led Ron, Hermione, and Neville into
their favorite vacant classroom.
―Now what?‖ Ron said.
―I found Fluffy.‖
―Good work!‖
―I need you to help me get past her.‖
―Course,‖ Ron said. ―We‘re all in on it.‖
―Tonight.‖
Neville looked embarrassed, as if he‘d just found out
about Harry‘s yeti.
―Why does it have to be tonight?‖ Hermione said.
She couldn‘t ever just let things be.
―I had another vision.‖
Ron and Hermione gave each other confused looks.
Then Ron shrugged.
―Sure,‖ he said. ―Quirrell‘s just getting a jump on his
summer research.‖
―I don‘t think Harry‘s telling us everything,‖ Hermione
said.
―I just need help getting past Fluffy,‖ Harry said. ―Past
the dark corridor, really, since she‘s asleep. Then you guys
can come back to the Common Room.‖
―While you do what?‖ Hermione said.
―Go to the treasure room.‖
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―You git,‖ Ron said. ―We already decided that‘s a sixth
year project.‖
―Part of what the vision showed me is that all the traps
are supposed to be disabled, not just Fluffy.‖
―For spring cleaning?‖ Ron said.
To convince them, he‘d have to tell the truth.
―Voldemort disabled them, so Snape can get the
Philosopher‘s Stone for him.‖
―Snape?‖ Hermione said.
―What happened to Quirrell?‖ Ron said.
―Dumbledore must be watching him too close.‖
―Maybe you should tell McGonagall about this,‖
Hermione said.
―No! I‘m not accusing Snape of something unless I
know it‘s for real.‖
―And if we get there, and that dog‘s awake?‖ Hermione
said.
―Then we all turn around and come back. Because if
she‘s awake, either I‘m crazy, or else it‘s too late.‖
―Sounds easy enough,‖ Ron said.
―Sounds like a good way to get eaten alive by a
cerberus,‖ Hermione said.
―Don‘t need four of us anyway,‖ Ron said. ―You and
Neville can play wizard chess until me and Harry get back.‖
Neville still didn‘t look happy. ―You shouldn‘t do it.‖
―We‘re not going to get eaten,‖ Harry said.
―You could lose us the House Cup.‖
Harry snorted, but Hermione and Ron both looked
nervous.
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―Think they‘d dock us ten points each?‖ Ron said.
―Weren‘t you listening?‖ Harry felt his anger getting
ahold of him. ―If Snape gets that Stone, he‘ll use it to bring
Voldemort back. Do you have any idea how many people
he‘ll kill then? House Cup? Are you kidding?‖
Ron shrugged. ―Get Fred and George off my back for a
couple weeks, anyway.‖
Feeling guilty for his outburst, Harry said, ―If I wasn‘t
afraid of chickening out, I‘d just go by myself.‖
―Get me past the spiders, and I‘ll get you past the dark.‖
When Harry and Ron got up, Hermione said, ―Oh, all
right!‖
―Neville?‖ Harry said.
Neville kept his eyes down as he shook his head.
With several hours left before first curfew, Harry didn‘t
bother going for the invisibility cloak. It probably wouldn‘t
hold three of them anyway.

Chapter 32:
Through the Trap Door

Harry, Ron, and Hermione rounded the final corner and
came to a stop. Like the night before, Fluffy was asleep, all
three heads. Hermione and Ron both looked startled, which
might have upset Harry, if he‘d been all that confident
himself.
―Soon as I‘m around,‖ Harry said, ―you two can head
back.‖
With his friends right there, Harry managed to make it
three steps instead of just two, before he had to back up.
―Except you may have to help me get around,‖ Harry
said.
―Can‘t let you go it alone anyway,‖ Ron said.
―If you go first, then I can hold onto your shoulder and
keep my eyes closed.‖
―And if Fluffy wakes up when you‘re halfway around?‖
Hermione said.
―We go into the school song,‖ Ron said.
With Ron leading, Harry managed to make it to the trap
door without screaming or freezing up. When he opened his
eyes, he saw Hermione pulling her wand out.
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―Where‘d you come from?‖ Ron said.
―If I let you two go alone, I‘d never hear the end of it.‖
Hermione‘s Alohomora got the trapdoor open, revealing
stone steps leading down. Unfortunately, the door‘s hinges
needed WD-40. Their rusty squeak made one of Fluffy‘s
heads snort and rise up. Hermione‘s gasp woke the other two
heads. A triple growl echoed around them as Fluffy got to her
feet and began to turn.
###
Even with the trapdoor closed above them, Harry could
hear Fluffy barking, snarling, and growling.
―Great!‖ Hermione said. ―How are we supposed to get
back?‖
―School song?‖
―We‘ll have our heads ripped off before we get past the
first line!‖
―Fluffy probably only attacks if you‘re trying to get in,‖
Harry said. ―Not when you‘re trying to get out.‖
―Probably?‖
Harry shrugged. ―Worry about that later.‖
The room they were in was empty. Just four blank walls
of dull gray stone, every angle clotted with dusty spider webs.
A solid metal door sat in the middle of the far wall. Like a
bank vault or the entrance to a military bunker, the door was
several feet thick and had metal pistons that could push out
into the ceiling, floor, and walls. Beside the door, a sign said,
―Persons proceeding beyond this point will be subject to full
penalty of law.‖
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The warning made Harry think of Madame Lerwick
saying, ―Don‘t break any laws and you should be fine.‖
―Somebody will come,‖ Hermione said, ―once they hear
Fluffy barking.‖
―If they hear her,‖ Ron said.
The heavy metal door was already half-open. A gentle
tug opened it the rest of the way.
―You can’t be serious,‖ Hermione said.
―He‘s just being curious,‖ Ron said. ―Isn‘t that right,
Harry.‖
Don’t let him get the Stone.
―You two wait here,‖ Harry said.
―What?‖ Hermione said. ―We are not splitting up!‖
―It might not be safe.‖
―And you going alone will be?‖
―Because I‘m Harold Potter.‖
―And you actually believe that?‖
Harry gave her a startled look. ―It‘s what everybody
keeps saying.‖
―That‘s not what I meant and you know it!‖
Harry knew what she meant, but he made himself walk
through the doorway just the same. Beyond, a corridor led
toward a red, pulsing light. As Hermione and Ron caught up
to him, the door behind them clanged shut, the metal pistons
scraping as they slid home.
―I knew it was going to do that!‖ Hermione‘s voice had
taken on a shrill pitch.
The barriers were disabled. That much of the vision was
true, anyway.
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The pulsing light turned out to be a river of lava that ran
down the middle of a large chamber, shading everything a
demonic red. Bubbles rose and burst, sending out sprays of
glowing droplets. On the near side of the chamber, five levers
stuck out of the stone floor, reminiscent of a locomotive or
bulldozer, except these levers were painted in gaudy colors. A
plaque set into the floor said,
Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
Some of these levers
Have nothing to do.
Choose the right ones
And treasure for you.
Guess wrong and
A sad fate, boohoo.
Two of the levers had been pushed out of line with the
other three, which probably explained the stone walkway that
stretched over the river of lava.
―We‘re going to get halfway across and it‘s going to
vanish,‖ Hermione said.
The lava warmed Harry‘s legs as he stepped onto the
bridge, but when a bubble burst nearby, the splatter hit an
invisible barrier and fell harmlessly back into the pool.
In the middle of the bridge, a floating message appeared,
saying, ―Perpetrators will be violated.‖
―I really, really don‘t like this,‖ Hermione said.
They reached the far side safely, though the bridge did
vanish soon after.
Just ahead was a small room with a door on the far side.
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Guarding the way was an Egyptian-looking bulldog with
pegasus wings and a single hoop earring. Suddenly the dog
raced toward them, its jaws clamping over one of Harry‘s legs.
When he dropped to one knee, the hard stone floor
helped pull him out of the flashback. Struggling to get his
breathing back under control, he stood and started inching
forward.
―Know this.‖ The bulldog‘s voice was so low it made
the stone floor vibrate under Harry‘s feet. ―Only one may
enter here.‖
Gaining confidence, Harry stepped fully into the room
with the dog, though he didn‘t try to get too close.
―Only one of us can go through?‖ Harry said.
―I AM THE SPHINX,‖ the dog thundered, scaring a
shower of stone dust from the ceiling. Then it continued at a
normal volume, ―...of the mildly-obscure muggle movie
quote.‖
The three adventurers looked at each other.
―Sphinx of the what?‖ Ron said.
―Name the movie from which the quote is taken,‖ the
sphinx-dog pointed one paw toward the far doorway, ―and you
may pass through yon portal to a trove of riches too
stupendous for mortal comprehension. But guess wrong
and— Well, why spoil the surprise, eh?‖
―You two should be good at this,‖ Ron said.
―Might as well give it a try,‖ Harry said.
―No!‖ Hermione grabbed ahold of his arm. ―Every time
we go forward, it just gets worse.‖
Harry looked around. ―Doesn‘t seem so much worse.
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Besides, once we get to the treasure chamber, I bet there‘s an
easy way out.‖
―But you said all the traps were disabled.‖
That made Harry hesitate, but not for long.
―It means we got here first, which means we can save
the Philosopher‘s Stone after all.‖ To the sphinx, Harry said,
―Can I have a quote?‖
The sphinx sighed. ―Know this! Only one may enter
here.‖
―That‘s a quote?‖ Hermione said.
―You may ask for additional material. Within reason, of
course.‖
―Could I have a bit more, then?‖ Harry said.
―Seek thee out the Diamond in the— Diamond in the
Rough.‖
―Sounds like something with Humphrey Bogart in it,‖
Hermione said. ―Or maybe Sean Connery.‖
―Is there more?‖ Harry said.
―Jeez,‖ the sphinx said. ―Where‘d you dig this bozo
up?‖
Hermione tisked. ―If there isn‘t any more, just say so.
There‘s no need to be rude.‖
―Patience, Iago,‖ the sphinx said. ―We must find this
‗one.‘ This ‗Diamond in the Rough.‘‖
―Iago?‖ Hermione said. ―That‘s Shakespeare!‖
But Harry waved his hand for her to be quiet. Diamond
in the Rough. He‘d heard that somewhere. Not in any class,
or Hermione would have her hand up already. He thought of
sitting in the living room at Number Four Privet Drive,
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watching movies with Dudley. Looking at the sphinx, the
answer drew closer. Sand.... Lamp....
―Aladdin!‖
―Right, off you go.‖ The sphinx bobbed its head toward
the door.
As Harry edged around, Hermione said, ―Wait!‖
―You two stay here,‖ Harry said. ―If it‘s safe, I‘ll let
you know.‖
―After what happened with Fluffy and the bridge?‖ Ron
said. ―Think I‘ll take my chances with the chamber. Don‘t
fancy getting eaten by a sphinx.... Can I have a quote then?‖
―WHAT ... is your name?‖ the sphinx said.
―Ron.‖
―Full name please.‖
―Ronald Bilius Weasley.‖
―Bilius?‖ Hermione said.
―Shh.‖
―WHAT ... is your quest?‖
Ron‘s expression went wonky. ―To get through that
door, I reckon?‖
―Plausible. WHAT ... is the capital of Assyria?‖
―Hermione?‖
―WRONG!‖
Bolts of blue lightning flashed from the sphinx‘s eyes,
knocking Ron into the far wall, where he slumped down.
Hermione squealed and rushed to check on him.
―Is he—?‖ Harry said.
―Just unconscious.‖ Hermione patted Ron on the face,
but he didn‘t stir. Rounding on the sphinx, she yelled, ―That
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wasn‘t even his answer!‖
―It wasn‘t? Oh dear me. How frightfully depressing.
Had I but known.‖ The sphinx adopted a wicked grin.
―Would you like a go at it then?‖
Hermione looked at Harry, then off into the distance.
―The capital of Assyria? From which period?‖
―Apropos of nothing.‖
―It is ... apropos. There‘s been more than one!‖
―That‘s hardly my fault, now is it.‖
Hermione chewed her lip. ―One of the capitals was
Nineveh.‖
―Now, is that an official answer? Say the magic word!‖
―Yes! It‘s official!‖
―WRONG!‖
Another bolt of lightning shot out, and Hermione
slumped against the wall next to Ron while the sphinx
chuckled evilly to itself.
Harry edged toward the shadowy doorway, then looked
back. ―Will they be okay here?‖
―Define ‗okay.‘ For, upon the first incorrect answer, an
alarm was triggered. That alarm ... triggered another alarm.
And so forth. With the upshot being, even now gendarmes are
converging on this location like film critics at an open
concession stand.‖
Harry turned back toward the door. If he waited, they‘d
have him clapped in irons before he gleaned the mysteries
beyond the strange portal.
He shook himself. The sphinx had him thinking the way
it talked.
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Chapter 33:
The Mirror of Erised

Harry grabbed the doorknob, but before he could twist
it, he was yanked through the wall and into a room, twenty
feet square with a low ceiling. Professor Quirrell sat slumped
in a comfy chair. Beside him was what looked like a door
concealed under a cloth. Other than that, the room was barren.
There wasn‘t a hint of treasure. Suddenly suspicious, Harry
looked over his shoulder. The door he had come through was
gone.
―Professor?‖ Harry said.
Quirrell‘s eyes flickered open. For a moment he seemed
dazed. Then he focused on Harry.
―N-n-no!‖ Before Quirrell could say anything else, his
face began to twist, undergoing some kind of magical
transformation. Just as a new face seemed to be taking shape,
Quirrell‘s reappeared. ―Run, Harry. R-r-run!‖
Run where? But when Quirrell‘s face began twisting
again, Harry decided a double check was in order. He spun
around. Running his hands over the wall he‘d come through,
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he still found no hint of a door.
―Hello, Harry.‖
A thousand tiny creatures crawled over his skin. Afraid
to move, he was more afraid to have his back to whatever was
behind him. Harry turned around again. At first he thought
the new face hadn‘t quite arrived. But it remained unchanged,
a melted manikin‘s face, hairless, noseless, with slitted
nostrils, a lipless gash for a mouth, and blue eyes that were the
worst part because they were so normal looking.
―Not pretty, I know,‖ the face said. ―But with Quirinus
resisting me, it‘s pointless to effect a facade. This is perhaps
more honest as well. For me to appear to you as Quirrell now
would be unsporting.‖
The figure sat up straight in the chair. ―Do you know
who I am?‖
―Voldemort.‖ Harry‘s scar burned when he said the
name.
―Bravo. And on the first guess, as well. But you knew,
didn‘t you, that day in Quirrell‘s office.‖
―You still had his face then.‖
―He wasn‘t resisting me. Not until after you unleashed
Dumbledore on us.‖
―Er, sorry?‖
―A minor transgression, Harry. Considering that you
interrupted my life.‖
If even Voldemort believed that part of the story, did
that mean it had to be true? Even now, it seemed impossible.
It also seemed beside the point.
―You killed my parents.‖ Would Voldemort deny it?
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―Better,‖ Voldemort said. ―Down to business. Yes.
But you‘re still missing the point. Let me explain.‖
With a flick of Quirrell‘s wand, every particle of Harry‘s
body filled with pain. The agony lasted only five or ten
seconds, but when it finally let up, Harry found himself lying
on the stone floor. He tasted blood, his lips and teeth aching,
though his fall hadn‘t registered against the pain of
Voldemort‘s spell.
―Do we understand one another now?‖ Voldemort said.
Harry didn‘t want to give Voldemort the satisfaction of
an answer, but after another sample of the pain spell, when
Voldemort asked the question again, Harry — looking down
at the smooth floor, trying to catch his breath — nodded.
Then he said, ―Yes,‖ just to be sure.
―Good. And don‘t worry. I won‘t toy with you. That
sort of thing is for those who betray me. Honorable
adversaries deserve a quick, painless death.‖
Voldemort couldn‘t really mean that, could he? He
sounded so calm. Maybe that‘s what they meant when they
said ―coldblooded killer‖?
Stupid, stupid, stupid! But at least it was only him,
thanks to the sphinx.
The sphinx! It had said people were on the way. If
Harry could keep Voldemort talking, maybe he could make it
out of here alive.
After moving to his knees, Harry decided he didn‘t like
kneeling in front of Voldemort. With standing seeming
unwise, he switched to sitting. ―That‘s why you‘re here? To
kill me?‖
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―Right this moment, yes.‖
―You don‘t care,‖ Harry said, ―that I interrupted your
work on the spell?‖
―I‘d had three months by then. Time enough to review
Slytherin‘s notebooks. That was the main thing, after all.‖
―You were trying to translate them?‖
―Don‘t be ridiculous. I‘m Slytherin‘s true heir. I don‘t
need the notebooks to be translated. I can read them
straightaway.‖
Voldemort waved his hand negligently.
―Though not without some effort, I must admit.‖
―But your research. What Quirrell told Dumbledore.‖
―A ruse. And something of a reward. There‘s no
translating Parseltongue, but I needed an excuse for Quirrell to
be reading Slytherin‘s notebooks. Had he not betrayed me, he
could have published the work. Even a failed attempt can be
of interest to the cognoscenti.‖
Harry didn‘t know who the cognoscenti were, but he
didn‘t want to be too obvious with his stalling. ―So you don‘t
have the spell? To make a new body?‖
Speaking more to himself, Voldemort said, ―I‘m close.
Very close.‖ Then he turned his attention back to Harry.
―Ten years. You brought that home to me during our earlier
meeting. Ten long years, searching for a way out of this
hellish existence you and your mother delivered me into.‖
Harry felt a twinge of guilt that quickly turned to anger.
Voldemort had killed his mother and then tried to kill him.
Things hadn‘t gone the way Voldemort wanted, but somehow
that was their fault.
With a twitch of his wand, Voldemort removed the cloth
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from the odd piece of furniture. Underneath was a mirror.
For a moment, Harry saw himself sitting on the stone floor.
Then the image shattered and reformed. Not a reflection any
more, it showed Harry – fresh from working the vegetable
garden – walking into the Weasley‘s house just in time for
dinner. A place was set for him at the table, and nobody asked
him what he was doing there when he sat down.
―Well?‖ Voldemort said.
Not wanting another dose of pain, not wanting to talk to
Voldemort about the Weasleys, Harry said, ―I see you.
Dead.‖
Voldemort worked his shoulders melodramatically.
―Ghoulish. Really?‖
Harry nodded, already wishing he‘d thought of
something less ridiculous.
Voldemort got to his feet and faced the mirror, putting
his back to Harry. ―Can you imagine what I see when I look
into the mirror?‖
―No.‖
Voldemort dead. Was it really so ridiculous? Kill him.
Now. While he’s looking the other way.
―I see myself, predictably enough. But not as you see
me. Rather, I‘m once again in a body of my own. Around me
are my loyal followers. And at my feet, quite a few corpses.
Yours, for the sake of full disclosure, features prominently.‖
Harry slipped his wand out of his robes, but he knew he
couldn‘t do it. This wasn‘t one of his daydreams. For one
thing, Voldemort probably wouldn‘t be the only one who died.
Killing him might kill Quirrell too. Whatever else, Quirrell
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had tried to warn him. He was resisting Voldemort.
Voldemort returned to the soft chair, falling into it as if
he had tired himself.
―My loyal followers.‖ The twin slits of Voldemort‘s
nose flared. ―If I have any left, they‘re locked away. As for
the others. ‗Bring me books.‘ That‘s all I asked. A trivial
service. But they refused me even that. After all I‘ve done for
them. After all their groveling, all their protestations of
loyalty.‖
A tongue with a slight fork in it slipped out to wet
Voldemort‘s lipless mouth.
―I‘m weak. There‘s no denying it. And all they
understand is strength.‖
Voldemort waved his hand
dismissively. ―Potential? They‘re no more concerned with
that now than when I was a student. Sneering down at me.
My school-bought robes. My secondhand books. A wand—‖
Voldemort slid to the edge of the chair, staring. Then
Harry‘s wand flew over to him.
―A school wand pulled from a cupboard. Poplar. Eight
inches. Cored with bonemeal from the spine of a basilisk.
Made by the Ollivanders more than a thousand years ago for
Salazar Slytherin himself. The wand of the true heir.‖
Quirrell‘s wand flew down and landed in Harry‘s lap,
while Voldemort kept Harry‘s school wand for himself.
―I like this arrangement, Harry.‖ Voldemort‘s smile
looked wrong, stuck in the middle of his lifeless face. ―It has
that feel to it, don‘t you think? Like ... like slithering out of
the underbrush onto a well-worn path. And suddenly you
know you‘re headed the right direction.‖
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―It was yours?‖ Harry said.
―They made fun of it, naturally. It even took me by
surprise, when I discovered its history. In the end I showed
them. And I‘ll show them again. They think I‘m finished, but
they‘re wrong. They‘re wrong, Harry. I‘m so close. All I
need is a moment of insight, do you understand? One last
moat to cross. How to lower the drawbridge? The lever is
just out of reach. The answer is there, at the tip of my forked
tongue. When I find it, I can travel home at last.‖
Voldemort‘s nostrils flared. ―Then they‘ll come back.
A shame you won‘t be there to see it, but take my word,
Harry. They‘ll kneel and grovel just as they did before.‖
―Those you don‘t kill, you mean.‖
―You overestimate them. I‘ll grant you one, two at the
outside. But most of them wouldn‘t dream of risking their
lives to resist me. Because they recognize power. It‘s all they
know. Turning their backs on me now, disgusted with what
I‘ve become.‖
Voldemort sat up straight. ―Lord Voldemort will rise
again. And when I do, I‘M GOING TO SHOW THEM
ALL!‖
A long moment passed, quiet except for the whistle of
air between Voldemort‘s nostrils.
Keep him talking.
―Was it you, that day in class?‖ Harry said. ―When
Draco was making fun of Professor Quirrell?‖
―Which Draco are we speaking of?‖
―Draco Malfoy.‖
One of Voldemort‘s eyes opened wider than the other,
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though there wasn‘t an eyebrow or even an eyelash to
highlight the movement.
―Yes. Lucius did have a son, just about your age.‖
Voldemort‘s mouth hung open for a moment. ―The next
generation. Hoping to prove themselves. Just now reaching
an age where they might be of real use.‖ Voldemort gave
Harry a regal nod. ―Your suggestion may prove most
helpful.‖
Voldemort pointed toward the mirror again. ―Do you
understand what it does?‖
Harry shook his head.
―This is the Mirror of Erised. That‘s Desire spelled
backwards, as if seen in a mirror. Clever, yes? The sort of
thing Albus delights in.‖
The leather of the chair creaked as Voldemort twitched,
his face fading then returning.
―The fool fights me even now,‖ he said. ―No great
surprise. I knew he‘d betray me in the end. It‘s the path of
cowards.‖
Voldemort turned and regarded the mirror from an
angle. ―What do you suppose Quirrell sees when he looks into
the mirror?‖
When Harry shrugged, Voldemort spun and the pain
came again, lasting longer this time, leaving Harry gasping for
breath.
―Guess,‖ Voldemort said.
―I don‘t know.‖ He had only gone to Quirrell‘s office a
few times, and the main thing there had been books, books
that Voldemort wanted, not Quirrell. Then Harry remembered
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the smell of peppermint.
―A bottle of whiskey?‖
―Bravo.‖ Voldemort patted the tips of his fingers
against the palm of the opposite hand. ―And half marks....
Quirinus saw the Philosopher‘s Stone. And not a bottle of
whiskey, but an entire warehouse of it. A warehouse,‖
Voldemort sucked in a breath of air through his mouth, ―full
of Cutty Sark!‖
Voldemort laughed. It was an infectious sort of laugh
that made Harry smile in spite of it all, though behind the
smile, he was trying to make sense of something else
Voldemort had said.
―Did you get it? The Philosopher‘s Stone?‖
―Quirrell thought we‘d find it here. Almost had me
believing him. Desperation makes us gullible, Harry. And, as
they say, even a fool can get lucky.‖
When Voldemort gave a negligent, back-handed wave
of his wand, the mirror shattered, silvered shards of glass
sparkling down to form a mound. One of the larger pieces
was a pie-wedge with a banana curve in it.
―A set of ridiculous hurdles ending in the Mirror of
Erised. Do you see it, Harry? Do you see what this is?‖
Feeling sure he had to come up with one sort of answer
or another, Harry said, ―A practical joke?‖
―For Dumbledore, certainly. But it‘s meant to be a trap
as well. A trap for anyone foolish enough to venture into
Hogwarts in search of legendary treasure. For you, it is a trap,
as it would have been for Quirinus. It was quite a challenge
even for me. With only a few hours a night to spare, wrestling
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with a reluctant host, it took me more than a week to make it
here, every night resetting things the way I‘d found them.‖
―The doors and levers.‖ Voldemort waved his hand
dismissively. ―Trivial. Obvious. The real obstacles were the
alarms, enough of them easy to find, luring the unwary into
complacency. And if I missed even one, the entire effort
would have been wasted.‖
When a pause ensued, Harry said, ―It wasn‘t here, the
Stone?‖
―Of course not. Don‘t play the fool, Harry. Where
would Dumbledore keep it?‖
―I don‘t know.‖
Voldemort eyed his wand. ―You know the answer.
Think.‖
Harry tried to think, but his mind kept flinching,
expecting the pain to return. If only someone would come.
Dumbledore, Snape, Hagrid....
Harry looked up. ―Gringotts.‖
―Not a bad answer, I suppose. But, no. I‘m convinced
the Stone is at Hogwarts. Just not in this ridiculous ‗treasure
chamber.‘‖
―Where, then?‖
―MORON!‖ Voldemort gave a vexed snort. ―It‘s
protected by a Fidelus charm. Where is it? You could be
sitting on it. Dumbledore could be using it as a paper weight.
It could be hidden inside the golden snitch.‖
As far as Harry could remember, this was the first time
he‘d heard of a Fidelus charm, but before he could ask about
it, Voldemort went on.
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―Nice catch, by the way, that last game.‖ Voldemort
straightened his robes.
―A little-known fact:
Lord
Voldemort‘s a Quidditch fan. Never played myself, of course.
At first they wouldn‘t have me. And by the time they offered
me a spot, I‘d moved on. More important things to do.‖
―What position?‖ Harry said.
―Pardon?‖
―What position did they offer?‖
―Any position I wanted, Harry.‖ But even as he spoke,
Voldemort‘s eyes shifted away. ―The path lies through
Flamel. Tracking him down, controlling him, not such an easy
thing. But far easier than foiling a Fidelus....‖
―Why do you want it?‖
Voldemort sneered and shook his head, as if the subject
was of little significance. ―Having the Stone will make me
independent of cowards like Quirrell. It isn‘t the answer, just
a temporary expedient. A dead person would offer no
resistance, and with the Elixir, I could keep a corpse in
working condition indefinitely. It would give me the solidity I
need to think straight and not ... drift. Allow me to find that
elusive missing variable for the ceremony.‖
―What ceremony?‖
―The one that will give me a body of my own.‖
Voldemort put both feet squarely on the floor. ―Do you think
she knew, Harry? Do you think your mother knew what she
was doing?
Standing there with her empty hands
outstretched? I told her to collect her wand. Lord Voldemort
fights fair. Always. But she declined.... Do you think she
knew?‖
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Harry‘s anger hit him like an invisible bludger.
Voldemort‘s pain spell had made him eager to please. He
deserved the pain for being stupid enough to come down here.
The image of his mother, defenseless, with this monster
coming after her: that set his head throbbing. For once, he
heard her pleading voice without feeling it drawing him back
to infancy.
Here he was, kissing up to Voldemort. The murderer of
his parents sat right in front of him.
―I‘ve a question of my own,‖ Voldemort said, ―which
only seems fair, seeing how many of yours I‘ve answered.
Tell me, Harry, what made you come down here?‖
―The visions,‖ Harry said. ―Or whatever they were.‖
―Yes, yes. But I had doubts you‘d come, even so. You
might have run to one of the teachers, or even to Dumbledore
again. It would have been a shame. I could still have killed
you, of course. It would have cost me Quirinus – a minor
inconvenience at this point. Killing you without warning,
though. Without this sort of conversation: that would have
been unsporting.‖
Voldemort nodded his head, as if
confirming to himself what he‘d just said. ―Was it the
prophecy that brought you?‖
―The prophecy of Slytherin‘s heir?‖
Voldemort studied him for a long moment. ―No matter.
It‘s like the scar. What is it, where did it come from, how
does it work? According to Quirinus, Albus can‘t answer
those questions any more than I can. And, not to brag,
between the two of us, there aren‘t too many questions left
unanswered.‖
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Voldemort scooted forward. ―Well, Harry—‖
Keep him talking.
―What about you?‖ And when Voldemort hesitated,
―Why‘d you kill my parents? Why‘d you try to kill me?‖
―Think someone‘s coming to rescue you?‖ Voldemort
shook his head sadly. ―Don‘t be ridiculous. I lured you here
so we could chat without worrying about wandering ghosts,
animated paintings, or meddlesome instructors. Naturally I
left all the alarms and traps disabled.‖
―Except the sphinx,‖ Harry said.
―It let you in, yes?‖
―I still had to guess a movie.‖
―You could have said cumquat and it would have let you
in.... Never had a cumquat, so far as I know.... One more
thing to look forward to, once I‘m back on top.‖
―Why them?‖ Harry said.
―Your parents? Because they resisted me. Resisted
vigorously enough, they had to be eliminated. And as for
you.... Let‘s just say I don‘t like loose ends, and leave it at
that, shall we?‖
As Voldemort began to stand up, his face vanished,
replaced by Quirrell‘s.
―Don‘t let him come back, Harry.‖ Quirrell spoke
without a stutter or a slur, as he had for a few weeks in
November. ―Don‘t worry about— He means to kill me
anyway. Stop him.‖
Voldemort‘s face returned.
―An alcoholic coward, and still resisting.‖ Voldemort
sighed. ―But this is why the Stone makes sense. Even
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someone as congenial as our dear Quirinus isn‘t easy to find.‖
This time, Voldemort made it to his feet without
interruption.
―Have you been inside him all year?‖ Harry said.
―Now and then, mostly in the evenings. Otherwise I
lingered in the woods. Much easier to go unnoticed there.
And of course, after you went to Dumbledore I had to lay low
for quite a while.‖
He’s going to kill you. Then probably he’ll kill Quirrell,
and then Nicolas Flamel. And after that?
―That‘s why you want to kill me?‖ Harry said.
―Because I‘m a loose end?‖
―That‘s explanation enough. Of course, killing you
might erase the scar from my old body, opening a much easier
path. I give it no more than a ten percent chance, and that‘s
being generous. Still it‘s worth a shot, given that you‘re ready
at hand. Sooner or later, I‘ll have to kill you, if only to prove
what happened before was a fluke.... Remember, Harry:
power.‖
Thinking of a vampire movie he‘d seen one time, Harry
said, ―If the scar disappears, maybe your body will just turn to
dust.‖
―Enough, Harry. I‘m glad we had a chance to meet, but
sooner or later someone will be coming, and I‘ve no desire to
be here when they do. Therefore, let us finish. You have a
wand, and I a wand.... Ready yourself.‖
He’s going to kill you. He’s not playing.
Leaving Quirrell‘s wand in his lap, Harry stretched his
empty hands toward Voldemort, eyes closed, and thought of
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his parents, dead.
His mother, empty handed, arms
outstretched, as he was now. The years of abuse from Dudley.
Umbridge locking him in the closet. The dementor drifting
closer. His mother pleading.
The rage, never far away, rose up, but still Harry
hesitated.
―Begging won‘t help you,‖ Voldemort said. ―Pick up
your wand.‖
As Harry imagined the boar rushing at him, biting at his
leg, the pain spell hit him again.
―Pick up the wand, Harry,‖ Voldemort said, after the
pain ended. ―Pick it up, or I‘ll torture you until you do. Fool
me once, shame on you. And your mother. I don‘t intend to
be fooled a second time.‖
Harry looked up. All he saw was Voldemort. The
monster. Quirrell was gone. With his arms stretched out
again, Harry hissed a single word. ―DIE!‖
###
As the pain from his scar faded, Harry saw Voldemort‘s
spirit rise from Quirrell‘s fallen body. The ghostlike form
floated toward him, flowed into him. Harry‘s scar became a
sword scabbard, the sword driving into him, slicing through
his brain, though his neck, into his chest, pain as bad as
Voldemort‘s torture spell.
Perhaps Voldemort felt it too, because the pain ended
almost at once. His vision clearing, Harry saw Voldemort‘s
spirit vanish into the stone wall.
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###
―Professor?‖ Harry said.
Quirrell lay silent, unmoving. He couldn‘t be dead,
could he? I just drove Voldemort off, that’s all. Crawling,
Harry went over and shook Quirrell by the shoulder.
―Professor?‖
He wasn‘t breathing. Harry didn‘t really know CPR.
Just what he‘d picked up off the telly. Still, it seemed worth a
try. Quirrell didn‘t look hurt. Maybe that‘s all the killing
spell did: stop someone‘s heart.
He tried pinching Quirrell‘s nose and breathing into his
mouth. Already the body felt cold. As the certainty that
Quirrell was dead settled in, Harry backed away until he was
pressed up against a stone wall.
Lying down, Harry turned to face the wall, not wanting
to look at Quirrell, wanting to forget. It might not be too late,
even now, for Quirrell to somehow be alive, so long as Harry
didn‘t stare at him. He lay that way for a while, hoping to
hear Quirrell groan and stir. Until at last the thought of
Quirrell groaning frightened him enough that he had to turn
over again.
At least there’s plenty of light in here. Harry winced. I
didn’t think that. I did not think that. Just to be safe, Harry
cast Lumosa, the extra light an invisible yeti watching over
him. Because so long as the lights were on, Quirrell was
going to lie there. Only if the lights went off would he get up.
Get up and grab that long, banana-shaped piece of mirror.
Shambling closer, he‘d say, ―Turn about‘s fair play, Harry.‖
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Except Professor Quirrell would say it with a stutter.
―T-t-turn about‘s f-f-fair p-play, H-Harry.
T-turn
about‘s f-fair p-play.‖
So long as there was plenty of light, that wouldn‘t
happen. Never mind that Harry had his eyes closed. It was
the light that mattered. Anyway, if it did start to happen,
Harry would hear something. Quirrell would groan. The bits
of broken mirror would tinkle and scrape against each other as
Quirrell searched for a shard. There‘d be the leather click of
Quirrell‘s shoes on the stone floor.
Harry listened. Occasionally, just to be sure, he opened
his eyes to peek. Not to look at Quirrell, not that far open, just
enough to make sure the lights were still on. Far enough to
make sure there wasn‘t the long shadow of someone standing
over him, preparing to strike.
After a while, Harry began to feel hungry and thirsty.
You killed him. How can you be thinking about food?
―Professor Quirrell‘s dead,‖ Harry said to the room. The
sound of his voice scared him too much, so he stopped,
continuing on silently: ―I killed him.... Anybody else up for
some fish and chips?‖
Harry curled up on the floor, but couldn‘t manage to cry
himself to sleep.
When lying down became too uncomfortable, Harry sat
up. The fluffy chair had vanished along with the mound of
silvered glass. The Mirror of Erised was whole again. Had it
repaired itself? Or had Quirrell done that while Harry wasn‘t
watching?
Harry wrapped his arms around his bent legs and
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pressed his face against his knees. Someone please come.
Why was he in such a hurry? They‘d just take him to
Azkaban. It wasn‘t a boar he‘d killed this time.
The stone floor made it hard to stay in one position for
long, but Harry refused to cast the cushion spell. He sat
quietly. Alone with the man he‘d killed.
###
Anxious to move on, Dumbledore waited beside the
sphinx, wanting to hear an explanation. McGonagall roused
Hermione, while Snape did the same with Ron. A few
seconds for the children to clear their heads and remember
where they were, a few more to be sure they weren‘t injured.
Hermione looked around. ―Harry?‖
―It appears he‘s gone through,‖ Dumbledore said.
The news seemed to distress her. ―Has it been long,
Professor?‖
―Difficult to say. How long did it take for you to get
past the barriers?‖
―We didn‘t, Professor,‖ Hermione said. ―They closed
up after us as we went.‖
Neville had pulled the emergency cord. Something
about Harry‘s odd visions having returned. Still, Dumbledore
had hoped this might be a practical joke, quite possibly with
the Weasley twins masterminding it. He had continued telling
himself as much until he saw that the alarms had been
disabled. Every last one of them. Barriers in place, alarms
disabled.
―What made you come here?‖ he said.
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―He had another vision, Professor,‖ Ron said. ―That‘s
what he told us.‖
―That Professor Snape....‖ Hermione blushed as she
looked at Severus. ―That he was going to steal the
Philosopher‘s Stone and use it to bring Voldemort–‖
Hermione grabbed at her stomach and groaned in pain.
―Minerva,‖ Dumbledore said. ―If you‘ll see to them.‖
―Yes, Headmaster.‖
Severus followed as Dumbledore went through the
portal into the chamber. Quirrell lay by the Mirror, wand in
hand. Harry lay just beside the doorway, his wand on the
floor nearby. When Dumbledore took a step toward him,
Harry sat up, eyes wild.
―I didn‘t mean it!‖
―It‘s all right, Harry.‖
Dumbledore moved closer, but Harry scrambled back
into a corner, hitting his head against the wall without seeming
to notice.
―I‘m sorry.‖ Harry was crying now. ―I didn‘t mean it.‖
Dumbledore knelt beside him, put a hand on his
shoulder. The boy tried to twist away, but the stone walls
wouldn‘t let him.
―Harry!‖ Dumbledore said.
Harry blinked, so Dumbledore said, ―Are you all right?‖
Another blink, and Harry‘s hands switched from
pushing at Dumbledore‘s arm to grabbing at his robes.
―Don‘t leave me, Professor,‖ Harry said. ―Please.‖
―I won‘t.‖ What had Quirrell done to him? When
Dumbledore turned to look, he saw Snape kneeling beside
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Quirrell. Their eyes met.
―Dead,‖ Snape said.
Dumbledore‘s mind went blank. He turned back toward
Harry, hiding his emotions as best he could.
―What happened, Harry?‖
―I killed him.‖
A catastrophe.
―Was he attacking you?‖
―No sir. Voldemort.‖
The boy still had a wild look about his face, a paleness
born of shock and terror.
―Voldemort?‖ Dumbledore spoke quietly, praying for
Harry to blink his eyes again and return to the small room.
―He had Voldemort inside him somehow, Professor?‖
Dumbledore tried to keep his face impassive, but he
must have failed, because Harry let go and pressed his face
against his bent knees.
Dumbledore flexed his hands to drive off the cold.
What if it hadn‘t been Quirrell leading Harry down here, but
the other way around? Quirrell, so flawed, so weak.
Unworthy of his post at Hogwarts. A taint that had to be
removed.
Harry‘s accusation of Quirrell at the start of the term. It
seemed as if they had gotten past that. Now this.
Yet, Harry had said quite plainly, ―I killed him.‖ So
why introduce Voldemort? And after all, what was the point
of killing Quirrell here?
All the alarms disabled. Could Quirinus have managed
that?
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Struggling to keep his voice neutral, Dumbledore said,
―What makes you think Professor Quirrell had Voldemort in
him, Harry?‖
No good. It would be a while before Harry could
compose himself enough to speak.
Standing up, Dumbledore pulled Harry‘s wand to him.
Touched the tip of it with his own wand and cast Priori
Incanto. A small wand appeared, being called via Accio.
After that, a cover disappeared from a miniature mirror. Then
a tiny figure emerged, Harry, screaming in pain.
―Cruciatus,‖ Snape said, alarmed.
The torture spell was repeated again, still with Harry as
the victim. Then the conjuring of a chair. But no killing
curse.
―Did you switch wands, Harry?‖ Dumbledore said. But
the boy still wasn‘t in any condition to speak.
Snape produced a glass of water. ―Mr. Potter. Drink
this.‖
While Harry took his drink, Dumbledore pulled
Quirrell‘s wand to him. At first the wand barely moved,
Quirrell‘s hand gripping it tightly.
―Did you switch wands, Mr. Potter?‖ Snape said.
―Vol—‖ A pause. ―Professor Quirrell did, sir.‖
His switching to Quirrell was for their benefit. Was he
constructing a story in order to please them? Or dumbing
down his story for people who couldn‘t handle the truth?
―There‘s no killing curse on your wand,‖ Dumbledore
said.
―Didn‘t ... didn‘t use it, sir. Like the boar.‖
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Hadn‘t used the wand, but he had used the killing curse.
Dumbledore‘s hands went cold again. If Harry meant to
dodge responsibility, it would have been Voldemort killing
Quirrell, with Harry as innocent bystander.
―What made you think it was Voldemort?‖ Dumbledore
said.
―I thought— It just seemed like—‖
―Harry.‖ Dumbledore waited for the boy to look at him.
―I need you to give it to me straight, no matter how unlikely it
sounds.‖
―Yes, sir. Sorry.‖
―What made you think it was Voldemort?‖
―He said he was, sir? And his face changed.‖ Harry
looked off, thinking. ―And he didn‘t stutter. Plus it didn‘t
sound like how Professor Quirrell says stuff?‖
Might Voldemort, whatever he‘d become, be capable of
possessing someone? But now they had something to test.
―And the other face, Harry,‖ Dumbledore said. ―What
was it like?‖
―Melted somehow? More like a mask?‖
How could he have known that? They‘d managed to
keep the appearance of Voldemort‘s corpse out of the news.
Only a handful of people were privy to the secret.
The investigation after the boar incident had concluded
it wasn‘t Voldemort who summoned the Death Eaters.
Quirrell‘s work on Parseltongue, though ambitious, had
seemed reasonable enough for a man hoping to salvage his
job.
If they‘d looked more closely? If they‘d listened to
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Harry when he raised the alarm?
Still, it was impossible. Voldemort here?
Dumbledore cast Priori Incanto on the wand from
Quirrell‘s hand. A tiny, ghostly version of Quirrell swirled up.
―Fought him, Headmaster,‖ Quirrell said. ―Wouldn‘t
have helped him at all, except he said he‘d m-make life
difficult for me. Didn‘t like the s-sound of that.‖
―Who are we talking about?‖ Dumbledore said.
―You know who, sir. You know who.‖
With that, the apparition faded.
Dumbledore stepped aside, so he could press a hand
against a wall. Voldemort had slipped right past him....
Taking a deep breath, Dumbledore tried to steady himself.
There wasn‘t time for guilt just now. Time for that later. Yes.
Plenty of time for that later. But now they had to begin
damage control.
Voldemort was here, and Harry faced him alone. The
strength went out of his arm, and Dumbledore stepped closer
to the wall so he could lean against it. He saw his sister
Ariana‘s face. Saw it more clearly than he had in ten years.
No. However bad this situation was, it could still get worse.
He‘d failed. Failed miserably, but it wasn‘t a complete
disaster. Not yet. If he let himself wallow in guilt, it would
become one.
They had two problems now: how to minimize the
injury to Harry, and how to handle Quirrell‘s death.
Could they make it look like a natural death? Move
Quirrell to his room. Splash him with alcohol. Make it appear
he‘d drunk himself to death. Stage a fire? Devise a suicide
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note?
Dumbledore wiped his eyes with a handkerchief. It
wouldn‘t do. They could pull off a ruse. But to sweep it
under the carpet would be like covering up a wound without
treating it. Overcoming the trauma here would have to begin
with a public airing.
Relinquish control?
However risky, it had to be done.
―You‘re sure you didn‘t switch wands after?‖ Snape
said.
―Yes, sir,‖ Harry said.
―But you didn‘t use a wand?‖ Dumbledore said. ―When
you ... killed Voldemort?‖
Harry looked up at him. ―You believe me, Professor?‖
―Yes, Harry. I‘m sorry for being slow.‖ Under your
nose for a year. Dumbledore took a deep breath, pushing the
thought away. ―I‘m doing my best to catch up.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
―You didn‘t use a wand?‖ Dumbledore said.
―No, sir.‖
―Can you stand up?‖ Snape said.
Harry nodded, but his legs didn‘t want to hold him, so
Snape tapped him with his wand, then lifted him in his arms.
―Quirrell,‖ Dumbledore said. ―Possessed by Voldemort:
he was holding your school wand when you cast the killing
curse?‖
―Yes, sir.‖
Voldemort had used the wand while he was at
Hogwarts, used it for a much longer time than Harry. While
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Harry had more recent contact with it, the fact remained: the
wand had preferred Harry, listening to him from across the
room. Dumbledore wasn‘t sure exactly what to make of it, but
it did feel like a point in their favor.
―All right, Harry,‖ Dumbledore said. ―I‘m afraid I‘ll
need you to explain exactly what happened. Not right this
minute. But before too long. Can you do that?‖
―I, I can try, sir.‖
―Thank you, Harry.‖
.Dumbledore opened the tunnel and they began
following it back, with Snape still carrying the boy.
―Ron and Hermione—‖ Harry said.
―They‘re fine,‖ Dumbledore said.
The tunnel appeared to pass through the very area where
the sphinx had been. And in the midst of all this, Harry‘s
thoughts were for the safety of his friends.
Dumbledore quickened his pace, so the boy wouldn‘t
see his tears.

Chapter 34:
The Inquest

Harry sat on a bed in the hospital wing, eating a plate of
fish-and-chips with a side dish of buffalo shrimp. Though
Madam Pomfrey had fixed the bruises and loose teeth he‘d
gotten from falling down, his hands and legs were still
shaking. He took this as a good sign. At least some part of
him had the decency to feel bad about killing Professor
Quirrell.
Dumbledore wanted Harry to stay here until things got
sorted out. To sort this one out, Dumbledore would need more
than magic, he‘d need a miracle.
Should I care? Probably he should want to kill himself.
If he started murdering people now, before he was even
twelve, what was he going to be like when he reached twenty?
What did it say about you, if you could kill somebody, then sit
down and eat dinner like nothing happened?
At least my hands are shaking. Please let that be a good
sign. Let it mean that I feel bad, not just that I was scared.
Images kept appearing, his mind a twisted Mirror of
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Erised, showing him all the things he didn‘t want to see.
Voldemort‘s face. Quirrell lying dead. Dumbledore‘s look of
suspicion. Yet none of that, not even I killed Quirrell could
stop Harry from eating. Not while there were still chips left
and a nearly full bottle of malt vinegar.
Was he sick?
Hagrid came in even though it was still the middle of the
night. It made Harry feel safe. Nobody could get him while
Hagrid was about.
Surely Hagrid knew what he‘d done.
―Want some chips, Hagrid?‖ Harry said.
―Go on and eat.‖ Hagrid pulled the nearest bed closer,
its wooden legs scraping the tile floor, the bed‘s springs
creaking as Hagrid sat down.
―Got a letter from Charlie Weasley. Norbert‘s made
friends with some of the other dragons. He‘s started flying.
His breathing‘s getting stronger nearly every day. Charlie
says I can visit any time. Got a trip all laid out. That‘s where
I‘ll be most of the summer.‖
―Bet he‘s getting big.‖ Harry doused the last piece of
fish with vinegar.
―Just hope he remembers me. I only had him that short
a time and all.‖
―I bet he will.‖ Thinking of Norbert eating from his
hand, Harry said, ―If I give you some money, could you get
Norbert something and tell him it‘s from me?‖
―He‘d like that. He always got extra happy,‖ Hagrid
pulled out one of his huge handkerchiefs, ―whenever you
came down to visit.‖ After a quick blow of his nose, he put
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the handkerchief away.
###
Harry stood at the long wall of windows, his hands and
legs no longer shaking.
―You should get some rest,‖ Hagrid said.
―I‘m afraid to.‖
―Worried about the inquest?‖
―A little, I guess. Mostly that I‘ll see Professor Quirrell
or Voldemort.‖ He watched Hagrid‘s reflection in the
window. ―I see them anyway. Flashbacks I guess.‖
―Wasn‘t sure you‘d want to talk about it.‖ Hagrid came
to stand beside him. ―Facing you-know-who like that, all
alone. Don‘t take it wrong, Harry, but I‘m glad wasn‘t me.
Isn‘t much scares me. Azkaban. A few other things. But he‘s
one of ‗em.‖
―You could squash him.‖
―If I could get my hands on him just for a second. But I
wouldn‘t, is all. He‘d kill me before I could lay a finger on
him. Maybe toy with me first. I‘m not fool enough to think I
could stand up to the likes of him.‖
―Somehow he doesn‘t scare me as much.‖
―From now on, he’s the one‘s got to be scared.‖
Harry knew he must be almost back to normal, when
Hagrid rested a hand on his shoulder and he didn‘t crumple to
the floor.
―You beat him twice now. First time, it could‘ve
been.... Who knows. But after this, he‘ll think long and hard
before he tries going up against you.‖
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Harry doubted that was true, but he finished what he had
meant to say. ―He doesn‘t scare me as much as Quirrell.‖
Hagrid looked down at him, then grunted. ―It‘s no easy
thing. And for a boy your age.‖ He gave Harry‘s shoulder a
squeeze.
―Haven‘t had a proper talk with Professor
Dumbledore yet. But I know him, Harry. Whatever trick youknow-who pulled, to slip past. Dumbledore won‘t let that
happen again, not if there‘s a way to stop it.‖
###
The horizon had brightened from black to purple and
was showing hints of pink when Dumbledore came in,
accompanied by Madam Lerwick.
After a nod from
Dumbledore, Hagrid headed back to his cottage to get some
sleep.
Dumbledore drew up three chairs. Sinking down into
one of them, Harry felt like someone had attached weights to
his eyelids, so he stood up again. Dumbledore gave him some
tea. The hot liquid helped keep his throat from closing up
while he went over what had happened.
Mid-morning, the Right Powerful Ian Kindrell arrived,
along with Solicitor Jackson and Dolores Umbridge. They
conducted the preliminary inquest there in the hospital wing,
Kindrell opening the proceedings with a reminder that ―Our
purpose here is to gather as much information as possible,
while memories are fresh.‖
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###
Hermione paced in the hospital‘s waiting room. Like
the ward itself, the waiting room had one wall full of windows
looking out. Ron sat on a sofa, asleep, with his mother and
Ginny on either side of him.
Professor McGonagall, waiting to give her deposition,
said, ―If you keep pacing like that, you‘ll wear yourself to a
frazzle. And the rest of us as well.‖
So Hermione sat down, but as tired as she felt, she still
couldn‘t sit still.
―Can‘t you at least tell us something, Professor?‖ she
said.
―I didn‘t go into the room either, Miss Granger.‖
―But Dumbledore must have told you something.‖
―And if he did tell me something in confidence, it would
be unwise, not to mention disloyal, for me to repeat it.‖
Hermione knew she wasn‘t being reasonable, but she
didn‘t feel like being reasonable. There had been several
aurors wandering about, one of them the scariest looking man
she ever hoped to meet. Which meant something big must
have happened inside the room.
Hermione thought of the various warning signs they had
passed. ―We weren‘t going there to steal treasure or anything,
Professor.‖
―You‘ll have a chance to explain that when the time
comes.‖
―But why is Harry in trouble and Ron and I aren‘t?‖
―How do you know you aren‘t in trouble too?‖
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McGonagall said.
―I‘d feel better if I was.‖
When Ron snorted and shifted on the couch, Hermione
gave him a vexed look. How could he sleep at a time like
this?
―I just wish Professor Dumbledore would come out,‖
Hermione said.
―Do you need to tell him something?‖ McGonagall
straightened in her chair.
―Yes. That his stupid sphinx cheated!‖
McGonagall went from interested to mildly annoyed.
―The goal was to catch thieves, not to play fair.‖
McGonagall sank back into her chair. ―What makes you think
it cheated?‖
―It asked for the capital of Assyria.‖
―The capital of— Oh, right. And what was your
answer?‖
―I asked it which period, and it said it didn‘t care, so I
said Nineveh.‖
―Well, that‘s definitely the wrong answer.‖
―But— But it wouldn‘t say which period and—‖
―The correct answer is Monty Python and the Holy
Grail.‖
An image flashed into Hermione‘s head of Professor
McGonagall, witch‘s hat and all, sitting in a movie theater
with a tub of popcorn in her lap.
―It was your sphinx, Professor?‖
―Of course. And of all people, Hermione, I‘d expect you
to be able to follow instructions.‖
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―Instructions?‖ Hermione slumped down. ―Not under
pressure.‖
McGonagall came to sit in the next chair over and pat
her on the hand. ―Just as well you didn‘t go in.‖
Sensing a moment of weakness, Hermione said, ―Was it
bad?‖
―I suspect very few people could have gone into that
room and come out alive.‖ McGonagall shared a look with
Mrs. Weasley. ―I shouldn‘t have wanted to try, I know that
much.‖
###
After Ron and Hermione gave their depositions, Neville
took his turn.
―I was waiting for them to come back,‖ he said, ―and I
fell asleep in the Common Room. When I woke up, I got
worried.‖ He gave Harry an apologetic look.
―And then what did you do?‖ Madam Lerwick said.
―Pulled the emergency cord by the fireplace.‖
Neville blushed and kept his eyes down when he left the
witness chair, so Harry didn‘t have a chance to give him a
thumbs up.
When the sphinx came in to testify, Professor
McGonagall wound up having to question it, since for anyone
else, it would only answer if they identified a movie quote. It
described how Voldemort/Quirrell had gone into the secret
room three times. Once on the night Harry chickened out,
once on the night when he didn‘t, and once on an earlier
occasion, no doubt Voldemort making sure the last of the
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alarms were disabled.
When the sphinx first mentioned Voldemort, Solicitor
Jackson, jumped up and shouted, ―Objection!‖
―You can‘t object,‖ Judge Kindrell said. ―These are just
depositions.‖
―Well, I still object! Lord Voldemort? Is that thing
serious? Is it broken?‖
―Keep your wig on,‖ Madam Lerwick said. ―And you‘d
better get used to hearing that name.‖
Ron, Hermione, and Neville had all mentioned Harry‘s
fear that ―L.V.‖ was up to something. Apparently three first
year students didn‘t carry nearly the same weight as a sphinx,
however daft it might be.
After the sphinx, Harry had his turn on the stand, more
afraid of falling asleep than of crying in front of half-a-dozen
people. It helped that nobody from the newspaper was there,
though having Umbridge present was bad enough.
―Are we seriously going to sit and listen to this?‖
Jackson said, once Harry began to describe Voldemort‘s
appearance.
―You understand you‘re under oath, and any falsehoods
will work against you?‖ Kindrell said.
―Yes, sir.‖
―Proceed.‖
After Harry finished, three aurors came in, one after
another. The first was Alastor Moody, an older man with
unkempt, graying hair, a heavily scarred face, a wooden leg,
and a false eye that spun about wildly.
―Doesn‘t he trust healers?‖ Harry asked Madam
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Lerwick.
―Cursed wounds,‖ she said. ―Half the Death Eaters in
Azkaban are there because of Alastor Moody.‖
―Oh.‖
―We appreciate you taking time out from retirement,‖
Solicitor Jackson told Moody. ―We‘re anxious to hear your
interpretation of these events.‖
Moody gave a sharp nod. ―Quirinus Quirrell‘s dead.‖
Moody‘s gravelly voice fit his face well. As he spoke, his real
eye focused on Harry. ―Killed by a close approximation of
Avada Kedavra. Cast, it appears, by Mr. Potter there.
Quirrell‘s wand, meanwhile, contains several Cruciatus curses.
Cast on Mr. Potter.‖
―Mr. Potter has acknowledged killing Quirrell, claiming
he was acting in self defense. Do you have an opinion on the
validity of that plea?‖
―It matches what‘s on the wands. The tricky question is,
self-defense against whom?‖
―Why is that tricky?‖ Jackson said.
―The shadow image from the killing curse is of Quirrell,
giving testimony to his own possession by Voldemort.‖
Jackson paused for a moment to rub his temples. ―And
you consider that to be genuine?‖
―It‘d be a tricky thing to fake. Beyond that, we have
several Cruciatus and a few minor spells spread between the
two wands, all cast by someone other than Quirrell. Someone
with a very heavy hand. The Department of Mysteries will
have the last say, but my guess is, they‘ll point in the direction
of the Dark Lord as well.‖
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Kingsley Shacklebolt and Gawain Robards also
testified, mostly agreeing with Moody‘s interpretation.
Prior to adjourning for lunch, Judge Kindrell relocated
the hearing to the Scorewall, which had a crowd of students
around it. Someone called out, ―Why is it impounded?‖
Immediately someone else asked, ―And when will it be unimpounded?‖ Without offering an explanation, Flitwick and
McGonagall dispersed the crowd
For a brief moment, Harry felt special. He was allowed
to approach the wall while everyone else got shoved aside.
His smug feeling didn‘t last long. I get to look because I’m
the killer.
Just now, there wasn‘t much to see. The Gryffindor
section, which had spent the last few months in second (and
on several occasions, first) place, now hugged the right side of
the wall. That seemed proper enough, as you couldn‘t expect
to kill someone without losing quite a few house points. The
strange thing was, everything except the house name lay
hidden behind a single diagonal word, printed in red:
―Impounded.‖
Only when the crowd of students had been pushed into
the Great Hall did Dumbledore order the Scorewall to display
the Gryffindor section. As it did, Gryffindor shifted from the
far right back into the more familiar second place. Below the
house score, the most recent five events were listed, two in
green, three in red:
Awardee | Awarder | Pts. | Description
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Delver, Tabitha (et al) | Weasley, P. | -50 |
Unsportsmanlike Conduct
Longbottom, Neville | Staff | 20 | Initiate Rescue of
Potter, H.
Potter, Harold | Gryffindor, G. | 50 | Foil Slytherin‘s
Heir
Granger, Hermione | SOMOMMQ | -5 | Failure to
Follow Instructions
Weasley, Ronald | SOMOMMQ | -5 | Incorrect Answer
―I‘d call this objective evidence,‖ Jackson said. ―Vague,
certainly. But about as impartial as could be hoped for.‖
Harry barely heard him, his mind trying to make sense
of what the wall said.
Foil Slytherin‘s Heir.
Had he done the right thing, then? But that line was
written in green. The color of death.
###
―Given the complex nature of the situation,‖ Jackson
said after lunch, ―the Solicitor‘s Office wishes to give the
situation due consideration before determining what charges,
if any, to bring.‖
―Quite right,‖ Judge Kindrell said.
―However,‖ Jackson said. ―This does support our claim
that Mr. Potter should not be in the care of muggles over the
summer.‖
―Are you requesting that he be remanded to the custody
of the auror‘s office?‖ Kindrell said.
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―No, your frightfulness. However–‖
Kindrell cut Jackson off. ―I don‘t want to muddle this
inquest with the question of Mr. Potter‘s guardianship.
Whatever requests you have in that regard need to be brought
formally as a separate action.‖ Kindrell gave a rap with his
gavel. ―This inquest is closed.‖
###
―Professor,‖ Harry said, as McGonagall escorted him to
Gryffindor House, ―how long before they decide what they‘re
going to do?‖
―I‘m sure I don‘t know, Harry.
Sometimes the
Solicitor‘s Office can move quite fast, sometimes quite slow.‖
―How long‘s ‗quite slow‘, ma‘am?‖
―For something like this? Slow could be months or
years.‖
He might have to go the whole summer with this
hanging over him? And maybe not just him. Maybe Ron and
Hermione even? Or Dumbledore? Worrying about himself all
summer would be bad enough. Harry didn‘t think he could
manage worrying about everybody else on top of it, knowing
it would be his fault if they got into trouble.
When Harry pushed past the Fat Lady‘s painting, a giant
vacuum sucked half of Gryffindor over to the entryway.
Fred and George immediately took ownership of Harry,
assuring him he was now a full member of the Up To No
Good Club, but they couldn‘t shield him from the questions,
everyone wanting to know what had been important enough to
land Gryffindor on the right side of the Scorewall.
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Tabitha and her lot, of course, were at the front edge of
the mob.
―Gryffindor appears on the right hand side,‖
McGonagall said, cutting through the noise, ―because the
score is impounded. When the score is shown, Gryffindor
appears in second place.‖
―What?‖ Tabitha said.
―Not second place anymore,‖ Andrew Fedderman said.
―Thanks to Mr. Weasel the Prefect.‖
―Wrong again.‖ McGonagall‘s voice was as cold as
Harry had ever heard it. ―The fifty points lost by ‗Tabitha et
al‘ merely offsets the fifty points earned by Mr. Potter.‖
―Earned?‖
―Meanwhile,‖ McGonagall said, ―the twenty points
earned by Mr. Longbottom, for notifying the staff of Mr.
Potter‘s predicament, brings Gryffindor into a very close
second to Slytherin. And to make it even more clear.... Ten
points to Percy Weasley, for exemplary performance of the
duties of Prefect, without consideration of house bias.‖ She
treated the gathered assembly to a remorseless glare. ―Anyone
wishing to understand why Gryffindor failed to win the House
Cup this year, need only look in the mirror, those of you who
valued a trophy above all else.‖
With the twins helping, McGonagall opened a path to
the first year dorm, but as the crowd parted, Harry came faceto-face with Neville, who looked like he‘d been locked in his
own chamber of horrors the last few hours.
Harry gave Neville a hug, feeling him tense up in
surprise. ―Glad you pulled the cord. If I‘d been locked in that
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room much longer—‖
Why couldn’t I have cried in the courtroom instead?
Amid the buzz of people trying to figure out what it
meant (―Did something bad happen, Professor?‖), Fred and
George escorted Harry up to the dorm.
―Get a bit of rest there, Harry,‖ Fred said.
―Don‘t forget, Quidditch practice tonight,‖ George said.
Harry snorted and felt a little better.
Ron was asleep, drooling on his pillow. Deciding he
could do without pajamas, Harry flopped into bed, falling
asleep before he could worry about the nightmares to come.

Chapter 35:
The Sword and the Stone

Harry sat in front of Dumbledore‘s desk reading a copy
of that morning‘s Daily Prophet. ―A Death in the Faculty‖
dominated the front page, with the subtitle ―Potter
Implicated.‖
―Whatever their source,‖ Dumbledore said, ―it appears
quite well informed.‖
Harry looked through the first part of the story, but
didn‘t try following when it continued onto another page.
Most of it sounded familiar, though it treated the mention of
Voldemort as a defense ploy. A few parts annoyed him, such
as the suggestion that he was ―clearly overwhelmed by the
burdens being placed upon him, with little or no support in
handling them.‖
What burdens? History of Magic: that was a burden.
One he knew perfectly well how to handle: ask Hermione for
help. And ―little or no support‖? Apparently Professor Snape
tutoring him didn‘t count. Or Dumbledore practically holding
his hand the whole year.
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Harry looked up. ―Is it bad, Professor?‖
―Too soon to say. At a minimum, your fellow students
now have some idea what happened, even if it is skewed. This
may present some difficulties for you next year.‖
―Maybe better that way, Professor. Than if they make it
up themselves?‖
―Perhaps. Of more immediate concern is the issue of
custody.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
―I‘m afraid this gives them quite a bit of ammunition.‖
Dumbledore paused, then waved something off. ―Politics. No
need to delve into it. The upshot is, we again have the
ministry to be worried about. Which means, Harry, if you can
at all manage, I think it‘s best you at least start summer
vacation back at your aunt and uncle‘s house.‖
―They don‘t want me.‖ Harry wrapped his arms around
his ribs and hunched down in his seat.
―Who doesn‘t?‖
―Any of them.‖
―Harry.‖
Dumbledore‘s annoyed tone made Harry look up.
―You have a tendency toward self-pity. It isn‘t your
fault, but you‘ve got to recognize it, and fight it.‖
Harry nodded, because it was true, even if it didn‘t apply
in this situation. How could the Weasleys want him, knowing
they might wake up one morning and find a member of the
family dead?
―The Weasleys do want you. That hasn‘t changed an
iota.‖ Why could everyone read his mind?
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―Yes, sir.‖
―I get the impression you don‘t quite believe me.‖
Dumbledore rested his forearms on his desk. ―Shall I have
Mrs. Weasley come and convince you?‖
Harry‘s eyes went wide.
―I didn‘t think so.‖ Dumbledore sat back in his chair.
―Your aunt, certainly, is taking you back somewhat
reluctantly, though not so much as you might expect. For one,
she remains blissfully unaware of anything that happened here
this year. It also seems to me she misses you and may even
feel a bit guilty over how you parted.‖
―Couldn‘t get Dudley to help with the chores, I guess.‖
―You do yourself a disservice, Harry, as well as your
aunt. Also, I should like to remind you of our earlier
discussion regarding self-pity.‖
Harry lowered his head. ―Yes, sir.‖
―I don‘t mean to imply this will be any sort of carpet
ride. I know your aunt‘s house is one place you‘d rather not
be. Yet I still think it‘s the better solution. A known quantity,
a situation you‘re familiar with.‖
―What if I hurt someone, Professor?‖
―You still have the sink?‖
―Yes, sir.‖
―It‘s important you use it regularly over the summer.‖
―If she‘ll let me, sir,‖ Harry said.
―Based on my last conversation with your aunt, I believe
she will. You‘ll have to be secretive about it. She doesn‘t
want your cousin exposed to the wizarding world, nor does
she wish to be reminded of this part of your life. Just the
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same, if the situation becomes unbearable, for whatever
reason, then leave.‖
Harry looked into Dumbledore‘s eyes. I don’t turn
twelve for almost two whole months. You’re not supposed to
trust me that much. Don’t you know anything?
―Have you been taught how to call the Knight Bus?‖
Dumbledore said.
―I think Fred and George said something about it, sir?‖
―Just stand beside a road, hold out your wand, and say
‗Knight Bus.‘ The fare is one sickle. Take the bus to the
Leaky Cauldron.‖
―Yes, sir.‖
―The owl shop on Diagon Alley has owls for let. Use
one to send me a message. Better yet, give a message to the
innkeeper, Tom, and have him post it. If he knows I‘m
coming for you, I don‘t think he‘ll let anyone just cart you off.
Not without one sort of delaying tactic or another.‖
As they moved to sit by the fireplace, Harry paused by
Fawkes, a pheasant-sized bird who sat, uncaged, on a wooden
post. Entirely red except for green eyes and yellow claws,
Fawkes was the phoenix whose tail feather powered his fitted
wand.
―Do you reckon I could pet him, Professor?‖ Harry said.
Dumbledore stood beside him, his eyes on Fawkes.
―Doubtful. The phoenix is a proud and rather finicky
companion. However, there‘s no harm in trying, so long as
you respect his objections. Failure to do so ... isn‘t
recommended.‖
When Harry reached out, Fawkes gave no sign of
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objecting, so Harry ran a hand across his back. ―Hello,
Fawkes.‖
Dumbledore pressed a finger to his lips. Since he
seemed distracted, Harry went on petting Fawkes, whose
feathers had more of a papery quality compared to the silky
feel Hedwig‘s.
―He‘s partial to these.‖
Dumbledore handed Harry a biscuit in the shape of a
mastodon. Fawkes ate it one chunk at a time, as patiently as
Hedwig with her mouse biscuits.
―It appears you‘ve made a new friend,‖ Dumbledore
said. ―One can never have too many of those.‖
―Especially cool ones,‖ Harry said. ―Like a phoenix.‖
―I‘m sorry you had to go through this,‖ Dumbledore said
as they sat down beside the fireplace, which today sported
only the illusion of a fire. ―I know you‘ve a difficult summer
ahead. Nevertheless, there are a few rays of light. The most
hopeful, to me, is how much we‘ve learned.‖
Dumbledore poured them a spot of tea. ―It isn‘t often
that a first year student gives the Headmaster a summer
assignment, but you‘re turning out to be a most unusual
student,.‖
―Unusually painful.‖
―Be that as it may, rest assured that I will devote the
summer trying to make sense of the clues we‘ve been given. I
expect to come up with more questions than answers. That‘s
how these things work. Still, this time last year, I wouldn‘t
have known where to begin.‖
From his alcove behind Dumbledore‘s desk, Morris
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said, ―Sir Nicolas Flamel to see you, your lordship.‖
Dumbledore seemed surprised, but said, ―Thank you,
Morris. Send him on up, won‘t you?‖
When Sir Nicolas arrived, Harry recognized him from
their meeting outside Gringotts, though today he looked a bit
frumpy, with shadows under his eyes and wrinkles in his suit.
Flamel eagerly accepted Dumbledore‘s offer of a brandy.
―Shall I go then, sir?‖ Harry said.
Standing at the liquor cabinet, Dumbledore paused with
the crystal stopper from a decanter in one hand.
―Why don‘t you stay, Harry. But I‘m afraid you‘ll have
to make do with tea.‖
Dumbledore brought two large snifters of brandy over to
the fireplace and handed one to Flamel. ―I wasn‘t expecting
you quite so soon, Nicholas.‖
―You‘d think it would take longer. Only this has been
brewing some time, really. And Cecelia‘s convinced me this
is the right thing.‖
―I‘m sorry to hear that.‖
Flamel swirled his brandy. ―Terrible row. Now it‘s
done, I only wish it had happened sooner.‖
―You think it‘s unrepairable?‖
―Nothing to repair, Albus. She wanted the Elixir and the
gold. I think I knew that all along. Old fools are the worst
fools eh? Ah, but she‘d do things Perenelle would never
dream of. I must have tried for a hundred years to get
Perenelle to—‖
Dumbledore cleared his throat and nodded toward
Harry.
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Flamel raised his glass in salute. ―Quite.‖
―Are you ready to set a date, then,‖ Dumbledore said,
―for destroying the Stone?‖
―Can‘t destroy it. Banishment. That‘s the only path.‖
―I‘ve got Gryffindor‘s sword.‖
―Perfect.‖
―For banishment?‖
―Absolutely.
It‘s been tried before, you know,
destroying it. Wrong person gets hold, it becomes a curse.‖
Flamel took a sip of brandy. ―When that lot killed Perenelle, I
should have given it back straightaway.‖ He shook his head
sadly. ―There‘s no mistaking the signs this time. I‘d be a fool
to keep holding onto it.‖
―If we can‘t destroy it,‖ Dumbledore said, ―I‘d sleep
better knowing where it is.‖
―If the Stone wanted him, he‘d have it.‖ Long fingers of
brandy clung to the inside of Flamel‘s snifter. ―What I feel is
just the opposite. It doesn’t want him. I‘m sure it sounds a bit
sentimental, but I think it wants to protect me from him. Him
and those madmen of his.‖
―You‘re the one person to say what it might or might not
want. Very well. We shall need Gryffindor‘s sword and what
else?‖
―A portkey. Nothing more.‖
―And when would you—‖
―Now!‖ Sir Nicolas said. ―If you‘ve got the sword, let‘s
get this wretched thing done.‖
Dumbledore set his brandy down, stepped into an
adjacent room, and returned a minute later carrying a
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broadsword along with what looked to Harry like a silver
ostrich egg. With Sir Nicholas holding the egg, Dumbledore
pulled a walking stick from an umbrella bin and handed it to
his gargoyle.
―Sir Nicholas would like to make a portkey, Morris.‖
―As you say, sir.‖
Morris continued holding the stick as Sir Nicholas
tapped it with his wand. With the portkey finished, Harry took
hold of the walking stick alongside Dumbledore and Flamel.
A stomach tumble later, they were standing at the top of a
ziggurat. In the thick jungle below, some sort of monkey or
bird began giving a raucous warning.
Sir Nicolas set the Stone on the half-crumbled remains
of an altar.
―Best step back a bit.‖ Flamel took the sword from
Dumbledore. ―The owner‘s manual‘s a bit thin at this point.‖
Dumbledore and Harry retreated to a far corner of the
top platform. The heat and humidity already had Harry
sweating.
Facing the altar, Flamel said, ―Here I found you. And
here I give you back.‖
He raised the sword over his head with both hands, then
brought it down vigorously, as if he meant to cut the stone in
half. When the blade connected, it gave an anticlimactic
clang, like a hammer dropped onto a concrete floor.
The bright sunlight faded, as if a storm was blowing in,
except that it kept getting darker until the sky filled with stars.
A moment later, with a peal of thunder, daylight returned,
leaving Harry‘s eyes watering.
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The Philosopher‘s Stone was gone. So was Gryffindor‘s
sword.
Flamel stumbled back, steadied himself, looked at his
empty hands, then at Harry and Dumbledore. ―Albus, old boy.
I had no idea.‖
Dumbledore put a hand on Harry‘s back, and they
returned to the stone altar.
―Not to worry,‖ Dumbledore said. ―I might be able to
get it back.‖ He looked down at Harry. ―A little known
property of the Sorting Hat: you can pull things out of it, so
long as they‘re connected to the school in some way.‖
―It may be too far gone for that,‖ Flamel said.
―If so, I accept the trade. In my line of work, I have
very little use for swords.‖

Chapter 36:
The Hot Pad Home

After the last dinner of the school year, Harry took Ron,
Hermione, and Neville to see Hedwig. The sniveling coward
inside told him it was the last time he would ever see his owl,
but he told Hedwig it would be September at the latest.
―With Hagrid gone this summer,‖ he told her, ―you‘ll
stay with Ron. All right? So if things turn out, I might get to
see you sooner.‖ He looked at Ron. ―Ron‘s got thick skin, so
don‘t be afraid to remind him, if he forgets to give you your
bickie.‖
―You just have to promise not to eat Scabbers,‖ Ron
said.
After the owlery, Harry detoured to see Moaning
Myrtle, much to Ron and Hermione‘s disgust. But like
Dumbledore said, you could never have too many friends,
especially ones able to distract Peeves while you made a
getaway.
Harry‘s last social call of the night took place just
outside the hidden doorway of Dumbledore‘s office.
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―Going home tomorrow,‖ Harry told Morris.
The gargoyle sat stonily in his recess.
―Isn‘t there anything I can do? A new nail file maybe?‖
With no answer coming, Harry finally gave up.
The atmosphere in the Common Room had gone sour,
so the four of them spent the rest of the evening in a magical
room only Fred and George knew how to find. After formally
inducting Harry into the Up To No Good Club, the twins
headed off in pursuit of one last prank, or perhaps two, leaving
Harry, Ron, Hermione, and Neville to enjoy the illusory
beach-side view, complete with the sound of waves coming in
and shore birds squabbling.
―Think I‘m starting to understand flashbacks.‖ Ron was
watching as Neville crushed Hermione in a game of wizard
chess. ―And all I got was zapped by a mutant sphinx.‖
―Don‘t forget ‗almost torn apart by a cerberus,‘‖
Hermione said.
―Next time I do something stupid,‖ Harry said, ―I‘ll
leave you guys out of it.‖
―There‘s something to be said for boring,‖ Ron said.
―But I think you‘re stuck with us tagging along.‖
―We‘re like the Three Musketeers,‖ Hermione said.
―Except there‘s four of us,‖ Ron said.
―There were four of them too.‖
―Didn‘t they have a saying?‖ Neville said.
―Yes. It was, ‗One for all and....‘ Wait. ‗One for all
and....‘‖
―All for Chocolate Frogs!‖ Neville pulled a Giant Bag
out of his robes.
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―I thought you were looking a bit podgy,‖ Ron said.
For a while, they forgot about everything else as they ate
chocolate and swapped frog cards.
###
The next morning, Harry stood at the front entrance of
the castle, watching everyone else pile into the thestral
carriages. Dumbledore didn‘t like the idea of him riding a
muggle train alone from London to Little Whinging.
Someone from the ministry might be at London station to nab
him. Or somebody worse than the ministry, even.
On his way past, Draco paused to blow a noisemaker in
Harry‘s face, one of the rollout kind that tickled Harry‘s nose
before retreating.
―Second best‘s nothing to be ashamed of,‖ Draco said,
―when you‘re up against the likes of Slytherin.‖
Harry managed a weak smile. ―See you next year,
Draco.‖
After a sad shake of his head, Draco headed off, flanked
by Crabbe and Goyle.
―I hope.‖

